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wHAKARAPoPoTo r0nrnO
ABSTRACT

I nga rua tekau ma rima tau nei ka puta ake Etahi kaupapa mitauranga hei whakaora i te

reo t[turu o Aotearo4 i te reo Mdori me 6na tikanga- Ka tirohia e t€nei tuhinga roa te

l*oopupq ar5, ma te k6rero Maori o te hunga tata ki nga tamariki e ako ana i roto i te reo e

puawai ai te kaupapa ako i te reo MEori. Ka tirohia te kaupapa nei, te 6rohi i nga k6rero

pukapuka-a-whEnau hei tautoko i te reo.

He huarahi te 'ao fthi' i roto i nga mahi o ia rd hei whakawhEnui i te whakaora i te reo, ki

te puprni hoki i nga tikanga Maori. Ka rangahautia e rua nga mahi e pE ana ki nga ritenga

kdrero pukapuka-a-wh5nau o ngi tamariki nohinohi katahi and ka unr ki te hra kaupapa

Meori. Ko te miramatanga i puta mai i €nei rangahau, ma te h;ngai tonu ki te kdrero tahi

i nga pukapuka ki nga tnmariki kua rima nga tarq e tupu ai te k6rero i te reo M6ori i nga

kainga e hdpai ai hoki nga k6kiritanga ki te whakaor4 ki t€ whakawh5nui i te reo i roto i

nga kura me nga whdnau.

In the last quarter of the twentieth centary a number of educational initiatives hstte

emerged aimed at regenerating Mdori, the indigenous language of Aotearoa-Nav

Zealand. This thesis explores the premise that in order for such educational initiatives to

be efective, those who have intimate cantact with studerxs in their personal domains of

life also need to be interactingwith them in tlrc target language. It examines interactions

infamily literaqt practtces as a constitutive contextfor afult Mdori language elaboration

and acqui s ition proce s s es.

'Literaqt' is conceived as providing tools within socioaitural practices to arnplify Mdori

language regeneration and cultural persistence. Across two separate studies the home

literacy practices of tenfamilies with new entrant children in a Mdori medium sclnoling

initiattve, htra kaupapa Mdori, are exanined The results of the studies indicate tlut

specific literaqt-related strategies sited in boobeading with 5 yem olds can increase the

use of Mdori language within homes, thereby increasing the ffictiveness of Mdori

language regeneration programmes and initiatives across sclnol andfamily settings.
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HT MIHI

E nga mans, e nga reo, e rau rangatira mE, t€ne ra koutou katoa- Ka mihi ki a koutou tae

noa ki nga tini mate kua pd ki a tiitou. E nga mate takoto mai ra i te moenga roa, i te
moenga t€ uthakaarahi4 i waenga i te nui e apalcuratia atu nei. E Nana Tuini, e PdpE DoD,

e Whdea Tuki m6, koutou katoa r4 i t[ hei poutokomanawa mo ngo k6hanga reo, nga

kura kaupapa i te wd i noho ai koutou i te ao t[ro4 haere, haere, haere. Kua huri mai o

koutou tuara ki te ao t[ro4 kua haere koutou i te ara wh6nui o Tiine, ki a r6tou lcua

whetirangitia. No reira, koutou katoa e nga ainr6 katoa o te motq hae're, haere, haffe.

Kapiti hono tiitai hono ka waiho koutou ki a koutoq titou ko te hunga ora ki a titou No
reira t€n^d titou katoa

Ki nga iwi katoa, nga kai pupuri s fe mana whenua o ia rohe, o ia motq he mihi whEnui

atu t€nei. E nga kaiako kua whakawhiti k6rero, e nga whinau tekau kua kOrero-a-

pukapukatia i roto i tEnei pukapuka, ka whakawhetai nui, ka mihi atu ki a koutou. No o
koutou tEmanako ki nga tamariki mokopuna i punwai ai to tatou l€o, te reo t0pura Kia
kaha e hoa ma, wh6ia nga huarahi tika mo koutou hei whakarata i te reo i roto i o koutou

kainga i to koutou kur4 puta noa ki te nulor o te whenua

Nga tohunga i arahina ai te akonga nei, e Shurt, kourua ko Linda tino nui nga

whakawhetai. E hia nga tau i akiaki, i tohutohq i awhina i ahau nei, ii, i pikauria ki o
kourua tuara Kati rq kua oti. TEnE rawa atu kounra

Ehara taku toa i te toa takitahi, he toa takitini. Ka huri nga whakaaro aroba ki a koutou, e

Gr:ahamo e Kuni, e Trislu e Leonie, e 'IJncle' Prta e Tommy. TEnE hoki kounra, e Shane,

e Bonit4 mo 6 kor.rnra mahi whakarite. Ko koutou katoa o Te Aratiatiq o IR[, o te Tad

Mdtauranga hoki, ka mihi atu ki a koutou Ki a Mick m4 tena koutou mo te wd i h6mai.

Ki 6ku hoa wibine o te Amorangi, ki nga wiihine to4 ka tukuna nga mihi mo o koutou

tautoko, t€ni koutoq Gne koutoq t€ni koutou katoa

Ka huri ki aku mapihi maure4 ki a Karauria Rankura, Tamatikahu, koutou ko Numia-

Kelly mi, nga tamariki mokop"n4 tae noa ki a koutou katoa o te whinau H6hepa, o rc

whiinau R6t"pr,, ka aroha atu. Ki 6ku mefi4 na kourua i whanr te kEkahu. TEni kounra

mo te aroha me te porpoi, e kore e muhr. E ipo, e Richar4 tene ra koe e te hoa rangatira

e taku tino portnamrl ka nui te aroha

A heartfelt thanks to whinaq friends, colleagues and kura for yoru assistance,

participation, support and love, and for helping to get this finished.
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CHAPTER OI\TE

Hutia te rito o te harakeke

kei lpa te kimako e ko e?

Whakataaoryitia

Tbohia ki uta

Tirohia ki tai

Aa, ui mai ki ahmt

"He ahatemea nui?"

Mdlot e ki ata *He tangatq he toryaa, he toryaa"

Pluck the center shoot of theflc bush

Yhere will the bellbird sing?

Seoch the skies, the land and the sea

Then askme

"Whot is the greatest thing?"

Iwill tellyou "It is people".

INTRODUCTION

In il{5ori discussions of the importance of 'whinau', the q/hakatauki above is ofteir

referred to. As a metaphor, the health of the flax bush can be likened to the viability of

wh5nau as a context for Mdori child-rearing and for other M5ori cultural practices. The

rito or new cent€r shoot of each fan represents the chil4 developing in the protection

afforded by the grou/th oD either side. The layers of outer growft variously represent the

generations of the child's parents, grandparents and so on. "Like fans in the fla:r busb,

parent-child families in the whiinau share common K,ots and derive strength and stability

from forming part of a larger whole. ... Flax and whinau alike live thrcugh cycles of

growtb, dyrng and regeneration." (Metge, 1995; 16).



In this thesis a slightly different interpretation is also taken. That the fla.'r bush

qrmbolising whfrnau continues to grow and regenerate is a given, although for each

generation it may grow differently, with new strains appearing. However, what I am

primarily concemed with is the significance of the song of the bellbfud resting on the flor

bush. Is the bellbird able to sing in the language of the bellbfu4 or the sparro#? How

might the flax bush be helped to grow in ways that support the development of bellbird

language in bellbird chicks? What do adult bellbirds who have learned to sing in sparrow

do when they want their children and themselves to be able to sing (and read and unite!)

in bellbird?

As an indigenous colonised people, Maori arc one of many zuch groups attempting

langtrage regeneration and cultural retention. Maori successes in creating space for Miori

language and culture are intenrationally recognis€d. Maori designed educational

initiatives zuch as kdhanga reo, (pre-school M6ori language nests) and kura kaupapa

Meori (M6ori language medium schools nm according to Miori values and philosophies),

have gained world-wide attention.

We have shown that we are able to effect significant changes at stnrctural and institutional

levels. This thesis argues that attention must now be more focused on ensuring the

strength of M6ori infrastrucnre, of which 'ufrEnau' is an integral part. In doing so it

draws on existing theorising in the field of 'language revitalisation'. It is currently well

argued within the field that processes of intergenerational langrrage transmission in

personal domains zuch as 'family' are of firndamental importance. This thesis attempts to

shift understandings of 'language revitalisation' even firther in terms of family

intergenerational language use, by shifting the focus onto specific activities within family,

or whEnag settings.

This is a thesis about Maori language leaming and M6ori language use, rcvolving amund

three main themes - te reo Maori, whiinau and 'te ao tuhi'. These lvleori t€ruls, briefly

defined along with other M6ori words and concepts in the appended glossary, wil be

examined in more depth in following chapters. Studies reported in this thesis are

concerned with the development and use of te reo Meori in households with new entant

children enrolled in kura kaupapa Meori. In particular, it is an examination of how



literacy practices in the home support the realisation of wider language regeneration

dreams and goals underlying kaupapa Meori initiatives. The studies show how ufrinau

bookreading practices with children can be very effective contorts for intergenerational

Meori language use and learning.

A key aniom of the theoretical approach developed in this thesis is that developrrnent and

leaming need to be understood in relation to the social contexts in which they occur. By

contexts I include the politica[ historical and societal, as well as the social and cultual

that influence (and arguably, are influenced by) development and learning. Crree,nfield &

Cocking desqibe researchers who bave written from similar positions as having

'lnanaged to combine data from historical, sociological, c'ultural, and psychological

sour@s to explore multiple lenels of causality of developme,ntal phenome,na" (1994; xv).

Such contextual dimensions, and the nature of their influences on and relationships with

te reo Maori, whEnau and M6ori print literacy, are examined in the first part of this thesis.

A JOI.JR}IEY

Research for this thesis was carried out during the 1990s. For lvliiori, this represented a

period of contestation and sonsolidation on a range of fronts; Treaty of Waitangi

settlements, fisheries allocations, Meori broadcasting, Meori political reprcseDtation, were

but some of the major topics of debate within Meori society and within 'New 7*,alanrl'

society in general. The 1990s is itself part of a larger period of time, sp"nning at least a

quarter of a century, druing which much effort has !6q1 expended in regenerating N{aori

cultural confidence and increasing MSori political assertiveness.

A major context implicated in the focus of this thesis is kura kaupapa Meori. Kura

kaupapa Maori is a M6ori educational initiative ft21 aims to help ensure for lvlEori the

existence of a living language and culture, &d to intervene in negative educational

outcomes. Kura kaupapa Meori works to p'rovide sgh'sqling in te reo Meori, following a

curriculum that validates Miori knowledge, values, beliefs and practices, as well as

providing access to contemporary knowledge and school sudsulrrrn.



The thesis was written over a period of change and development for kura kaupapa Meori

as a movement and for the kura to which uihanau who took part in the research belonged.

Changes that ttre kura underwent included becoming composite in stnrcture. Class levels

increased to incorporate secondary levels Years 9 to13. This contributed to a doubling of

the roll over three years and a building programme that was completed n 1997.

There was also a deal of activity and interest being generated by a number of 'M5ori

education' projects. Some were government driven and had national significance, such as

the round of consultative hui for the development of a MEori education snrates/ @inistry

of Education, 1997b); the development of Aromatawai Urunga-E-lcura or School Entry

Assessment a national tool for assessing literacy, numeracy and language-related

knowledge and expertise of new entrants in either Maori or in English (Ministry of

Education, 1997c) and Nga Kete Kdrero, a system for grading early and emergent Meori

reading material @enton, Berryuran, Glyna Hindle, Kapa Rau, & Murphy, 1996). A

smaller project carried out for the Ministry of Education involved surveying teacher

satisfaction with Maori language resources (Hohepa & Smith, 1996).

Others were long-term 'flax roots' projects, such as the development of a MEori version

of Marie Clay's (1993) observation survey of early literacy achievement by Maori

teachen working in Mdori medium school settings (Rau, in press). I pacticipated to

varying degrees in the last four projects listed above. All had a literacy emphasis and all

impacted on this thesis, more explicitly in tbe case of the second to last project, aspects of

which are discussed in Chapter For.r.

In temrs of activity directly concemed with te reo M6ori, a national survey of lvlnori

language was conducted (Te Taura Whirio 1995b, Te Puni K6kid, 1998). A Maori

language curriculurn, Te Tauaki t€ reo ldaori i roto i te ldarautanga (Te Tahuhu o te

Matauranga, 1996) was trialled, then released. Other curriculum documents in Meori

were also developed and distributed - hrtaiao, Pangarau and Hangararg covering Science,

Mathematics and Technolory areas of the National Curriculum (Te T6huhu o te
Mdtauranga 1996). 1[s implications for kura kaupapa Meori teachers, as well as those

working in other Miori medium school settings, have included need for in-service

training and Maori language upskilling, particularly in vocabulary. Alongside these



developments there bas been ongoing cornmentary relating to the qrrality of reo being

developed and spoken by kdhanga reo and kura kaupapa MSori children and kaiako (e.g.

Education Review Office, 1995). Other attempts to ensure te reo lvleori sr:rvives aod

thrives into the twenty-fust cetrtury and beyond also occupied considerable attention, in

particular, the piloting and the provision of Mnori television networks @esearch Unit for

Meori Educatioru 1996).

The research presented in this thesis was carried out mindful that schooling in general,

and children in particular, cannot carry lvlaori cultural and linguistic agenda rcgarding

survival, maintenance and growth of te reo M6ori (Fishman, 1996). The snrdies

undertaken as part of the research provide an opportunity to recognise and to highlight the

commitnent that parents and other wh6nau members of k6hanga reo and kura kaupapa

Meori children (as well as many other children in MAori medium education) have to the

agenda- This is evidenced not only in sending their children to kdhanga and kura but also

in their own persoral joumeys, reflected in this thesis through their descriptions of the

efforts they have made to leam te reo Maori me 6natikanga

The positioning of Maori parents is of critical significance in this thesis. Historically,

educational agenda have sought to 'influenceo whiinau and parental roles in the

socialisation of M6ori children. Discounes arorurd Meori parents have positiond

them/us in a negative light. $sfusoling can take more tban a little responsibility for

shanging 'whinau' contexts of socialisation and changing roles related to socialisation in

purposeful as well as in indirect ways. A particularly demaging influence of past

schooling has been in changing Meori children's and adults' perceptions of l,Ieori

parenting in ways that have undermined the ability of wh6nau to ensue their children are

socialised into Maori culture and Mnori language @ihama, 1993; L. Smith, 1986a).

Two experiences I bad as a new mother committed to become a Miiori language speaker

with my first child illustrated for me the extent to which my ability to be a MEori-

speaking mother, and Mdori confidence in the 'rightness' or validity of speaking N,Ieori to

young had been negatively affected.



The first occurred near the end of our son's first year when we were living with my

mothero two younger brothers and my sister. My mother's neighbour, a Dutch immigrant,

commented how initially my attempts at speaking to my son in Maori had been rather

painful to listen to, sounding awkward and stilte4 even to someone who did not

understand a word I was sapng. However, she reported hearing a growing ease and

naturalness on my part in conversations with my son as time went on. Perhaps one of the

key tasks for Maori parents whose own experiences of language socialisation have been

primarily Euglish and who wish to reclaim the right and responsibility of ensuring our

children grow as Meori speakers, is what Kaa Williams described as "kia whakarata i te

reo" (1997). That is, to become comfortable and at ease with using Miori language.

The second occured when I fust began teaching in the Bay of Islands. On overhearing

me talking with my then one-year-old son, a Mdori native speaker probably in her late

forties asked me if I always spoke with him in Meori. She then told me that I was

endangering him, that he would become confirsed and would not learn to speak English

properly and that he would be disadvantaged when he went to school. The extent to

which her beliefs were coloured by her own schooling and other experiences as a MEori

speaker I can only guess at. However the story did not end there. A couple of years later

she told me that she was no longer concerned about the children q/ho were growing up

speaking Meori and attending the local kdhanga reo. It transpircd that she had been

qrat6hing a group of kdhanga reo children playrng with a goup of play-cenhe and

kindergarten children. She had been stnrck by the ease with which my son and his friends

switched from MSori to English and back ngein, depending on the child they $vsr€ tqlking

with. That these children were developing two sets of langrrage systems was plainly

evident. Not long aftero my husban4 son and I retumed to Auckland to have ou second

child and I enrolled in a Masters degree.

Research for my Masers thesis was concenred with te reo lvldori development alongside

the significance of cultural understandings in the process. In that instance the focus was

on M6ori language experiences of children taking place in routines and activities in a

kobanga reo. A key question g,rdlng the study was: in what ways were specified cultural

concepts and values being socialised through te reo Meori and being incorporated into the

sociali$1isa ofthese children as speakers of te reo Maori?



Apart from giving their permission for me to observe their child and reading tbrough

thesis drafts, parents wer,e rather invisible in that piece of research. My initial desire ha{

however, been to examine aspects of bilingrral development that were significant for both

children and adults as they became morc competent speakers of te reo Meori. At the time

my own home was one in which all the household members, children and adults (and

dog), were developing bilinguals (it still is). I observed kdhanga reo children and parents

utilising their developing language competencies in English and Maori in the case of

childreq and well-developed f,nglish langrrage and developing Maori in the case of

adults, in order to communicate. I was stnrck by the many and varied patterns of the

interactions. I wondered about how these pattenrs might influence the development and

use of te reo M6ori as a'wbEnau' language of interaction.

Following the completion of a Masters degree, I began lecturing, initiatly part-time.

Developing a PhD proposal around Maori-English bitingrral development of children

dovetailed into the development of a section on bilingual development in an

undergraduate pap€r. The 'hard slog' of researching and teaching for courses duing the

first trvo years left me feeling 'been there, done that' and the thesis topic languished.

Meanwhile oru eldest child was well into his first years at kura kaupapa M6ori, our

daughter had just started kura, and our youngest boy had settled into kdhanga r€o. The

oldest was receiving English instnrction in l<trra on one morning a week At this time I

was working with snrdents who, though not always native or highly fluent speakers of

Maori, were committed to writing their undergraduate assignments across a number of

courses in Meori. Oru daughter was also proving to be an avid writer. Not only in Ivleori,

which was the only medium of her schooling, but also in Englisb, which she appeared to

be learning thrcugh some process of osmosis. My research and teaching interese in

bilingual development took a sidestep towards biliteracy developmeng dcveloping lit€racy

in nvo languages.

Agar& outcomes of this interest tended to be more observable in areas of teaching than in

PhD activity, effort golng into e:'rtending the bilingual section of one course to include

biliteracy. A masters course looking at Maori print literacy in historical and contemporary

contexts was developed in collaboration with another colleague, who was also working on



a doctoral dissertation. In terms of PhD writing, there was still relatively little in the way

of concrete outcomes.

Early discussions and feedback around the emerging thesis topic guided the research tbat

finally took sbape.( Its focus was on parents as Miiori language leamers as an integral part

of the development of their children as M6ori langrrage speakers.2Particular influences

were conversations with parents and caregivers wtrose children attended kura kaupapa

Meori and k6hanga reo around Aotearoa-New Zealand. Feedback on a draft proposal

from Dr. Pita Sharples and discussions with teachen working in kura kaupapa M6ori and

other M6o1i xlsdirrm settings also provided guidance. ln conversations that sometimes

involved me as a parent as much as a would-be researcher, other parents reflected on their

concenrs and efforts involved in realising goals and aspirations they held in putting their

children into Mdori medium educational contexts. Often recurring themes were arormd

academic-related concerns and linguistic-related concerns, particularly around reading or

literacy development and their abilities to support children's learning.

Pita Sharples advocated that within a thesis with a focus on MSori language and cultural

regeneration, there be explicit recognition and encouragement of parents' commitnent to

supporting not only their children's langrrage developmenf but their own. What struck

me as often abseut from parents' conversations was a recognition of themselves as

language leamerso and of the significant role this plays in the wider agenda of langrrage

regeneration, as well as the more immediate agenda of schooling for their children.

Altematively, some parents made observations to the effect that'its too late for me to get

te reo, but I want my children to have it", and tbat they saw schooling as the major if not

only pathway for achieving this.

Discussions with Meori medium teachers prior to undertaking the research studies

reported in Part Two of this thesis revealed that there were often contradictory

perspectives, sometimes held by the same individual, relating to the roles of parents as

leamers, as resources for their children's learning, and as teachers themselves.

While to a great extent this research reflects my personal control as researcher and writer,

the issues, themes and goals underlying it and the direction it finally took bave been



shaped by potential participants. By participants I mean those who bave chosen to b€ part

of a 'cultural campaign' of which kdhanga reo and hra kaupapa lvlaori, whilst very

significant are only a part. It also reflects that my identity as an authentic member of a

kura kaupapa Meori played no small role in my decision to undertake the researcb-

Compared with the initial proposal, the topic of this thesis has not changed so much as

shifted to firther incorporate things that I believe are theoretically and culturally vital. By

culturally vital I include ensuring the success of kura kaupapa Meori. The focus still

includes development of te reo Mdori, however it has moved from one essentially looking

at children's M6ori language developmen! to a wider lens focus encompassing lvleori

language of children, their parents and 'wh6nau'. It also encompass€s print literacy. The

aim of this thesis is to support and contribute to te reo Meori development of kura

kaupapa Meori 'whilnau', through an examination of home literacy practices.

Whakamitau hinengaro - pqychologr

The thesis also incorporates an examination of psychology, developmenal psychologr in

particular. In effect this examination haq involved a search thrcugh many kinds of
psycholory, a search for what might be useful and relevant psychological approaches for

Meori to work with in the snrdy of M6ori development and leanring.

Kei hopu tda ringa hi te aka tacpa, engad hia nau hi te aho nutua.

@o not grasp the vine tfiat hengc loose, but hold tight to the parent vine,

anchored firmly below to Papa the earft and above to Rangi the slsy.)

(H M Mea4 1996; 5a)

In seeking to articulate a developmental psychologr that can be comfortably used in the

study of M6ori development and leaming, the advice above given to T6wbaki by his kuia

Whaitiri, to guide his ascent to the heavens in search of particular forms of knowledge is

pertinent. How does one know when one is travelling along safe paths, climbing the

strong vines, those rooted firmly in Papatfranuku and secured above to Ranginui? When

buffeted by altemative theoretical winds and perspectives, how does one identi& those

that will support the development of psychologr that will be of positive us€ to Mnori and

that will sit comfortably within a kaupapa Meori framework?



In the course of writing this thesis, I have found myself travelling up nuny and varied aka

psychological or otherwise. In order to develop social sciences in Aotearoa-New Txaland

that are Mdori-useful and safe, a critical sense of how social sciences have impacted on

our history and our cultre is called for. We also need to identify from social sciences

such as psychology those aspects that may be used as tools in positive and empowering

ways. Conversely we need to identiS aspects that have potential to act as dangerous and

di s-empowering frameworks.

Amongst those of us in Meori education at the Univenity of Auckland my position, which

for many years appeared that of a somewhat lone psychological voice in a more

sociological chorus of history, feminism, difference, lnlicy, and so on, has often been

joked about. However, ircross instinrtions in Aotearoa-New 7*atand Meori acadenrics are

pusuing Maori ways of understanding, interpreting and creating the areas of study in

which they have chosen to worlg including psychology.

Enriquez, (1989; 69) writing about the development of indigenous psycholos/ notes that;

[t]he development and utilization of indigenous viewpoints can no doubt be approached in a

nrunber of ways. More importantly, it occurs at mrny levels and cuts across many

disciplines. What appears to be m isolated development in a particular discipline in a

particular country usualty proves to be part ofan over-all pafiern.

Obviously while this thesis is completed, the tasks at hand are nowhere near so. Meori

have a way to go before our langr.rage and culnre can be considered s@ur€. For

indigenous people working in argrrably western academic arenas, who are 'e,mployed'

(fiscally or otherwise) in making spztoe for our views, our cultnral knowledge and

ourselves, there is much still to do.

To locate this thesis lpithin its hisorical context" it was submitted in uihat might be

described as a golden period in terms of Maori completing PhDs within Education.

Hopefully however it is representative of a new'status quo', that of lvfiiori aspiring to and

achieving in higher echelons of academic study. An almost cultural characteristic of

nuny theses completed by MEori dwing this time is that qniters identifr where they have

come from and to ufrom they belong. By this I do not mean identiffing themselves in
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terms of M6ori whakapapa (althougb this almost invriably does occur), but in terms of

how their personal histories relate to the academic and research enterprises represented in

their thesis. What you have read so far is reflective of this.

olnsidss', 'Participant,' 'Researcher', 'Kura kaupapa Maori parent', Maori woman with

Nga Puhi and P6kehi genealogical connections (to name but a few) are not hats tbat I put

on and take off. They are not different colonred spectacles, one of which I may choose to

look through at any given time. I do not see these as multiple positionings. Rather, these

are some of the facets or dimensions that make me urbat I am. One or another dimension

might come to the foreground or go into the background" depending on the circumstance.

In this way, I see myself very much tbrougb the same theoretical 'camera' briefly

described below and discussed in Chapter Six and Seven.

I openly declare tbat I am part of and am totally committed to Miori edncational, political

and cultural movements represented in this thesis. I could easily have been one of the

parents who participated in the studies and any one of the children living in our home

could have been one ofthe new entrant children. This does not represent a problem or a

research-related dilernma it just is. I do not wish to take time or space ar this point in

justiSing such a position. The validity of work by insider-participant-researchers has

been more than adequately argued elsewhere (e.g. Mama 1995; G. Smitb, 1997).

TIIESIS OVERVIEW

This thesis is presented in nvo parts. Part One provides an overview of 'the big picture'.

It sets out to place the three themes, te reo Meori, M6ori wh5nau and M6ori print literacy,

in historicd contexts and to frame them within theoretical (and empirical) contexts of

language regeneration, family literacy practices and psychological approaches to learning

and development. In Part Two, print literacy activities within Meori whinau comnitted

to the maintenance and regeneration of te reo Maori are fore-fronted. Two sets of case

studies on bookreading practices in homes of kura kaupapa Maori whinau are reported-
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\Yihanga hratahi - Part One

One of the difficult tasks in relation to Part One of this thesis has been making a decision

about how the chapters should be ordered. As I $spect is probably tnre for most reports

of research, including theses, what has been decided on is largely artificial. It does not

reflect the sequencing and stnrcturing of ideas, or the uniting and research activity that

went on in real time.

In this part of the thesis I arn arguing that intervening in Mnori language loss and

increasingly bringng it back into everyday-life 'contexts' is more than just a linguistic

task. It is a culttral taslq a political task and an educational task, moneover it is a

socialisation task. In addition" to understand the nattue of the task is to understaod

historical forces that created a situation of MSori language retrenchment and argrrably

near-loss. 'Everyday family life' is identified as a critical element for the regeneration of a

langrrage by langrrage revitalisation theory. Everyday language use in the home

incorporates all contemporary linguistic activity, including speaking, listening, writing and

reading.

Chapter Two examines the decline and recent rise of te reo Maori as a means of

commr:nication in public institutions and contexts, in particular educational, legislative,

and personal, such as whEnau and comrnunity. Historical and contemporary relationships

benveen te reo Maori and formal educational institutioru are discusse4 tracing tbrougb

the introduction of western styled educational institutions duing the early phases of

colonisation and consequent M6ori langrrage decline. Factors that contibuted to the

maintenance of Mdori language at a level from which it migbt be regenerated are

identified and developments and innovations aimed at developing first langnage and

second language speakers of M6ori are discussed.

Chapter Tbree considers the ways in which language revitalisation itsel{ or the term

preferred in this thesis, "language regeneratiod'is theorised. It is argued that language

regeneration is integral to enstring a real present and future for many indigenous peoples

who have experienced colonisation of country, culture and language. It is int€gral to

people maintaining their own cultural integity, rather than existing as an imitation or as
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an assimilation of another goup. Language regeneration involves a responsibility to

ensu€ a langrrage does survive in real and ssaningfrrl ways, incorporated across

personal, political, social, culttual and educational dimensions. The position taken is that

langrrage regeneration and other related efforts being made globally by colonised peoples

are not atte,mpts to relive cultural pasts. They are about understanding that past and

identifting how it should be incorporated into their present and their funre. Language

regeneration is examined as a global movement played out at local, intimate levels

between generations and in print literacy activity in the home.

Chapter Fou continues to examine 6he role print literacy has had in the silencing of

Meori language in public and pemonal domains, and the role it now has in providing it

voice. The ways in which il is implicated in regeneration of te reo M6ori are explored in

relation to issues about availability of, access to and representation through lrdeori print€d

texts.

Chapter Five re-focrses on print literacy activity within homes. It discusses how'family

literacy' is conceptualised and how it is seen to be played out locally in Aotearoa-New

Zaland. The developmental significance of bookreading in families is examined-

Orientations of programmes developed to facilitare family literacy, in particular Utffacy in

bilingually developing families, are identified. As noted above, the role of parents is a

pivoal concem of this thesis. The significance of family rcading practices in relation to

parental roles, leaming and development is also a key focus withinthis chapter.

Cbapter Six presented some difficulty in terms of making a decision abow urherc it

should be placed within the thesis. Throughout the thesis uniting process this 'chapter'

has bem variously written for the beginning, middle and end. Ia writing has guidd

theoretical ideas tbat were being sought prior to the process of researcb, teased out uihile

the snrdies reported in Part Two were being carried out and struggled with on up until the

end.

This thesis draws heavily on what are variously described as sociocultural or c(>

constnrctivist perspectives of development. A sociocultural framework potentially

enables one to keep the 'big picnre' in view at all times, whilst focusing on selected
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smaller parts of it fore-grounding certain areas whilst keeping the rest of the pictrrre in

the frame.

This thesis is located within a kaupapa Maori theoretical approach- It is argued that what

such an approach requires is more than a 'taking for grantedo of the validity and

legitimacy of Maori knowledge, language and worldviews. It involves recognition of bias

and subjectivity as inherent to this as much as to any otler approach. However, unlike

many conventional theoretical and research approaches, it teats such bias and zubjectivity

not simply as an obstacle to be minimised or overcome but rather as what needs to be

openly acknowledged and demonstrated. By openly acknowledging the values and

experiences that affect oru work as researchers and writers, '\ve expose otr work to a

kind of scrutiny that more mainstream work avoids" (Fox & Pilleltensky,L997; l5).

\ilihanga tuama - Part Two

In Part Two of this thesis, attention is given to studies of family literacy activity vithin

kura kaupapa Maori whinau homes. These studies were carried out in recognition of the

importance of wh6nau and the significance atached to literacy for language regeneration.

The shrdies rimed to provide descriptions of reading practices and interactions around

printed text in home settings, and of interactions benrrcen new entrant child and

parentVadult caregivers when reading Meori language books that facilitate the use of

Meori langrrage. Another aim was to build up te reo Maori 'developmental profiles' for

parents who had chosen hra kaupapa Meori as an educational option for their children

Study One is essentially descriptive, providing indicators of the kinds of bookreading

activities within homes described above and the languages in which these are carried out,

as well as on the kinds of interaction that occurred during these activities. Study Two

combines a naturalistic descriptive phase, similar to Study One, and an 'intervention'

phase.

Chapter Seven describes the research methods for the two studies. A mix of data

collecting procedures was used. Information was gathered from parents of ten new

entrant kura kaupapa M6ori children and from their class kaiako through Whakawhiti
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kdrero or conversational interviews (Goodridge, 1995). Parents audiotaped observational

data on interactions during bookreading activities in the ten ufriinau homes.

Chapter Eight reports on interviews carried out with parents (and one grandparent) and

with kaiako. The parent interviews are described and discussed in relation to key focus

areas: te reo Maori; educational choices and aspirations; and theories and practices of

reading. Discussion of kaiako interviews focuses on: the relationship betrreen Meori

language and development of reading in Maori; the role of children's home experiences

in reading development; kaiako expectations of new entrant children and teaching goals;

and theories and beliefs kaiako held related to reading.

Interaction data collected during Snrdy One and Study Two is presented in Chapter Nine.

lnteraction data was analysed asross a number of measr:res. Firstly acrrss the number of
Maori and non-Maori @nglish) words inserted by the new entrant child and by a pakeke

participant (usually a parent, or on a small number of occasions a grandparelrt or older

sibling) during each audiotaped bookreading. Secondly across the numbers of and types

of svshanges, categorised as Performance, Narrative, Display-related, or Other

(McNaugbton" 1995).

The task of Chapter Ten is to explicifly link discussion of dara obtained and analysed by

what are essentially conventional tools of empirical sociocultural research and discussions

contained in Part One within a critical Ifuupapa Maori perspective.

This thesis represents but a small part of an overriding agenda Tbat agenda is the re-

attainment of our wellbeing as a MSori people. It hopes to contribute to our wellbeing

through the prnsuit of better understanding by Meori of dimensions of M6ori developme,lrt

that we identiS as significant. The development of te reo Maori as a vital and living

element within whinau, bapt and iwi bas critical significance to our wellbeing, to tbat of

the flax bush and of the bellbird.
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CHAPTER TWO

T6ht reo, tdht ohooho

T6ht reo, tdht mapihi mauea

T6hr reo, t6fu whakakai muihi

|t6y loryuage, nyvalued possession

Itiy loryuage, my object of afeaion

tr'Iy langaage, my precious adornment

INTRODUCTION

The negative impact of colonisation on the vitality of Mdori society has been examined and

articnlated elsewhere (e.g. L. Mead, 1996, Stewart'Harawirq 1995). The force of this

impact is nowhere more noticeable, or perhaps audible, than in the area of Maori language.

Consequences for te reo M6ori as a medium of socialisation and communication btwe€Nl

successive generations of wbinau are powerful indicators sf its maemitude. This cbapter

sets out to locate these consequences within a discussion of educational, political and

psychological factors. Together with the next two chapters it serves as an overview. It

provides a context for studies reported in Part Two that examine interactions of lura

karpapa M6ori children and their parents around printed Meori text.

While this thesis is primarily concemed with Maori langr:age use in home settings,

langrrage relued conditions exist both in and around the homes. How these conditions

came about need to be uuderstood. Undersanding why attempts to regenerate Meori

language and culture within homes and widsr society are or are not successful requires

understanding ecological, political and historical conditions within which these attenrpts

are occurring.

Michael Cole provides an eloquent analog, which sits comfortably with metaphors I use

in this thesis around whEnau and Maori language regeneration.



Gardens do not, obviously, exist independently of the larger ecological system within

which they are embedded. While it is possible to raise any plant anyvhere in the worl4

given the oppornmity first to anange the appropriate set of conditions, it is not duays

possible to create the right conditions, even for a sho,rt while. And if what one is

interested in is more than 3 short-run demonstration of the possibility of cteating a

development-promoting system, but rather the creation of conditions which sustain &e

needed properties of the artificial environment without unsustainable additional labor,

then it is ss imFortant to afiend to the system in which the garden is embedded as the

properties of the 'garden itself .

(Cole, 19954 35)

AII cultures provide 'gardens' or primary instinrtions for the development and socialisation

of a culture's members, including their language socialisation. Language is a major carrier

of what a cultue is. It carries beliefs and knowledge, it articulates the most basic as well

as the most esoteric practices (Schieffelin & Ochs, 1986). The efficacy of Maori whiinau,

as one such key institution for socialisation into Maori culture, has been particularly

undermined in terms of its role in M6ori langrrage socialisation. The results have been a

substantial decrease in the number of M6ori language speakers over the last few

geneft$ions.

The significance of 'whinau' and 'par€nts' in Meori language loss and language

regeneratiott it sxamined throughout this cbapter. Maori language transitions over nearly

two centuries of contact with non-MEori langnage(s) and culture(s) are mappd ouL in

particular against educational and legislative developments.

WIIAI{AU AI\D TE REO MAONT

''WhEnau' and 'family' appear over and over again in the course of this thesis. Julia Taiapa

(1995) describes both as words with a number sf 6sanings. Currently, 'ufiEnau' is defined

in a range of ways, encompassing traditional and more recently evolved meanings. It is a

word applied by Meori (and more and more non-Miiori) to an increasingly wide variety of

social categories and groupings. Wbanau does not directly translate as 'family'. For
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instance oTe Aho Matua' (a document that outlines the philosophies underpinning kura

kaupapa Maori sshssling) uses the term hEnular when expressing 'family' in a more

nuclear s€nse of the word tlrough te reo Meori.

Whanau is often nanslated as extended family, however Taiapa argues that this does not

"procure the complexity of whinau or of whanaungatanga" (1995; l1). Some

conceptualisations of whinau do however overlap with those of 'exlended family'.

Traditionally wh6nau were based on whakapapa, were essential for survival and involved

physically working together and living together;

Loyalty, obligation, commimeng an inbuilt support system made the v/henau a stnong sable
unit, within the haplr, and consequently the tibe.

(Pere, 1994;26).

Today Mnori to some extent can choose to opt out of whEnau based on whakapapa

Alternatively, whakapapa based whEnau may exist as many physically separate households

linked together in other ways that contribute to its wellbeing and on-going existence

(Metge, 1995).

Whanau is a term also used when describing goup activity that involves working together

for common purpos€s on a regular or continuing basis. Taiapa (1995) describes these

kinds of 'whEnau' as defined through a group consciousness and repeated corpomte action.

Whanau based on unity of purpose rather than whakapapa lines, sometimes t€rmd

'kaupapa whEnau' or 'metaphorical whinau', develop around a particular aim or goal.

Members choose to use owhinau' 
as a model for working together, attempting to adhere to

whinau values and practices based on co-operative action for common good and wellbeing

(Metge, 1995; G.Smitb, 1995). Although they may include members who bave whakapapa

links, k6hanga reo and kura kaupapa Maori wh5nau are often of the metaphorical kind,

extending wh5nau values and practices of child-rearing and the education and socialisation

of children and adults to formal sites for contemporary education (Cram & Pitam4 1998;

G. Snitb, 1995).
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G*ltt- Smith (1995;23) argues that the co-option and use of the traditional concept of

whiinau by kaupapa Miori educational initiatives is a key intervention factor. Crraham

Smith (1995, 1997) identifies kura kaupapa MEori as a whinau intervention model that

successfully intervenes within homes as well as schooling sites. He describes wbinau as

an intervention element permeating all aspects of kaupapa Miori schooling including

understandings and practices around knowledge, cnrriculunr, pedagogy and discipline. The

success of M6ori language and cultural regeneration, it is argued, is relative to the

successful regeneration of wh6nau sfuchues and practices (G. Smith' l,gg7).

While the benefits of co-opting whinau frameworks and processes are many as evidenced

in the work of Crrabam Smith and others, it is not without dangers. One danger is the

potential reification of 'wh6nau' (Metge, 1995). For years the institution and the practices

of 'ufr5nau' have been officially and unofficially undermined. As a result many Mdori are

protective of 'whinau' as a concept and choose to accenfirate its more positive aspects.

But many Mdori know that belonging to whdnaq whether it be the whakapapa or the

kaupapa variety, involves hard work! The rlang€r is that those unfamiliar with whinau

dynamics and who enter into kaupapa whEnau in particular with an idealistic and romantic

view, may leave disillusioned if their experiences of 'whinau' are not always positive

(Metge, 1995).

There are other imFlications of choosing to be part of albeit contemporary whEnau Linda

Smith describes some of the more political dimensions encountered when one chooses to

be part of a kura kaupapa Meori wh6nau For example, in relation to authenticrty of

identity it "is at the level of whiinau (the parents, teachers, kaunatua and families of the

children) that many of the politics associated *ift dssirling what being Meori trteans are

contested" (L.Mead 1996; a08).

Taiapa (1995) focuses on economic implications of belo"gng to whEnau- Meori

households who choose to be part of wh5nau may not exist as independent economic tmits

but as parts of a wider group, where resources flow between their households and others.

While there is some information available about the educational, linguistic and cultural
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benefits of being part of kdhanga reo and kura kaupapa Maori as 'whiinaudriven'

movements (e.g. Hohep4 1998q Royal-Tangaere,1997b; Ruawai-Hamilton, 1994) there

has not been any systematic examination of the costs, economic or otherwise, of such

choices. This thesis, while not directly focusing on costs, may contibute to our

understandings about the natr:re sf shallengss facing those who have opt€d for kaupapa

Meori schooling of their children.

How have I chosen to use 'wh6nau' and 'family' in the course of this thesis? 'Family' has

been used when discussing in general a primary socialisation unit that is bound by familial

and proximal ties (e.g. Chapter Five). ''Whiinau' has been used when focusing specifically

on Miori families. I had toyed with the idea of using 'whimere', a term that is familiar to

many from the Taitokerau and a term used by my father in his ethnography 'A l{eori

community in Northland' (P. Hohepq 1970).

Parents and children who participated in the studies reported in Part Two of this thesis are

identified as whEnau in the descriptions and discussions that follow. This is a familiar

term used by most if not all the family groupings tbat participated in the research. This

decision was made in the recognition that each of the ten family groupings belongs to

whiinau through whakapapa connections and that each tbrough their choices of schooling

has joined the 'metaphorical whinau' of a kura kaupapa MEori. However, for the most

part they live in nuclear family arrangernents.

So in using whEnaq I am acknowledgng that althotrgh the faces seen or voices heard in the

studies dwell mostly in 'nuclear' and to a lesser extent in 'singls-par€nt', 'reconstituted' or

'extended' family groupings, they represent whakapapa wh6nau. They are part of larger

'fla:r bushes' that include others who may not live with them and who may not have

participated in any lvray in the shrdies. They also represent commiment to kaupapa uftanar

represented in kdhanga reo and lcura kaupapa Mnori.

That there is consensus amongst Maori, that eneqgies must be expended to ensure the

continr:ation of Mdori as a living, everyday language and culture, cannot be taken for
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granted (e.g. Nicholson & Garland, 1991). For the over 600lo of M5ori households

identified as living at the bottom end of the socio-economic hop, daily physical suryival

consumes a lot of energy and little may be left over to expend on ensuring spfitual,

cultural and linguistic survival (M. Hohepa, 1998a). Many Meori are alienated from

systems of the wider society of Aotearoa-New Zearland in which they live, let alone from

Maori cultural language, educational and spiritual systems. However, amongst M6ori there

is growing recognition of the educational, cultural and economic importance of te reo

Meori, reflected amongst other things by the growing commitment to M6ori medium

schooling.

One of the obstacles to the continuation of meaningful cultural and tinguistic existence is

the lack of reinforcement of Mdori language and culttue in whanau and community

contexts. There is a danger facing Erany of our children "nd ouselves that rmless it
becomes an ordinary part of our everyday lives ou language will become something

essentially leamed and r.rsed in school settings. Much more than recovering control of the

language ofeducation is needed.

Ngareta Timutimu (1995) exanines what language loss signifies for Maori at the level of
hapii and discusses how this might be addressed. In a case study of members of her own

hapu aged benveen 40 and 60 years she identifies the serious imFlications of the'niddle

generation language crisis'o for continued existence and growth of traditional knowledge

and language. The effors and the motivations of individuals in this goup to learn te reo

M6ori are highlighted.

Before the interviews I did not view positively the ability ofNgai Tukairangi to maimiD

and reclaim ia language and howledge. The responses of my in fre
interviews however changed rhat Despite inadequacies in language, trere exists amongst

the informants a powerfirl will to do betrer, to address reo. This is reflectcd in ihe

individual efforts of the informants to improve 6eir langrrage tbroqh participation in

formal learning situations. What is required is a collective 4proach to address the

language of the hapt" other lsrou,ledge will follow frq1rhat.

(Timutimq 1995;132)
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At the level of wh6nau, processes of socialisation tbat also effect such regeneration and

grourth of cultural and linguistic knowledge have simil6ly been problematised across

generations. This is the result of a combination of experiences grouped under the heading

'colonisation' (Cram & Pitarr4 1998; L. Mea4 1996; Piban4 1993: Stewart-Harawira,

1995). Of concem in this thesis is the participation of M6ori whEnau in the decline of te

reo M6ori. A critical way whinau have participated in this is simFly by choosing not to

raise M6ori speaking children.

Howevern reasons'for decisions such as these are anything 6u1 simple. They are located

within a complex of experiences including thar sf schoolirg, which will be discussed in

more detail below. Suffice to say the impact is clearly reflected in the case of Maori

parents of the nineteen-twenties for instance who,

[r]emembering their own experiences ar school many brought up their childreir to speak

English from infancy. They did not want the next generation to suffer the disadvantages

(and the puishment) they themselves had had to endure. Their children went to school

with a fair knowledge of Euglish although many in the nual parts of New Zealand could

still speak Miiori to their grandparents and other elderly relatives...

(Durie, Latimer & Temm, l9t6; 14)

Maori parents of the fifties, sixties and seveoties, including those who were fluent in te reo

M6ori, bowed to the pressure sf f,nglish in ever growing numbers. Their children were to

a large extent reared in homes where Meori was seldom heard. Urbanisation and

modernisatio& in particular modern medi4 were also powerfirl forces impacting on

parents' choices arotrnd language and the ability of wbiinau to socialise children as Maori

language speakers. Children's often ambivalent attitudes to MEori language were shaped

and influencd along with those of their parents, by increasing exposur€ to Englis[ ovet

the radio, on television and films and through the printed word.

The children of the sixties and seventies grew up and are now the generation of parents

represented in kdhanga reo and kura kaupapa M6ori whEnau. A zubstantial number of

these parents grew up to be monolingual speakers of Englisb, particularly those of us

raised in nrban settings (e.g. R. Benton, 7979, 1984; Clay 1982). M*y, thougb by no
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mearut all, parents have become 'recovering monolinguals'n second langrrage speakers with

varying levels of competence in te reo Meori.

IIISTORICAL SIGNPOSTS

Before the first contacts benveen Maori and non-Miori in Aotearoa-New Tnaland and for

some time afterward Maori was the language of communication in the personal and public

ds6ains of Maori life. It was also the major language of communication for economic,

cultural and religious exchange benveen Maori and the first groups of non-Miiori (JErkins,

1991). The ascendancy of Mdori language (measured in terrrs of ldEori language speakers

who included both Maori and non-Maori) continued during the early formation of 'New

Tnaland' as a colony and during Maori initial experiences of western-style schooling.

Following the introduction of west€rn print literacy to Aotearoa-New 7*alaard in the early

eighteenth century, many Meori developed reading and uniting skills in Ndeori. Early

written observations document Mdori individuals being taugbt to read and write in both

English and M6ori language (Jenkins, 1991; Simon, 1998). Missionaries, who initiated

print literacy instnrction and established the fimt schools, opted to teach Miori shrdents to

read and write in Maori only (Walker, 1991). This made a lot of practical and pedagogical

sense given Maori was the language of the students. There wete, however, other reasons

for restricting Meori access to instruction in Engtish. There was a desire on the

missionaries' part to keep Maori away from the negative influences of secular PdkebE

society. Up until the introduction of Native Schools in 1867 much of the printed lvtEori

texts were religious in nanre. By controlling the language of instnrction, the language of

M6ori print literacy and the production of printed lvlaori language texts, missionaries

exerted a great deal of control over the knowledge and information MEori could potentially

aocess throughprint (Cram & Pitam4 1998).

The transition from Meori as the major medium of formal instnrction to English-only

accompanied a series of legislative ordinances and acts. The Edncation Ordinance of 1847
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enabled mission schools to access subsidies providing that among other things they gave

instnrstion in the English language. ,The Native Schools Act 1867 established a national

state-contolled system of schools for M6ori children. Meori contributed land as well as to

the cost sf luildings and staff. The schools did not receive state funding unless instnrction

was through English 'as far as practicable' (Simon, 1998). (The 1877 Education Act paved

the way for non-M5ori children to be provided with free, secular and compulsory

education, schooling not becoming compulsory for Miori until 1894 (Simon, 1994; Simon,

1998). The Native Schools Code of 1880 allowed for some Meori to be used with yo 'ng

children, but only as a meens to help them learn English. By 1903 official anitudes to the

use of Maori had largely reversed and its use in school contexts was strongly disfavoured

(Simon, 1998)./ English medium education was to remain the statu quo rurtil the late

seventies.

M6ori as well as non-MEori advocated and lobbied for the shift from Meori to English as

the school language, and for the teaching of English literacy only @eeby, 1992; Simon,

1998). Whilst on the surface M6ori and non-MEori educational ageNrdas appeared

overlappiug, it has been argued that they were separated into notions of power and control

on the one side and notions of access to knowledge and power on the other (Simon, 1998).

That Maori proponents of English medium education weFe aware of the impact zuch

education would have on Maori language in other contexts such as the home is debaable.

It is probable that Maori who supported and in many instances advocated 'English only'

approaches in schooling did not foresee the impact that such ssfuqsling, in conjunction with

urbanisation and modem English media, would have on the shength of vihnnau to maintain

te reo Mnori across generations @eeby, 1992). Some of the Maori leaders who werc

prominent in actively encouraging Maori to embrace 'PEkehE knowledge' werE also in the

forefront of later moves to bave fts imFortance of IvISori langrrage and culture rccognised

in formal education (Te Puni K6kiri, 1998).

Howevern years of subtle and not so subtle discouragement of the use of Meori language

both in and out of the home, coupled with beliefs that a good grounding in English helped
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constitute 'ogood educational experiences before beginning school" (Royal Tangaere,

1997b;6), had already loosened the links of intergenerational language hansmission so

important for the viability of a langrrage and culture.

A century later the state of te reo Maori was considered so critical that both Maori and

non-Mdori believed there was little chance of reversing the trend of langrrage loss. The

Maori langnage survey carried out in the mid seventies found that only 17.9/o of M6ori

were fluent Maori speakers (R Benton 1978).

Amongst the respondents to the sociolingurstic survey of MSori language use, only a

quarter of the fluent speakers stated "an unambiguous preference for M6ori as a language

for reading and writingn' @. Benton,1997;9). A participant of the 1984 follow-up survey

remarked that the ability of the Maori language to stay contemporary was seriously

undermined by its exclusion from formal educational dsmains, "...the long-term,

cumulative effect was disastrous, especially on the maintenance and development of

literacy in Maori, and thereby the continued modernisation of the language" (R Benton,

1997; r2).

During the period of Maori langr:age retrencbment that spread across over half of the

twentieth centuqr, Maori language was kept from disappearing entirely in a number of

ways. Isolated pockets of lvlEori communities provided some Mdori hapti and wbinau

with relatively safe havens in which to socialise their young to be Maori speakers,

particularly before the introduction of mass media in the fonn of English only television.

Most if not all commnnity members spoke Maori. Children who were born, raised and

schooled in such areas and who then raised their own children in the sarne areas wer€ mot€

likely to socialise their own children to be familiar witb if not competent speaken of, te

reo MEori.

There were also some protective devices available to the langrrage in areas where there was

less community generated support to bring children up as Meori speakers. Linda Smith

(1989) discusses how MEori resisted total assimilation foretold by the apparent imminent



death of M6ori language. Language activities of the rnalae, of tangi and hui, practices of

karanga whaikorero, waiata and karaki4 were some of the mechanisms that kept l{eori

language in Meori earshot, even though the opportunities to produce Maori may bave been

differentiated across gender and age. For instance, in some hapE and iwi areas as well as

urban areas, practices such as whaik6rero in particular have given Meori malsg

opportunities to leam and to practise Meori in the spoken form. Today women are slightly

more likely to speak Maori rhen men (Te Puni K6kiri, 1998). This is understandable,

given that'the practical work of language revitalisation in the Meori community has been

largely the result of the efforts of women" (Holmes, 1993;9; L. Smitb, 1986b). Men

however, are more likely to be have medium to high levels of fluency (Te Puni K6kiri,

1998). This may arguably reflect differential access to particular kinds of lvl6ori language

experiences.

The increased profile of M6ori in secondary schooling in the 1950s enabled native Meori

speakers to teach young Meori their cultural language, albeit as a subject akin to a 'foreign'

language. It provided opportunities for Nlteori adults to leam Meori as a second language

in order to teach it. Meori language textbooks produced for secondary school lvlaori

language prognrnmes such as those written by Maori educationalist Hoani Waititi and

other MEori text materials published by the Government Printer found their way into the

hands of many adult M6ori attempting to learn their native langrrage.

Miori language did not die as predicted it suwived and while still wlnerable is now

ssming into a state of regeneratiorl Its continued existence exemplifies Meori cultural

persistence and positions of resistance taken against lqtal assimilation. (I think the frct

that many of us vniting on the survival and revitalisation of MSori do so in English

highlights the sometimes contradictory and compromised nature that this resistance takes).

Te Reo, te Tiriti

Although it was the first human langrrage to develop on these islands, well over a hundred

years of post-M6ori settlement passed before te reo Meori gained any official status from

the colonial imposed system of govemment. Maori langrrage was not recognised in any
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formal way until the M6ori Atrairs Act was amended n 1974 to declare it as the anc.esral

language of those of Miori descent.

Such 'recognition' proved to have little practical or legally binding msaning (Fisbmaru

1991). That New 7*aland Governments were and are obliged underthe Treaty of Waiungi

1840 to foster and protect the Mdori language has been strongly argued (Nicholson &
Garlan4 l99l). The Waitangi Tribunal, established by the Government of 1975 thror4h

the Treaty of Waitangi Act of the same year, was largely instnrmental in working to realise

this responsibility (Walker, 1990). Maori submissions that langrrage was also a taonga

protected by the second article of the treaty have been zupported and the tribunal has made

explicit and repeated recommendations that governments of the day take urgent steps to

protect and foster te reo Maori.

In 1986 the tribunal recornmended that Maori be given official language status and be

available as a language of instruction in schools (Durie, Latimer & Temmo 1980. In the

following year the Maori fanguae Act 1987 declared Maori an official language of New

Znaland. Following the Waitangi Tribunal's 1986 recommendation that a stanrtory body

be set up with the mandate to promote Meori language, oTe Komihana mo te reo lvlfrori'

the M6ori Language Commissio& was established.

Into the nineties

Nineteen ninety-one saw a rnme change for 'Te Komihana mo te Reo Maori' to 'Te Taura

Whiri i te Reo MAori' under the Mdori Language Amendment Act. Nineteen ninety-five

was designated Te Tau o te Reo Maori, Maori Language Year. During tbat year Meori

people made explicit statements that every day, every week and every year werc in fact

days, weeks and years of Miori language. "Although this is [the year ofl He Taonga Te

Reo, it's not for one year, but for the rest of our lives" (Te Tanra Whid i te Reo Meod

1995b; 2). Such statements reflect the desire that Miori language come in fiom the cold to

become ordinary, an everyday feature of personal and public domains, a language with a

past, a present and a continually brightening future.
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The achievements made since the late seventies have led Fishman to note that these bave

been "striking and even have about them a quasi-miraculous mistique" (1991; p230).

There is still hesitancy in some quarters to state caregorically that the tend of tangrrage

loss has been reversed. However, the commissioner of Te Tatrra Whiri o te reo Ndeori

Timoti Karetu, having previously expressed some reservations about the resilience of the

Miori language, noted at the 1995 Secondary School M6ori speech competition that he

was now extreNnely optimistic given what he had observed of snrdens' facilities in te reo

M6ori.

Findings from the 1995 National Maori Langrrage Survey carried out by Te Taura Whiri i
te Reo indicate that as we near the end of the twentieth century nearly 60% of the Meori

population aged 16 years and over speak some Miori (Te Taura Whiri i te Reo M6ori,

1995b, Te Funi K6kid, 1998). Language ability and fluency ranges widely with fewer than

l7o/o of the Mdori population considered to have fluency levels rangng from medium to

very high. Qsmpared with nearly l8% in the seventies, a mene 4o/o of Meori speakers are

now desctibed as having high levels of fluency. These initid resule show that there is

little room for complacency with regards to the survival of MSori langrrage @ei, 1998).

The survey revealed that educational settings such as k6hanga reo, kura kaupapa Maori and

other M6ori medium school sites have become m4ior contexts for Miiori language. While

contexts such as the whEnau and marae bad previously protected and sustained Meori

language in more isolated hapE areas, English has made substantial inroads. Fnglish can

be heard on nvuae in informal langrrage interactions, and can also be heard being used in

more fonnal language protocols. Church settings were the only other contexts where te reo

Maori was reported as being commonly heard or spoken (Te Puni Kdkiri, 1998). Findings

reflect tbat in contrast to past generations, educational settings are now significant ones

where uuuy Meori speaking children and adults can expect to experience M6ori language.

They graphically identifr the degree of effort required to sustain 'marae' and 'vfr6nau' as

firndamental elements of M6ori infrastructure.
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TE REo rvrAonr IN scHooLING

As noted previously, te reo Maori was an integal part of early western forsrs of schooling

developed in Aotearoa-New Zealand. Very early print lit€racy instnrction was caried out

in both Mdori and English (Jenkins, l99l), although the missionaries who went on to

establish church run schooling taught essentially in M6ori. However, policies and acts of

the last quarter of the nineteenth century culminated in te reo Maori disappearing from

formal school instnrction.

Meori children were forced not to speak Maori in school @urie, Latimer & Temm, 1986).

There is evidence that sanctions against the language being spoken were extended to

include children's parents. Minutes of Waima School located in the papakeing of a hapfa

I belong to show that as early as 1883 school policy forbade both parents and children to

speak in M6ori. These minutes recorded thag

"[t]o supplement fte law fortidding the speaking of Miori in class, or in the school

grounds in school hours, no person or pare,nt can engage a child in speaking Maod and in

such cases, any child can inform on that person or parent to the Commiuee, who shall $e

empowered to fine that penon or parent the sum of five shillings. If it is a mafier of

cmergency, or exftme importance, the child can be removed out of sight or hearing of

other children before any communication takes place.

(P. Hohepa, l98l;23)

The ultimate irony is that the minutes which the above quote sumnurises were written in te

reo M6ori. School meeting minutes continued to be recorded in Meori until 1942, when

the then head-teacher's wife took meeting minutes in English in the secretary's absence (P.

Hohep4 1981). That the minutes were in Meori signals that it was likely tbat the meetings

themselves involved the use of the language. What is also reflected is that in 1942 there

were adults in Waima u/ho were reading and writing as well as speaking in te reo Maori.

At present this would be more the exception than the rule.

Througb school policies and practices reflected above and in particular those of the first

quarter of the trrentieth century, Meori children continued being denied opportmities for
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intellectual and cognitive developnrent through their langrrage and of their langrrage. The

above quot€ shows that some were possibly being denied opportunities to develop their

intimate relationships with whinau in and tbrough te reo Meori. The ongoing effects were

not just educational and linguistic, the psychological impact 1vs5 imm€nss. In some

instances yormg Mdori intemalised negative experiences and anitudes and in tum

developed their own negative attitudes towards their wh6narl their culnre and their

language. Others became very angry - at their parents, at the 'system' - and stn€gled to

understand why they could not understand, let alone speatq their own language. The anger

and resolve to interrupt the cycle of langrrage deprivation culminated in groups such as

Nga Tanatoa and Te Reo Maori Society in the sixties and seventies, kOhanga reo and kura

kaupapa Meori whiinau in the eighties and through the nineties. These groups and others

lobbied intensively for te reo M6ori to bave a place in Meori children's educatioq

mounting attack at educational, political and legal levels (Rei, 1998; Walker, 1990).

The exclusion of MSori language from the primary school cr:rriculum lasted through to the

nineteen seventies. In contrast to the primary school curriculum, Maori language was

recognised as zuitable for Maori secondary school students in Native Schools (e.g. New

Tnaland Parliament, 1909, E-3; 9). It was offered as a secondary school subject at

University Entrance level in 1923 and was available at School Certificate level in 1945.

While approved as a university degree zubject as early as 1925, it was not taught until 1952

at the University of Auckland.

In 1970 the recommendation was made that Miiori be offered as zut optional subject in

prinary schools with appreciable numbers of Maori shtdents, mnking some inroads. My

first school-based Maori language learning took place n 1971 on the floor of the school

staff-room, an 'optional extrao that was largely dependent on our 'real class' teacher

releasing us. Prior to that, arguably the only significant N,Ieori language context available

for primary aged Maori (and a few non-Maori) children gowing up in West Auckland

subwbs was in the form of 'Manutaki Juniors'. This M6ori performing arts grcup, set up

and run by Pita and Aroha Sharples in the late sbrties, along with other Meori community
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people tlre late Tuini Hakaraia and Don Rameka to neme but two, foreshadowed ufrat now

is often described as a period of 'Miori renaissance' (Walker, 1987).

The development of a M6ori langrrage syllabus began in 1980, with the draft qyllabus

entitled 'Tihe Mauri Ora' being sent to all primary schools in 1987. Many of the teachers

who responded to the accompanying questionnaire reported that they did not feel confident

enough to teach Maori language in their classrooms. A draft of 'Te Ata Hdpara: A starter

Meori language course for teachen' appeared in 1989. It provided ideas on how teachers

leanring M6ori could start passing on the language to children in their classes. 'Te Ata

Hipara' led directly into 'Te Matariki'o a three-tiered Meori language programme for

primary schools released in 1990. The accompanyrng introductioa sf 6faha MEori' into

the official national curriculum in 1984 was subjected to healy citique from ld5ori

educationalists (see L. Mead, 1996; L. Smitb, 1986a; G. Smitb, 1997). SufEce to say, the

appearance of 'M6ori language and culnne' under the auspices of Taha M6ori, into

essentially non-Mdori, English-medium classrooms was not seen as the harbinger of the

regeneration of te reo me 6na tikang4 or as an effective intervention into lvleori

underachievement.

Developments involving the introduction of M6ori language and culture into schools did

not go unnoticed or uncriticised by non-Miori, albeit sometimes for different reasons. For

instance, commentary from the end of the seventies reflects a negative view about the

amount of attention and energy being expended on teaching Ndeori langrrage and culture, at

the seeming expense of other kinds of intervention into the education of M6ori children In

particular in relation to intervening and overcoming M6ori 'educational disadvantage';

New Zealand educators are well aware of the literanre on disadvantage and that it could

be applied to the education of M6ori childre!- Werc this done we would see ynrny more

projects directed at skili acquisition to supplement the education of Mdoris in the ordinary

classrooms or take them out ofthe classroom altogether in order to provide an appropriafe

education...

Instead of this we find a grerrt deal of anention paid to the advantages of teaching Ivtiori

language and culture. Since most Maoris are disadvantaged in their orrn cultur€, chiefly

because there are too few people and instinnions to teach it to them, this effort is
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worthwhile. But tbe argument that this alone will overcome educational disadvantage is

implarrsible. Pride in one's culture is a fine thing - everyone should have it - but one

should also be able to rea{ vnite and qpell, and develop the capacity to cornmrmicAe in

English.

(Ritchie & Rirchie, 1978; I l5)

This viewpoint reflects the hardiness of the dominrmt ideological view of the time, that

English was the critical element necessary for Maori children's educational and societal

wellbeing. Any softening towards te reo M6ori was in terms of seeing it as an optional

(though desirable) extra- For a good part of the twentieth century the key tasks identified

as facing Meori whdnau and their children still essentially involved becoming more like

P6kehi and less like Miiori. While many Maori and non-Mdori work hard to shake off

such ideology it still surfaces regularly, even amongst sectors most committed to validating

te reo M6ori including lcura kaupapa M6ori whinau.

Continued linguistic and cultural activism through to the eighties saw the emergence of

'1s (6hanga Reo'. A number of reports centring on te reo Meori as it pertained to Meori

schooli'g appeared during this time. One such report by Spolsky (1987) predicted some of

the shortfalls currently being experienced by Meori langrrage education, in particular the

shortage of suitably qualified teachers. The MEori Educational Development Conference

held in 1984 at Turangawaewae (Walker, 1984) was an indication of tvlEori recognition of

the need for the development of schooling through te reo Maori. However, zuccessive

governments failed to show much in the way of real commitrent other tban the production

of reports, the recommendations of which were seldom fully actioned- Meanurhile,

children in kdhanga reo reached the age of five and pressr:re was exetted by their whEnau

on local schools to meet their needs.

Disillusionment with schools' and Ministry of Education's reslrcnses (or more the lack of

it) to the leaming needs and aspirations of kdhanga reo whiinau renrlted in some parents

opting into independently set up and operafed schools. The first of these schools began in

1985, involving some of those who had set up or had been 'Manutaki Juniors' almost

twenty years before. The schools later became known under the umbrella term 'Kura



Kaupapa Miiori'. By the time Kura l(aupapa Maori was recognised as a school type uder

Section 155 of the Education Act 1989, there were six kura operating (G. Smith, 1997).

Kura Kaupapa M6ori as a school qpe was the first to provide Meori langrrage medium

education within Maori cultural and philosophical frameworks (Rata l99l; G. Smitb,

1997). Parents and wh5nau ufio shaped it were driven by desires for their children to

continue as M6ori speakers and many were also influenced by their own painful

educational and linguistic pasts (L. Smith, 1992). Argrrably a signfficant ingredie,nt of the

early and continuing development of Kura Kaupapa Meori was the emergence of 'Te Aho

Matua' as a philosophy statement. This document has guidd the attempts to provide a

schooling q4pe in which MSori knowledge and world views are an integral part (Nepe,

l99l).

The naming game

The development of kaupapa Maori schooling was pre-dated by other school $pes otrering

instnrction through Meori, nonvithstanding schools operared by missionaries in the

nineteenth century.

By the early nineteen-seventies there were still a small number of nual Meori speaking

communities. Commr:nities where children were still being socialised in their homes as

Maori langrrage speakers were identified as potential locations for piloting biliDgual

ssfuesfing. During 1973-74, the Miori Unit of the New TaLand Council for Edr:cational

Research examined the feasibility of Meori bilingual schooling at a distict high school at

Motatau in the Bay of Islands. Plans to develop an integrated programme across the

primary and secondary levels were abandoned as a c,onsequence of changes within the

Auckland Education Board @. Benton, l98l). Manawahr was identified as another

possible site for bilingual schooling but the commrmity comprising of several cultures was

not as enthusiastic. ln1977 Ruatoki School in the Bay of Plenty became the first officially

designated 'bilingual' school to use t€ reo Nrleori as a medium of insuuction in the

twentieth c€ntury. Duing the eighties the number of bilingual offerings increased to nine.
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The first bilingual schools differed from later developments in Meori medium schooling in

significant ways. Firstly, these schools were initially set up to cater for children from

homes in which Maori was a primary language of communication and socialisation.

Objectives of these schools could be stated as supporting the 'mother tongue' and

increasing achievement (A. Snith, 1979). One of the objectives of these bilingual schools

then was to turn Maori speaking children into more successful achievers in English

language, in a sense the early bilingual programmes were effectively maintenance and

transition progr€unmes (Baker, I 99O.

By the eighties and on into the nineties there was a significant shift in definitions and

expectations of bilingual education. More and more non-Miori speaking parents who had

not been able to provide their children with primarJ'Maori language socialisation in the

home were wanting bilingual schooling options for their children. The push was for such

schools to take on a Mdori language teaching and regeneration role, rather than that of

maintaining a language being developed in the homes. Some schools and units tried to

meet the changing needs and aspirations of parents and children. Tmmersion options also

became available. However it was often a case of 'too little too late'. As noted above,

local schools and the Ministy of Education were not able to, or not willing to, effect

changes needed to support and facilitate the education of children ftom k6hanga reo

whEnau. This resulted in children not being enrolled in or being removed from their local

schools, whether they provided some form of bilingpal education or not. By the lare

nineties there had been a distinct movement away from the provision of 'bilingual'

options.

'Immersion education' and 'M6ori mediun education' are umbrella terms tbat have come

to describe, not without controversy, progzunmes with Meori language as a medium of

instnrction. Both are problematic. Immersion as a school t)"e e,merged out of social,

historicd and political circumstance far removed from that of lvliori (Lamb€rt & Trrcker,

1972). The initial development of irnmersion education reflects wider social and linguistic

contexts in which the status of the school language was not compromised" and in which

children's native or cultural language was secure as the home language. In the case of the



French imms6i6a experience, cultgral and philosophical underpinnings of conventional

schooling were not considered potentially problematic and were not challenged. Similarly,

parental and societal aspirations in relation to French immersion education as a school

choice did not incorporate the wider goal of the regene,ration of a threatened language.

Maori medium education as a catchall term is also problematic as it does not ditrerentiate

amounts of instnrction being carried out in Maori. But more significantly, o'Ivleori medium

educatiod' nowhere near adequately captures or reflects the wider cultural, political and

philosophical tensions that have underpinned the development of such initiatives as

kdhanga reo and kura kaupapa Maori.

For kdhanga neo, it is not only the label *Meori medium educatiod'that is proble,uatic. It

is argued that the term 'early childhood education' has been similarly misapplied to this

initiative (Royd Tangaere, 1996).

Kdhanga reo is more than early childhood education, it's a revolution...Kdhenga is not a

kindy, its a revolutionary movenent as much for the parents and whinau as it is for the

(Sandra Lee, MP in Tapine & Waiti, 1997'26)

Whanau and te reo M6ori are essential elements of rc k6hanga reo and hra kaupapa

Maori. Iritana Tawhiwhirangi (in Tapine & Waiti, 1997;22) observes that

Kohanga reo came from the simple stalement of our old people ufro sai4 mena i hiahia

tiitou ki te puprni i te rco, kia mau tonu m6 ake tonu ake, me hoki and ki te ihua whakat6

te reo a 6 tiitou milua tipuna. [if we want to hold onto the language forever, we must

return to the way it was instilled by oru grandparena and ancestors] 
'

In 1996 the nuurber of children enrolled in kdhanga reo had reached 14,032 (iust under half

of all Maori children in some form of 'early childhood education'). Non-affliated

kdhanga reo and whinau playgroups run through te reo Meori were also in operation,

approximately totalling fQQ l6flhanga r€o or the like (Ministry of Educatioa 1997d)-
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In the same year, there were 3,222 children were enrolled in 43 hrd- In comparison, the

number of conventional or 'mainsfi€am' schools offering instnrction through the medium

of Mdori increased from 50 to 251 between the years of 1987 to 1993. By 1996, the total

number of Maori primary school students in some form of 'Maori medium education'

including kura kaupapa M6ori wus 27,669,20Yo of all Maori school-aged srudents (Ie

Puni Kdkiri,1997; l7). M6ori participation in kaupapa Maori prograrnmes ranged from

nearly SAVo for kdhanga reo to just over 2%o for ktra- Ktra kaupapa MEori, specifically

developed to cater for k6hanga reo graduates initially for 'primary school' years, now

extends through 'secondary school' years. By 1998, foly-nvo new kura kaupapa Meori

had been built and seventeen existing state schools had been re-designated as kura kaupapa

Maori.

These figrues seem to show that more and more Maori children are having substantial

formal leaming experiences through te reo M6ori. However, 'Maori medinm education',

officially divided into three levels, rurnges from 30% to 100% instnrction in Maori. This

meant that in actuality only 8565 Maori students were enrolled in Maori medium education

that reached levels of at least 80% immersion in 1996 (Ministry of Education, 1997d; 45).

Given these statistics, it is highly probable that large numbers of k6hanga reo children are

ending up in classrooms that have low levels of acnral M6ori language use. It is also

highly probable that many parents of M6ori children coming out of k6hanga either choose

to or have no choice but to send their children to English medit'm classroo-s. It is evident

that very little real heed was taken of wamings made in the last decade that unless dramatic

measures were taken, there would be a cbronic shortage of human as well as other

resources required to provide quality education through the mediurn of te reo Meori.

At the closing of the twentieth century Meori medium education is a site of significant

stnrggle, particularly in terms of who should b€ in control of its development and ie

definition - govemment or the movement itself. The common feanre that underpins all

Meori medium options is s6mmitrnent to the maintenance and promotion of te reo Maori

me 6na tikanga througb wh5nau control and involvement. However, the growth in demand



for these progftlrnmes has been sucb, that a -ajor educational challenge of the nineteen-

nineties has been the development of appropriate and adequate curriculuq resounces,

teachers and evaluation and assessment procedures for M6ori medium settings. Another

major challenge involves articulation and realisation of the forms and fiDctions that

owh6nau control and involvement' needs to take.

Miori language development in'educational' settings

A small number of studies have been carried out in kdhanga reo and kura kaupapa Meori

that focus on children's M6ori language development. As described earlier in Chapter

One, research for my Masters thesis examined te kdhanga rco as a coDt€xt for langrrage

ft6shing and learning (Hohep4 1990; Hohep4 McNaughton & Jenkins, 1996; Hohepa,

Smitb Smith, & McNanghton 1992). The snrdy involved regular observation of three

children's langrrage experiences in a k6hanga reo. Activities and routines in the k6hanga

reo provided an environrnent that supported the children's leaming and use of lvliori

language. Evidence of a reciprocal interrelationship benp'een children's socialisation as

M6ori language speakers and socialisation into M6ori preferred beliefs and values

fundamental to kdhanga reo philosophy was provided.

A study carried out by Tania Ka'ai (1990) sompared and contrasted Meori pedagogical

patterns she observed Ercross three kdhanga reo with those of the bilingpal and English

medium new entrant classrooms that six kdhanga reo five year-olds went oD to.

Systematic observations of the children's transitions into school settings revealed that they

experienced varying degrees of mismarch in t€rms of the pedagogcat principles in

operation. Ka'ai argued that the best match for k6hanga reo children is achieved throryh

the provisions of kura kaupapa Meori.

Mere White's (1995) shrdy also looked at language use in a k6hanga reo, focusing on

ssaffo[ding (Woo4 1988) of children's language interactions in stnrctured, ritualistic

routines of karakia and mihimihi. These language-mediatd routines were identified as

providing a "quick start' for children's use of te reo Maori as they came into k6hanga

regardless of whether they were starting as first or second langrrage leanrers. A secondary
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aspect of the snrdy involved discussing connections benreen Te Wbiriki, the national early

childhood curricultm guidelines and the philosophy and practices of Te l(ghanga ftso.

These three studies all argue for the existence of distinctive M6ori pedagogical stnrctues

in k6henga reo settings. They provide evidence that such settings can work effectively to

support children's acquisition of Maori linguistic and cultural knowledge. Ka'ai (1990) in

particular has shown the need for this support to extend beyond pre-school years into

fomral ssfuseling.

To date there has been very little formal research undertaken on the language develop,ment

of children in Meori meditrm schooling settings. Mtrphy and Hollings (1993) describe

some of the feafiues in the Meori spoken by children in a kura kaupapa l,Ieori. They focus

on "interlanguage" and "aberant grammatical fossilisations" in the langtrage of the

children and consider the implications these have for teaching in these settings and for

language change. The doctoral research of Tania Ka'ai (1995) involving the developme,nt

of culturally responsive assessment theories and practices in written langrrage for hra

kaupapa Meori provides information about children's oral and written competencies in te

reo Miori. The approach taken is similar to that of Murphy and Hollings, one that focrues

on use as produc! rather tban process. The study had as a primary objective, the strategic

linking of the New Zealand National Qualifications Framework and standards based

assessment as an emancipatory mechenism for kura kaupapa Meori schooling. What both

studies do reflect is the need to explore ways to extend and broaden Meori language uses

and functions, as well as language contexts for children who speak Meori.

TE REO MAORI OUTSIDE TIIE CLASSROOM

Todan Meori adults are leaming to speak Maori as a second language in a variety of ways,

motivated by a range of forces. For some, the motivation and the leaming is

philosophically and physically located within hap[ or iwi epistemologies, values and forms

of Maori language (Timutimu, 1995). For meny kura kaupapa M,iori parents who live out

of their hapE and iwi areas, myself included (a Te ldEhurehure Irish, pngtish Ngn Puhi
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bringng up children in West Auckland who are also of Ngeti Pororl Ngai Tahu and

Danish descent), our motivations and experiences in rying to gain Meori linguistic and

cultural knowledge are additionally complex (e.g. Hohepa, 1998b). Although'parenthood'

is not necessarily the initial or primary motivator, the desire for one's children to be Maori

language speakers can be implicated in the motivations of parents.

There are a number of potential avenues by which adult whEnau members night pursue te

reo M6ori. Universities, tecbnical institutes, private training establisbments and various

teacher education institutions provide courses in Maori language, a few provide instnrc'tion

tbrougb Maori. Provisions of these institutions include courses at diploma and degree

levels. Te Kdhanga Reo National Trust and Te Ataarangi Incorporated also provide Meori

second language courses for adults and parents involved in kdhanga reo and kura kaupapa

Maori.

A recent survey of te reo Maori provisions did not identiff rurny at "gr?ssroots" levels

(Keegan 1997;7), although this may reflect the avenues used to gather information A

significant 'fla:r roots' development is Winanga reo. W6nanga reo initially developed out

of a growing iwi or tribal focus. Ngeti Raukawa ran the first such Meori language courses

in the early eighties, primarily for Ngati Raukawa descendants, although people from other

iwi did attend (Rei, 1998).

Q took pot in a Ngdti Raukosa w&tanga reo in 1983 andfeel enonnous grainde to thb iwifor prwiding

myfirst opportunity to use our langtage as a living 'nctwal' Ianguage within contsls of daily lrfe, afie,

having sadied it through school od university ostensibly as an academic q,ercise- Dtring this wfurorya I
ann dreamed in te reo Mdori, albeit in black and white! He mihi, he whakawhetai rui ki a koutou o te

Wdnanga o Roulcmva. Na lroutou tEnei i whangai i tO tAtuu reo ataalrua).

W6nanga Reo o Raukawa were an integal part of 'Te Whakatupuranga Rua Mano' or

Generation 2000, the strategic plan developed by Ngati Raukawa to take their iwi into the

trventy-first century (Nicholson" 1987). They provided a blueprint from ufiich other iwi

and communities of interest (e.g. Meori tertiary students) have developed their own forms

of w6nanga reo.
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Te A'u Rei, (1998) highlights the potential of w6nanga reo to support language

regeneration at wh6naq hapu and iwi levels. In particular he identifies how it can provide

effective support for kdhanga reo and kura kaupapa MEori by helping to b'ridge the

intergenerational language transmission gap. He proposes that;

[i]n order to maintain an on-going cornmitnent to the pre-school and prinnary school

MEori language programmes, education authorities need to subsidize language snrichment

classes for the parents and care-given of these children as is done in Hawai'i. Strpport

programmes are offered to p.renb and care-givers of children in the Hawaiian immersion

equivalents of Punana Leo (K6hanga Reo) and Kula Kaiapui (Kura Kaupapa).

(Rei" 1998;56)

There are other contexts tbat potentially contribute to whEnau levels of lvlEori. Wbanau

involved in snrdies described and discussed in Chapter Eight and ChapterNine participated

in a range of activities, providing exposure to and demanding the use of, te rco MEori. For

example, parents belonged to and participated in kapa haka and waka ama groups, they

learned about the use of taiaha and other weaponry, and they belonged to M6ori churches.

In all of these contexts, Meori language was described as an integral and audible featue.

Te reo Mf,ori in the home

There is little information on M6ori language use and development within the confines of

homes other than that it is a rarity (personal ro1a6r'nications; see also Benton et al, 1996;

Te Puni K6kiri, 1998). By far the most toublesome findings of the 1995 Maori language

Surrrey perain to the use of M6ori language within the home (Te Puni Kdkiri, 1998). Only

l4o/o of those who identified as speakers of the language (over half of whom were highly

fluent) reported having whole conversations in Meori in their homes on a daily basis (Ie

Puni K6kiri,1998;49). Thus the majority of Maori adults can expect to hear Meori in

their homes irregularly. Only the more fluent czln eq)ect to hear Meori spoken in other

people's homes, and this is likely to occur in one or two households tbx they regularly

visit.

A finding that has critical implications for Miori speaking children is that only l0% of

M6ori speakers younger than 45 years tend to have whole Maori conversations in their
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homes. These adults represent the Maori language speakers in the age group to which

parents of children attending kdhanga reo and kura kaupapa Meori could be expected to

belong. Over half of this group said that they never had such conversations. According to

survey findings, the adults who do use the language are likely to have begun speaking

Maori before the age of six.

The sr.uvey found that nearly a quarter of adult Maori lived in households tbat included

Maori speaking children aged 15 years or under. Twenty percent of this goup described

themselves as medium to higbly fluent speakers, 52%bad low levels of fluency, and28%

were non-speakers. Just under 40o/o of those who could speak Meori said tbat they spoke

6ainly in Maori to the children. Indications are that it is the more fluent adults who

interact in Maori with children in the home. From this we can infer that kohanga reo and

knra parents who have low fluency levels or who are beginning to speak M6ori as a second

language are not likely to be using it as a means of communication in the home to any

great extent. Such findings and inferences that can be made from them hightigbt the

critical need to generate contexts and activities calling for the use of Miori language in

homes. Further, it points to the need to identiff ways of utilising these opportunities

efficiently in ways that facilitate and support the language leaming of adults as well as

children. Keegan (1997;3) recommends that;

Frmding be made available for research to find ou to what e:rtent the wbEnau members of

k6hanga and kura kaupapa Maori/bilingual rnis are acnrally learning the MEori language,

and if they arc not, what are the bariers preventing them.

Identifing a need for parents to have access to information about ways they can zupport

their children in te reo is not recent (e.g. Nicholsoq 1987). There are now growing calls to

put more formal energ/ into supporting Maori language development and use in personal

domains such as the home, for example by establishing personalised advisory services in

the community (Chrisp, 1998).

A study carried out by Arapera Royal Tangaere slrows that whinau relationships in the

home can be a resourc€ for older whinau members learning Maori. Royal Tangaere
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exarnined the role played by her k6hanga reo daughter Rangi in the transfer of M6ori

langrrage and cultural knowledge from kdhanga reo to home, througb her home-based

interactions with her parents and siblings. Royal Jangaere describes how Rangi assisted

her mother's Miori second language development in strategic, purposeful ways, as well as

how Rangi unconsciously supported her own learning, mainly tbrough the medirm of

waiata (1997;54 and 58).

While whEnau interactions are a naturally occurring potential sourc€ of 'MEori language

data' for second language learners, they are not a guaranteed one. Royal Tangaere (1997)

poignantly describes how and why Rangi preferred to interact at home in Englisll

particularly with her mother. Reaping linguistic and cultural benefits from having k6hanga

reo or kura kaupapa Maori children in a wh6nau is not a simple task. It is not necessarily

semgthing that will'just bappen'. It requires a lot of thought, bard work and sensitivity

and it needs to be done in a way that protects children's integrty as children, 12f[er than

positioning them as would-be savior.us of a language and culture.

There is evidence that children are developing Maori language, however it is less c€rtain

that other whinau members, including parents, are also developing higher levels of fluency

(Keegan, 1997). For initiatives aimed at regenerating Maori langrrage through socialising

and educating children as speakers of M6ori to be effective, those who have intimate

contact with these shildren, in the personal domains of home and wb5narq dso need to be

leanring and speaking the language.

ST]MMARY

MEiori-led initiatives in education have emerged in the last trvo decades to intervene in the

continued and sustained loss of M6ori language and knowledge, coupled with severe Meori

underachievement. Underlying many of these initiatives has been a re-assertion and

reconstinrtion of 'wh6nau' as practice as well as a valued concept. It was in the private

practice of instinrtions such as whEnarg as well as in other personal domains significant in

M6ori culture, that Maori social activities and the use of M6ori language continued- While



Maori culture was being systemically attacked as well as subtly undermined in public and

institutional domains, homes, hap[ communities and marae provided 'ahi foiio for te reo

M6ori. Now it is personal domains, the home in particular, that are being identified as a

weak link in attempts to regenerate the language and to re-attach the cbain of

intergenerational language transmission. It is no surprise that Te Taura Whiri i te reo

Maori is currently distibuting a book titled 'Using te reo Maori at home: some common

questions and answers'.

People working at the fla:< roots of educational initiatives aimed at regenerating Meori

have voiced concems such as Meori language 'seeming to be a nine to three school day

language for members of kura and k6hanga wh5nau'. Observations are that it appears to

be making disappointingly few inroads into the majority of kdhanga and kura children's

homes and cornmunities. Are there sffiling echoes of the deficit-oriented obsenrations

made in the seventies, about ttre less than adequale nature of Mnori parents and homes for

supporting Miori children's English language development needed to meet school

requirements (e.g. Deparfrent of Education, 1972)?

Alternatively, what such observations might indicate is that the 'home-school' split, which

kura kaupapa Mdori and k6hanga reo in part evolved to mediate, still needs to be addressed

in strategic and effective ways dbeit now for differing reasons. The split is not so much

one of culture, language and agend4 as it was fq1 many of the parents' and grandparents'

generations, but one of language. Given that the agenda out of which kdhanga and lcura

developed included the realisation of language regeneratioq one potential way of bridging

this split is by working in homes to claim space for te reo MEori as a simfficant medium of

communication.

The following chapter examines efforts to regenerate endangered languages more closely.

In particular, the roles that 'family' and 'literacy', play in language regeneration are

discussed.
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CHAPTER THREE

Kia maa ki tO reo Mdori

Alwna a kautou taneiki

Te reo, te reo rangatira

Nate Mduaiterotgi

He reo i tufu iho

ki ngatipuna

Kia kaha, Hamqu

Pupwutia

(Moana Moiapoto Jackson od the Moa Hunt*s,
Sonny Kauika Starcns & Dalvantus, 1989)

It takes yets to leon how to look a the destntction

of beautiful things;

to leon haut to leave the place

ofoppression;

and how to malre yow wm regeneration

out of nothing.

(Gerald Stern When I have reached the point of

ntfocaion Rejoicings. Lll. Metro Book Co. In T.

McMillan (1987) Moma London: Jonahon Cqe

Ltd)

INTRODUCTION

Given effective r€covery strategies, one might expect something that is lost to be found

again. Not so with language. The essence of what is lost is not something conqet€,

something see-able, or rather hear-able. It is not something made up only of vocabulary

and ryrntax, phonemes and pronrnciation. t angrrage is also process€s, pradices and uses.

It is made up of and makes relationships between humans, living and dea{ in close

proximity or distrnced by time, sp&€, institutions. Iangrrage loss itself is a process rather

than a case of here today, gone tomorrow. When the process of language loss is identified



and when cornmitnent to intervene in the process is made, intervention is less about

bringng something back from the dead and more about finding and tending whatever life

has survived. What survives may be acttral althongh everdec:reasing language use, or

seeds of a langrrage deposited in cultural storehouses. The intervention process into

language loss has been given various labels, such as language revival, language

revitalisation and language reversal.

What factors are involved in the process of intenrention into language loss? A relared

question is that, given language is intimately bound up with practices (Schieffelin &

Ochs, 1986), what is the role of culture? This leads to a set of firther questionsn to what

extent and under wbat conditions does language revitalisation also involve cultural

revitalisation? Is it a process aimed at returning to traditional langrrage (and cultural)

practices or is it about people making space for their langr:age and culture in their present

and future? Where does responsibitity rest to ensure a langrrage does survive, in real,

meaningful and productive ways?

This chapter considers the ways in which intervention into langrrage loss may be best

achieved. In keeping with the context developed in Chapters One and Two, the

signfficance of 'family' and 'schooling' are examined. It is argued that for memingful

intervention to occur, the language targeted must gain meaningful qpace as a langrrage of

intimacy and of activities within primary socialisation settings, in particular those of

'family'.

The role of 'literacy' in contemporary language regeneration sampaigns is discussed. The

extent to which literacy activities involving printed Maori text are or should be a'nafiral'

part in the lives of kura kaupapa Maori wbinau today is examined. Implications of

literacy practices in homes of kua kaupapa Meori whiinau for Maori language

development and use are identified.

As well as literature focusing on intervening in language lossn one migbt exp€ct research

literanrre in nvo other areas to be significant. One is the area of second language

development. A second is the development and use of literacy in a second language.

These were initially considered useful as the thesis explores family reading activities as a
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site for second language development and use. My scanning of the second language

literature did not support such an expectation. While there is a deal of attention given to

second language and literacy developmen! linguistic, attitudinal and cognitive

firnctioning at the individual level tend to be the focuses. I have yet to find e*ended

discussions of second language learning that consider it in the wider contefi of

maintaining and regenerating an indigenous langrrage and culture. For example, a recent

review of bilingualism and second langrrage learning in the 'Handbook of Rlucational

Psychology' @erliner & Calfee, 1996), in discussing reasons for learning a second

language does not include the desire to maintain and regenerate an indigenous language.

LANGUAGE REGEI\IERATION

To date, Fishman (1991) provides one of the most comprehensive discussions of

intervention efforts into language loss under the heading of 'Reversing Langrrage Shift'. I

prefer terming the process of such intervention as language regeneration. 'Reversing'

involves going bac*lrrlards, over ground alr,eady covere4 rcilrning to where or wbat was

before. There is little sense grven by the term 'language reversal' of language as living.

Another tqm used by sociolinguists (e.g. Spolslcy, 1989), 'revitalisation' does reflect

notions of life, of the essentiality of langu4ge to the existence of human cultures.

However, neither conceptualisation reflects a sense of development and growtb" As well

as playing a firndamental role in oru development as humans and the development of

cultures, living langrrages are constantly being developed and re-created. Ensuring the

explication of developmental asp€cts of language is probably not a firndamental conce,m

for a sociolinguist. In contrasg my own academic roots trace back through to the study of

development from a psychological perspective.

Regeneration speals more of growth and re-growtb, development and redevelopment.

Nothing re-grows in exactly the same shape tbat it bad previously, or in exactly the same

direction. The way a new shoot of a fern, a koru, grolvs might be used to qrmbolise the

retum and re-growth of a language. The koru first circles back towards itself, then

unfirling from itself spreads out in different directions, the frond connected back through

the strength and stability of its tnrnk into the nurture of Papatiianuku. Rege,neration of a
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language is much the same, often very contained and constained grou/th initially,

confined to limited contexts, gathering strength to push out in different directions and into

different settings.

Meori have seen to our cost what bappens when a new language is imposed on a people

with purported intentions of providing access to benefits of a changing world but in such

a way that it restricts the grourth and development of a natal language. Benefits have not

been greatly forthcoming to the majority of M6ori. The costs to MEori language have

been outlined elsewhere (e.g. Rei, 1998, and Chapter Two). More and more it is being

recognised that for colonised indigenous groups their own language 'lnust survive in

order to bridge the traditional and mode,r:r worlds that the people carry within themselves

and confront in their daily lives." (Fogwill, 1994;235).

The goal of language regeneration is not to return to the 'traditional' but to secure the life

of a language and culture. Living languages are modern languages, in that they are in the

present they contain and provide meaning in the day to day lives of their people. Beliefs,

values, the practices of a cultnre that are carried by a langrrage, are part of a people's lives

now. today and evervday. The goal of language regeneration is to ensure that language

and the culture it indexes are a vital part of a people's wellbeing and healthy existence.

Legis late, educate, regenerute
The viability of a langrrage is affected by the degree of institutional recognition and

support it receives. Languages in danger of disappearing are often not officially

recognised in some instances they have been officially sanctioned against. Many

indigenous colonised groups have only recently begrm having tleir languages receive

official recognition in their homelands. For example, six langrrages indigenous to Camda

were finally given equal status to the trro introduced majority languages, French and

Enghsb in 1990. While Maori was the first langr:age to be spoken in Aotearoa-New

7*aland it was not officidly recognised alongside English rmtil 1987. Official

recognition of indigenous langrrages reflects an acceptance of their importance for the

peoples and the places to which they belong. It often signals an acknowledgement of the

role colonial and state governments have played in bringing about the precarious s&rte

many such langtrages are in at the time of official recognition. However, while official
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recognition is importaut, it is of little comfort when the langrrage itself is heard little and

spoken less.

The legislation is important but legislation alone cannot ensure that the languages and

cultures will survive into the next cenftry. lntensive seategies are necessary to srryport

the people in their efforg to reclairn their language and cultue.

(Fogmll, 1994;230)

Many acts of official recognition are preceded by local efforts to hold on to the language

and closely followed by government sanctioning of (and fiscal support for) language

remediation efforts. Interventions at the level of schooling are a feature of many efforts to

regenerate indigenous languages. It is also where government support is sometimes

visible. Early childhood and primary school education in the native language played

pivotal roles in language campaigns in Irelan4 Wales, and Israel. Meori language

regeneration is also epitomised by eventually government sanctioned educational

interventions aimed at young children, using te reo Maori as the nngdirrm of instructi)on

For many indigenous peoples today, including Maori, a commitnent to the retention and

regeneration of our langrrage and culture implies on the part of adult members a

commituent to learning to speak and understand our native langrrage as a second

language. With the majority of parents of kura kaupapa Meori 4d ftflhanga reo children

being initialty monolingual speakers of English any progftmmes designed to develop

parents into speakers of Maori will, at best, produce bilingrrals.

As well as a healthy corpus of speakers and institutional recognition, status factors and

demographic factors are identffied as key elements in language vitality @aker, 1993).

Vitality of a language is supported by links to positive economic experiences tbat hold

social status or prestige and to experiences that slmbolise culnral heritage or identity.

The geographical distribution of language speakers also influences language vitatity, so

clearly shown in Richard Benton's studies of M6ori langr:age demographic patterns

spanning over twenty years. Another demographic feature that influences langrrage

vitality is the degree to which speakers are literate in the language.
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When someone can speak 3 minsriq/ language and not read and urite in trat language, the

number of firnctions and uses of that language is dirninished- Bilingulism withorn

bilircracy also means a decrease in fte status of that language.

(Balcer, 1993;52)

Interrelationships between language regeneration and literacy practices wiil be considered

in more depth in a later section of this chapter. Suffice to say, the levels of biliteracy

amongst Meori have increasing significance for te reo MEori being retained as a living,

contemporary language.

Contexts of language regeneration

As a field, sociolinguistics has been responsible for much research and theoretical energy

in developing tmderstandings of language regeneration. As noted previously, Joshua

Fishman is a key player in the study of efforts to reverse language shifts. Fisbman deals

with "ttreory and practice of assistance to speech communities whose native langrrages are

threatened because their intergenerational continuity is proceeding negatively, with fewer

and fewer users" (1991; xii).

A major claim is that zuch language shift cannot be reversed at a societal level if it is not

reversed at the family and local community levels. In order to effest a language shift,

'small-scale social life' must be focused on and it is here tbat the nurturing of a tlreatened

language needs to occuro '1he qualitative emphases of daily informal life - always the

most dfficult arenas in which to intenrene." @ishman, I99l;8). His major argument is

that;

[t]he priorities at various points in the RLS [revening language shift] stmggle must vary

but they musq nevertheless, derive from a single, inrcgnrcd theory of language-in-socicty

processes that places intergenerational mother tongue tansmission at the very cent€r and

that makes sure to defend tbat ce'nter before seaing out to conquer societal processes that

are more distant dubious and tenuous vrs-ri-vrs such umsmission.

(fishman, l99l;6, my enphasis)

The fostering of intergenerational mother tongue is viewed as a cultural right and societal

resource that requires gsmmitment at institutional and at governmental levels. However,
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Fishman is critical of efforts to reverse langrrage loss tbrough controlling the institutional

language of education, mass medi4 or government without sufficiently safeguarding the

'intimate, intergenerational language transmission context'.

Fisbman (1991) has developed a 'Graded International Disruption Scale for Threatened

Languages' essentially as a guide to what extent a langrrage is endangered. It also

provides a plan of action for prioritised intervention in language loss @aker, 1996). That

is, it is based on the premise that intervention at one stage will be futile rrnless earlier

stages are at least partly addressed, and that actions taken at each stage take cognisance of

how they contribute to intergenerational transmission and continuity of a language.

Ensuring intergenerational continuity is identified as the sixth stage of an eight-stage

process, with Stage 8 as the worst case scenario and Stage I as the best. In the context of

this thesis, Stage 6 as well as Stage 5, described as the development of literacy in a

threatened language, are of particular signfficance.

At least early on in efforts to reverse language loss, Fishman advocates a diglossic

existence (a particular language used in particular settings or domains) for cultural

communities whose language has little political power in the public and institutional

levels of the society of which they form a part. He recommends that their community

langrrage remain bounded in their sociocultural traditions, values, beliefs and practices. If
these 'traditions' ar€ still extensively practised in 'modernn life, in the sense that a

significant proportion of the people practise them in their day to day lives and across a

ftmge of contexts, then concentating efforts in this way Inay be fruitrul. Indeed Linda

Smith (1989) argues that te reo Mdori was protected from total loss in much this manner.

Diglossia is considered by Fishman to be a point on a language shift continuum that, as an

initial stage of reversal, provides boundaries that afford a language protection.

Alternatively, Chrisp (1997a) proposes 964 diglossia, rather than fsing considered an

early point on a language revitalisation continuum, be utilised to develop a theoretical

framework for M6ori revitalisation. He argues that by working from such a framework,

Maori langrrage domains and English langtrage ds6ains can be identified and

mechanisms developed to facilitate the expansion of Ndeori tanguage within Meod

langrrage domains.
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Public domains are often perceived as politically more signfficant. Arguing that language

regeneration attempts should focus on so-called traditional and personal domains may

conceivably restrict the political influence of a language and its speakers. Like Fishman, I

do not see 'language in cultureo concems as somehow less worthy then political concems.

Actually 'langrrage in culture' is a political concem in itself. What happens in the homes

of a culnral community, for example in relation to languages used in the families' daily

practices, is political. What happens in naditional and personal domains is political.

However, irrespective of how the relationship betrueen personal and public domains is

perceived, neither one should be seen as having priority over the other, a kind of fix this

first, then fix that.

Probably even morre significant politically, is the potential that public, non-traditional

contexts such as educational institutions have to either take over socialising frmctions, or

help to regenerate socialising firnctions of traditional, p€rsonal contexts such as those of

wh6nau (Urlich Cloher & Hohepa, 1996). lndeed +^king over and replacing the

socialising firnctions and practices of families was fts implicit and explicit agenda of

various types of ssfuooling (e.g. boarding schools) set up for 'native' children, including

M6ori, in many parts of the world.

Fishman's downplaying of 'power' and 'conflict' invites critique from sociologist Glyn

Williams (1992). He considers Fishman's stance as politically conservative and reflecting

a preference to minimise the conflict and ignore the role power plays in language loss. As

a coruequence the anger, discrimination and frustration felt by linguistica[y

disenfranchised groups is not expressed. In cognisance of past experiences and the

dangers inherent in political powerlessness, I would argue that language regeneration

effort needs to be strategically expended at all levels, spenning public and personal

domains.

Cuhural renaissance, power play and language regeneration

Fishrnan's assertion that langrrage reversal should be stongly linked to traditional

practices, beliefs and values is played out in domains or cont€xts reflecting uihat bas

sometimes been labelled the 'Meori cultural renaissance' of the seventies, eighties and

nineties. There is a paradoxical danger that such renaissance may contribute to a gradual
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decrease of everyday, informal language use. If traditional practices using an indigenous

language become restricted to relatively formal, ritualistic contexts and become more and

more prescribed to defined sectors of the population, fewer and fewer potential speakers

may be influenced in direct, meaningful and language regenerating ways. Similarly,

restriction to rituals such as those around birth and deatb, to performing arts festivals and

to formal protocols such as whaik6rero may result in less and less informal language

being incorporated in and around such activities.

'Cultural renaissance' is often accused of being apolitical. Indee4 recreational culture

such as performing arts, canoe racing and carving, is seldom perceived as a direct political

challenge. These activities may even be co-opted to use against decolonisation agenda

For example, there is growing emphasis at M6ori performing arts festivals on commercial

or financial outcomes rather than on providing Maori easy access to validating and

empowering M6ori cultural experiences. Another paradox exists in that cultural 'art and

craft' and 'recreational' culttre can create rich mediums for politicisation and debate.

The high profile gained by Maori art and afiefacts at the end of the twentieth century has

precipitated €xaninatien and contestation of their historical, technological and spiritual

significance (L. Smitb 1992). Many higbly political issues and debates are also canied

through cultual perfonnances, such as waiata and haka performed at seemingly apolitical

sites, such as cultural festivals and competitions. However, in these instances the

messages may be understood and appreciated by but a select few.

It is unfortunate tbat much of what the Maori world has to say in Mriori is available for

Maori consumFtion only - that is, for speaken of Mdori. Therefore nuch of what is said in

1fo9 danss arena is available to only a limited audience, an elitist Soup, those who speak and

understand Mnori.

(KaretrJ, l99l;152)

Conversely, decolonisation movements may be mis-conceptualised as 'cultural revivals'.

Hawai'i academic and activist Haunani-Kay Trask identifies the perceived lack of

connection between cultural and political actions as problematic and argues that

indigenous mobilisation towards cultural and language regeneration is political,
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language instmction is understood here to be both a culurral and a political assertion.

Cultwalfucawe it seeks to preserve the core of a way of being and living tbc is uiquely

Native, mdpolitical because this attempt at preservation Akes place in a system where fre

dominant group has employed legal and social means to deny the use and inheritance of

the Native language byNatives themselves.

(Traslc 1993; 53, author's emphasis)

Cultural resurgence amongst indigenous people involves reclaimirg of ancestral

languages, practices, lands and economic bases and working towards various forms of

self-determination. A Hawaiian sovereignty movement, Ka Laahui Hawai'in defines self-

determination as o'the ability of a people who share a cornmon culture, religion, language,

value system and land base, to exercise control over their lands and lives, independent of

other nations" (Trask 1993; 96). While this thesis does not set out to track such

relationships, the desire to r€instate the indigenous language is often a key element of

moves towards self-determination. The push for education through the indigenous

language reflects not only movements to intercede in language loss but also to address

lack of control and power indigenors people have over our own lives. A significant site

for such related agendas is that which constitutes 'family'.

THE ROLE OF (FAMILY' IN LA}IGUAGE REGEIYERATION

If a language is to be reained where there has been a substantial degree of loss in use, it

needs to re-attain an integral place in significant facets of 'family' social activity. Where

adult family members are predominantly speakers of the indigenous language, it is
appropriate that efforts to regenerate the language be focused on children. If this language

regeneration is to be realised in situations where language loss has been occurring over

several generations, all family members must be provided as much opportunity as

possible to "leam and use language along with the younger children, to create a tnre

speech community" (Fishman, l99l; I8).

Recognition of the significance of Miori langrrage uses in home and school for Mdori

langrrage regeneration was being articulated in Aotearoa-New 7*aland during the

seventies. In1974, psychologist Marie Clay, considering whether Meori should be taught
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to new entrant children, stated that the;

... children do not loow MSori and could frce an entire$ new langrrage which was not the

6sdirm of conversation in the home environme,nt and not the language of instruction

...Miori pupils had three other areas of deficit in their early school learning - in oral

English, in visual perception of prin! and in reading. Diverting teaching time to Mdori

langrrage seems likely to increase rather than decrease fte oppornmities for frilure unless

the language could be re-activated in the home environment also.

(reprinted in Clay,l982; 151)

Given that Maori is now the language of instnrction for some new entrants, uumy of vfio

have attended k6henga reo and do know Miori, this view is arguably even more

applicable. Te reo Maori has still not reached a safety level, particularly in terms of

intergenerational langrrage transmission. That is, relatively few Miori childrpn, even

those who are speakers of Maori, have acquired Maori primarily in the context of their

genealogical whEnau. As discussed in the previous chapter, there has been relatively little

research energy focused on intergenerational Meori language r:se within wbiinau and

home contexts. The lack of focus was made more obvious in interim reports of the results

of the 1995 Maori language survey (Te Taura Whfui i te Reo, 1995a). While identi$ing

the degree to which informants used Meori in community and informal settings such as

sports and church, information about the use of ldnori in arguably the most critical

informal setting, the home, was not provided.

What are the implications of concentrating language regeneration efforts within families?

Wbat resources are available to farnilies to help regenerate a language? How migbt

focusing on 'small-scale social life', on family domains, influence the resourcing of a

langu4ge?

Hr:man l€sources, native speakers, are obviously a key resource. Re-introducing a

langrrage as a primary means of family communication is potentially more straightforward

vfrere a family has easy and regulamccess to native speakers. For u&5nau who still have

a living generation of predominantly native speakers, cross-generation Uving

arrangements are an obvious intervention where intergenerational language developrment

processes have been severely undermined. )
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But as language developmental processes within Meori wh6nau bave shifted, so bave

whEnau living arrangements. Currently, nuclear *4 single parent living arrangements are

the most conrmon amongst M6ori. Maori parents who are leaming te reo Maori may have

limited resources in terms of regular access to native speakers for themselves and for their

children. The development sf kfihanga reo has partially helped to address this lack of

access, althot'gh a large proportion of adults and staffin this and other settings that act as

primary Meori language socialisation settings are also second language speakers of Maori

(ERO 1995). However, access to native speakers is but one of wide host of factors that

influence the effectiveness of 'farnily' as a key site of language regeneration.

Factors influencing family as a primary site of language regeneretion

Children
Children themselves are often expected to play a pivotal role in language regeneration

movements. Historically, one of the most successful movements has involved the

regeneration of Hebrew in Israel. Nahir (1988; 283) describes the role of Israeli children

in a process of spreading Hebrew to ttreir families and the rest of their communities that

involved foru steps:

i) children were instilled with positive linguistic attitudes towards Hebrew,

ii) children were presented with and acquired Hebrew as a second langrrage within

schools,

iii) children spoke and transferred Hebrew as a second language out of the schools,

iv) newly born children received and spoke Hebrew as a first langrrage.

These were overlapping steps and most signifi.cantly in terms of the focus sf this thesis,

"they involved activities that were not necessarily consciously aiming at achieving the

revival of Hebred'. This can be paralleled with school-related activities that have

explicit aims other than hnguage developmenl such as supporting the development of

children's print literacy skills.

Children often become the most ef[ective vehicles for sprearling a second language

amongst their families. A common experience for many immigrant families is second

langr:age acquisition occuring in essentially the reverse direstion from that of the first

language, from children to adults. Children do not necessarily need to transmit language
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to older family members in active direct ways. They can be catalysts so to speak that set

up conditions conducive to the langrrage being used by other members of their families. )
However, this is usually in the context of the predominant language across society.

In some instances, children can be the initial motivating factor for parents sriving to

acquire a second language. In snrdies tbat are reported in Part Two, some pare,nts

described initially learning Maori for their children's sake, but larer doing so because it

had also become a personally significant and important task.

The most critical and complex phase of Hebrew language transition was identified as the

transfer of Hebrew as a second language out of schools. In the first decade of the

langu4ge regeneration process many of the children, even the gradtrates of the Hebnew

schools who were relatively fluent in the language, stopped speaking Hebrew, particulaly

in their homes (Smilansky, 1930 in Nahir, 1988). However, some children did begin to

transfer Hebrew out of the schools. Younger children were the most successful in

building links benveen homes and schools. This has also been found to be the case for

Mnori (Royal fangaer€, 1997b).

Transfer and use of Hebrew out of school was seen to occur through children identi$ing

prestige and social desirability being aftached to the Hebrew langrrage. Even though

Hebrew may not bave been the most effective form of communication for many childrc,n,

it was chosen over their first or strongest language because it clearly had superior social

and political status.

English is the high stah$ language for most firnctions and settings in Aotearoa-New

7-ealand. Meori qpeaking children can be expected to develop favourable attitudes

towards the English language and indeed it has been observed that many are using more

English outside of M6ori medium education settings as they get older. Clearly what is

critical to M6ori as a living language is, along with its active encouragement and

faciliation, according it status outside of the classroom. However, there is a danger that

children may be left 'carrying the can' in terms of language regeneration- Adults, in

particular those ufro are parents, must "develop linguistically along with the child" if a

language is to survive and regenerate (R Benton, 1993).
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ParenE

In Aotearoa-New TnalanL parents have played a pivotal role in initiating, implementing

and zupporting educationally located language regeneration atlempts. For example,

parents support and in some instances pay staff, fiud-raise, preparc resources, tansport

children to and from centres and schools. However, one of the key ways in which they

can work to support language and educational agendas for their children as well as give

Maori language status is by leaming and speaking it (Nicholsoq t9g7).

There are dangers inherent in parents not keeping up with children's developme,lrt of te

reo M6ori. At one level these may be related to education. Parents have theories and

ideas about what their role is in their children's leaming (Goodridge, 1995). These ideas

may complement or contradict teachers' beliefs and practices related to Meori language

competencies. For example, while kaiako may state that they believe parents need to

leam M6ori, they may restrict the complexity of tasks they send home, based on the

perception that parents' language levels are not .up to it'.

At another level, these dangers may have implications for parent-child relationships. For

example, it has been observed that Maori speaking children can become arrogan!

perceiving that they have 'one ovEr' their parents (discussions in hui). This can be

concepnnlised as a reversal of the experiences of earlier generations of Maori par€nts,

similar to those of immigrant parents for whom Engtish is a second language (Atrerbach,

1989). They may also impact at the tevel of adult-child role delineation Children may b
expected and encouraged to take on adult roles, for example in the performance of
karanga whaikdrero, waiata or karakia during ritual observances and practices. This is

seen by some as placing them in potentiatly cultrually, pqychotogically or spiritually

barmful situations (L.Mea4 1996). Auerbach (1989) describes the ambivalence childre,n

themselves experience when made responsible for adult or parental roles, because parclrts

and other older family members are rmable to operate effectively thougb the required

langrrage.

A significant ele,ment in language regeneration attempts is parents' attitudes to the target

language across a number of dimensions. Positive parentat attinrdes to their childre,lr

learning and being schooled in the language relate to cultural and practical considerations.
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Lyon and Ellis (1991.Zal found that in Wales, parents' positive aninrdes towards their

children learning Welsh were otelated to a feeling of Welshness", often combined with

the necessity of being able to communicate and fit into Welsh communities.

Additionally, the perceived significance of speaking Welsh for their children's future

employability figured highly in positive parental attitudes towards children leaming

Welsh.

Parents can contribute to language regeneration in language-specific ways. In the case of
Hebrew in Israel, fathers notably contributed to the proc€ss of their children's Hebrew

langrrage development. Nahb (1988) describes tbat the study, knowledge and regular use

of Hebrew, particularly in written forms, has traditionally been a major aspect of Jewish

males' education and way of life. The situation at the early stages of Hebrew re-

development as a spoken langrrage meant that most if not all of the Jewish males in
Palestine were linguistically well-prepared to acquire Hebrew in a spoken form. As

parents, they were in a position to provide linguistic models to their children, supporting

school leaming as well as actively teaching. This helped to accelerate the regeneration

proc€ss.

Particular M6ori language protocols around whaikdrero may provide opportunities to

learn and to practise Maori in the spoken form to men of the generation of parents who

participated in the case-studies. Indee4 a few of the fathers described Maori langrrage-

related expectations being attached to them as Mdori malss in emplolment situations.

They identified these expectations as providing them with career-related as well as

personal incentives to learn and use more formal patterns of MEori langr.rage nse.

Schooling

It is claimed that schools are not and cannot be expected to be a critical factor in the

regeneration of a language (Cbrisp, 1998, FishmarU 1991; Jacques, l99l). It is argued

tbat they cannot take a major responsibility for enstuing that a child becomes a comlretent

speaker of a particular language. This cleim while valid, is rather ironic given that

schooling has played a pivotal role in language shifts undergone by many indigenous

groups across the world. Many indigenous peoples have experienced severe disnrptions
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in the socialisation of culnre and langrrage from one generation to the nerg particularly in

the nineteenth century. Church and state administered schools have been key players in

this disruption, as was the case for Maori, discussed in the previous chapter.

It seems more ironic, given thar schooling is still playing a significant role in the decline

of many indigenous langrrages at the latter end of the twentieth century. For instance in
the case of Canada's indigenous peoples, English is the main language of instruction for

m:my groups. It is reported as fast fessming the mother tongue of the majority of these

groups @urnaby, 1988). It is fast lsgsming the home langu4ge of even those who are

fust language speakers of their native laogrrage. However in the homes of native speakers,

children who are below school age are less likely to speak English (or French). In the

eighties many children who carne out of kdhanga reo as Meori language speaken and

entered into English medir:m primary schooling very quickly stopped speaking hdeori

(Sharples, 1989). Schooling is still a most prominent factor in tanguage shift to Englisb-

There are well-publicised cases of language regeneration in which immemion schooling

has played a critical par! such as in the cases of the Hebrew and Welsh languages.

Schools are viewed as a major means of regeneration by rumy groups 6 rlanger of
language and cultue loss (Keegan, 1996). In Aotearoa-New 7*aland,formal education is

playng a role at the very leas! in helping 20o/o of Mdori primary school children to have

some degree of learning experience as speakers of Maori.

Schools are major contibuton to the acquisition and development of tbreatened

indigenous languages by their students. Their role can be seen as that of a tool. A tool

that is used to carry out a campaign or revolution to effect the transformation of a
language and a culture back into the lives of a people. It is tnre that educational settings

such as kOhanga reo and kua kaupapa Miori cannot ensure the survival and maintenance

in themselves. Other whEnau members actively participating, not only in their children's

Meori language leaming and development but also in their own, is imperative. Te

Kdhanga Reo Trust has recognised this in the development of 'Te Ara Tuatahi' and 'Te

Ara Tuarua', training packages aimed at parents and others involved i1l6fihanga reo who

have little fluency in te reo (Royal Tangaereo 1996).
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Fogwill (1994;236) advocates intervention at multiple fronts including schooling. She

identifies three tlpes of interventions as being critical for the survival of indigenous

langrrages in the Northwest Territories of Canada

First, a new schooling system must provide an education rhet meets the cultgral and

linguistic needs of fte children and their families in each community. The commrmity

school must become part of the naditional passing of the culture and the language from

one generation to the next.

Second" the damage and loss Aom the past must be undone. The adults, especially the

yo"ng adults, must be provided with an opportunity and a reason to r€cover their langrrage

and culture. People need to see some value and to have the oppornmity to integrate 6e
traditions of the past with the life of the present and the fitne.

Thirrd, the languages must not be relegared to langu4ges of the past alone, because if they

do they will die with the elders and their way of life. The language must become the

living languages of the present, as comfortable and as expressive with compurcr

technologr and legislative urriting as they always have been with the tuowledge and

wisdom of the land.

Thus, the critical thing to understand is that providing tinguistically and morc culturally

relevant school prograrnmes for the children of indigenous groups will not be enough"

plsvirling oppornrnities for adults to recover their language and cultue will not be

enorlgh. Schooling and community programming for language regeneration must be

combined with the use of the langrrage :rcross many aspects of daily modern life in the

homes and communities of its speakers (Chriqp, lgg7b).

Like many other counties that are sites for language and culturat regeneration, one aspect

of daily modenr life in Aotearoa-New Zealand that impinges on all public and personal

dsmains is literacy involving printed text. Literacy is an integral part of family life,

school life, business life, commr.rnity life and political life. In contexts such as these, the

use of a threatened indigenous language can be promoted in written as well as oral forms
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LAIIGUAGE REGEI\TERATION A}ID PRINT LITERACY

Literacy plays an integral part in Fishman's conceptualisation of langu4ge reversal. He

lobbies for literacy acquisition by the old as well as the yo"ng in order to atlempt the

survival of a langtrage. The development of an extensive range of written material is a

firndamental requirement of any language regeneration attempts. For example, a key

component of the tansition to Hebrew was the development of Hebrew language reading

materials, in particular the Hebrew press.

There are three important roles for print literacy in the survival and regeneration of an

indigenous language (Fogwill, 1994;245). The first is validating the contemporary value

of the language and giving it stanrs. In situations where an indigenous language is largely

used for oral communication and print literacy is practised in the majority, colonised

language, an indigenous language has less chance of survival. By using written forms of
Meori we work to counteract the view that English is more important and more valuable

because it is only or mainly in this language that we read and write.

The second is supporting the preservation of naditions of the past for future generations.

In the Past our beliefs, knowledge and traditions were recreated from one generation to

the next mainly through oral means. More and more we are separated from those with

knowledge by death and by space created by our living arrangements. One way the

lessons of our t[puna can be taught to children and parents of present and future

generations i5 ftlertgh print. Literacy in languages such as Miori enables the culture and

attendant traditions to be accessed and reproduced. Over the last ceotury a great deal of
effort haq gone into recording the stories, histories, traditional knowledge and ancient oral

texts of our t0puna (e.g. Grey, 1928; Reedy, 1993; Sissons, wi Hongi, & Hohepa 1987).

A number of children's storybooks and school texts presenting traditional Meori stories

have been produced.

However, if written materials produced in Mdori deal mainly with information about the

pa^s, there is a danger that oru language and culture will be presented and rmderstood as

something that only exists in the past. This leads us into the third role for titeracy, to

recreate the language within a changing culflue, within a changing society. Languages
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such as M6ori have a greater chance of survival when bureaucracy, boolcs, newspap€r$

magezinss, advertisements and sims are in Meori (Baker, 1996). Literacy in contexts of
language and cultural regeneration recreates the past into the presen! especially where

schooling systems have denied a particular language and culture opportunities to do this

more or less naturally over a long period of time. That is, the demand of producing

written text to express contemporary ideas and concepts almost forces the langu4ge to

grow and develop. It may also reinforce and extend the oral transmission of a language.

ln the face of an overwhelming English language culture, the aboriginal languages cannot

afford to use the Fnglrsh words for fax machine or computer or pneumonia Terminologl

mut be developed that brings tecbnologl or foreign concepts and words within the

language and culture of aboriginal people. In the face of newspape6" magazines 3ad

bools in English, aboriginal languages literature and publishing is essential. There is litte
point in people leaming to read and rvrite their langr:age rrnless there is marerial to read"...

(Fopvill, 1994:2454)

Extending fts dsmains of traditionally oral indigenous languages to include print

discourses are not always seen as productive ways of meeting goals of 'language

preservation and revialisation' (e.g. Hornberger, 1988; $ims, 1996). The consideration

of the necessity of literacy to the survival of te reo Maori raises issues to do with the

traditional and contemporary uses of Maori language. It has been argued that the

traditionally oral nature of Maori historically renders the literate use of the language as

atificial. Richard Benton (1993) dismisses such arguments out of han4 pointing to the

dpamic nahre of Mnori culture, indeed any culture to acquire and innovate new

technology as clearly disputing and nullifying such claims. Literacy is a tool, our

traditions are what we require as a framework into which print literacy is incorporared

(Cruikshank, 1990; Melboume, I 991).

Flourishing laoguages shange constantly and adapt to nelv circumstances and

technologies. As languages witr essentially an oral tradition adapt to tbe changing

circumsEnces of or,rr modern world *they must become 691p than an orpression of the

past and of naditional culture. Creating a wriuen literature is part o1 r"-sreating the

languages within a new context for ancient culhres.
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From the perspective of an indigenous language sr:ch as M6ori, literacy is important for

the survival, reversal and enhancement of the language. Literacy gives langrrages such as

Meori increased functions and usage at both the group and the individual level. It is
argued that print literacy provides a fas and effective avenue to good language models

and is a means by which adult second language leanners' can rapidly increase vocabulary

in circumstances where access to oral language input is timited (e.g. McCaffery,

McMruchy-Pilkington & Dale, 1998).

Homberger (1994) argues that there is a close relationship between oral and literate uses

of language. Just as groups can use language in very different ways and for different

purposes, literacy can vary in its firnctions and uses across history, cultures, and conte:rts

of use as defined by particular communities. Written texts also help develop and recreate

an individual's understandings of their language at the word level. As one meets

language that is uritten, one is forced to consider what that language means, particularly

if meeting words for the first time (Woo4 1988).

The experiences of indigenous language groups in Central Mexico hightight the criticat

role print literacy plays in the vitality of a langrrage today. At the beginning of the

ninsfiss a bilingual education progrzurme in the most widely spoken indigenous language

in Mexico, Nahuatl, was introduced. The practical effects of this *de-facto maintenanc€"

kind of progranrme have been studied. Some bilingual materials were available and

students were speaking Nahuatl freely. However, print literacy was taught and developed

almost exclusively in Spanish. Evah'ation of student's language skills showed that

students' langrrage skills in Nahuatl were progressively laggng behind their langrrage

skills in Spanish- Francis & Rafael (1995) argues that narrative, both oral and written, is

a key interpretative framework for language leaming that not only provides a bridge

between oral andprint langrrage but works to the benefit of language presenration.

Freire and others argue that if people are not able to use their own language they are in

danger of being trapped in 'cultural silence'. Maori educational expe:riences, as are those

of many othq indigenous groups, have been ones of linguistic and cultural

disempowerment. When people of indigenous minorities, with a legacy of colonialim do

use their own languages there is oppornrnity to transform social strucfires and



relationships with dominant groups. Where Maori culture and knowledge is viewed as

valid and legitimate, it has potential for 'radical transformation'.

From a Freirian perspective, Maori autonomy, involving Meori taking responsibility for

our owrl leaming, resorting to our own cultural mechanisms and retaining contol over our

own processes, is key to a legitimisation process. Other ctitical actions iuclude raising

Maori awareness and politicising M6ori towards transforming and emancipating ourselves

from an oppressive condition. Crraham Smith (1997) proposes that these do not have to

occur in any set order. Te reo Meori has become an important focal marker in Meori

moves to regain authority and cultural integrty particularly in the sphere of education.

(Hollings, l99l; 55). This emphesis bas included the teaching of 'readiug and writing' in

Maori. It has the potential to intervene actively in the ways that Freire discusses, the

potential for'radical transfonnation'.

Liberation comes only urhen people reclaim their language and, with it, the power of
envisagement,ths imagination of a different world O be brought into being

(Berthofi, xix in Freire and Macedo, 1987)

$sssrning literate through te reo Miori

Why teach children to become literate tbrough and in te reo Maori? Most if not all

children in Meori medium settings tue accomplished users of Englisb- It can be argued

that for nrany of them it is M6ori, not English, that has the hallma*s of a second

langrrage. Experts and theorists of reading acquisition argue that children leam to read

and write most effectively in the langrrage over which they have the most conhol.

According to Clay (1992; 35),

[t]he least complicated entry into lit€racy leaming is to begin to read and udte the

language that childreir aheady how and speak What they already know about languag€

can be used to powertheir literacy leaming.

This kind of view expressed by Clay and others (e.g. Snow, Buns & Griffi& 1998)

reflects a particular set of concerns, those related to reading achievement. The desire of
Meori whiinau for their children to develop literacy initially in Maori, even when this is
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not their children's strongest language, reflects another set of concen$ around language

regeneration and cultural maintenance.

Furthermore, children coming into kura kaupapa M6ori and other Maori medium settings

are already familiar with te reo M6ori, although there may be wide variations in their

levels of fluency. M6ori is a language they have at least heard and 'know the feel of,
even ttrose children who have minimal linguistic control over it. Whilst Maori may trot

be the language in which all children coming into Maori medium educational settings are

the most competent, it is not a language that is totally new or foreign to them.

There are also developmental and educational rationales for teaching Meori children

literacy through and in te reo M6ori, even when it may be a second language. Chil&€n

who develop language and literacy skills in a second language that holds a minority

position in the wider society, have been found to do so without cost to the development of
the majority (usually their first) language. That is, there are no negative consequences.

The success of overseas immersion programmes, such as those h Canada and Wales,

where children are leaming to read and write in what might be their second langrrage

indicate that there may be benefits (e.g. Swain & Lapkin 1991). In Aotearoa-New

Zealand, children who learn to read and write in Maori can be expected and have been

found to transfer their literacy expertise easily and effectively to English written language

@radley, 1991). In contras! there are negative implications in not having the oppornrnity

to develop literacy in Maori and to carry out literacy firnctions tbrough Meori. For

children who speak Maori, haring language onrcy in isolation from literacy can

disadvantage and disempower.

Altematively, learning to read and write in the language encourages the development of
belonging, self-identity and self-esleem. It also encourages and reinforces ones cultural

world-views. In schools in Aotearoa-New Tnaland, often among the early texts children

experience are ones they constnrct about themselves and their families. When I taught in

the junior end of primary school one of the first themes we worked on was 'My family

and me'. Here is a similar such texq jointly constnrcted by a lcura chil4 his teacher and

his whiinau
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Ko M_t6tu pdpd.

Ko ^S_ tdht mdmd.

Ko Ngdti Porou tdht iwi.

Ko Te Wdnau a Hinerupe tdht hapfi.

Ko Nuhttaememeha tdku waka.

Ko Hihtrangi tdlu maunga.

Ko Tokardrangi tdht rnoarw.

Ko waiapu tdht atva. (M is my farher, S is my morher. My rrbe is -. My sub

tribe is -. My canoe is-. My mountain is -. My sea is -My river is -.)

It is very similar to oral texts observed in children's language practices of mihimihi in

l6flhanga reo (Ka'ai, 1990; White, 1995). It is also similar to those that this child was

observd producing in kdhanga reo (Hohep4 1990; 62). By encouraging literacy

development in their cultural language, we can provide oppornrnities for children to use

written langrrage in ways that have relationships with cultural understandings they have

been developing tbrough oral means.

Not only children's language development and competencies, but also that of whinag

members, have significant bearing on their leanring to read and write through and in

Meori. For instance, parents may feel less able to be actively involved in their children's

literacy when their major or strongest language differs from that used in literacy

acquisition. Children may have fewer opportunities and fewer supportive contexts out of
school to make progress in a language that is not a strong home language. In some homes

of children at kura kaupapa Meori, a major if not the first language of the home is

English. In zuch cases, parents may feel able to support the development of literacy in

English in more direct and effective ways than they are able to in the case of in I\rIAori.

Alternatively, to rephrase Clay (1992), what parents already know about literaty, albeit in

Englisb, coupled with having their children becoming literate through Maori has the

potential to zupport and motivate parents' Meori language learning. It is argued that this

makes it even 6src imFerative for formal or school-based programmes to concentrate on

the M6ori literacy development of M6ori speaking children, for their own benefit and for

that of their whinau This is especially so in early literacy developmen! but also needs to
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be sustained throughout a child's school life if higb levels of literacS or as is more likely

the case, biliteracy are to be achieved.

A common findittg of research on many of the attempts at language regeneration is that

people use the langr:age that will help meet commrmicative needs most effectively. ID
order to encourage and elicit Maori language use across a range of different contexts

including homes, expertise needs to be developed in activities that can be carried out

effectively through M6ori language and across a range of settings. Literacy activities

involving written M6ori texts are activities ttrat call for the use of Meori language. They

are also highly transportable. Ftrtherrrore, literacy activities involving reading can be

effective sites for language learning. Becoming literate thror€h Maori, and carrying out

literacy practices in Mdori, are of significance to the goals of Miori language

regeneration.

SUMT,IARY

'Family' langrrage practices have been identified as a pivotal factor when attempting to

regenerate a langr.rage r:nder threat of being lost. Families develop a range of ways of
using language in order to meet the demands of the wider community in which they live

as well as in order to engage successfully in activities in family contexts. For Miori this

has involved the development of English language usg within whanau homes, to the

detriment of MSori language development and use. A major shailenge today facing

wh5nau who are committed to Maori language regeneration is the regeneration of lvlaori

as the language of everyday activities in their homes.

A number of studies have examined the viability of everyday astivities occurring in the

home for supporting language development. For example, Beals (1997) showed how the

use of rare words "embedded in the messiness of everyday life" such as family mealtimes

is positively associated with a child's later vocabulary. Whanarl such as those involved

in the studies described in Part Two, are to varying degrees faced with the challenge of
'embedding' any Miori words *in the messiness of everyday life", let alone rare words.

In effect, any MEori word may be a rare word!
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A challenge for families in which two languages are being developd as is arguably the

case for whEnau involved in Maori medium education, is to acquire a range of langrrage

expertise in both languages that will enable them to function at commrmity and at fa-ily
levels. The range of contextsn both family and community, providing oppornrnities and

activities that utilise, as well as that encoumge the use of, the respective languages affects

the ease with which this is achieved. This is of critical importance for a language such as

M6ori that at present has a relatively small set of firnctions across a rather &urow range of
contexts. In comparison, English has many more contexts of use in the majority of
communities in Aotearoa-New Z,ealand. For whiinau whose children attsnd lcura kaupapa

Meori and other Meori medium schools, homes also often reflect this imbalance.

In identiSing 'family' as having a firndarnental role in language regeneration, it is then

not sufficient to focus language leaming and teaching efforts sotely on children. If the

goal is the preservation and continuance of te reo Miiori as a living language, then the

Maori langrrage needs of all whiinau members are of priority. In many ways it is mainly

children who regularly participate in te reo Maori contexts, in the form of educational

settings. Parents, for a complex variety of reasons, are not always able to sustain initial

enthusiasm and commitnaent to leam Meori, use M6ori and advocate Meori language in

our lives.

An obvious way that M6ori regeneration as an everyday language can be accomplished in

whinau of such children is by facilitating Maori langrrage activities in the home. There is

potentially a lot of linguistic mileage to be gained through supporting activities that meet

the demands of M6ori medium school life in the home. The goals of titeracy development

and literacy activities .me cornmon to all schooli.g t,?€s, including hra kaupapa Maori.

Literacy is also idelrtified as having a critical role to play in any attempt to regenerate a

langrrage. The viabilif and status of a langrrage are firndamentally influenced by the

degree to which it is used for literate purposes and practices. As will be discussed more

fully in Chapter Five, literacy practices are a feature of many families and whnnau in

Aotearoa-New Taland. Such activities provide a site ufrere the imbalance benreen the

uses of M6ori and English can be mediated. How might literacy activities encourage and

support the development and use of te reo MEori within whEnau?
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relatd to lutaori laqguage and pr-in!.
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CHAPTER FOUR

TE AO TI'HI.

To write in Mdori is to maintain contact with the emotional, spiritual, od iuellecnat
ground of the Mdori people... .....(130)

What oe the chorcesfor a 'Iiterdtre' in Mdori? This question is inseparablefron that of
the sumival of Mdori as used speech in everydry \ife.......

Wat we need is to set aboat discwering hou, the rich heritage of the Mdori past, both oral
andwritten, might prwide a contirruing basisfor 'Iiterattre' in Mdori. (j,40)

(H. Melbowne, I99I)

INTRODUCTION

In this chapter historical and present day relationships between Meori language and print

are examined. While aspects of the development of Maori print literacy are evident in

descriptions and discussions contained in Chapter Two, Meori experiences of print

literacy and the development of a body of MSori langnage literanre in print form are

separated out from language-related experiences and developments to be considered more

explicitly. This is somewhat an arbitrary separation, grven tbat the experiences are

inextricably intenelated. However, while relationships between aspects of our life are

seldom linear, words presented on pages are.

Specific issues and themes related to Maori words presented on pages are also teased out

in this chapter. These are issues of representation including qihat is presented and 're-

presented' using Meori language in written forms as the medium. This chapter also

focuses on the availability of zuch texts in terms of quantity and quality as well as the

degrees of access tbat Maori homes and schools have to them.



In this thesis, literacy is conceptualised as tool and activity shaped and mediated by the

user-ctrlture. The development of print literacy is not seen as a marker of higher cognitive

functioning, or en indicator of superior cultural development and enligbtenment (Scribner,

1988). Maori eagemess in the nineteenth celltury to acquire print literacy is seen in the

context of engaging with and adapting, as well as adapting to, unfamiliar technolory.

However, the initial development of print literacy in Meori society to a large extent has

involved the co-option of Maori langrrage and culnre as a means of facilitating

colonisation processes. Print literacy had a significant influence in Llnori language

decline across at least three dimsnsions. Print literacy worked as an efficient tool in the

task of dismantling te reo Meori as a medium of the education system (and to a large

extent, the system itself) that existed prior to contact with non-M6ori. It was also ustilised

in the process of removing te reo Maori from the introduced western forms ogscfoooling.

Thirdly, it is implicated in changing the language for communicating, socialising and

educating that took place in personal domains of Maori lifen as discussed in Chapter Two.

One of the accompanyng cons€quences of the move from Maori to English in formal

schooling contexts has been the move from M6ori to English as the means of
comrnunication in tle home. In the twentieth century, practices and activities that Meori

children and their wbinau have been encouraged to carry out around printed text in their

homes have been almssl exclusively in English (e.g. Awatere, 1984; McNaughton, Glynn

& Robinson, 1987; Elley, 1997).

In conhast for school-aged children, and arguably for rnlury adults directly involved in tbe

present movement to restore t€ reo Maori, sizeable proportions of their Maori language

experiences are in the form of print. From findings of the 1995 Meori language survey, it
has been estimated tbat about 39Yo of Meori adults read or write in MEori at some time

(Te Puni K6kiri, 1998). This compares with fildings from the fust ldeori language

survey (R. Benton, 1997), that in the seventies only a quarter of the fluent speakers stated

that they preferred Maori as the langrrage for reading and writing. Today's adults who

carry out some literacy activities in Mdori are likely to be more fluent and older than 45

years. There is little information currently available regarding adults and children being

jointly involved in Maori language literacy activities in homes.
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While it cannot be stated strongly enough that activities involving print of interest here are

but one of many kinds of activities that children and whlinau may participate in to $ryport

and engender te reo Meori, printed text can be used effectively as a tool in the retrieval

and reassertion of Meori language. For example, kdhanga reo whinau are realising and

taking advantage of different modes of tansmission for langtrage and tikanga knowledge.

The development and use of print resources in individual l6fihanga reo reflect creative

strategies continually being devised by whinau to increase the supply of te reo Maori

(Ruawai-Harnilton, 1994). While kdhanga reo and kura kaupapa Meori provide contexts

for parents' language developmen! there is the dilemma rhat a degree of fluenry is needed

if they are to effectively work in these settings (rather than working in these settings

essentially to become fluent). Productive opportunities to leam and use te reo Meori in

other settings, particularly the home, are needed @uawai-Hamilton, 1994). Printos

usefulness externds to assisting the re-creation and re-presentation of Meori knowledge,

culture and langrrage into individual homes. It is argued here tbat the intersection of
wh6nau reading activities and wh6nau Maori langrrage development can be drarm on to

make meaningful space for whinau interactions in te reo Maori.

Availability of and trccess to printed material in Meori are intertwined with the

complexities of educational, cultural and linguistic resourcing of lvI6ori. These

complexities include issues arormd who produces, publishes and distibutes Maori tetcs,

and what is represented in print through the medium of te reo Maori. This chapter

provides a discussion of some of these iszues and how they impact on whinau whose

children attend Kura Kaupapa Mdori or other Maori medium ssfuooling contents.

DEFII\IING LITERACY

This thesis develops a definition of literacy drawing on sociocultural and critical

approaches. In keeprng with sociocultural conceptualisations, literacy is viewed as berng

culturally constnrcted within social activities and practices. As a practice itself, literacy is

defined by social and cultural meanings and by activities to which it is put. Thus, literacy

is a social achievement, an outcome of cultr:ral creation and recreation. It is acquired

through participation in socially organised activities that sometimes involve orniting



systems. Individual literacy is the abitty to participate in such socially organised

activities with particular language forms, including written language.

Literacy is also seen as a tool that may be used properly or improperly. This notion of
proper and improper is extended to see true or proper literacy in a critical, Freirian-

influenced way. Girour<, discussing the view of critical literacy uls an ideological

constnrct and as a social movemenl stated that:

[a]s an ideolory, literacy had to be viewed as a social construction that is alurays inplicarcd

in organizing one's view of history, the present ad the firture; firtfiermore, the notion of
literacy needed to be grounded in an ethical and political project that rtigrifisd and extende.d

the possibilities ofhuman life and freedom.

(in Freire & Macedo,l987 ; 2)

From such a critical literacy perspective, proper or tnre literacy enables people to

participate in the undentanding and transformation of their society. As discussed in the

previous chapter, this may be realised in a number of ways, for example, when people are

able to practise literacy in ways that help make meaningful and positive changes in their

personal lives and in the lives of others who belong to their community or culture. It may

also be realised whe& through critical and transformative changes in their experiences,

they are enabled to carry out literacy practices that express wbat counts as tnre and proper

literacy fortheir goup or culnre.

What counts as tnre literacy today for MEori? It includes developing and using literacy-

related skills in Maori and English (Hohepa & Jenkins, 1995; Jenkins, 1991; Yates,

1996). It includes gaining knowledge and understan'ling of 'M6ori literacy', oral through

to written, and 'readingo the natural and spirihral world. It includes knowledge of our

history, 'reading' the historical world. It includes understanding the effects of
colonisation evidenced in the physical and pqychological bruising sustained by lvlaori

@ewes 1981; Jenkins, 1991). It includes seeking avenues to address these. It includes

the ability to use our own language to control definitions of our culture, our knowledge

and ourselves (Melboume; l99l; Thiongo, l936).
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Miori literacy

Mabri literacy existed prior to the introduction of print literacy. There was already a

literacy system containing important bodies of knowledge that wetre necessary to the

survival of customs and traditions by which Meori society lived (Jenkins, 1991). My

conceptualisations of proper or tnre Meori literacy incorporate understandings of how

meaning is qmbolised and carie4 linguistically tbrough oral literacy taditions and oral

performance and te)rts, and materially through such hings as whakairo, tukuhrku,

kowhaiwhai and raranga

The status of M6ori oral literacy traditions and how they have come to be understood bas

been influenced by anthropological theory @ewes, 1981). Anthropological emphasis has

been on collecting and summarising narratives or stories whose origins could be traced.

Reasons for this emphasis are located in "distance" and "desires" (L. Mead, 1990. That

is, the distance between Meori oral forms of literanre and western understandings of
literature, and the desire on the part of non-Mdori to collect and repackage it in forms

more familiar and understandable to westem thinking.

Anne Marwell (1991) elaborates this repackaging in her discussion of the ways non-

Maori people such as Govemor Grey went about the task of re-prese,rting Meori

knowledge. Grey and others recreated Maori lit€rate taditions in niritten texts,

contributing to selection processes for defining what waVis acceptable Maori knowledge,

what forms this knowledge should take and the development and establishment of
stnrctures through which to ensure that only selected knowledge in particular forms was/is

accessible.

This repackaging has also influenced who hac access. Traditionally, selection p'ocess€s

based on whakapapa or the identification of particular giffs for instance, helped decide

who would have been priry to specified areas of knowledge (e.g. L. Snith, l99l). Re-

presenting such knowledge in print, either Meori or English, has eased such control of
access. In another sense, it has resulted in different forms of resridion of access for

Meori. For instance, opportunities for Meori to leam about and read books that record re-

packaged knowledge, such as an edited version of Goveraor Grey's (1923) 'Nga ldahi a
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nga Ttpuna', became more and more linked to opportunities to engage in rmiversity

academic study of the Maori language.

Miori and print literacy

What night M6ori society have expected from the extemal introduction of print literacy

into their existing literacy system? Jenkins (1991) states that Maori society ought to bave

had the expectation that the introduction of print literacy would include availability and

access to reading and writing in Meori and English- What was argrrably required was

print literacy of a kind that would help Maori to facilitate commrurication with and control

over new non-Mdori arrivals. Literacy as a tool had the potential to facilitat€

communication between Meori and these more recent arrivals, to help ensune Meori

interests within the changing society and to help maintain Maori politicat power and

control over their own societv.

Mastery of literacy skills was also considered desirable by Maori as a way of accessing

and understanding the unfamiliar technology, skills and knowledge they were being

exposed to and were e4ger to make use of (Jackson, 1975). While Meori expected literacy

to be an avenue to new knowledge; tecbnical, political, theoretical; in reality the access

provided by initial print instnrction was limited to non-secular knowledge and delivered

almost entirely through the medium of Maori (e.g. Beaglehole, 1955; Jenkins, l99l;
McKenzie, 1985).

As already indicated in Chapter Two, missionary programmes for Maori were aimed at

developing little more than basic firnctional literacy, initially only in Miiori, later in Meori

and English. Over the first part of the nineteenth centnry some M6ori did learn to read

and write in Meori and in Englis[ but the empowering potential of this was not realised

(Hohepa & Jenkins, 1995; Jenkins, l99l). It did not result in equitable relationships with

those coming into Aotearoa-New 7*aland, particularly in the second half of last ceirtury,

wtro increasingry took up govennnce and contol. The problem was rh4t while Maori

society became more and more print otterate'n essentially it was only "as mcritical,

mystifie4 passive readers with a non-empowered view of their changing world" (Jenkins,

r99r; r37).
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Why did his come to pass? The first teachers of reading and uniting printed texf the

missionaries, had a 'mission' tbat incorporated a notion of the transformation of Meori

society - changng Maori into a civilised and Christian people (Jenkins, l99l; Simon,

1988). Print literacy was both tool and 'carrot' or motivation utilised towards achieving

this mission.

Development of reading and writing skills was identified as the way to expose lrdaori to

western policies and values, particularly religious policies and values. For the

missionaries, literacy was a way of shangrng Meori society, enlightening and informing

Maori, Eansforming them from heathens to saved (e.g. Chuch Missionary Society

Minutes, 13 May 1816; 189; 3 March 1818). What was not made easily available nas

knowledge needed to understand and control the technologies being importd the

developing political situation and the non-missionary colonisers. In essence, print literacy

firnctioned as a powerfi,rl tool in the process of attempting cultural domination and the

dismantling of traditional Mdori society (Jackson, 1975;Jenkins, 1991; Ngawai in Te Rau

Press Ltd, 1985; Rei, 1998).

Colonisation through the 1800s was partly achieved by the promotion of lvtiori

dependency sa teaching and leanring sbategies, and the advice, of missionaries

@arrington & Beaglehole,1974; Jenkins, 1991). Print literacy instrustion was implicated

in changes to Mdori educational processes, practices and pedagogies. Changes were

occuning in terms of what counted as knowledge, who had access to tearning, who taugbt

and how, and where teaching and learning should occru (Jackson, 1975: Simon, 1993).

New institutions wel€ developd for example the missionary school and later the native

school @arrington & Beaglehole, 1974; Simon, 1998). Specialist 6gilclings for literacy

instnrction were constructed in pa Older buildings, settings and institutions took on new

print literacy related functions (Jackson, 1975). hocesses of education were increasingly

taken out of the hands of whinau and hapu" and particularly out of those of elders.

However, there was overlap with and adaptation of haditional teaching and leaming

methods. For example, tlre use of exposition, memorisation, discussion and debate on

marae were used by Mnori to participate in their ourn leanning and to teach each other,

shown in written observations and illustrations of the time (e.g. 'Nigbt Scene New

Zealand'Richard Wade, 1937; Reed & Ree4 1935).
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Schooling and other introduced forms of education did not encourage or foster political

awareness about how literacy night be used to resist colonisation and subordination.

Howevero this was not to mean that Mdori could not develop this awareness and express it
through print. Documents, letters and newsletters from last century show print used as a

device for supporting wh5nar:, hap[ and iwi potitical actions and activities. ]vlaori also

used print in ways that reflected critical understandings of colonisation, for example, in

the uniting of Aporo (1867), accompanying a drawing depicting a devil carrying a sack

with people in it.

Ko Kawana Karei i haere mai H konei H te maminga t nga tangata Maori.

A riro atca i a ia te Pekc tThis is Govemor Grey. He has come to deceive the Miori

people. He has got them in a bag.l

(in Turnbull & Mckren, 1964; 100).

However, the irony was that for the most part ls6eming literate meant 6,ss6ming '.a

constituent element of Eruopean cultrue...M6ori language, the life force and expression of
its culflre, was governed within the new rules of literacy, written by westem culfire"
(Jerkins, l99l; 40). For Meori, the development of 'print literacy' occurred alougside the

development of powerlessness and a loss of control over Mdori destinies. The M6ori

system of literacy, rather than being enriched was supplanted or replaced by western

forms, accompanied by a replacement of what counted as literature and of forms literature

could acceptably take. Traditional systems of knowledge and belief were increasingly

marginalised, as w€rs the language by which they were indexed. A hianrs in lileori

cultural continuity began.

The marginalisation of M6ori traditionat knowledge, practices and langrrage has arguably

resulted in losses that can never be recouped in a opure' form, un-touched by external

influences (Melbourne,l99l; L. Smith, l9S9). Loss and change (as well as groufth) is a

part of the process of 'normal' culttual development in societies that have not been

subjected to colonisation It is impossible to predict how much change Meori society

would bave undergone if it had been in control of what is now largely unavoidable -

contact with other cultures. However, the last quarter of the twentieth cenfury has srpn a

growing sommitrnsnt by M6ori and other colonised indigenous gloups fs rcclaim, regain
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and regenerate what they identifr as firndamenat elements of who they are @urie, 1998;

Ka'ai, 1990, Pohag 1996; L. Smith, 1939). For matty Miiori, langrrage is one of these

elements.

In Chapter Three it was argued that print literacy has 4 significant role in any

contemporary language regeneration process. Such a role demands the reinforcement of
literacy as having transformative potential. In the context of this thesis, its transformative

potential is considered in relation to whinau uses of te reo Maori. That is, how might

literacy in the form of whinau bookreading practices facilitate tle re-transformation of
Meori wh5nau as M6ori language users in the home? Obvious factors affecting the

efficacy of print literacy as a tool for M6ori language regeneration are availability of and

utcc€ss to written Meori text. An arguably more significant issue relates to rrepresentation

WRITTEN UAONT TEXT: AVAILABILITY AI\[D ACCESS

Concerns about physical resourcing for the development and practices of print literacy in

Maori include availability, €tccess, and appropriateness of printed Meori te:rts. These

concenls, which also relate to equity of provision, arc just as significant for year 12 and

year 13 students and whEnau in wbarelcura and other secondary Maori medium classes, as

for new entrant children and their whiinau, such as those involved in studies discussed in

Part Two of this thesis.

Resource imFlications for literacy learning and teaching are considerably more complex

than simFly a matter of 'books on shelves'. Family nesources play a significant role in

educational outcomes for children (Nash 1993). Maori language nesources (e.g. native or

fluent speakem, whEnau contexts for M6ori language use), as well as lrleori literacy

resources (e.g. Meori language books, whiinau titeracy practices, literacy-related

knowledge and expertise) available in homes are heavily implicated in education in and

through Meori, and M6ori language development of children and their wh6nau



Availability

During the period in which this thesis was being written, a child learning to read in lvleori

medir:m educational contexts could expect a narrower range of contexts in rryhich to

develop a strong oral base in te reo Meori (Te Puni K6kiri, 1998). While the

retrenchment of Maori language shows some signs of reversing, for example its re-

emergence in educational settings, contexts providing opportunities to experience M6ori

langrrage are still relatively few compared to English. Similarly, a child could also expect

comparatively limited reading tefis appropriate for early reading instnrc'tion and a very

limited set of recreational reading mat€rial to facilitate reading for enjoyment (Hohepa &
Smith, 1996; Benton et al, 1996). This is amply ilustrated in the evaluation findings of a

prograrnme aimed at getting books into 'bookless homes', initiated by Meori writer, Alan

Drff. Even when involved in a programme with such an ainn, children in Maori medium

senings experienced difficulty in accessing Maori language books, often having to settle

for English ones @lley, 1997).

Members of whEnau whose children were learning to read in Maori could expect geater

difficulties in obtaining both instnrctional and lsslsatisnal reading material to use in the

homeo illustrated for example by the relatively small number of books written in Maori

available in retail bookstores. They could expect a higher likelihood of repeatedly seeing

the same materials; what is available in shops, will also be q/hat is available in libraries (if
they have Meori langrrage bools) and in schools. They could also expect little geirerally

available information about how they night help support and teach their child to learn to

read in Miori, particularlywhen many are second laogu4ge leamers themselves.

Teachers developing classroom prognunmes for children leaming to read in Maori could

expect limited gradd reading resources and little information on processes of reading and

assessment in Mdori. They could expect few training resources and advisory networks

specifically involved in developing and langr:age and literacy programmes in

Maori medium settings. They could expect students draum from whEnau with a wide

range of resotuces and expertise to bring to M6ori language and literacy activities with

their children @enton, et al, 1996).
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Many teachers working in Meori medium settings will themselves be second language

speakers of M6ori. Large-scale evaluations of immersion and bilingual education

progftunmes in the United States have identified teacher quality as a key factor affecting

their success (Cazden, 1992). 'Quality' rmdoubtedly includes competence in the langqage

of instmction as well as teaching expertise (Allen-Westay, 1997). Where maintenance of
an established home language with a strong speech community is the goal, competence in

the language of instnrction (of teachers, leamers and other family memben) is more of a
given. In comparison, MEori medium school settings and their students' homes are

integral sites of language regeneration, in which teachers, students and whEnau members

are at varying levels of fluency in te reo Meori. That is, in many instances Maori is not

their first or their strong language. In zuch a situation, the quality and quantity of lvlaori

language resources available have huge implications for the langtrage development of all

groups involved.

Concem has been expressed about the minimal resources available to teachers working in

Maori language schooling contexts and to children's whiinau by local and overseas

experts in bilingual and language revitalisation education (e.g. R Benton, 1993; Spolsky,

1989; Benton et al., 1996). The concern about teaching nesources and identification of the

need for graded materials is not a recent one, that bas emerged only since the development

of M6ori medium and lcura kaupapa Meori educational contexts. It existed prior to that in

relation to bilingual schooling, a situation at the time involving children and their whanau

ufro were essentially native speakers of Maori (e.g. Ritchie & Rirchie, lgTg).

Some progress is being made in working towards a more equitable situation in the

development of Mdori language reading resources. In 1995, over a third of rcading

resources material produced by Learning Media Limited for the Ministry of Education

was in Meori. There are other groups and publishers. Some are relatively new, such as

Kia Ata Mai Trust based in Nganrawahia who have been prodrrcing translations of
English early readers as well as originat books written in Meori. Others are more

establishedo for instance Huia Publishers are producing early reading materials as well as

other curriculum-based materials in Maori. Comrnercial publishers may produce lrleori

books independently, or tlrorrgh contracts with Ministries. However, the sitnation is stifl

far from ideal, let alone acceptable. It entails ditrering emphases for and expectations of



kura kaupapa Maori and Maori slsfirrm teachers. In order to get maximum quality of use

out of the small pool of currently available resources, the development of tcura kaupapa

Mnori atrd immsrsion teachers as creative and skitled usen of published and unpublished

reading materials is critical.

While this thesis was being written, studies in the area of Maori reading included aproject

aimed at developing a M6ori language reading assessment tool (Clay, 1993) and another

aimed at supporting Maori medium reading programmes for jnnisl children. The first
project (developing and evaluating the effectiveness of a Maori version of the observation

survey employed by teachers in conventional new entrant classrooms after one year of
instnrction) involved collaboration with teachers in junior kura kaupapa M6ori and Mdori

medium classes across ten schools. The second projecL 'Nga Kete K6rero' @enton et al,

1996) initiated by Te Puni Kokiri, has resulted in the development of a framework to

classifr reading books in M6ori into increasing levels of difficulty, and the production of
teacher guidelines and a set of early readers. A computer programme for cataloguing and

referencing Maori language resources, 'Toi te Kupu' (htq://toitekupu.org.nzf), was also

developed (McKinley, Black, Christensen, & Richardson, 1996). Together they have

gone some way to emeliorate the situation, although it is still far from optimal. Coupled

with insufficient quantities of reading materials has been the relative inappropriateness of
nurny of the te:rts produced for initial reading acquisition through Meori.

Appropriateness

Appropriateness of a text can be considered across a number of dimmsions: from the

ways print is presented, the font, and size of print; the illustrations; through to the conten!

messages and values being re-presented tbrough print. An issue highlighted in a number

of places ft16'gheut this discussion is the dearth of material zuitable for early reading

instruction iD Maori. Among the findings of the project'Nga Kete K6rero' was tbat while

there are gaps in the supply of reading resourc€s available to kura kaupapa Maori and

Maori medir:m classrooms generally, there is a severe gap in the supply of readers suitable

for use at the beginning stages of reading @enton et al, 1996). one of the

lecommendations made in the report's shrdy was that the;
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M.O.E. in its contactual iuriugements with Learning Media and other publishen require

producers of government-frmded Maori language resources to:

implement a policy of tialing Maori langrrage reading material in Miori medir:m

classrooms prior to final production to ensure that texts produced are appropriae for

classroom use.

support 1fos implelnentation ofthe classification ryste,n by ensuringthat all

baseline lvldori language readers are produced in line with the framework and

address the short falls identified.

produce a wider range of Miori langrrage reading Eaterial and reading support material

e.g., non-fiction texts, tapes, videos.

@enton et al, 1996; 5)

The project teem was able to identify only one existing reader they considered suitable

across a range of dimensions such as print size, language difficulty and cont€nt, for the

very beginning stage of reading. Two years on the situation hss improved someu/hat, but

there is still a long way to go before it can honestly be said that provision of reading

resources for beginning reading is adequate.

Kura kaupapa M5ori and MSori medium education are part of a wider educational, social

and political agenda related to Maori langrrage and cultural regeneration. Teachers work

with parents and wh5nau who, although not all able to bring expertise in te reo Meori,

bring commiment in the form of their children attending such schooling provisions.

The optimisation of language and literacy leanring of children in these sslooling t)fpes

calls for stategies that will support the leandng needs of parents and wbinau as second

langrrage leamers. Strategies for interceding in the inequitable situation whiinau fac€ in

terms of access to Miori reading materials, particularly recreational reading materials,

would include for instance accelerating their developmen! providing up to daIE

information about their production and ensuing that they are affordable and readily

available.

iii)
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Whinau rccess to written Miori texts

In 1995, 174 parents and caregivers of children from five kura and thrce immersion units

provided information relating to their homes' access to Mdori print resources (Hohepa &
Smith, 1996). This occtured as part of an evaluation of MSori medium language materials

produced by Te Pou Taki Kdrero (Leanring Media Limited). The main aim of tbe sdy,
cornmissioned by the Ministry of Education's Curriculum Implementation Divisiog was

to evaluate the levels of satisfaction teachers experienced with Meori medium series

nominated for evaluation. The evaluation involved fo4y teachers across fifteen schools

across the North and South Islands. As a group, the teachers covered all levels of primary

(including Maori mediurn and kura kaupapa Maori) and secondary schooling.

A secondary aim of the study was to find out how these series were being used to

facilitate the development and use of Maori language in the homes of students in lcrra

kaupapa Maori and M6ori medium settings. Three hundred and nineteen suryeys, asking

for information about the presence of and uses of the nominated series in the home, and

perceptions of their effectiveness, were distributed to children rrcross seven of the

participating schools. Just over half of these wene completed by parents or caregivers and

returned.

Eighty-nine wh6nau (51%) who retnmed surveys were una\Mue that Te Pou Taki Korero

produced Meori resources. Thirty-one whiinau Q3.5%) of the hra children and foru

whinau (9.5%) of immersion unit children owned copies of Te Pou Taki Kdrero series.

Of the 174 whdnau who retuned sunreys, a firrther 50 whEnau knew that Te Pou Taki

Kdrero produces material but did not own any.

Whanau reported having acquired copies in a range of ways. Some had been given copies

by their k6hanga reo (who in some cases had received series from local English medium

schools). Some were given copies by whinau members or friends who were teachers.

Others had copies that had not been returned to schools. One whEnau described how they

acquired copies by rather creative, though somewhat dubious, meflN while one of their

members had been working at a school.
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The most common use for materials reported by whEnau was reading them to childrcn,

followed by using them to help children learn to read te reo ldaori. The third most

common use was to help adults to leam te reo. Other ways the materials were being used

were to gain knowledge about history and nature, to learn new vocabulary and to leam

about different Maori dialecrc.

Fifty nvo (29.9%) of the whinau who returned questionnaires reporr€d that Te Pou Taki

K0rero books were sent to their homes from school. A firrther sixty-five whanau (37%)

responded that books came home, but they were unsure if they werc Te Pou Taki K6rero

books. Seventy-five respondents gave information about the ways they thought kura and

schools expected them to use the books sent home. Most of the parcnts believed schools

expected the materials to be read by the children to another person, to help their childrm

to leam to read in te reo Meori. A number thought they were expected to read them to

children. Just over half thought that the material was also sent home in order to help the

adult members of the whEnau learn Maori.

Two other uses described in retunred surveys were to help parents leam Mdori beliefs and

practices they did not know, and to bring "reading Mdori into whdttau lubits for otr
children". Ten parents/caregivers reported using series sent from school to promote the

regular use of Mdori langrrage in their home.

"...kia whai wd te whdnau ki te noho rilmaki t te reo. TErd pea md te 5-10 miniti ia pd,

aa, ka taea hoki te whakaroa te wd ki te 10-20 miniti,...-.-.A te wd, ka piki mdtou ki EnA

taumata lra noho matou i roto i te reo, mai te whitinga o te ra, ki waenganui p6. Ko t€ttfr

te tumanakn! Ko tEnd te wawata! (...to make time for our family to be inm€rs€d in luaori. peftaps

5-10 minutes a nighq then it could be lengthened to 10-20 mintes......... in t"rre we will reach fre stage

when we can remain in the [M6ori] language from darm till daft That is the desire! Thar is the dram!)

Twenty parents or caregivers requested information about purchasing Meori resources,

especially books, and eleven who reported that material was not being sent by the school

wrote that they wanted books and tapes to come home with their children. .
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"I am interested in purchasrng alry if I can do so tltrough the school to stfrt a librryfor
home study."

"-.'it would be great to have order system / catalogue / book club available tlrough
htra!"

"I would be happier if more books were sent into our homesfrom school."

Reflected in parent comments were high levels of interest and commiment in terms of
their own leanring.

"I would be most interested in obtaining books and tapes to educate both myself and

enhance my daughter's reo. Because I work nights, ie. I l.00pm - 7.30am I am tnable to

attend Te Reo clzsses, therefore with the odd couple of hours I have available at work I
wouldfind listening to tapes and reading books most benefrcial. Please advise me if this

would be available. Kia ora."

Parents' and caregivers'responses provide an indication ofthe level ofconcern present

amongst such parents to access M6ori language materials, not only in order to assist their

children's learning, but also to support their own. Having Erccess to Mdori language te:<ts

carries wittr it other concemso particularly so given the indications that they are also seen

as a source of cultural as well as tinguistic knowledge. While availability and access are

obvious considerations in relation to the role print literacy has in langrrage regeneration,

the issue of representation, what is represented thro"gh, and how Maori are re, resented in

MAori language texts, is arguably even more significant.

REPRESENTATION: NO rilAI TE AO, NO ffiANGA KUPU?

For teachers who participated in the evaluation project dessibed above, repres€ntation

surfaced as a key issue. During teacher intenriews, aspects of uritten Maori language

resources produced for MEori language educational settings were identified as potentially

problematic. Thrce of these aspects were to do with: pictorial representation, values and

beliefs underlying stories, and stories translated from English into Meori. Critical
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cornments were made about how 'MEori' was being represented - through illustrations,

through story lines and through values and beliefs that stories reflected and expressed.

The majority of these comments come from teachers working in classrooms where te reo

Maori was the vehicle or medium of schooling and where most, if not all of the children

in their classes identified as M6ori. The children were being expected to develop and use

Meori in academic ways, to become literate through and in the language of their culture.

The educational options the children and their wh6nau were participating in actively work

to avoid the trap of 'cultnral silence', fts inability to use one's cultural language to

understand and to engage in the world around them, refened to in the previous chapter

(Freire & Macedo, 1987). Hirini Melbounre views the inability of a colonised culnue to

present and represent itself in its own language as effectively consigning itself to remain a
ovictim' dependent on its perpetrator. In his discussion of Maori literary taditions he

suiles,

[s]o long as Maori can only assert the values and aftihrdes of their cultrne in English, they

necessarily remain victims of the colonial legary. Only when Meori uritsrs can rely upon

there being a sizeable body of readers in the M6ori language will Maori culture tuly be able

to assert its independence.

(Melbourne, l99l;129)

Children who are becoming literate in and through te reo Meori as a consequence of
educational and other choices their wh6nau make for them" are part of the body of readers

Melbounre identifies as being crucial to the independence of M6ori culture and the

continued existence of Mdori culture and langrrage. This thesis is also concerned with

looking at strategies to encourage other members of their wbEnau to engage with unittm

Meori text as speakers and readers of M6ori.

Melbourne's claim also needs to be inverted, in tbat in order for lrrlriori to become tnrly

literate through and in Meori, what is needed is a sizeable body of literature, writt€n ard

otherwiseo in which Maori can 'read our world and ou word' Oreire & Macedo, 1987).

From this positioq for only the words on paper to be M6ori, is not enorgh worlds

reflected and expressed through Mnori words need to include ones which are recognisably

Meori - pasL present and future. As children leam the mechenics of reading and writing



in and through te reo M6ori, they and rumy of their whinau also develop cultural,

political and historical understandings of what it has meant to be M6ori, as well as a

vision of what it will mean to be Mdori in the future.

Ko wai, na wai, ma wai?

"We'Fe not all that ugly! Andwe're not all tlwt colour!',

"Wo're our artists? We can hne afew white and blonde and blue eyed Mdori in this.

the messages that kids pick up from things likc this, because there are plenty of
them..."

At a hui on representation, Paticia Grace (1996) described how much care was taken in
the process of illusuating her story about a Mdori woman elder and a spider "Te Kuia me

te Pung6werewere' to ensure ttrat it was inclusive of the myriad of colours, shapes and

sizes Mdori children exist as. The illustrations show fair-baired little girts like my

daughtea and dark-haired children with chocolate-coloured eyes, much like one of her

brothers. Crrace, somewhat wryly, observed tbat the number of mokopuna depicted in the

illustrations wzls also stnrggled over. ln the story, the luia was visited by ten of her

mokopuna and the pungdwerewere was visited by ten of his. Grace described the

publisher's representatives' view that *families weren't that big in real life.. As well as

Mdori children, Meori whinau come in ditrering shapes and sizes. Crrace's sory depicts

one way whinau dynamics and child-care arrangements are played out, aspects of which I
relate to from memories as a child growing up with lots of cousins. They are no less

familiar to me as a parent with four siblings, with a parher who bas five. It is not unusual

to have up to ten children spending a night in any one of six whanau' households locared

in close proximity to each other. It is reflective of a 'real life' Meori notm, as is the

nuclear household" as is the singls parent household, as is the extended household.

Along with perceived 'authenticigi', economic viability is identified as another key

consideration in the illustrations developed for written resowc€s (Mclachlan, 1996).

Producing books that are saleable, transportable and translatable are concerns for

publishers. Illushators for books produced under contract for classroom use, including

those with Maori tert, have reported being directed to'!ut the bus's steering wheel near

I
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the middle, so it rdgbt be on the left or right" (personal communication, see also Garliclq

1998)- In relation to how Meori people ndgbt be represented pictorially in readings that

misht be produced with Meori tex! Mclachlan (1996;125) made the observation that
*[t]he great danger is that in order to travel well the materials will become "culturally

inert" promofing dubious brown illustations". oGeneric brown' is another term tbat has

surfaced in the discussion of material being produced to serve the leanring needs of a
ftlnge of culturally disparate, geographically and linguistically separated groups of
children.

Sue Mclachlan's (1996) research focused on the representation of Meori in readers

published by the New Zealand Ministry of Education, from 1907 to 1995. She examined

illustrations in the 'Ready to Read' series and Part I 'school Journals' in relation to the

construction of children's conceptualisations of Miori. Mclacblan argues that

illustations play an important part in the literacy development of children. At one level

children leaming to get meaning from the written text use them as a prop as they leanr to

decode. Bu! more critical in terms of this discussion, illustations are identified as being

exhemely significant in the processes children undergo as they construct meanings about

culttral and personal identity. Mclachlan's study examined how and to what extent

Maori feanue in school text illustrations and how these represenutions of Meori

contribute to the views children in general develop about Maori. How Miori children see

(or, as Mclachlan observed, do not see) Maori being portrayed in illustrations is

importaot in the development of positive self and goup identity. Gve,n findings such as

Mclachlan's, Mdori children and their whEnau need to develop critical ways of 'reading'

illustations they are being presented. That is, they need to be able to articulate their

views of how M6ori are or are not visible in texts they read, be they in English or Miiori,

and to analyse the ways Meori are presented and represented.

Translrrting the'worlds' and the tvordst

"If they're gotng to hove stories in Mdori, they really need to look at what tlvy're

expressing!"

"Mdori belief rystems or Mdori values or Mdoriways of looking things aren't necessarily

expressed tn the Mdori language. "
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"I don't likc tronslations of a Pdkcln whakaaro and it's just wlnkamdori....I don't likc

that because it really loses the wairua of the lmtgnge, such as this story here, 'HEki

Korulroru'. They use the h€H korukoru lturkey eggj) which is a turkcy, the turkey's not

even a native bird" you btow that's one thing. And at the end, the last put of the story

[whichJ was about this young girl getting called rurmes at school because offrecHes on

her face okay. And then the last part of the story to round it up, you btow the korero

awhina a te mdtnd ki tana latiro was like ... olat wh€ua ... ka wlatia e te rdakant me te

kihatu, engari kore rawa ahau i whara i a lcoutou [hpu / kireroJ, [the advice of her mother

was.--my bones...can be broken by sticks and stones, but I cannot be hrrt by your wor&J just like,

what's that saying, stick arrd stones."

Te wero o tc tao e taea te karo, te lo e kore e taea.

The flight of the spear can be parrie4 what is said cannot

(matcataut<i)

Studies of contextual influences on children's learning clearly show the negative

influences mismatches or discrepancies between instnrctional materials and methods and

those of a child's culture can have on educational outcomes (Cazden" 1988e 1990; Moll
& Greenbnrg, 1990). This effect also extends to less explicit contexhul aspects, zuch as

what is believed and valued (Cazdeq 1990, 1994; McNaughton, 1995). In the study

being discussed here, teachers argued that care needed to be taken with stories containing

implicit, almost taken for granted beliefs or nofions, such as notions arormd the power of
words illustrated above. They identified potential for conflict between these un-stated

beliefs, and views contained in Maori oral langrrage texts, world views and beliefs.

Teachers at a kura identified a new title in one of the series being evah:ated as insensitive

to beliefs and values of some iwi, in the way it pornayed the mango, or sharlg as "the bad

guy''.

"...He Purapura series, the pakeln rlame was, the journal itself was called, 'Close

Encounters', the storywas 'TutakiTehura' (CloseEncouaten) ... the dotphinandtherrumgo

Ghark)...

It iust went alongside the scientific view of what we see on television about ttrc shorh in

their view you lotow, we htow it's a western vi€vv, it's a killer slurh it's a man eating
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fish. And tlwt goes against, totally against the [beliefs| in some rohe (aras). The shok

is a lraitiaki Guardian) of the iwi, and that [storyJ portrays a bad image--."

For some iwi, the shark is considered a guardian and has a very positive image.

sKia mate ururoa' kei mate wheke'

Die like a sharlq not like an oclopus.

$frakaarrkt)

They reported that simply translating original stories into Maori without considering the

values and beliefs reflected in the story could potentially undermine the Maori knowledge

and understandings kura kaupapa M6ori and other schools were tying to support and

instil in children.

One of the Maori language series being evaluated consisted of translated materid. It was

perceived as problematic by teachers not only because, as noted earlier, there was the

potential to introduce troublesome contrasts in terms of values and beliefs, but also

because it potentially undermined the values and beliefs inherent in language, ufiether it

be English or M6ori.

Some tensions in relation to this series were also expressed from within the Miiori section

of Te Pou Taki Kdrero. It was stated that the Mnori section did not se6 one of its

firnctions as ttrat of a translation service (personal communication" 1996). Rather, its

preferred Lz.rpapa or appro€rch, was developing original unitings and original writers in te

reo M6ori, and producing and distributing te reo Maori publications. The view was

expressed that the situation where "te reo Maori is a waka for te reo Pikeha is not a

desirable one". The MEori section reported that it experienced some pressure from

various quarters to tanslate up to 50o/o of all Leatning Media publications into te reo

Meori.

At presen! translated materials make up a sizeable amount of Miiori language writteit

texts available both commercially and non-commercially. It is argued that for lvleori

children, as members of a group whose knowledge and interests are often placed

secondary to tlrose of the majority Soup, the development of critical literary is desired.
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That is, harring the ability to recognise the social essence of literacy, to understand its

firndamentally potitical nature and to assess the ideolory of individual te)cts. For children

whose first or major reading experiences involve Meori language texts, glven the situation

that many of the texts were originatly written using other words in order to represent other

worlds, it is essential.

Te reo Maori acting as the vehicle for views that conflicted with those commonly held in

Maori worldviews was seen as dangerous by some teachers. When tying to interpret a

text, one draws on knowledge and understandings developed for interpreting the world.

But text is also instrunental in building understandings and knowledge from which the

world is interpreted. In settings, which have as part of their educational mission to help

children and their whanau consolidate and validate Maori views of the worl4 skill in

identifring and mediating texts that carry implicit representations of non-MEori

worldviews is essential.

Nga kaupapa - topics and story-lines

It should be of little surprise then, that when asked to suggest themes and topics for future

publications, the major proportion of teapher suggestions fell under the heading 'kaupapa

M6ori story-lines'. Teachers wanted writings that reflected and expressed Meori

knowledge, Miiori practices, M6ori beliefs. These also included what are often mis-

considered the domains of westenr knowledge and practices; science, mathematics and

technology-related topics. However, there was an emphasis on prodrrcing texts and

stories focusing on traditional ways of knowing or traditional practices.

"Science,...Mdori technologies...how did they lmow how to raise a whareprmi (house)

without the use of levels? ...How did they brow female species of plants? .-- How did tlrey

count in otd times, infwes, in tens, ... were the fishing lot cotmting dffirently from the

bushmen?"

"...stories on te Ao Mfuama, Ranginui, Papatuanuh+ te timatanga-.kaupapa Mdori

stories for emergent readers..-... stories on Mdori art, string games, tdnikn.-.perhaps a

title on Mahi a REhia."
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Other topics grouped under this hearling included Te Ao Atea (space), Ruaumoko

(guardian of earthquakes), curent events stories, what is happening in Aotearoa related to

Maori development and Meori issues. One secondary school teacher wanted to see more

articles on topics for girls and yot'ng women, especially in relation to health and

adolescence issues, such as smoking. This was echoed by a teacher who wanted to see

more stories at all levels on health topics of significance to Miori.

The third most identified area for future publications involved topics that connect with

contemporary MAori children's experiences. Teacher suggestions refened to experiences

rangng from uban, like flea markets, to rural, like farming life.

"social studies tlpe stories about kihanga, htia, nonnies, the millanan..."

"topics related to the South Island...farm living, South Islandfishing, cows giving birth"

"child-centred topics, ...lile 'He Tamaiti Koioio', things tlwt children do and

btow....Meaningful topics, but books that support kaupapa Mdori...stories on lwlidays"

It has been argued that we will be doing Maori childrEn in lcura kaupapa Meori and other

Maori medium educational settings a disservice if we restrict them to M6ori language

texts that always express and reflect Maori cultual, Meori prefene4 Meori cented

messages and contexts. Equally imFortant is the need to be able to read the world of the

'English' ways, in order to understand them, and even more imperative, in order to

'transform' them. Jenkins (1991; 138) argues that

... in the stnrggle for critical or 'proper' literacy, is the need to struggle for lnowledge and

undersanding of the language and practices of the coloniser. l{aori growth of critical

literacy is incomplete without leaming both M6ori and English literacies.

I thinkthat this is a valid view. If we had a situation uihene therc were adequate quantities

of high quality texts available which validate Meori and do so tbrough te reo Miiori,

'representation' might be considered less of an issue. Until however, a large body of

literanrre exists for otr children and for their whEnau to reaA that affirms and validates
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Meori, and that is available in our language, serious heed should be paid to Patricia

G'race's assertion that "books ffs dangerous" (1985).

Focusing at the level of language regeneration and whinau literacy practices around

written Maori text for the words to be Meori is not enough. Kura kaupapa Meori

children need to read all their worlds, Mdori and the many otler worlds that exist beside,

inside, outside and around Meori worlds. There is a place for 'non-kaupapa' torts. The

challenge fachg otu children and wbinau is to develop critical ways of reading so tbat

they know how to read and understand the words and the worlds they represent. There is

a place for translated material, there is a place for text that reflects and expresses other

peoples' worlds and world-views. But these need to be unitten and produced in addition

to original material written firstly in Maori, firstly for MEori, fintly of Maori.

SUMMARY

The introduction of print literacy tecbnology into M6ori society drring the nineteenth

century proved to be a major contributor to the precarious state of Maori language and

culture in the twentieth century. Initially carried out through te reo Maori, the substitution

of English as the main medium of literacy in schooling and other colonid activities was

relatively quick in coming. When coupled with a formal schooling system aimed at the

assimilation of Mnori values, beliefs and practices, a sucressful partnership was

established. This partnership worked to undermine traditional Maori lit€racy, its

continuity and its development. It was also effective in unlinking Maori language from

Maori socialisation practices in many whinau" in some cases over a period spanning only

one generation. In doing so, the kind of literacy that many Maori were encouraged and

helped to develop at the end of last century and for much of this century has shown itself

to be improper, in form and firnction.

Resistance to colonisation and assimila66n has existed within Maori society since early

contact. In the last qr:arter of the twentieth century one of the ways it has been articulated

is through the efforts being made to protect and re-energise MSori knowledge, values and
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language. As it was a tool for the enervation of Mnori language and culture, so is lit€racy

seen as an important tool in the regeneration,

Literacy is elemental to the recently developed schooling settings tbat use Maori langrrage

as the medium of instruction. At present we are faced with critical demands for quality

literacy resources in te reo Maori to support teaching and learning in these settings.

Kaupapa Maori educational settings have a broader agendathan raising Maori educational

achievement and langr.rage regeneration. There is also the goal of cultural continuity. For

many Miori, cultural transmission and grourth haq been problematic in the process of

whinau socialisation :rcross a number of generations. Sites such as lcura kaupapa Meori

and kdhanga reo take on a role of cultural socialisation for many of their students and

their wh6nau, and support the re-creation in them of wbat it means to be Mnori (Royat

fangaere & McNaugbton, 1994; Urlich Cloher & Hohep4 1996).

One of the messages from teachers and parents involved in the evaluation prcjecl amund

which much of the second part of this chapter is written, is that it is not enough to have

substantial amounts of written text available in te reo lMiori. It is not enougb to make

sure that such texts are linguistically correct and appropriate, whether they be orisinal

stories or translations from another language. What is also needed is cultural quality

control; quality medium - quallty message, in terms of te reo Meori me 6na tikanga, as

well as the development of critical literacy.

The themes identified above all have bearing on a central issue of this thesis, how reading

practices in the home can provide support for a multi-faceted agenda that e,ncompasses

education, language and culture. In exarrrination of the significance of literacy practices in

the home for language regeneration, the next chapter focuses more specifically on an area

that bas come to be known as 'family literacy'. It begins by outlining the importance

grven to literacy practices in the home for language as well as literacy development

Following a brief overview of approaches to family literacy research pertaining to

descriptions of family literacy practices, relationships with school and the emergence of

intergenerational literacy progammes, particularly as they pertain to 'minority language

families', are discussed.
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CHAPTER FTT/E

TE AO TI]HI. A - WHANAU -

.FAMILY LITERACY'

Skicimmokistnvavane bzicarulc

Let us read to our children in our own language.

(Micmac poster encouraging reading in the home)

INTRODUCTION

As sites of support for language regeneratisl aims underpinning kaupapa Mdori education

initiatives, how might whinau literacy pnrctices in home settings be enhanced?

In considering the above question, this chapter focuses on family literacy. It discusses the

significance of family literacy practices for literacy and langrrage development and how

home-school relationships might influence these. Programmes specifically concerned

with family literacy are also examine4 in particular where parents involved are not native

speakers ofthe school language.

Home literacy practices have significance for children's literacy-related development and

leaming. Reading with children in the home has been identified as a key factor in later

literacy achievement (e.g. Laosa 1982; Sulzby & Teale, l99l). Ways of interacting

during shared reading activities have been shown to influence the nature of children's

literacy development (McNaughton, 1995). Where parents are not native speakers of the

language in reading texts, how might they interact with children during reading activities?

For instance, does the use of bilingual commrmication strategies such ss sode-switching

aid or impede learning?

Many children in kura kaupapa Miiori, kOhanga reo and other MSori medium settings

have parents for whom Maori is a second language. This language status may have an

important relationship with literacy practices around written Maori texts that take place in



their homes. Two sorts of general relationships are possible. One may be negative, in the

sense that parents' levels of fluency may impede literacy practices in te reo Meori.

Alternatively parents' literacy practices may have the potential to facilitate their fluenry in

te reo M6ori. That is, the degree to which and the ways parents engage in literacy

practices around Meori text can inlluence the development and use of te reo Maori. This

raises the question as to what attitudes, beliefs and ideas a6 imFlicated in one or other set

of relationships outlined above?

How do reading practices affect parents' learning? For instance in the case of second

language leanring, potential outcomes may involve increased functional contol of

vocabulary, synta< and semantics. Although written Maori text is not without its own

potential dangers (see Chapter Four), reading practices may also support parents' ongoing

development of cultural undersandings and self-identity as M6ori. Whereas much of the

focus in the study of family literacy practices has lsea on implications for children's

learning, a concem of this chapter and indeed this thesis relates to effects on ldEori

language use within the home and on parents' learning.

Conceptualising family literacy

The shift from a perception of literacy as a unitary phenomenon, coDsfircted out of a set

of complex cognitive and linguistic skills, to one of literacy as sets of socially organised

practices that are used to achieve socially recognised goals, has been described and

documented elsewhere (e.g. Scribner, 1988). As previornly stated in Chapter Four, in this

thesis two perspectives are primarily drawn on to define literacy. Located in one of these,

sociocultural, is the practice account of literacy, that print literacy is learned tbrcugh

participation in socially organised activities involving forms of print language. Literacy

practices are se€n to reflect and constnrc't social and cultural identities. What part of this

research attempts is to draw on the sociocultural nature of family literacy practices to

support the realisation of broader langrrage-related goals.

There is growing understanding of the significance of reading practices to the kinds of

literacy developed- This in part has effected changes in concepnralisations of literacy and

accompanying shifu in the focus of literacy-related research. Rather th n concentnating

on cognitive and linguistic skills that have been presumed by some to construct Uteracy in
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an individual, uuny researchers ar€ now focusing on the significance of literacy practices

occnrring in defined sociocultural contefis. One such sociocultural context tbat has

engendered much resear,ch interest is that of the 'family'. Snrdies of family literacy have

been carried out across a wide ftmge of groups, spanning socio-econo-ic, cultural and

national boundaries. Many have examined how practices contribute to the literacy and

educational development of children. A few have also considered how leaming and

development of parents may be influenced. The significance of language interactions that

take place during literacy practices is a major focus of co-constnrctivist and sociocultural

literacy research.

'Family literacy' can be defined narowly, for instance in terms of panicular school-like

forms of literary practice that occtrr within a family setting. Or it may be viewed more

broadly to include the wide mnge of activities and practices around print that occur as part

of daily family life. Auerbach (1989) provides a preferred definition of family lit€racy

more reflective of the second" which encompasses parent-children interactions arormd

literacy activities, as well as parental opportunities to develop their own literacy and

language abilities.

The question gurding the following sxeminatisn of 'family literacy' relates to how 'family

literacy practices' in the home might be developed as a setting that supports the use,

leaming and development of a regenerating langrrage. Specificatly, how might

bookeading in the home be used as a setting for parents leaming Maori as a second

language to operate as M6ori language speakers?

FAIVIILY LITERACY IN AOTEAROA-NIEW ZEALA}ID

Famifig5 in Aotearoa-New TnaLand are described as "highly print oriented" and reading

with young children is seen as a widely valued family activity (McNaugbton, in press). A

number of snrdies have observed that reading to pre-school children is a regularly

occuning literacy practice for families of diverse economic and cultural identities

(Johnstone,1994; Phillips & McNaughton, 1990; Wolfgramm, l99l). Similarly some
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whiinau involved in snrdies described in Part Two reported tbat their new entrant child

experienced book reading with one or more otherwhEnau members at least once aweek

As members of particular groups, families have access to and utilise a ftlnge of resotuces

(Nash, 1993). Physical, temporal and psychological resourc€s available to families

intersect with members' expertise and their frames of reference. These all influence

family practices and the effectiveness of practices to meet the goals and needs of family

members. Differences in engagement with print across socio-economic groups and

culnual and ethnic communities in Aotearoa-New kaland have been noted. 'Meori

families' are over-r€presented in low socio-economic and underachieving goups. Nash

(1993) reports thaq compared to non-M6ori families, Meori families own fewer books and

are less likely to practise particular kinds of reading activities. Differences in titeracy

practices also exist between Maori families. McNaughton, Kaoai, Chun & Taogaga

(1990) observed differences in family English bookreading practices across a group of

Maori families.

Maori famities have been targeted by a range of past locally developed reading

progrimmes (e.g. Pause, Prompt and Praise; Mangere Reading Project; The Otara

Reading Prograrnme). They are often still major beneficiaries of much literacy-related

missionary-like fervour. For example most promotional features for one of the more

recent programmes, "Books in Homes" show smiling Nrleori children receiving English

books to take into their 'literacy impoverished' homes.

Ecological conditions are another potential source of constraint and enhancement of

family practices and development (McNaughton 1996b). Whanau with children in

kohanga reo, Icura kaupapa Meori and other Maori medium educational settings in effect

constitute a particular community in Maori society. Parents consciously choose to

become part of this community. Kdhanga reo and kura kaupapa MEori ufiEnau are

heterogeneous across nearly atl conventional research measures: socio'economic,

linguistic, educational; and conventional Maori measures such as whakapap4 hapE, iwi'

etc. As a group, we share as many differences as similarities in reasons and goals for

choosing specific kinds of education as well as in the kinds of socialisation practices,

including literacy practices, carried out in our homes. In addition, whinau differ in terms



of Mdori language fluency amongst their members. As noted previously in Chapter Four,

tlere are evident differences in access to and ownership of te reo Maori books across such

whinau (Hohepa & Snith, t996). It is likely that zuch differences in access and

ownership often translate into differences occurring in whinau literacy practices and

activities around printed Maori text. One characteristic arguably shared by the majority is

that our homes are developmental contexts for Miori-English bitingualism. 'Bilingual

families' are often a focal point of interest in the field of 'family literacy'.

FAMILY LITERACY RESEARCII

Two orientations are reflected in much recent theoryo research and educational practice

focusing on family literacy @owles, 1996). One involves interest in and investigation of

family literacy practices ,rcross ethnic, cultural and socio-economic groups (e.g. Heath,

1983; McNaughton, 1995; Wolfgramm; 1991). Another involves the design,

implementation and evaluation of programmes aimed at influencing literacy practices in

families (e.g. Amol4 Loniga!, Whitehurst & Epstein, 1994; Edwards, 1994). Family

literacy programmes broadly consist of two qpes: one tJpe aims to modiff involvement

of parents to help improve their children's literacy development; the other type, grouped

under the term intergenerational programmes, aims to improve the literacy of both parents

and children. Intergenerational literacy prognmmes are premised on the belieftbat where

parents derive literacy and more general educational benefits from a programme, their

children will also benefit. Many of these programmes involve so-called bilingual and

minority language families.

There are overseas literacy progammes specifically aimed at bilingually developing

farnilies. These may draw on and actively support families' native minority languages, or

seek to inculcate the homes with literacy practices thrcugb and in the majority language

only. While programmes may reflect different perspectives on the native language of

such families, the goal underlying many is for children and often for other family

members to develop titeracy in the *ajority, usuatly a second, langrrage. There is little

evidence in research and theoretical literanre that family literacy progranmes have been

developed to support langrrage regeneration.
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A site for literacy practices that significantly intersects with family literacy is that of

ssfueeling. Goals and expectations schools and families have of each other, in relation to

literacy development and leanring, have reciprocal impact. An often-inherent property of

school literacy practices, at least in Aotearoa-New 7-ealand schools, relates to home-

school practices around literacy.

Schooling is generally defined as a secondary site for learning, development and

socialisation. That is, it is perceived to be a site for the socialisation and development of

values, beliefs and practices (overlapping and complementary in some cases, oppositional

and problematic in others) additional to those already acquired in the primary site of

'family'. In the case of kaupapa Meori education" divisions between 'primary' and

'secondary' sites of sociatisation are much more blurred, given that initiatives such as

kdhanga reo and lcura kaupapa M6ori have an explicit socialising and enculturating

agenda that extends firrther than simply to the children attending, but to other members of

their whinau.

The nature of home-school literacy connections and the sienificance of these for

children's literacy learning has engendered considerable research interest and literacy

progamme development. Indeed, some school-initiated literacy programmes have

involved the fomralising of such connections, based on what has been discovered about

the ways in which these influence children's learning. Some of the progmmmes bave

considered the implications for families where parents are not native or fluent speakers of

the school langrrage (e.g. Auerbach 1989, Quintero & Huerta-Macias, 1992). These

implications will be picked up in more depth firrther on in this chapter.

Families' literacy practices

McNaughton (in press) states tlat literacy practices arte one of the many kinds of activities

in which a family can engage to help serve the goals and needs of fanrily members. Goals

served through literacy practices may be broad and general, such as socialising children

into preferred ways of interactrng with and around different kinds of texts, or specific,

such as helping a child to recoenise elements of ortlography.
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One of the important outcomes of research into family literacy practices has been the

development of knowledge and infonnation about varying ways in which reading can be

carried out. An aspect that has been examined is the social interaction occuning during

shared bookreading. A number of different patterns of exchanges benreen book readers

and listeners have been identified including the following; performance, narrative and

display. Out of these pattens, categories fsl dsfining interactions in exchanges bave been

developed and used in a series of local studies of family literacy across different cultures.

Studies carried out as part of rcsearch for this thesis have drawn on these patterns and

categories to analyse whEnau bookreadings involving kura kaupapa M6ori new enEants.

Such studies have found that families often show a marked preference for either

performance or narrative exchanges, resulting in a general interaction style. One ge,neral

interaction style has been identified as having negotiation of narrative meanings as a

major feature.

Another has been termed as a performance style of reading, the major feanre being an

adult or more expert reader rcading part of the text, and a less expert child repeating that

part of the text. This is the prefened interactional style found in some Pacific Islands and

some Mdori families (Johnstone, 1994; McNaughton & Ka'ai, 1990; Wolfgramm, 1991).

Explanations for such preferences have included the highlighting of cultural values. For

example, the possible cultural significance of preferences for a petformance style has been

related to value placed by Maori and other Pacific cultnres on expertise involved in

memorisation of long passages of oral texts.

The use of questioning is a feature that might be present in either narrative or performance

styles of book reading. Interactions involving questions tbat do not directly reflect a

narrative style and do not ask children to perform pans of the text, but ask for specific

information contained in a book either as text or illustrations, have been labelled display

excbanges (McNaughton, I 995).

There are dangers in the tendency amongst some researchers concerned with the role of

culnrre in socialisation practices to assume that families belongng to a particular cultural

goup share common or preferred ways of canying out a socialisation activity. As noted
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earlier, within all culnres there are bands of acceptable variation across most aspects of

social tife. The dpamic nature of all living cultures is supported by and realised through

testing out the parameters of what are acceptable and accommodatable variations

(Valsiner, 1988).

gimilarly, taking a strong culturally specific, or deterministic view of family socialisation

practices raises questions about how attempting to modi$ literacy practices might

interfere with the (re)constnrction of cultural identities, not to mention the rege,neration of

a language in families where parents axe not first language speakers. To q/bat extent do

attempts at modiffing literacy practices present a potential danger to cultural dimensions

of a family?

Some minority (and majority) researchers argue that imposition of practices and

information that are perceived as belonging to another cultural or social goup is colonial

imperialism in another form, smacks of coercion, and undernines minority cultural

practices. Others argue that " att€mpts to be culturally sensitive may, at times, hinder our

efforts to improve the life conditions of minority children and families" (ZngA41997;8).

Edwards (1991; 2ll), in relation to literacy practices, states this view more strongly,

vwiting parents

have the right to !661p that sharing books with their children may tle the most powerfirl md

significant predictor of school achievement. Not only do they have the rigbt to tuoq they

have the right to receive assistance in how to participate in book reading iut€ractioDs with

theiryoung children.

(cited in Edwards 1994; 178)

At issue here is whether ways of interacting with and around written text can be

considered literacy-related tools, or literacy related frdmeworks. Joe (1994; 109) draws a

distinction between 'acculturation' and 'assimilation' that is pertinent to the contasting

views described above and the issues underlying such debate. While Joe observes that

Native American families experience significant social pressure to take on non-lndian

knowledge and practices, in effect to become s5similafgd" many in turn n'strive instead to

become acculturated". In this sense acculturation involves the acceptance and use of
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tools, technology and skills of the non-Indian world and the retention of an Indian

worldview and its incr:mbent values.

The distinction between assimilation and acculuuation is imporant in understanding the

forces at work in the development of tndian children. Values may be in conflict bctwee,n

the nro worlds, but an accultrrated Indian p€rson rnay acce,pt the means, tools, technology,

and skills used in the non-Indian world while still reaining the Indian values. On the other

han4 an assimilated native Americar accepts non-Native values and tools, and therefore

becomes the same as a non-Native in act, wor4 and deed (i.e. he s1 sls has abandoned the

vestiges of his or her traditional culaue or taditions).

(Joe, 1994; 109-110)

An alternative way of exploring the effects of modifuing literacy practices is to consider

how literacy pnrctices can be introduced in ways that identifr, emphasise, and articulate

preferred values, beliefs and practices of the culture to which targeted families belong

(Ad4 1988; Baker, 1996; Wolfgramm, McNaughton & Afeaki,1997). Examination of

how literacy practices night be modifi.ed to support the learning of culturally preferred

values and practices would also be of particular relevance to the agenda of langrrage and

cultural regeneration cenffil to this thesis.

While study of literacy practices' effects on the development of cultural knowledge and

values is arguably a more recent research endeavotu, there is a relatively longer history of

research into the significance of farnily reading practices for langrrage development and

use. Teaching language to children is one of the goals adults have when reading with

children (Ninio & Bruner, 1978). It is argued that bookreading with young chil&en

provides a strong context for teach;ng and learning language.

Fmily literacy end languege development

Whitehurst and colleagues have conducted a series of snrdies using boolreading as a

setting specifically aimed at accelerating pre-school children's language development (e.g.

Arnol4 Looigao, Whitehurst, & Epsteia 1994; Whitehurst, Arnol4 Epstern, Angell,

Smith, & Fischel, 1994 Whitehurst, Falco, hoigto, Fischel, Valdez-Mencbaca, &

Caulfiel4 1988). At the base of these studies is the belief that yo'mg children's language

skills play a pivotal role in reading development and school success. The programme
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revolves around the use of Dialogic Reading, teaching mothers specific interactive

techniques to use during picture book reading with their children. They found that both

one-to-one training and training using a videotape training package were highly effective

in increasing children's language skills. The families in the earlier studies were identified

as 'tniddle- to upper-SEs' while in the later sflrdy children were from low-income

families. As information was not always given on the linguistic or cultural backgrounds

of the farnilies, it is assumed that all paf,ents were fluent in the language of the training

packages and picnue books.

Heath and Branscome (1986) also discuss how books can operate as props for acquiring

narrative fomrs of oral language. They view reading books as firnishing opportunities for

a child 'to leam to create narratives of various genres" and for channelling the child to

develop narrative understandings and skills around books. When reading books in joint

activity adults and children are impelled to "focus on saying lrfrs1 \ings are and what they

mean". They found that following the intoduction of brief episodes of mother-child

interaction around books into a family homeo book reading and simplified language

routines were developed with the pre-schoolers. The book in essence fimctioned 'as a

narrative prop in language acquisition'. For the child who was the focus of their study,

"book reading was the primary occasion in u&ich he had a frame to interact with others,

to give r€counts, to interject his knowledge in accounts about the real world, to combine

factual and fictional elements to create stories, and to ask and answer questions about

written texts" (1986; 3l).

Research that has involved changing patterns of shared reading bas tended to take a child

focus. The concern is generally with the implications of families' literacy practices for

the socialisationo development and education of children. Where observations are made

about the sigpificance of practices for meeting the leaming, developmental and

socialisation needs of other family members, such as parelrts, these are often incidental

and anecdotal (e.g. Elley, L997;Goodridge, 1995; Tizarrd, Schofield & Hewison, 1982).

Heath and Branscome (1986) do look at effects on family members other than the child-

They identi$ changes in the mother's talk and cbanges in her r€sponses to children's

langrrage utterances, dr:ring and fotlowing book reading. They frame these cbanges as
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leaming or development of *language socialisation patte,ms" on the mother's part. In

other words the significance of this development is considered in relation to her role as a

socialiser of her child, rather then ns a leamer in her own right. ln such studies childre'n

are effectively positioned as the language leanrers and parents as language teaphers.

Heath and Branscome's study has reflected to some elclent that it is highly probable that

parents were leanring, at the very leas! to expand the ways in which they use language

with their children, at the same time as their children were expanding their vocabulary,

semantic and sylrtactic knowledge of language. What if the sitrration was, to some e:dent

reversed? That parents are also primary language learners, at least in terms of the

language of the books being shared?

Part of this thesis looks at how books can be r.rsed to develop language interaction patterns

around Meori text, with the book working as a prop for parents as speakers of Maori. In

the relatively short history of te kOhanga reo and kura kaupapa Maori a key feanre has

been the active nature of parents and whinau in initiarion, development and control of

these Miori educational initiatives (G. Smith 1997). While it is acknowledged that

parents play a pivotal role in their children's development and learning, they also have

critical leaming needs that must be recognised and addressed. Failure to do so has the

potential to seriously undermine Maori aspirations towards langrrage and cultural

regeneration epitomised in M6ori medium education.

FAMILY LITERACY A}tD HOME.SCHOOL RELATIONSHIPS

There is increasing theoretical acceptance across the social sciences that both home and

school are important socialising and educating institutions for children. There is also

increasing interest and understanding regarding the significance of relationships befireen

these. nro sites. Current theoretical approaches emphasise the need for effective

connections berween farrilies and schools (C:rolnick & Slowiaczek, 1994). Much of the

research emanating out of this theoretical position concerns itself with d€scribing the

significance of family literacy practices for children's school-based literacy leaming and

intervening in order to make the practices congruent with and supportive of tbat learning.
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Studies have identified various relationships between family literacy practices in the home

and children's ability and achievement in reading in school. One emphasis has been on

the significance of parents' hearing children read. Hewison and Tizard's (1980) study

found that English mothers regularly listening to their children read at home was the home

factor most strongly related to school reading achievement.

There is also a range of Aotearoa-New Znaland studies that have looked at how parents

and children reading together enhances children's literacy leanring. Many have focused

on modi$ing the ways parents listen to their children read to optimise reading

development. Progranlnes and approaches that bave emerged in this country have for the

most part been concerned with the literacy development of yorrng children in the English

langruge.

One local programme, Tatari Tauawhi Tautoko (Awars, Berryman & Glf'nn, 1995) based

on the earlier oPause, Promp! Praise' (McNaughton, Glynn, & Robinson, 1987) provides

teacher and parent courses instnrcting adults in specific strategies to use when tistening to

children read in Meori. Programmes such as this operating in Aotearoa-New T.raland arc

based on the premise tbat an inherent properly of our schooling is books regulady golng

home from school. This may not in fact be the case. When teachers working in Mtiori

medir.rm educational contexts have been asked about their home-school reading practices,

a common response has been that books are not regularly sent home with snrdents

(Hohepa & Smitb, 1996; Rau, personal communication, in press). That books are sent

home regularly from school as a national practice may be more of an assumption than an

acnrality across a ftlnge of New Znaland schools, is also evidenced in teacher comments

reported in Goodridge's (1995) thesis.

Gallimore and Goldenberg (1993) argue that if reading 4d t lking about books in the

home is involved in the success children have at school, then reading resources of the kind

found in children's schools should be available for parents to use in effective ways,

regardless of their social, economic and cuttural circumstances. This argr.rment also

extends to parents' tinguistic circr:mstances, which should not preclude availability of

such reading resources. However simply ensuring access to reading resources does not

ensure that parents will use them in effective ways.
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Gallimore and Goldenberg's study is a striking reflection of this. They explored whether

supplying 'literacy tasks' and a 'purpose' would result in increasing interaction between

parents and children of the kinds identified as facilitating literacy development.

Gallimore and Goldenberg have been involved in attempts to "operationalise cultual

activities in ways ttrat can guide empirical research" (1993; 316). Five activity setting

variables have been selected and focused on; those present duing a particular activity,

salient cultural values, ttre activity's operations and task demands, scripts for conduct

goveming participants' actions, and participants' purposes or motives.

A group of Spanish speaking Mexican-American kindergarten children (equivalent to

new-e,lrtrant level) were given "shor! simple, but meaningful texts" by their teachers to

read with par€nts or siblings (1993;325). Pare,nts were encouraged to read with their

childreir, with the goal of enjoyng the stories. Pare,nts interacted much more with their

childre,lr dr:ring booheadings than a contrast group of pare,nts did who carrid out reading

activities that normally went home, letter and letter-sormd recognition and name writing

activities. However little of the increased inte,raction focused on text meanings but rather

on recognition of text constitue,rrts - letters, words and phrases. There was no

corresponding increase in children's language production- Explanations for findings were

sought from within the socio-educational contexts of the par€nts.

A significant element for ensruing meaningful change emerged as clarity of 'purpose'.

For parents to make effective use of physical resources such as books, perhaps more

critical thn" the supply of those elements is the clearn explicit identification and

articulation of purpose. A key conclusion reached was that, at least for these parents;

[n]o intervention is sustained unless it is fiued to the ecoculurral conditions ofthe family and

to ttre activity settings for children that are part of a fimily's everyday rortine... Simply

providing books and encornage ent to'tead togethed' does not produce conversation about

meaning and rcnt beyond the accurate decoding and pronouncing words. A change in the

task operdions and demands has s66s effect on the scrlpls Parcnts use, but it does not

guanurtee it will change the purpose they see for doing the usk

(Gallimore & Goldenberg, 19931'328, arthon' emphases)
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Results from studies such as that of Gallimore and his colleagrres indicate that providing

books for children to take into their homes has potential to act as an intervention in itself,

given clarity of purpose. However, realising such potential requires a degree of march

between the meanings and purposes given by the school to reading tasks sent home to

those given to them in the home setting. This may entail a shift on ttre part of either home

or school, or both.

For instance, in tle case of kura kaupapa M6ori, mismarch benveen purposes and

meanings kura give to sending books and ttrose grven to them in homes can occtu at the

very leas zrcross two significant dimensions. Reading tasks sent home with the key

purpose of supporting development of print literacy skills may not match cultural and

linguistic reasons whiinau have for sending their children to lcura. Alternatively, parents

and whEnau members may view reading tasks sent home as primarily aimed at zupporting

their children's literacy learning, which may be at odds with more culturally or whEnau-

inspired goals of a kura And yet both sets of goals are integral to those of Kura Ifuupapa

M6ori as a movement (G. Snith" 1997). The dreams and aspirations out of which it

developed included academic-related ones. Whanau set up, develop and support lcra to

ensure, amongst other academic-related outcomes, their chitdren learn to read and write.

But just as importantly, kura emerged so that students and other members of their wb5nau

would continue to learn, and to leanr to use, te reo M6ori me 6na tikanga J[s shalleNrgs

is to co-ordinate home practices and school practices in ways that acknowledge and meet

these sets of goals. This does not necessarily equate to attempting to make practices the

same, it could for instance involve focusing on making them more complementary.

School language and parents' lrnguege

Language can be a key factor affecting whether parents understand the purposes of

school-related titeracy activities, let alone whether they can work to carry out these

purposes. A snrdy carried out by Delgado-Gaitin (1990) examined aspects of the school

and home literacy processes in a Mexican-American community. Her study describes

parents trying to make sense of what school expected them to do to help their children

succeed at school. Delgado-Gaitin argues that what parents know about 'text', and their

ability to help their children to make links benveen home and school literacy agtivities,
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have a critical effect. Parents c:u support their children to the extent that they can

interpret classroom text that goes home and guide their children in dealing with it.

Language was also implicated in the strength of parent-child relationships, and tbeir

effectiveness for ongoing support of children's school leanring. Delgado-Gaitin's study

revealed ttrat by the fourth or fiftLr year of primary schooling in the community with whom

she was working,

parents were intimidated by the language barrier presented in homework, which was elmost

totally in English. This intimidation was a distancing factor in the parent-child relationship

that was cnrcial to maintaining a supportive qystem for children.

@elgado-Gaitin, 1994; 147)

Parallels of this can be found in the dangers facing relationships between kura kaupapa

Maori children and their parents when whfinau Maori language development is unevenly

skewed towards children and away from their parents, highlighted in Chapter Three.

A few of the studies and programmes outlined above bave also considered the

implications for parents who are not fluent or literate in the school langrrage of

instnrction. T'Lzard, Schofield, and Hewison (1982) raised the question whether non-

English speakers could be involved effectively in English language home reading

progammes. However, other than to comment that it was feasible and practicable to

involve paxents who were largely non-English speaking in English language educational

activities, such as listening to their chil&en read, they did not specifically address their

question. Nor did they consider whether any parental linguistic benefits might accnre

from hearing children read in the parents' second language.

A later study anempting to replicate the study canied out by Tizard and associates did not

achieve the positive results expected from parents listening to children read. Hannon

(1987) queried whether the lack of significant imProvement might have resulted fiom,

amoDg other factors, fewer families in the second study having non-English-speaking

parents, compared with the first. He proposed that the 'lrovision of zuitable reading

materials, advice and support from a home visitor, and improved school practice towards

parents may have much more impact on families from ethnic minorities." (p.70). That is,
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programmes that include school-based change, as well as contact, provision of

irformation and reading materials for the home have more positive effects when parents

are not speaken of the school langu4ge, then when they are. The significance of such

results for kura kaupapa families is argrrably located in the sharing of information and

suitable reading materials. Of particular interest to me here is in this instance exactly

what counts as "suitable reading materials"? Findings from the United States indicate that

reading materials may be a scarcity where the school language is not the predominant

language of the wider society (Krashen, 1996). The difficulties of access to Miiori reading

materials children in Maori medium schooling experience have already been highlighJed

in Chapter Four.

As well as access, the type of reading materials influence the degree to which reading in a

second language may be an effective learning experience. A number of studies have

found that shared bookreading in a second langrrage has positive effects on second

language development of children (e.g. Elley, 1991; Elley & Mangubhai, 1983). Chitdren

made progress in second language learning including vocabulary acquisition through

being "immersed in meaningful text, without tight controls over slmtax and vocabulary''

(Elley, l99l; 375). Elaboration and e,mbedded dissussion of word meanings during

shared reading of meaningful tex! such as that contained in children's books, have bwn

ide,ntified as significant factors influencing incidental acquisition of vocabulary

(McNaugbton, 1995).

Up to this point, the focus has been on considering family htsrzsy in relation to language

and to school and on teasing out the ways 'parents' bave been generally positioned as

important to children's development and leaming. Where parents are perceived as

rs€ding to develop particular literacy and language related skills and knowledge, it is

from the view of their role as supporters or teachers and socialisers of their children. A

local study (Glpn and Glpn, 1986) focused on the effects of reading in a second

langrrage on children and their parents. They examined shared reading of English books

provided to five Cambodian children and their mothers, all of whom were learning

English as a second language.
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The purpose of the intervention study was to accelerate the children's reading progress by

actively invotving their mothers in the process in the home. A secondary aim was to

utilise the shared reading activity to assist the mothers in English langtrage and literacy

learning. Cambodian women immigrants were found to have relatively restricted access

to contexts for English langrrage learning. Their school-aged children were identified as

readily available models of English language. Early school reading books brougbt home

by these children were seen as potentially providing;

a framework or scaffolding for identi$ing regularly occurring wordso and their meanings,

within the context of simple predictable stories. In this way, the reading task provided by

the lirle bools might support better oppornrnities for Cambodian mothen to practise oral

language as well as reading along with their children"

(Glpn & Glpn, 1986; 16l, artrhors' emphasis)

Children's reading occurred across three settings, their regular classroonoo an English

second language (ESL) prograrnme and their respective homes. In the initial phase of the

study, books were sent home with instructions from the teacher for the child to read to

parents. It was found that this seldom actually occurred. As noted earlier, simply

ensuring access to reading materials may make very little positive differe,nce to home

reading practices. In the second intervention phase, the ESL teacher introduced and

monitored the shared reading procedure during home visits. The shared reading

procedrue consisted of the child reading to the pareDg then the parent reading the book

back to the child. Comments, questions and other insertions were encouraged. Resulc

indicated tbat mutual gains were made fu1f,ngli5fu reading by children and mothers literate

in their native language. Mothers who werc not literate made lesser gains, progr€ss

mainly being in word recognition. The authors point out that mother-child interaction

data was not collected and identi$ the need to investigate the significance of oral

language interactions around books for mutual gains in English reading progess of

mothers and children.

These Cambodian mothers and children are together leaming English in order to settle

into their new cormtry successfully. It is the predominant language that is well established

and for which there is no threat of loss. In the context of 'language regeneration', adults

and children as langrrage leamers are fundamental to the degree to which a language will
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continue to exist However, family literacy projects and programmes tbat aim at

improving the literacy of both children and adults go some $,ay to also acknowledge

parents as leamers in their own right.

INTERGEI\TERATIONAL LITERACY PROGRAMMES

'lntergenerational literacy' is a relatively new approach that over the last decade has

gained popularity in the Unit€d States. Prograrnmes developing out of this approach aim

at addressing situations where literacy levels of adults and children are causing them

difficulties for example, in education or employnent-related contexts. Parents and

children are viewed as leaming units and the focus is put on delivering specially designed

activities aimed at improving the literacy of both.

Many k6hanga reo and ktra kaupapa M6ori parcnts who are not fluent or literate in Maori,

may also have had dismal experiences during their schooling years. As described in more

depth in Chapter Eight, for some, negative schooling experiences coupled with a lack of

positive and effective opportunities to learn t€ reo Meori serye as key factors motivating

parents to ensrue their own children do not suffer the same fate. Furthermore' ruuty

parents become motivated to resume their own formal education and Miori language

learning, as much as to help themselves as their children (M. Hohepa" 1998a). The strong

motivation of parents with these kinds of experiences to intervene in the schooling of their

children is of course not peculiar to Aotearoa-New 7,r;alafi. Intergenerational

programmes are viewed as having the potential to acknowledge and draw on zuch parental

motivation.

Many intergenerational programmes in the United States specifically target bilingual and

minority language families. Two approaches can be identifie4 though these are not

necessarily mutually exclusive. One approach is to utilise the first language of the family

to develop and support specified literacy practices between parents and childrcn' such as

the Carpinteria family literacy study (Delgado-Gaitin, 1994). Another approach is to

support the developmelrt of a family's second langu4ge and literacy practices in that

language (most generally the dominanl majority language), which is also the language of
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instnrction in children's schools. Programmes zuch as the f'amily Initiative for English

Literacy (FIEL), a project for farrrilies with limited English (Quintero & Huerta-Macias,

1990; Quintero & Velarde, 1990) and the University of MassachusettslBoston English

Family Literacy Project (Auerbach, 1989) are representative of this approach.

In Delgado-Gaitin's (1990) study, parents with limited 56[e6ling and little linguistic and

literacy proficiency in their children's school language were highly motivated to help their

children, often by getting assistance for themselves. Similarly Quintero and Velarde

(1990) reported that one of the reasons Eulny Spanish-speaking parents they work with

seek English literacy and language assistance is so that they will be able to help their

children with schoolwork.

The goals of the FIEL project involved the enhancement of biliteracy and bilingual

development for Spanish-speaking families. The activities that included slory writing,

storybook reading, art and cooking, occured in either or both languages, depending on

activity themes and on language competencies and preferences of participating famifss.

Codeswitching or altemation between the langrrages was seen as a significant element for

realising project goals. Codeswitching was seen as a legitimate and natural form of

communication aurong bilingrrals that enhanced rather han impsded leanring of a second

language in written and oral forms. It was considered compatible with a whole language

approach to learning, that is the emphasis that language be taught naturally as it occurrs

rather than in a controlled and artificial mann€f,.

A study of another intergenerational programme that represents the second approach

examined the programme's effects on second langrrage proficiency of bilingual families

(Thornburg, 1993). One of the goals of the programme was to encourage parents for

whom English was a second language to read story books in English to their children in

the home. There were three components to the progamne: storybook reading English

instnrction for parents, &d play activity for children. Results showed significant

increases in families' measured English language competencies.

In both of the above examples, 'storybook reading' involved a teachq or facilitator

leading or demonstrating storybook reading with a class of families, modelling behaviours
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such as commenting about the story ptot and encouraging children to relate it to their own

experiences.

There is a large body of research and literature on family literacy development tbat is in

the forsr of such programme development and reporting programme outcomes. The

perspective taken in this thesis (discussed in more detail in Chapter Six) emphasises

sociocultnral, historical and political aspects as interrelate4 or more strongly stateA

inseparable from aspects of development and leaming. From such a perspective, family

literacy progammes that are explicitly or (as is more recently the case) implicitly deficit

oriented, that are non-intergenerational, (or while 'intergenerational' in that differe'lrt

generations are involved, have agenda that are essentially unidirectional rafher than

multidirectional), that marginalise key or primary sites and 'minority' cultural and

linguistic groups, are problematic (Auerbacb, 1989, 1995).

The snrdies, which show diverse patterns of family literacy practices, are often interpreted

to also show that those families whose home literacy practices most resemble school

literacy practices have children who are (usually) successful in school. Conversely,

homes that do not provide 'appropriate' literacy-fostering environments contain parents

lacking the skills, practices, resources, motivation (or any combination of these) to help in

their children's literacy development. The focus of many programmes is developing

school-related success tbrcugh school-t1pe activities, teaching parents to teach their

children 'properly'. From this perspective, the ideal relationship betrreen school and

home is that parents are helpers in ways that support the teachers to do their job, and

school personnel or professionals will show parents how to do this.

Literacy leaming difficulties and challenges are defined as 'lacks' or as largely catsed by

lacks on the part of the family and home, and paniculady of the parents. The solution is

to train parelrts to be good hrtors in activities tbat support school activities. The goals of

programmes developed to address these problems are seen as strengthening the home-

school (literacy) links by tansmitting the school's 'cultural' practices of literacy to the

family and through the family. The starting point is the set of 'problems' identified by the

'educators' who solve the problem by enskilling the family, particularly the adult

members, in school literacy practices.
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Auerbach provides a comprehensive critique of intergenerational literacy programmes that

concentrate on adult family members learning to do school-like activities, including

assisting their children with homework in the home, variously labelling strch approaches

as 'Transmission of School Practices' and 'Intervention Prevention' models.

She argues that the way family fteracy is defined has serious implications for parents who

are second langrrage speakers of the language of instnrctio4 as well as for those who are

not literate in that langr:age. Narrow definitions that focus on (western) school

interpretations of literacy, and of what signifies literacy activities, can result in emphasis

placed on the performance of school-like activities in the home setting. In these instances,

"family life can become obstacles that mirst be overcome so that learning can take

place"(1989; 166). For Kermani and Janes (1997; 2), that such efforts to intervene are

often based on "constnrctivist approaches, which may initially be as new to prospective

learners from other cultures as the content matter of the program" is another impediment

to the achievement of successful outcomes.

The ways that programmes operate can also minimise or disregard the impact that other

processes may be having on homes. Such social and economic processes may mean that

leanring activities become less significant. This is illustrated in local programmes that

have developed out of overseas initiatives, such as 'Parents as First Teachers' (PAFT) and

'Home Intervention Prograrnme for Pre-school Youngslers' (HIPPY). These progmmmes

aim at intervening across a range of socialisation practices, including family literacy and

language practices. For example evaluations for the HIPPY prograrnme, a family-focused

intervention targeting famities identified as having high levels of need, acknowledge tbat

without broader efforts to attack causal factors of problems located at community and

society levels, it may not work

In communities where there is a bigb level of social and frmily stress, HIPPY is a

prograome tbatmaybemore rypropriate afts othermore immediafc neods are mel

Ministry of E&rcation, 1997a; El)
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-For PAFT, zuch factors may have contributed to significant difficulties experienced in

simply getting families onto the prograrnme (Livingstone, 1998).

PAFT and HIPPY are family early intervention progammes that work in the homes of

individual families. A feature shared across many family literacy programmes taking a

similar intervention and prevention approach is that delivery, at least of information on

how to do oit'o occurs outside of the primary family contex! that is outside the home. A

main reason for this probably relates to cost-effectiveness, by having a common site

outside individual homes, a number of families can be 'tained' simultaneously. Working

outside of the primary site of the system and context that is the focus of intervention

seerns somewhat paradoxical to me. Further, school-centricity can cause the rich

processes of leaming and teaching occurring in activity settings other than school, that

may be organised for different though overlapping pulposes, to be overlooked (Cole,

1995a).

Other programmes have addressed such challenges by having as a foundation a strong

understanding of the family home context and family literacy practices. By defining

family literacy more broadly, family and home life has the potential to be seen as a rich

r€source for learning.

A family literacy training project undertaken with ten families, qihich followed on from

Delgado-Gaitin's (1990) project refened to earlier, reflects such definitions. The project

was based on the belief that fanrily literacy prognmmes need to understand the families

home literacy contexts and acknowledge and develop from the contributions families

make to literacy development (Allexsaht-Snider, 1995; Delgado-Gaitia 1994). While

parent workshops were conducted in school settings, the homes as literacy environments

and family literacy practices wse taken as the project's starting point. Tbat is, famites'

sftengths and social reatities were initially understood aod acknowledged (Auerbach,

1939). Information about families' access to resourcrng (e.g. to Maori language

children's books) and access to knowledge (e.g. to understandings of how different ways

of reading with children influence literacy and langnage development) are also necessary

considerations when designing a programme.
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Following data collection on literacy and bookreading practices in the participants'

homes, information was provided on shategies parents could use when reading to their

children. "The taining was built on parents' knowledge and experience by encouraging

them to discuss with their children how to apply their own life experiences to find

meani n g in the text" (Allexsaht-Snide r, 199 5 ; 7 3 4).

Allexsaht-snider looked at whether the prograrnme resulted in any change in perceptions

of literacy. What was found wzu a shift from viewing joint reading literacy practices as

predominently aimed at improving children's fluency and decoding skills when reading

alou{ to include aims about making the shared reading experience erfoyable and

meaningful.

Allexhast-snider (1995; 80) suggests some gurding questions to ask when plan"i"g family

literacy prognurmes;

1. What are the meanings rhat parrents and childre,n afiach to Etensy activities, and what

are their goals for these activities?

2. What is the coutext for literacy learning inthe family, comnunity and school seuing?

3. How does the organisational and social sfircaue sf a fanily lit€racy Programme

sup'port or cnnstrain the families' participation in reading and literacy learning

activities?

4. In wbat ways does the programme support or constrain pareots in shaping their and

their childre,n's social conto(ts?

Alexsaht-snider's and Delgado-Gaitin's work illustate alternative approaches to those

that are deficit-oriented and/or interventionist. Auerbach (1995) describes these as the

multiple literacies approacb" and the social change approach.

The multiple titeracies approach "defines the problem as a mis-match betrveen culturally

variable home literacy practices and school literacies: it sees the solution as investigating

and validating studentso multipte literacies in order to inform s6fusoling." (Auerbacb,

1995;651). Key featr:res of this approach are identified as being an empbasis on cultural

maintenance and negotiation rather than cultural assimilation, and on culturally familiar
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contexts for learning. The use and instnrction of the first language is seen as a way to

create such a context.

The social change approach is described as incorporating multiple-literacies principles,

but places emphasis on issues of power as well as culture. It is largely informed by the

work of Paulo Freire and other critical literacy theorists (Auerbach, 1995; 65a). Changing

institutions and addressing conditions tbat marginalise particular families rather tban

changmg farrilies is the goal. However that does not mean to say that 'family' and other

immediate contexts are not actively imFlicated in ghang€,

the stnrggles in the more immediate dpmains (family, classroom) are both a part of and a

rehearsal for stnrggles in the broader dsmeinr; the broader changes come about not just

tbrough hdividual effort but through collective action.

(Auertac\ 1995;655)

The social change approach entails the examination of issues of control. Many late model

prognmmes reflect parents as active in initiating and controlling programmes. These

programmes are designed essentially to meet the expressed needs of the families. They

also view parents and families as having resources that, in some instances, may be used

more effectively.

The studies reported by Allexsaht-Snider and Delgado-Gaitin focus on literacy activity

and development in a minority language. More and more intergenerational literacy

programmes aimed at'langr:age minority families' are using families'native languages as

a base for development of the majority langrrage (Mulhern, Rodriguez-Brown, &

ghanahen, 1994). The circumstances in which they develop differ from the situation

under consideration in this thesis, in that the minority language is spoken fluently by the

parents, it is their native langrrage.

What does one need to understand and know about programmes where parents are 'native

speakers' of the 'majority language', rather than of the 'minority language' being used in

reading activities? Perhaps the key lesson to be learned from intergenerational

programmes of their like and others that reflect a social change approach, is that it is

possible to maintain social and cultural integrity, whilst attenrpting to realise the language
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generating potential of literacy practices within Mnori u/hanau. Ensuring shared control,

informed and knowledgeable choices, clearly articulated theories and beliefs, and the

development of urderstandings from which programmers and families alike may begin to

build a'clarity of purpose', provide the avenues.

SUMMARY

There are a range of approaches to family literacy, from developing descriptions of
literacy practices across a range of comrnunities, through to experimental interventions in

families' literacy practices. An often-underlying concem relates to links benreen family

literacy practices and school literacy outcomes. Because of the consistenfly significant

correlation identified between particular kinds of family literacy practices and success in

school literacy, it is strongly argued in some quarters that families should be supported to

develop specific ways of reading to, reading witb, and listening to the reading attempts of,

their children. These arguments are often couched in justifications related to breaking

'cycles of underachievement', intervening in the 'ubitiquou problem of low literacy', in

'empowering parents to deal in the marketplace of schools'. Within the theoretical

framework guiding this thesis, discussed in more depth in the following cbaptero highty

circumscribed approaches to family literacy present challenges.

In many instances, the significance of 'language' is often imFlicit in such approaches.

Even when there is a benevolent attitude towards languages that differ from tbat of the

dominating goup, 'literacy' often means literacy in the dominant language.

Subsequently, there is relatively little information available on 'breaking cycles of

linguistic loss'. Rather absent from descriptions of family literacy programmes are those

aimed at literacy in an indigenous language undergoing regeneration within families

whose adult members for the most part are first langrrage speakers of the deminant

language of colonisation.

However even given such cballenges, there are identifiable language/literacy/family

intersections that may inform language regeneration agendas, although these require

careful teasing out. In particular, these include findings related to how literacy activities
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around printed t€xt facilitate langrrage interaction. Added to this, is information related to

programmes aimsd at optimising literacy development of minority language children and

their familieso in ways that maintain their cultural integrity.

As already argued in Chapters Two and Three, literacy has had a pivotal role in the

decline of Maori language, not only in educational settingso but also in homes. In this

chapter literacy practices have been firther implicated in not only literacy and langrrage

development, not only school achievement, but also in social relationships of parents and

children played out in home settings. For instance, lack of knowledge and familiarity with

the school language, coupled vffi similar tacks in relation to literacy knowledge about

school practices aronnd 'text'o worked to undermine parent-relationships itr the

community involved in the project reported in Delgado-Gaitin's (1990). While the over-

riding aim of this thesis is to look at family or wh6nau literacy practices from the

perspective of their potential to facilitate language leanring, their signfficance for

children's school-based leanring and achievement is not dismissed or considered a

secondary concer& rather it is seen as an inseparable facet.

As part of this thesis, I have been considering bookreading practices of home as

significant sites of Meori language leaming for new entant kura kaupapa lvf6ori children

and their families. This has also included an acknowledgement of the reciprocal

importance of school influences in family literacy, as discussed in the second section of

this chapter. Modetled on questions Delgado-Gaitin (1990) posed in relation to these

proc€sses, part of the focus of the two studies on whEnau reading relates to the following

questions:

l. What kinds of literacy practices occur in the homes? Do they include shared bookreading?

2. How do or would parenVcaregivers interact witb their new-entrant children during shared

booloeading?

3. What are the classroom literacy practices for these new entrarf children?

4. What literacy activities are sent home, what are the parenal roles in these and how do

parentVcaregrvers interact with their children around these?

5. What links are there between school's and parents' perspectives regarding lit€racy practices?

)
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In Chapter Eight, I onmine the theories, goals and aims the parenrs who participaed in

the studies hold for rcading ad contrast the,n with those of the teachers. Given the

signfficance of sbared rmderstandings in sociocultural approaches to deseibing;

and optimising development and lsaming, tracing knowledge and

understandings across individuals, activities and conterds is a qitical r€search enterprise.

However preceding this examination is a desctiption and discrusion of the theoretioal

framework in which the two studies and indeedthe thesis resr
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CHAPTER SX

HE KAT]PAPA ARIA. A THEORETICAL FRAMEWORI(

The domain of developmental psycholog is a modern Western constradion which is

itself contested and under rqisio4 though c1r'Tently ofien contirrually rebuerxed Ta6ng

apart, challenging is scierxific certainty and grip on common serae mcy help us to

recognise other ways of talking about those issues that ctrrenily re dealt with within the

terms of developmental psycholog. Exploitaion and oppression sufuse the stntctwe of

daelopmental psycholog. Ow task is to deconstrzct it.

(Bwman 1994; IEE)

If we have been gagged and disempowered by theories, 'we can also be loosened and

empowered by theories.

(Azaldu'e 1990; wvi)

Kanpapa Mdori as theory and prais, is still evolving. hs fuIl potential is yet to be

realised and it praides some optimi.sm for Mdori with respea b the aurent education

ond schooling crises as well as Mdori language, lozowledge and aitwal re',italisdion

aspirations.

(G. Snith 1997;486)

INTRODUCTION

The purpose of this chapter is to articulate a fumework tbat does at least three things. The

first is to provide a theoretical 'way of looking' that validates cultural ways of knowing

and understanding. The second is to take cognisance of the enterprise of cultr:ral and

linguistic regenenfioq the development and use of an indigenous, although not

necessarily firsg language. The third is to provide a method for analysing social

interaction processes occurring in specified literacy activity settings, in relation to

langrrage development and use. The finmework being developed in this chapter is more

that of "a methodologr, in the wider sense of a body of concepts and approaches, rather

than a [singular] theory conceived as a formulated accounf' of causes and outcomes

(Nash, 1997;23). 'Theory' in which this framework is encompassed is best descriH as

'kaupapaM6ori'.



In the field of cultural psychology, a key endeavour is developing ways of identiffing and

studying cultural processes and influences on behaviour aad leaming. However, in this

insance what is being sought is an approach from which development and learning aimed

at meeting cultural goals and aspirations may be examined. They ale not necessarily

those of contemporary western societies, although they are at ooe and the same time

located within such a society;

.-. the approach fiom cultural psycholory has not yet been applied to minsfly cultres in

which the mix of tools and interaction styles may reflect a milrhre of cultural origins -

some from the ancesnal culture, some from the dominant society, ad some from the

power relations between ethnic minority and dominant society. Clearly, the reldions

between culture, socialisation, and development are much more complex for etbnic

minoviliss immersed in a dominant majority culture. Because cultrral prycholory tends to

Iook at the proximal aspects of culture... that is, those trat are part of an individual's

immediate stimulus situ,atiog it is not conceptually ready to deal wift the more distal

layers of culunal and social sttrcture rhet arc required to explain the development gf

ninority children in a majority cultue.

( Greenfield, 1994; xiv)

While focusing on apprclaches within developmental psychology, this chapter is also the

result of delving into 'indigenous psycholory', 'critical psycholory', 'black psycholory',

'feminist psychology' and 'Mamist psychology'. The search for what lvlaori-useful

psychology might look like, ideologically, theoretically and methodologically, has

resulted in ventures into many and various psychological areas of study acr)ss a range of
perspectives. Why spend so much enerry trying to make sense of what is arguably

psychology, but not as developmental psychologists know it? Besides presenting an

intellectual challenge, there is a major concenx drining the re-search repres€nted in this

chapter. Along with other academics who have personal and genealogrcal histories

involving colonisation or oppression, I am wary of contributing to theory-building and

research endeavour tbat reaffirms an inequitable status quo (Mama 1995; Prilleltensky &
Fox,1997).

What I am trying to do is to balance and address somewhat competing concen$. One, a

concem to develop methodologcally sormd ways of aoalysing data tbat fit comfortably

with my philosophical, ethical and cultural bents, so to speak. At the same time I think it
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is imFerative that these 'bents' are made explicit. Two, I want to interrogate critically the

theoretical and philosophical bases of the methods. Wbat I end up with in the following

chapter is a kind of sceptical (some may argue not necessarily healthy) socioculturally

oriented use of quantitative and qualitative methods of analysir, their use justified on the

basis that I keep my concems and biases explicig another facet of reliability and validity

checking.

The studies that form a substantial part of this thesis eng€e with theads of psychological

inquiry which historically have contributed to a deficit-orientd depressing view of

Maori. Meori 'families', Maori 'language development and use' and Maori 'literacy

practices' around books have all carried negative connotations tbat doggedly persist at the

end of the nventieth c€ntury, just as they did at the beginning.

Thus, the goal is to weave together somewhat disparate strands of theory in a soherent

and unifring way. The challenge is to integrate psychological approaches that seek to

understand 'developmental process' as opposed to 'developmental product' and that at

the very least acknowledge the significance of historical-political-societal processes in

individual and cultural developmen! with kaupapa Miiori theory that argues the

legitimation of MSori world view(s).

Darclopmental Psychologt and mc

While it is not my intention for this thesis to plot the history of developmenal

psycholory, a major challenge that I have felt as a Mdori wonun who chose to study

developmental psychology has been working out whether there are effective ways to

utilise it to help articulate and support Maori cultural and linguistic aspirations.

We must decide whether we want white knowledge or not What parts we want and what

parts we don't want And we must do so in the full awareness of the danger that is still

there. That in going out to capture Pakeha knowledge one is infected by 6e colonial

aniurde to it
(Awaere, 1984;93-4)

A visit to Hawaii in early 1997 reinforc.ed the idea that facing me in my attempt to write a

doctoral thesis was the need to more explicitly exarnine my personal beliefs about the
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usefulness of 'developmental psychologr' for Mdori. Meori share with many other

indigenous people a history of colonisation, land alienation and near cultural and physical

arrnihilation. We also have in common with many indigenous goups a persistent desire

to regain language, cultural and political wellbeing. What kind of psychologr would best

serve, support and indee{ help to understand the commituent (as well as hostitity) Meori

have to ensruing that as a people, as a language and as a culture we continue to dwelop

and to create and recreate who and what we are?

A daunting taslq given the way psychology as an academic discipline has been utilised in

the "pathologisation" of "groups [Meori harring the dubious distinction of being one such

goup] on the basis of their faihue to reflect the Western, middle-class nonns tbat have

stnrcflued developmental research" (Burman, 1994;187). As a branch of psycholo5!,1

purportedly detached, objective and rational social science, developmental psychologr

has historically served pathologising agendas so well that one cannot help being

suspicious of any stated neutrality on its part. For those of us who identiff as belonging

to 'pathologised groups'o characteristics of psychological academic and research

enterprise have made it an unathactive arena in which to work. For example,

[m]ainsream (that is, behavourist) psycholory was not amenable to investigating such

issues as racism and oppression, the psychosocial reality of Black people, or the

conseguences of being an A.fro-American. Thus it is readily apparcut why so few Black

Americans saw psycholory as an attactive occupation. It uas seen as a namow, stifling

field and in particular as insensitive to the themes most directly pertinent to Btack

A6grisens.

(Boykin, Franklin & Yates, 1979;5, in Mame 1995;a4)

It wasn't until the mid-1970s that the first identified Maori obtained a postgraduate

Masters degree in psycholory (Stewart, 1995). As relatively late entrnts into psychology

when compared with African Americans (whose first PhD in psychologr was obained in

the 1920s), Meori practitioners of psycholory as opposed to practised upon, have also

expressed similar sentiments (e.g. Awatere, l98l; Lawson-Te Aho, 1994; Stewart, 1995).

Duing the years I have been involved in teaching on undergraduate coulses,

developmental psychology was often subjected to criticism in predominantly Meori
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classes for its failure to recognise the role of 'culfirre', 'colonisation', and 'power' in

development in any significant way. Over the last two decades from my time as an

undergradtrate psychology student in classes with rats and pigeons in the late seventies, I

have come to understand that rather than being apolitical and removed from notions of
power (people and society), psychology is inextricably connected to, develops from and

in turn contributes to power and power relations within society. A requisite for

understanding the inherent nature and history(s) of the discipline 'Psychologr' is

understanding the 'power of disconrse' and 'discourses of powero @urman, 1994) that

have supported the development of the 'powerful' positions held by, in this instance,

conventional'New Zealand-syle' developmental psycholory.

My early understandings of developmental psycholory revolved around its tbree tenets;

description" explanation and optimisation. What became clearer was that 'description' of

Maori, when presented, was not always particularly flattering, much of the 'explanation'

as to why we were like we were, insulting and 'optimisation' often really meant 'de-

miiorification'. My understandings of developmental psychology have always involved

notions of change, although not necessarily always perceived as positive change.

In developmental psychology 'shange' is located at the level of the individual, or in more

recent times at the level of the immediate social contexts in which the individual develops

and leams. At issue is whether conventional approaches in developmental psychology

can be used as tools for cbanging e{5ting socio-political orderc, rather than simply a

meens by which 'descriptions', explanations' and ameliorative 'optimisations' for an

existing order can be developed.

In ttrms of developmental psychological research, Burman (1994; 138-9) conceptualises

power as *a position set out within relationships; in this case relationships stnrctured by

the history of psychology and the positions elaborated...within disconrses of scientific

tesearch". Power is inextricably involved in what gets studie4 the selection of critical

developmental domains, the determining of research questions, what gets measured and

how measurement occurs, the selective stnrcturing of 'evidence' and what gets optimised.

Rose (1990; 30) links the identification and development of optimisations with the
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technologisation of development - the industry of developmental maximisation and

acceleration along a specifid predeterminedo 'normal' path or trajectory.

Within the identification of important' or 'critic4t d6mains' of development, power of

discourses are evident in decisions made as to how these domains are defined and by

whom. Power is played out in the domain of language development with which I am

concemed. Power o'sEuctur€s the selection, production and investigation of language"

(Burman, 1994; 139). A strategy for exploring "the ways in which power has entered into

the stnrcnre" of psychology, particularly researcb, "is to recover multiple meanings that

have been obscured." @urman, 1994;146). The process of fulfilling the purpose set out

for this chapter involves uncovering psychological practices for making meaning that can

aid (or impede) a kaupapa Meori approach to the study of M6ori development and

learaing;

pqycholory is a political, socieal practice and our task is to make this clear aud overt in

our thinking our practice, and our language. (Tolman, L99a;?a)

IN SEARCH FOR A PSYCHOLOGY TIIAT REFLECTS IVIAORI REALITIES
AntD AIISWERS Tm ITEEDS OF II{AORI SOCIETY (modified borrowing from
Enriquez, f989; f05)

To return to the cballenge described initially, to what extent can psychological theory and

method be Maori-usefirl in the study of MEori development and leanring? To misquote

Tolnan (1994), how do we ersure tbat developmental psychology in Aotearoa-New

7*aland does not remain yet another discipline about uso but rather operates as a

discipline for us?

Across a mnge of disciplines, growing numbers of M6ori researchers and theorists are

engaged in a process of developing 'Miori centred' as opposed to 'MEori friendly' theory.

In a discussion around schooling and notions of difference, Palricia Johnston defines

'M6ori friendly' as tbat which focuses predominantly upon *sensitisrng environments to

the cultural needs of M6ori shrdents" and aims at improving "lhe life chances of MEori

students through the sensitising process" (1998; 179). 'Miiori cented' schooling places
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*Meori at the centre; it recoelrises stnrctural (as well as cultural) dylramics and locates

them as pivotal to addressing Maori educational under-achieveme,lrt (1998; 174). The

stance of kdhanga reo as a whinau education provision and lnra kaupapa MSori as a

compulsory schooling provision is that lvleori knowledge and cultural values and

practices are valid and legitimate.

I(aupapa Miori theorising has sxissa out of such Miori centred approaches to education

and to other institutionalised systems in contemporary Aotearoa-New ZeaLand. Kaupapa

MSori theory continues to develop out of flax roots initiatives tbat have emerged in

response to Maori cultural, linguistic and educational aspirations. As 'theory' and

'transformative praxis', kaupapa Meori exists as much as theory and as stnrcfirral

intervention that makes sptlce for cultural practice, as it does as cultural practice (G.

Smith, 1997). Taina Pohatu (1996) argues that kaupapa Meori praxis should not be

limited to the revitalisation of language, knowledge and cultue ryithin contexts of formal

schooling, but needs to be extended into the socialisation of these within so-called

informal contexts such as home and whinau (see also G. Smitb, 1997;95).

Thus kaupapa M6ori doesn't function simFly as a theoretical fracrework, although it

provides theoretical direction and underpins research agenda (L. Mea{ 1996). It is a

lived philosophy within numy M6ori homes, wh6nau, edncation and other Meori contelcts.

It certainly imbues many sociocultural contexts in which I live and of which I am a part.

This chapter explores to what extent psychological theory can be integrated with theory

that has an essential element which is simultaneously Meori, uansformative and lived.

The development of Kaupapa Maori theory bas implications in efforts occurring world-

wide to develop indigenous theoretical frameworks for the understanding and discussion

of learning and development, that ofteu cut asross a range of traditional westem

disciplines and fields (e.g. Cajete,1994, Enriquea 1989, Pere, 1994).

Is one of the paths ahead the formation of 'Kaupapa Meori Developmental Psycholory' as

another related field of study? When met with charges of academic imperialism, and

challenges to make their respective fields less dangerous and more relevant for Miiori,

some academics within psychological fields have shnrgged them offon the grounds that

there "is no such thing as Maori psycholog/'. What they generally mean is thar there is
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lething presented as 'I4eori psychology' in forms thar they zrccept as legitimate and valid

academic knowledge. A substantial qniuen body of psychologlcal literature about Maori,

for M6ori, and through the medium of Maori language has yet to be developed. However,

[a] strict adherence to the union-card qiterion of a psychologist would of course exclude

not only a sizeable number of eminent tlinkers in the Westera tradition and scholars who

obtained their degrees in history or anthropolog in the specialized Wesq brr also the

unwritten but no less real psychologies of peoples who may not even have a tradition of
publishing joumal articles in pqycholory to speak of. The validity of rmunitten

psychologies does not depend on the extent and menner of their articulation.

@nriquea 1989;69)

Contemporary western society holds the written word in high regard. This reverence

contributes to ignorance and dismissal of the knowledge of cultures for which oratory

may be held in similar regard, for which literatures exist in non-written forms, or for

whom print literacy in their language is a recent practice. The dearth of vnitten literature

does not mean that Meori psychological models and concepts do not exis;t and ar€ not

valid and relevant.

An area termed 'Indigenous Psychologies' at first glance looked a promising place for

exploring academic approaches to psychological knowledge and understandings of

cultures such as Maori (e.g. Fulton, 1983; Heelas & Loch 1981; Sampson" 1988).

One of the difficulties identified in Serge Moscovici's foreword to Paul Heelas and

Andrew Lock's (1981; ix) 'Indigenous Psychologies: The Anthropolory of the Self is

"how to ascertain the domain of the psychological". "Psychologr is bormded by culture

and evolves with history, so varying from societies in which the individual is the

psychological to those in which psycholory is taken away from the human self'. It is
argued that the psychologies of some cultures (societies or civilisations) are constnrcted

within a temary framework ttrat includes the intemal world of the individual, the exterDal

world and the spiritual, psychic world. Western psychological theories are essentially

conceived in a binary cultural frarnework of exterior and interior worlds.
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Many Mdori snrdents and educators with whom I have worked have commented that the

developmental psycholory they were expected to learn as part of their acadenric

apprenticeship failed to acknowledge and account for development of spiritual domains.

This is one site where theorising is limite4 or qitere the primary focus is on religrous,

chnrch and faith-related aspects of spirituality (e.g. Myers, 1997). The spiritr:al domain is

viewed as critical for optimal Maori development (Nepe, l99l; Perc, 1994, 1997). Its

significance is referred to explicitly in the philosophy of Kura Kaupapa Maori, 'Te Aho

Matua'.

On the surface, the study of indigenous psychologies looked as if it could be effectively

drawn on to describe and theorise about Meori development and significaff Meori

psychological aspects, such as wainra manrri, hinengaro. However, in Heelas and Lock's

book, discussions of zuch aspects fell under the label of Maori as an 'exotic culture'.

Furthennoreo snrdies of various cultures' psychologies in this vein have drawn heavily on

anthropology. As an area of study described as 'falling between the disciplines of

anthropology and psychologr', ther€ is a very real possibility that it is an oafu. taspa'.

Meori theorists such as Linda Smith (L. Mead; 1996) and Tereki Stewart (1995) critically

discuss problems that anthropology and psychology have posed to M6ori. Stewart

proposes that the biggest challenge facing various approaches to the study of indigenous

psychologies is that they *predominantly represent attempts by non-indigenous authors to

caPfire what it means to be 'indigenous' and as a consequence they have contibuted to

the prescribing of indigenous' identities by voices external to the goup being studied'

(lees;58).

Enriquez' book on indigenous psycholory (as opposed to psychologres) represents an

altennative approach under the label 'Indigenous Psychologies'. Rather than setting out to

describe the Phillipine psyche as a particular indigenous psychologcal t1pe, he details the

development of psycholory as an academic discipline in the Philippines. His discussion

involves the examination of its colonial roots, tracing these to northeru Americq

Germany, Spain and Belgium, back into the Philippines and through to the development

of "Sikolohiyang Pilipino", Philippine Psychologr. Enriquezo work signals an alternative

approach to indigenous psycholog - oue by indigenous people themselves ufio are
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committed to political, economic and cultural development of their communities

(Stewarg 1995).

Enriquez (1989) desqibes the development of psychological thought in the Philippines as

a movement involving three primary areas of protest. Firstly, protest against a

psychology that maintained the colonial stahrs of the Filipino mind. This is seen as a

move towards the decolonisation of the Filipino psyche and a stage of the development of

national consciousness. Secondly, a move against the imposition of psychologies

developed in and appropriate to other countries and societies, and finally against a

psychology employed in exploiting the massss. The move to develop a liberating

psychology resulted in the strategic use of Filipino langr:age as a medium for idelrtifying

and describing Philippine realities in order to develop a psychological literature of the

Filipino people and to identiS and rediscover indigenous concepts.

Examples of M6ori language being used in the identification and discussion of Meori

psychological concepts abound. Many of these examples are authored by non-Miiori or

sotuced to historical descriptions of naditional Meori, also written by non-lv1Eori. Linda

Smith (L. Mead 1996) again provides an indepth analysis of such examples. Ttrki Nepe

(1991) and Rose Pere (1994) provide insider discussions of Maori conc€pts linked to

socialisatiorl development and learning, although for the most part tbrough the medium

of English.

Herein lies one dilemma The dangers of discussing, synthesising and communicating

culturally valued knowledge and theoretical constnrcts through a high-stanrs colonial

language cannot be overstated. Issues raised in Chapter Four, relatrng to the development

of wriuen literature in te reo Mdori, are as relevant when discussing an academic

literature for psycholory as they are u/h€n discussing lit€rature for Maori children.

Furthermore, M6ori audiences for writings on 'M6ori pqycholory' understand and are

literate in English. However, growing numbers of us are developing dee,per

tmderstandings in te reo MAori and if we 'don't use it we are in danger of losing it'. The

need to reach an audience, contrasted with the need to validate and utilise the language, is

being acknowledged in some Meori academic vuriting (e.g. Melboume, l99l; Rei, 1998).

Penonally, while the desire and ideal is to present a thesis in te reo Maori, I have not
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always felt capable or confidsnl sasrrgh to write in my first langrrage of literacy, English,

let alone M6ori, at the conceptually complex level demanded for example by a PhD.

Indigenisation of academia

For what purpose the development of indigenous psychology', be it Filipino, IVIEori or

other? Is the aim to create relative psychologies applicable only to respective cult'res -

academic relativism? Or is the aim to develop a psychology responsive to indigenous

culture and its realities, as suggested by Enriquez? Enriquez contends the development of

indigenous Filipino psychology "does not advocate that foreign tbeories of behaviour

should be discarded on the grounds of origin. Uncritical rejection is just 6s dangerous 8s

uncritical acceptance of Western theories'o (1989;22).

Similarly, Girishwar Misra, witing on the development of indigenous Indian psycholory,

argues that rather than aiming to "generate a set of mutually exclusive, culturally basd

orientations'o that disregard or are unappreciative of alternatives, cultural orientations

berng generated need to "intersect and interpenetrate" (Gergen, Gulerce, L^ock & Misra,

1996; 96). How might such indigenisation of an existing academic discipline be

achieved? Kaupapa Miori approaches in healtb, education and justice have attempt€d to

identifr and explore pathways to effect such an outcome (e.g. Bishop, 1996, L. Smith,

l99l; 1998). Enriquez (1989; 70) provides a model of possible approaches as shown in

Figrre A below.

Two broad approaches are illustrated. Indigenous vieuryoints can be developed from

within an existing area of academic snrdy and then utilised. Alternatively, the indigenous

world may be the soruce of theoretical concepts and methods, which are then elaborated

into theoretical frameworks for use and application. These two strategies position

cultures in contrasting ways. lndigenisation from within casts culture as a source.

Culture becomes the target when indigenisation from without is the smtegy.
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Indigcnisation According to Source and Direction of Culturc Flow
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Figure .4,. Enriquez' model for indesinisation

The sources and directions Enriquez proposes suggest almost a binary proc€ss or a kind

of exclusive parallelism. That is, the process of indigenisation is unidirectional in nafirc

where its course can be largely shapd by particular hislories and circumstances.

However, culture flow in one direction does not preclude flow simultaneously occurring

in the other. ln reality, while there could be a particular directional emphasis depending

on the agenda or progmrnme set, the process of indigenisation is highly likely to be

composed of multidirectional interactions. Althor4b Emiquez holds that the

perspectives motivating either type of indeginisation illusmted in the table above can
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work at cross-purposes, what I am arguing is that the two processes identified can also

take place in some sort of interactive barmony.

What need to be examined are the benefits and dangers inherent in a strict adherence to

either process orientation to indigenisation presented by Enriquez. For instanceo

exclusive attention to one could conceivably lead to what amounts to the uncritical

transfer (translation) of non-Mdori intellectual technology. Strict adherence to the other

could lead to little more than sentimental revivalism of ufrat is, or is perceived to be,

'traditional Meori' intellectnal theorising, research methodologies and technologies.

Dangers of 'assimilation', of 'hegemony', of 'parochialism' and of 'cultural dogmatim'

abound. For me, the need to avoid both naive and inappropriate co-option and a

sentimentalised attachment to the 'past' is critical.

Along the same vern, in relation to kaupapa Maori theorising it is perhaps timely to argue

for a moving beyond viewing Mdori knowledge, values and beliefs as valid and legitimate

as a 'otaken for granted". That is, a non-challenging, uncritical acceptance of what are

common-sensibly perceived as Maori beliefs and so oq is not productive. As legitinate

and valid, what count as MEori 'world views' deserve being shown the respect of

vigorous interrogation, just as vigorous as non-Miiori conceptual, theoretical and

philosophical fiameworks experience, from within a kaupapa Miori framework or the

like.

To return to Enriquez' model, taking a theoretically pr:rist line in either direction is also at

odds with the 'real-life' situations that Maori not only find ourselves in but in many

instances choose to constnrcl These situations seldom reflect either a sense of 'culhrral

pudty' in any traditional shape or form" or a whole-hearted embrace of 'the new world'.

As discussed in the previous chapter, Jennie Joe makes similar distinctions benpeeir

imposed and selected changes and accommodations by indigenous North American

cultures within a westem national milisu.

For Mdori who are involved in Maori designed educational initiatives, like those who

participated in the studies reported in following chapters, the sinration is often one of
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actively using contemporary skills and technologies while working to reclaim and

regenerate Meori values and beliefs, as well as the langrrage for expressing these.

Some psychologists are calling for an approach that "celebrates the rich multiplicity of

indigenous conceptualizations of the person along with varying means of acquiring

knowledge" (Gergen, Gulerce, Iock & Misrq 1996; 496). There are exhortatio$r to

bring a serse of a global co-operative and dialogue to the practice of psychologr.

However, sometimes missing from these discussions is consideration of the differences in

'power' and 'political clout' held by those who might embark on zuch dialoguing. Tereki

Stewart's theoretical model of research and knowledge production for 'indigenous

psychology' proposes the use of other-cultrne theories/methods/concepts as part of a
process that remains under the control of indigenous groups themselves. This model

identifies the importance of recognising 'osociopolitical corsiderations through critical

analysis".

Indigenous people endeavouring to create proactive and emancipatory psychologies in

support of their goals and aspirations have taken issue with the relevance and

appropriateness of western academic approaches to psychology. The existence of
differential power relations contained within the discipline is also identified as berng at

least of equivalent concern.

I am attempting to work rsithin a discipline that has been defined outside of lvlSori worlds

and am focusing on domains (language development and literacy practices) that have

been identified as critical from non-Mdori world views. I am searching for ways that

'developmental psychology' might be used effectively in the support of particular ldiori
aspirations to which I also adhere, reflecting very much the indigenisation from without

that is schematically illustrated in the table above. At the same time I take a kaupapa

Meori position, that includes not only viewing 'Maori lnowledge, beliefs and practices'

as valid and legitimate and fundamenal to optimal Meori development and wellbeing, but

also as open to informed, sensitive examination and debate. Furthermore, 'language' and

'literacy' are not only identified as significant sites of stnrggle by ldEori, but also as

significant to our contemporary existence as M5ori.
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Rather than working from a perspective that sees non-westerD, colonised cultures such as

Meori as 'recipients or targets of culture flow' @nriQrcz, 1989; 7l), it is one of seeing

Maori culnre as dynarnic, active and selective. This dynamism and selectivity extends to

our engagements with theories, practices and concepts of a range of social sciences,

including those grouped under the term psychology.

Focusing on development and leaming, Figrue B below attempts to illustrate this

perspective of Maori engagement with developmental psychology. The relationship is not

visualised as a linear one, where non-Mdori psychological theory and technolory impacts

on Mdori attempts to studS theorise and optimise development and learning at a specific,

staged point in a sequenced process. Rather, the relationship is seen as one in which there

is potential for reciprocal engagement and impact at many given points. Four possible

points are illustrated.

What the model is attempting to show is that it is a relationship that involves multi-

directional seepage, an exchanging, interchanging and blending of ideas. Indigenous

approaches beyond being culturatly appropriate, can contibute to the revision of western

theories (Gulerce, in Gergen, Gulerce, Lock & Misra, 1996). The model represe,lrts a

multidimensional interrelationship that involves interaction withiru without and benveen

any given point in the process. For any particular research agend4 each dimension

provides mechanisms or benchmarks for checking and seeking resolutions for tensions

that may arise. Such tensions include identiffing processes of accountability to Miori as

well as by Mnori as researchers.

The intenelationships the model portrays are played out within a socio-political context

that historically has positioned 'Maori', including Maori development and learning in

destuctive and dis-empowering ways. As a result, while it is being argued tbat Meori

approaches to development and leanring have been of influence at least in Aotearoa-New

7-ealand" if not intemationally, the direction of influence has been severely skewed in

favour of 'psychology'. The reasons for this rest not only in our history of colonial

experience, but also in the history of tbe discipline itself.
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Dcscriptioos and oplanaions
of Miori lcaming and dcvclopmcnt

Miori knowlcdge and conccpts relared Optimiscions of leuning and
dcvclopment idatificd by Maorito dcvelopment aad howlcdgc

Figure B. ensaeement of Miori and non Miori apnroaches to
develonment and learning

Critiquing Psychology

Critiquing psychology is not an uncornmon activity. In this chapter a 'twin peaks'

perspective is being argued for, in that part of the critique comes from 'without', such as

that from a kaupapa Meori theory approacb, which involves prlcesses of critiquing

extemally imposed definitions and constnrctions of Maori people, knowledge and

practices @iham4 1993). Another comes fre6 q,.ithin.

Psychology has faced nuny theoretical and methodological challenges from those

working in non-psychological disciplines, more noticeably since the 1960s. Menrbers of
groups who hold minority and relatively powerless positions in westem societies have

also attacked psychological theorising and researchingo from the position of theorists and

researchers who themselves work in fields of psycholory (e.g. Ioe, 1994i M?ma, 19951'

Squire, 1989). They have challenged their own discipline to be held accountable for
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resulting negative portrayals of non-white, non-middle class, non-male groups and for

damaging impacts on their development and learning, including those swtained by Maori

(e.g. Awatere, 1981; Lawson-Te Aho, 1994; Stewart, 1995). For instance M6ori

psychologist Donna Awatere stated;

[h]"mtnism, psychiaty, behaviourism, and even other strands of psycholory such as

psychological testing, have been developed by and us€d ry those who as a class hold the

power over those who do not. Maoris at the receiving end of capitalism md of its

offshoot racism, have also been at the receiving end ofpsychologists'technologies, in

whose interests they were developed and whose interests frey serve.

(Awatere, l98l;200)

Psychology is also subject to critical examinatisn from those who work inside academic

establisbments and who belong to groups that hold power outside them. Tolman (1994)

describes and discusses the critique of 'bourgeois social science' methodology emanating

out of the writrngs of German critical psychologists. One of his major criticisms is

directed at the imbility of social sciences, including psychologr, to determine the

relationship between subjectivity and individual societality. Tolman's discussions

revolve around the relevance of the 'individual' and 'society' and the relationship

between them. Much of what he terms '5ingle-head' contemporary psychologr has lsen

concerned with understanding what goes on in the [developmeut o{l perception, cognition

and emotion of an individual, who happens to exist along with a whole lot of other singls-

heads.

Psycholory as it is conventionally practised is seen as providing little in the way of

solution. The laws it offers are essentially asocietal and reductionist (Mama, 1995;

Tolman" 1994). Behavioural approaches for examFle, exacerbate the problem tbrough a

preoccupation with the generality of laws of reinforcement. These tend to disappear

differences between species, let alone between groups of people and benreen individuals

wirhin groups of peoples. Laws of reinforcement for instance, mey tell us nothing about

what makes us human and societal (and Maori). "'What is relevant to most of us is not

how we are like pigeons but how we differ from them" (Tolman, l99a; l8). felman

argues that even when we consider the various kinds of psychologies that exist, we are
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faced with the same problem, the isolation of individual zubjects from their historical and

societal contexts. This is identified as a result in part of a perceived need to generalise.

'Science', which psycholory has laboured hard to be considere{ bas a fixation on

generalisation. Science requires generalisation. Mainsteam psycholory closely links

generalisation to abstaction in that ueither can occur without the other. Particular

properties of psychology, including developmenf cannot be isolated and abstracted

without looking at a number of cases. And we cannot generalise about properties without

firstly absracting infonnation. felman (1994) discusses how easy it is to move from

concrete to abstrac! how common sense the abstractions appear. The diffculty lies in

applyng generalisations about populations (of humans, rats and pigeoos) to individruts

(usually human). Suffice to say such applications can only realistically be done by way of
prediction. How to overcome this? Tolnan proposes re-orienting the relationship

between the abshact and the concrete.

Generalisation does not move from the ooncrete to the abstract, but from the absuact to

the concrcte: the equdion of abstact and general is rejected from the outs€L The ultimate

,im ofscience is accordingly not to achieve the general by absraction, brn to start with

the abstact and make it general by tying it back to the concrete.

(Tolman, 1994; 138)

A way of achieving fii5 aim is to locate development withinreal time, real places and real

relationships, rather than approaching development of an individual as if it were abstract

in essenceo asocial, ahistorical and apolitical. Systems approaches and sociocultural

perspectives to the study of development do go some way in achieving this by admitting

culture has a firndamental rather than supponive role to play in development. In

Aotearoa-New Zealand, Russian durigrds qniting out of Northern America provide

potentially useful ways to locate human development finnly in social conte)cs.

Bronfenbrenner's Ecological Model

Uri Bronfenbrenner's (1979) ecological model of development bas been used in ways that

assume Maori systems are valid and that 'normal' pattems of MEori development can be

located in these contexts. It has been used to elaborate links between socio-political and
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ideological systems and the developing Maori child and whiinau (Ka'ai, 1990; Royat

Tangaere, 1997b).

The model provides a plaform from which to consider fos\ r asn-immediate contexts

impact upon and to some extent are impacted upon by developing individuals. It

conceives the contexts of development and learning as nested systems and locates

individuals within these systems. Systems are defined as "a complex whole made up of a

set of interconnected parts'', where properties of the whole are greater than the individual

parts (McNaughton, 1995; 200). This model enables a shift from an isolated focus on

individual development to focusing on a developing individual as part of the contexts in

which he or she develops. It bas strong parallels with Meori approaches and philosophies

abont development that locate it in the interrelationships of individuals and groups (Royd

Tangaere, 1997a). Optimal development is seen as being located within the strength and

stability gained from being part of a larger social whole.

Relationships are a fiurdamental feature of Bronfenbrenner's model. Development is

affected by relationships and interactions between settings and acr)ss systems.

Bronfenbrerner identifies "supportive lirl<s' ns the critical element in optimal

development and leaming. The model provides a me.us to explain how change may

occur and how change might be effected at a systems level.

While I also consider Bronfenbrenner's model a M6ori-useful theoretical tool, it is the

theorising of anothet Russian '6migr€' that takes a mor€ significant position within the

framework this cbapter is attempting to develop and describe. His theorising has begrm

to heavily influence developmental psycholory in Aotearoa-New Z.ealand. In the second

half of the twentieth century, arguably one of the most fertile patches of theoretical

growth in westem developmental psycholog5r has been located around the writings and

construc{s of communist Lev Vygotsky.
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SOCIOCT]LTT]RAL PERSPECTIVES ON DE\'ELOPMENT

This thesis draws on perspectives that have been variously tabelled sociohistorical,

sociocultural and co-constnrctivist (while to some extent interchangeable, these terms

denote overlapping, rather then identical perspectives) to help develop a theonetical

frarneworlg research method and to analyse observational data I could explain the

attractiveness of these approaches in terms of cultural preference for holistic rather than

analytic patterning of cognitive ideas (e.g. Maracle, 1990; Tharp, l9S9). Srtffice to say I
have found such approaches attractive because they enable me to retain focus on the

social, the historical and the cultural, whilst (seemingly) concentating more exclusively

on specific, highly delineated activities and inreractions that take place within 'natural'

settings.

Sociocultural and co-constructionist approaches have developed out of earlier

Vygotskian-inspired western theorising (e.g. McNaughton" 1995, Rogofi 1990; Valsiner,

1988, Wertsch, 1991). Stuart McNaugbton (1996b; 191) describes a basic principle of

sociocultural approaches as thaq

[d]evelopment arises fiom socially provided platforms for learning and personal

tansformatious. In this process the learuer (child) is active, in the srong se,nse of
rcconstnrcting and ransforming from both interpsychological and intrapsychological action

Howevet, resulting shifts in general or conventional westenr developmental \inking have

not necessarily been to any great ext€nt transformative (except in the transformation of
Vygotskian ideas). Rather, in essence what has occuned is an assimilation of the 'useful

concepts' into existing western psychological paradims, a "political, social and historical

filtering" @aniels, 1996;3) of Vygotskian, and other non-western psychological thought.

girnply moving from a focus on the individual to a focus on the group is not seen as the

solution for criticisms rehearsed in the previous section of this chapter. In relatioa to

attempts to use Vygotskian theory to address the individual-society relationship,
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...much of the work in the West has tended to lgnore the social beyond the interactional

and to celebrce the individual and mediational processes at the e:rpense of a consideration

of socio-instinrtional, cultural and historical fagors.

@aniels, 1996;9)

Russian-originated sociohistorical theory has generally been inserted into western

psychological theory in co-optive rather than creative ways. However, initial perceptions

that Vygotskian ways of thinking about development and learning have 'Mdori-usefirJ'

potential, still remain. One challenge is to examine the possibility of re-inserting or

emphasising the 'political' ethos, and the arguably 'spiritual' aura that imbued

Vygotsky's original work.

Of concern has been the identification and development of a theoretical pra:cis that

enables the comprehension of the activity of people (including myself) who are involved

in "changing circumstances which are changing them" (Newman & Holzrnan, 1993). As

noted ea.rliero Graharn Smith (1997) provides an in-depth analysis of theory-praxis

relationships in his explication of M6ori stnrggling to transform the instinrtion of

'education'. This in turn potentially contributes to a transformation of what it means to

be M6ori as we move into the twenty-first century and beyond. Parallels can be drawn

with Vygotsky's psychological approach of 'tool and result'. That is, the emphasis placed

on the dialectical relationships of society and history and individuals and the insistence

that understanding individual psychologies involves understanding tbat individuals all

live in, are created througb and in turn create history and society.

This thesis not only takes a sociocultural gaze tn terms of keeping a range of people,

contexts and history in focus, but also in terms of 'qfrat is' and 'what migbt be'. The 'is'

are lived everyday realities. The 'might be' are vihat we night become, both what is

desired and what is dreaded. Overlaying this are the moves being taken to bring about

change, to re-transform what it means to be Maori, as well as the society Meori inhabit

Cole (1995b; 193) identifies the need to recognise ohistory' as an additional active partrer

in interactions in the co-constmction process; "the cultural past reified in the cultural

present in the forms of the artifacts tbat mediate the process of coconstruction". While

Vygotsky did incorporate 'history' into the developmental eqr:ation, his conceptualisation
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of history has been considered problematic. Vygotsky's recognition of history as change

is interrelated witl that of history as ouniversal progresso, which contains troublesome

echoes of Darwinism (Shweder, l99l). This has resulted in a reluctance on the part of
some neo-Vygotskian developmental psychologists to use 'sociohistorical' because of it's

detenninistic and evolutionist overtones and to substitute it with 'sociocultural' (Wertsch,

del Rio, & Alvarez, 1995). Labelling Vygotskian inspired approaches to development

and leanring as 'socioculfirral' causes some personal inner turbulence. For me, a sense of
the importance of history to development and learning comes tbrough in the term

'sociohistorical', that on the surface appears lacking in the term 'sociocultural' (see also

Cole, 1995b).

However, how is history understood from a socio-culttral-historical position? Some

would argue tbat cultrue is history, therefore the generally preferred terminologr

adequately captures the imporance of history in learning and development Wertsch, del

Rio & Alvarez (1995) identiS the goal of a sociocultural approach as the explication of

relationships between humao mental action and the cultural, instinrtional and historical

sitr:ations in which this action occurs. Taking cognisance of these views, I have been

using the term 'sociocultural' to identifr the developmental psycholory perspectives that

are being drawn on in the course of this thesis.

To backtrack somewhat, an essential (and very attractive) element of Vygotslqy's theory

of development and learning is the assumption that human developmental prccesses

derive froru and can only be understood through examination of social and cultural

processes. That is, development and leaming appear fintly in processes occuning

between individuals and then in processes occurring within individuals.

Individuals are made up of and are what make up culture, society, history. For some

people, though probably fewer and fewer world-wide, wbat cormts as 'culture' and

'societ5r' is inexricably overlapping. For those of us who grow, learn and develop in

multicultural societies and in societies with histories of colonisation, the relationship

between culnre and society is often very complex. My approach to mderstanding and

enga€tng with individual leaming and development is one of understanding and engaging
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with developing individuals-in-culture-society-history. Given this approach, how do I go

about the task?

Human activity - hunan action?

In contemporary developmental psychology neo-Vygotskian perspwtives have provided

some of the critiques of how traditional psycholory abstracts individuals from their social

and historical contexts and attempts to understand and describe them as behavioural units.

One of the key contributions of sociocultural perspectives to developmental research is

that it has sffeslgd a shift from focusing on the 'individual' as the unit of stndy and

analysis to instances of hunan 'action' and 'activity' althongh, as it has already been

state4 this is not considered to be without its own accompanying weaknesses.

What is the most valid focus of developmental study, action or activity? Some

socioculturalists argue that the proper focus is human action, (e.g. Wertsch, 1995) whilst

others posit activity as the nnit of andysis (e.g. Rogofi 1995). How are these concepts of
action and activity different?

According to Rogoff(1995; 140) the;

...use of *activiq/' or *event'o as the unit of anatysis - with active and dynamic

contnbutions from individuals, their social partners, and historicat traditions and marerials

and their tansformations - allows a reformulation of the rclation benreen the individual

and the social and cultnral environments in which each is inherently involved in tle
others' definition. None exiss separately.

Wertsch proposes that;

...mental funaioning and sociocultural setting be undentood as dialectically interacting

moments, or aspects of a more inclusive rmit of analysis - human action. As underslood

here, action is not crried out either by the individual or by society, although there are

individual and societal momelrts to any action. For relat€d reasons an accout of action

6annsf be derived from the snrdy of mental firnctioning or socioculEral sening in

isolation. Inslea{ action provides a context within which the individual and society (as

well as mental ftnctioning and socioculnral context) are understood as intenelated

moments. (1995;50)
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I am not sure whether the distinctions as articulated above ane more than whethq a word

ends with n or y!

For my Masters thesis I drew on Leont'ev's theory of activity to argue that analyses of

any processes of development needed to be located at the level of actions occuning in

social (read human) activity. My understanding and use of Leontoev's theory was to a

large extent based on my understanding of Courtney Cazden's (1988b) description.

Briefly, I understood that according to Leont'ev, human activity exists as the largest unit

in which most social interactions are imbedded. flrrman activities are distinguished by

motives. Actions, of which activities are partially composed, are distinguished by specific

goals and composed of operations. Nothing, activity, action or operation has a one-to-one

conespondence to anything else. Operations may occur and result in any number of

actions, each distinguished by a specific goal. A number of actions may be involved in an

activity, or a specific actiou may be involved in several activities. The units of analyses I

used spanned the lot" activities, actions and operations! How I attempted to hold it all

together, was by locating activity motives and action goals within a cultural framework.

That is, I tried to understand the socialisation properties of activities, actions and

operations in relation to 'motives' and ogoals' of socialising youug children into tdaori

culturally prefened ways of thinking and behaving and engaging with te reo Mdori in a

kohangareo setting.

There has bee,n a call to go beyond Leont'ev's notion of action as the unit of analysis.

Limitations identified in Leont'ev's 'action' include the emphasis on (often singular)

goals, and the glossing over of disharmony and conflict. Smolk4 De Goes, & Pino

(1995) make the insightfrrl observation thar often underlying sociocultural studies is an

assumption that some form of teleological action is at issue. While learners may be

conceived as active, while settings for learning snd teaching may be perceived as

socioculturally constnrcted, ufrile potentially there are any number of appropriare

pathways for leaming and developmen! there is generally assumed to be a single most

desired or effective outcome, a specific goal to which action is directpd. That is, there is

16s denger of making simplistic interpretations of goals from the actions (and vice versa).

The teleological nanre of activity theory, its emphasis on the goaldirected nature of

human action ignores the fact that while purposefulo such action may involve multiple,
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shared and unshare4 goals. And the complexity is such that goals may be redefined in

the course of an activity and over time. Human interaction, in which action may be

situated is often asynmetrical, disharmonious, involving intersubjective and dialectical

tensions (the significance of 'subjectivities' is explored in the following section).

Approaching 'action' and 'activity' from another angle provides a further dimension to

what Smolka et al (1995) appear to be arguing. Linda Smith (L. Mea4 1996) describes

how tensions around 'motive' and 'goal' are played out within Kura Kaupapa Maori.

Maori parents, children, teachers, kaumatua wh6nau and the many others who constitute

Kura Kaupapa M6ori as a movement do not make up one homogenous, like-thinking

whole. Even when one focuses on parents vithin one kura, as a group they differ across

dimensions too numerous to list here. These differences impinge on the wide ranging and

sometimes-disparate goals they hold for the shared, purposeful action of 'sending their

children to Kura Kaupapa Meori'.

Analysis of obsenrational data in Part Two is at the level of social interaction benreen

participants. These co-participants within the specified activity of boolcreading can be

identified in a myriad of ways, such as various combinations of parents and children,

bilingual and second language leanrers or as 'expert' and 'novice' readers. Theoretical

focus on social interaction often reflects notions of 'harmonious, gmmetrical'

intersubjectivity ('intersubjectivity' is considered firther in the following section). In

reality this is not characteristic of many settings. I can honestly say that some interactions

between pErents and children captured on tape bear witness to this! However disharmony

and conflicting subjectivities need not be viewed as failure. What is required is an

expansion of the basic notion of action beyond the teleologrcal.

Another criticism levelled at Leont'ev's psychologrcal theory of activity is the absence of
recognition of any spiritual dimensions resuhirg in the spiritual worlds of humans being

ignored or oversimplified. The corresponding reduction to object-oriented activity results

in a mechanistic treament involving little or no regard to this dimension of human

activity (Zinchenko, I 995; 43).
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This criticism is also tnre of contemForary Vygotskian and neo-Vygotskian approaches.

To what extent 'cultural-historical' psychology may have had potential for t^king

coCnisance of spiritual dimensions in the study of development can only be guessed at.

Gustav Shpet, Alelcsei Losev, Milfiail Bakhtin, Pavel Florenkii, and the major founder of

cultural-historical psycholory, Lev Vygotsky, werie simulaneously scholars and

connoisseurs of these spheres [science, art, aeshetics, philosophy, theologr] of human

activity. The ideas of Vladimir Solov'ev about the 'lrnity in all: of rational and spirinral

knowledge were still alive...

During the development of cultural-historical pqycholory, there were not only additions,

bts losses, s1 simFlifications, in the original corpus of ideas. The spiritual component of
the'tnity in all" was lost, which amounted to its destuction.

(Zinchenko, 1995:37)

Earlier I described how the perceived 'spiritlessness' of developmental psychology was

often criticised by Maori students and educators. Philosophical discussions of Maori

learning and development centralise 'waima', the spiritual dimension. A firndamental

assumption of M6ori world views is that there is an elemental spirituality in all human

activity (see e.g. Nepe, 1991; Pere, 1994; 1997). Inevitably, Meori approirches to

psychological development and leaming must incorporate recognition and consideration

of this dimension in efforts to realise Maori development and wellbeing.

Tool time

In Chapter Four literacy is described as being among 61fos1rhings, a tool that may be used

properly or improperly. The imFortance of 'tool' in Vygotsky's accounts of learning and

development particularly in notions of mediation and mediated action, have come to take

a cental place in sociocultural approaches to research. Cuttural tools such as literacy are

viewed as playing an essential role in shaping activity, but are not necessarily considered

the determinanrc or causes.

While some argue that cultural tools bave their impact only in the results achieved when

individuals use them, Nennnan snd Hslmen (1993) argue that in being used cultural

tools are being made. In effect, they are saying that the Vygotskian notion of 'tool and

result' has often been misinterpreted as 'tool for rezult'. Focusing on a cultural tool in
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itself will tell us little about how it wil be utilised in human activity (Wertsch del Rio &

Alvatez, 1995:22). Mediation is viewed as a process involving the potential of cultural

tools to 5hape action as well €N a process involving action shaping the unique use of these

tools.

Another aspect of cultural tools, which is particularly significant in terms of this thesis,

relates to claims made about the nature of new or newly introduced tools. "Even if a new

cultural tool frees us from some earlier limilaliel of perspective, it introduces new ones

of its owr." (Wertsch et al, 1995; 2$. The introduction and accommodation of print

literacy by M6ori society as a new cultural tool had the potential to increase the means

and contexts for usi.g, expressing and recording Maori langrrage. However up until

recently it has in reality played a key role in achieving the opposite; in decreasing and

narrowing the channels for M6ori language use.

Many cultural tools that mediate human action did not evolve for the pqposes to ufiich

they bave come to be used. In many cases cultural tools we use arre 'borrowed' from quite

distinct contexts. There are ramifications of such borrowing. For instance there are

consequences of applylng a script developed for one language to another (Olson &

Torrance, 1991; Olson, 1995). There are historically located imFlications of using print

as a vehicle for te reo Miiori. The introduction of westem fomrs of print literacy into

M6ori society, in which cultr:ral tools for literate purposes included oracy and various art

forms, was accompanied by genres in western texts that ditrered from MSori geues.

In a similar sense, one could argue fta1 ftfrhanga reo and kura kaupapa M6ori are co-

options of non-M6ori forms of schooling. An implication of their co-option is tbat in

order to firnctioq there has been a corresponding need to co-opt the literacies that have

traditionally accompanied these forms of schooling.

There are present-day implications in using the cultural tool of print literacy for

developing individual oral competencies in te reo Maori. Generally, printed language

diffen from spoken language. It can be argued that the balance between print-based and

oral-based language learning experiences can influence the kinds of language forms

spoken. The language of second language speakers who have had predomfuantly formal,
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text-based leaming can sometimes end up sounding artificial and inauthentic, unlike that

of a native speaker iu a natural situation (Lindfors, 1987). I have heard disparaging

comments being made about Meori second langrrage speakers such as "he learned his

Maori from a book". Personally, I do not think remarks such as these are helpful, either

to the person, or to the 'cause'. I also believe that M6ori, like any other modern-day

language (by modem-day I mean a langu4ge being spoken today) bas the right to be a

language of print and I have argued the relationship between language regeneration and

print in Chapter Thee. Furthermore, if we have goals for our children to speak and be

literate in te reo M6ori, evidenced in our sendi.g them to kura kaupapa Maori to learn the

"three Rs" through Maori, we can work to achieve this by showing ourselves to our

childre, also as speakers, readers and writers ofte reo Maori.

Wertsch et at (1995) contends that the pronounced nature of the theme of mediation as

uderstood by Vygotsky;

reflects the pervasive assumption ftat mediational meru$, or cultr:ral tools (terms we shall

use interchangeab$, must play an essential role in the basic formulation of sociocultural

research. In particular they provide the link or b'ridge between the concrete actions

caried out by individuals and groups, on the one han4 and cuttral, instiurtionaf and

historical settings, on the other. (1995;21)

Such understandings of omediation' still contain echoes of dualism, of a kind tbat were

key concenrs initiating some of the critique psychology has far€d- That is, reflected is the

view that there is a division between human beings and societal settings, atbeit one that

can be mediated through the use of cultural tools.

The analysis of cultural tools itself is a mediator in the sociocultural theorctical

framework" in tbat it makes the re-connection of some areas of human sciences possible.

Wertsch (1991) claims that cbange ensuing fiom the adoption of a Vygotskian framework

requires support of concepts from other social sciences, for example, Bordieu's

sociological 'cultural capital'. In examining the regression (repression) and resurgence of

te reo MAori amongst M6ori, and its intersections with print literacy, I have travelled

numy theoretical landscapes. Suffice to say, it has been a stnrggle to understand writings
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from less familiar fields and disciplines, and in trying to make meaning, I feel in danger

of ariving at interpretations other than those the authors are intent in making.

The zone of proximal development

One of the conceptual constnrcts developed by Vygotsb, and processed into a key

psychological and methodological tool by western neo-Vygotskians, is the 'zone of

proximal development' (zpd), described by Vygotsky (1978; 86) as;

... the distance between the acnral developmental level as determined by independent

problem solving and the level of potential development as detemined brough proble,m

solving under adult guidance or in collaboration with more capable peen.

Generally, emphasis has been placed on examining the instnrctional implications of the

Zpd (e.g. Clay & Cazden; 1990; Searle, 1984, see also Moll, 1990), although its potential

for assessment has also been explored (e.g.Ministy of Education, 1997b).

Recent reinterpretations and extensions of Vygotsky's theories and conceptual constructs

have not gone un-criticised. Maxist and critical psychologists argue that Vygotsky's

ideas and notions have undergone sanitation by mainly western, North American

researchers and theorists. Newman and Holzman assert that the significance ofthe zpd is

that it is not premised on the individual - society separation, rather it is an historical unity.

Too often they see the 'zone' being'krenched out of life, out of history, out of material

reality, out of the social pnocess that produces it." (1993; 79).

Mariane Hedegaard argues that the apd is clearly more than a psychological construct or

abstraction, it is socially-culturally-politically determined. She makes strong slaims

about the relationship of zpd to the values, beliefs and practices of society.

T\e DD is a very valuable tool. It implies that we have to have some values and aa idea

of what a good life is if we are to educate children....if you read Vygoeky carefully, you

see that the ZFD is not just a general pqychological law The trerd 'zone' for fre child is

determined by the society in which we are living the values and qstoms for the

ofyouth...

(Hedegaar4 ia lfslzmen, 1990:15)
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One of the dilemmas I have had revolves aror:nd what is valued (discussed more fully in

Chapter Seven). Choosing, for example to focus on particular literacy activities and

choosing to highlight particular actions within these, involves value judgements about

print and about ways of engaoing with print.

A number of researchers have extended the focus on zpd from its relationship with how

individuals learn, to 7pd as a fimdamental social, cultural and historical characteristic.

The zone can be implicated in reorganising learning contexts, relationships and

interactions within these contexts. Manipulating zones goes beyond simply the re-

creation of an individual's zpd. It can include creating reciprocal and group zpds. In

studies in this thesis, zpds for second language leaming lcura parents are explored in the

context of bookreading with new entrant kurakaupapa M6ori children.

In my work with parents I wanted to develop, as Moll and Greenberg (1990) so aptly state

iL an appreciation of the knowledge of parents by the parents themselves (see also

Newman & Holzrnan, 1993; 80-81). Parent-children interaction around Meori language

story books was identified as a potential site for this development. Using Meori text as a

prop, parents could interact as MSori language speakers "as a precondition for this new

stnrcflne of activity to app€ar as an individual psychological firnction" (Cole, 1995L,44).

I wanted parents to become consciously aware of their growing knowledge and expertise

in particular ways of talking in te reo Mdori dr:ring bookreading interactions, and of how

this growing knowledge and expertise can be utilised to support their own leanring and

development as well as their children's.

Mclane (1990; 317) states tbat one must consider*how to negotiate zones of proximal

development with the children and the adulr who work with them". Wbat I wanted to do

was use books to negotiate and set up 4ds so tbat parents perform as speakers (and less

explicitly) so that children perform as (particular kinds of) readers. I wanted to self-

consciously draw on or create life environments, not experimental situations (Newman &

HoLman, 1993;119).

Wood, Bruner and Ross (1976) were arguably the first to operationalise what essentially

existed as a conceptual consmrct, the zp4 in a seminal piece of research looking at the
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ways matemal tutoring behavioru created a support system for child problem-solving.

They used the metaphor of a scaffold to describe how adult assistance helped to support

and construct children's learning in the social interactions occurring. The notion of

scaffolding is also drawn on in the following studies, primarily in relation to how ttre

activity of boolreading with children and the interactions that ensue may provide a

scaffold for parents' second language learning. While children need not be acting as

tutors in a formal or conscious sense, aspects of their langrrage actions witb their parents

during bookreading are identified as having tutorial properties.

There is greater acknowledgement of the sociocultr:ral nature of development in more

Vygotskian approaches of psychology. However a sense of how society and culture

influence the 'natr:ral, normal course of development and leaming is often still reflected.

Even from a position that views society and culture as inseparable from development and

learning, there is still a measure of comparison made of various cultural groups with

white, middle-class culture. A sense of psychological orientation hiog, 3s $inha (1984;

21) described ig "basically micro-social, concentrating itself almost entirely on personal

characteristics of the individual actors in social processes rather than on socio-structural

factors" still remains.

Before describing and discussing the str.rdies in more depttu one more approach to

psychology is to be considered. This approach is attempting to include not only

individual and social, but also societal-political processes and forces within the

psychological focus.

CRITICAL PSYCHOLOGICAL PERSPECTI\IES

'Critical psychology' as a generic label for developments occurring across a range of

psychological fields, has emerged out of intemal disenchantnent and external criticism of

psychologr, some of which has been outlined and discussed above. Many contemporary

theoretical movements, such as anti-colonialism, feminism and post-modernim have

influenced the development of critical psychology. Critical psycholory approaches in the

field conventionally known as developmeutal psycholory, as well as critical approaches
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being used in other disciplines to address issues of colonisation and de-colonisation, are

r:ncovering theoretical and conceptual ways of working which are potenfily very useful

in Maori approaches to studying and understanding development.

Fundernental elements of 'Critical Psychology'

A fundamental concem shared by 'critical psychologists' working across the range of

psychological areas is the evaluation of "ttreories and practices of psychology in terms of

how they maintain an unjust and rmsatisffing status guo." (Prilleltensky & Fox, 1997;3).

Critical psycholory generally draws on'critical theory' tbat has its roots in the Franlfirt

school and shares cornmon elements underlying 'critical theory' approaches. These

elements reflect emancipatory agendas, commitrrent to change and desire to address

injustices and inequalities (Gbson, 1986). Critical theory approaches have also

contibuted significantly to kaupapa Maori theory.

Prilleltensky and Fox (1997) describe values that critical psychologists generally identi$

as of key importance. These include; social justice, self-determination and participation"

human wellbeing and diversity. They also outline a number of central concenrs that

critical psycholory aims to address, ins[uding;

I ) conventional psychology's pre-occupation with individualism;

2) psychology's role in the identification and privilegng of values and norms of the

'powerfrd', and'dominant' groups;

3) power disparities and our own roles as 'psychologists' in oppression.

A requisite for critical psychological research or applied practice is an explicit recognition

of 'subjectivity'. That is, the practice of sritical psychologr involves identification of the

subjective nafire of one's efforts. Working as a critical psychologist requires

acknowledging the degree to which moral values, political allegiances, and personal and

professional experience affect choices made and positions taken. This extends to ensuring

work one engages in should be morally defensible (Prilleltensky & Fox' 1997). Two

forms of subjectivity tbat featr:re across critical psychological lircrature are

intersubjectivity and metasubjectivity.
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Subjectivityn intersubjectivity, metasubjectivity

From a critical psychological view'subjectivity' and 'intersubjectivity' have significance

as psychological terms that e>rtend way beyond notions around the perceiving self and

around psychological interaction. Black England-based academic Amina Mama (1995;

1) describes her use of the concept of subjectivity "instead of the psychological terms

'identity' and 'self" to indicate her rejection "of the dualistic notion of psychological and

social spheres as essentially separate territories: one intemal and one external to the

person.".

'Subjectivity' has been used to look at how relative positions of power and powerlessness

that a goup may hold within society affects the way individuals perceive their personal

societal positions. In this sense, there is overlap with more sociological approaches in

'critical theory' (Gbson" 1986; Giroux, 1983). This is unsurprising, gven the previously

mentioned over-lapping genealogy of German critical psychology and critical theory -

their shared geographical, intellectual and cultural origins. I think the relevance of

subjectivity as conceptualised in t€rms of power is in its potential usefulness for trying to

understand the wide variations in responses of indigenous, colonised peoples to the

positioning of their culflres in contemporary societies. This is illustrate6 f61s:(amFle in

varied reactions to indigenous-driven interventions, including the range of M6ori

responses to the emergence of kurakaupapa Maori.

Two kinds of thinkingn interpretive and comprehensive, are described in German critical

pqychology (Tolman, 1994). The conceptualisations of these nro kinds of thinking,

interpretive and comprehensive, complement aspects of Freirian theorising, encapsulated

in the notion of domestication (people working within relatively powerless, opp'ressed

conditions) and conscientisation (coming to recoenise that one is oppressed and working

towards liberating action). The first kind of thinking, characterised as perceiving the way

the world is as the way it should be, can be compared to hege,monic thoughr When one is

relatively powerless or holds a subordinate position in society, the contradictions between

one's own and dominant interests are sometimes handled through treating any ensuing

problems as personal and through repression. Problems identified with this mode of

thinking are that it fails to grasp the historical and societal connectedness of the whole,
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therefore lacking a sense of subjectivity and intersubjectivity. It results in static as

opposed to developmental thinking. The future is seen as a simple continuation of the

present. In contrasl comprehensivs thinking is associated with extending possibilities for

action, fitting in with notions of creative and constructive action.

These kinds of thinking are not seen as characterising particular people so much as

particular thought-action patterns. Comprehensive and interpretivs thinking ate not

mutually exclusive or unidirectional, indeed comprehensive cognition can develop out of

interpretive thinking, interpretive thinking can incorporate comprehensive thinking.

S ubjectivities and lang uage developmcnt

As discussed in the section above, more noticeable recent changes in developmental

psychologr have been around its attempts to acknowledge and understand the social

underpinnings of development and leaming. However, German theorist Holzkamp (in

Tolrnan, t994) believes that criticisms of 'bourgeois' psychology for ir reduction of

social processes to social interaction are still pertinent.

In psychological sndy of language development the role of social interaction, particularly

dyadic forms of interaction involving mother and chil4 moved into centre stage

especially during the 1970s and 1980s (Gleason, 1988). 'Social' is seen to refer to social

existence in the broadest sense of the word, including reference to animal social relationso

which largely arise out of the biologies of particular species. While biology plays a role

in the social interaction of human fsings, the way we act and the activities we carry out

are much more strongly gurded by cultural information. Cultural rather than biological

information is of key importance to hunans for our survival. Our organised societal

groups carry our culnral knowledge, this is what makes us different from other Earth-

bonnd species. Holzkamp (in Tolman, 19941'38) argues that the distinction benveen

social and societal are essential because.

what is distinctly hrmran about psychological processes, most especially subjectivity, is

precisely that they 61s sesistal, not merely social. The problem of subjective int€rests

does not arise with rats or even with subhuman prinntes in the way that it does for

humans,...subjective interests are concems that belong to societal and historical existe,nce;

subjectivity rcpresents a category that is simultaneously scientific and political.
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oCartesian' thinking, as a mode seen as characterising westem thoughg holds that objects

are defuied exclusively in and of themselves. That is, all things exist independently of

other things, separately, in the case of apparent opposites. Where entities are viewed as

entirely separated, their relationships to each other can then be conceptualised as being

causal, they have causal effects one upon the other (Tolman, 1994;135). Rathgl then the

'individual' and 'society' berng in some sort of Cartesian relationship, one can only exist

as a human individual and attain significance as an individual within the societal relations

one has with others. It is only through our socialisation, or our societalisation, that we

become important as an individual to the survival of our culture and our society. Socieal

relations are vital to each of us as individuals in tbat they are pre-existing and co-existing

conditions under which our personal existence and daily life must be secured- These

relations are also wbat the individual must support and produce and reproduce, by taking

part in the productive activities related to societal existence. What theory and method

needs to enable us to do then, is to understand and articulate the 'societally mediated

character' of psychological categories, including categories of development (Tolman,

1994;9$.

For each of us zrs individuals, societal relations also include relating to others

interpersonally, intentionally and reciprocally. The reciprocal nafirre of societal relations

involves us relating to others from our particular subjective points of view and the

movement from "a state of mere co-operation to that of a shared subjectivitt'' (Tolman,

l99a; 103).

The notion of 'shared subjectivity' is a critical feature of developmental literature on

language development and use. Termed intersubjectivity, it bas been described by Wells

(1986; 35) as "the essential foundation of any communication". It features strongly in the

study of infant comrnrnication (Trevarthen, 1993) and how language development in the

very young is fostered and supported. For Wells, intersubjectivity mediates aspects of the

parent-child relationship, initially though mechanisms of mutual and reciprocal afteirtion,

then extending to include the wider social and physical world through mechanisms of

joint attention. That is, intersubjectivity is viewed as psycholoscal interaction benn'een

selveso one individual self to another individuat self. ln this sense intersubjectivity links

into the process of scaffolding, in that it too is viewed as involving joint attention arormd
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goal-directed tasks or activities (McNaugbton, 1995). Trevarthen describes

intersubjectivity as not berng the exclusive preserve of human social processes, that it is

part of a shared evolutionary history zrcross animal species.

However intersubjectivity hurnan-style has value-added capacity in comparison with tbat

of (other) animals. This value-added capacrty is in the ability of human beings for;

direct interaction with one another's motives, emotions, and percepural processes, and

this serves in efrective and sustained cooperative action Human power for sperifying

leaming, and recording cultural (socral, environmenal, te€hnicd, and scientific)

knowledge about nonpresent objects and events rp rnique, and human intenubjeaivity

haq gsrtain extft speciali.ations for muural regulation of motive stares and joint action in

the shared world. It has, noreover, an exceptional referential and narrative productivity,

for being 2!sg1 366sthing.

(Trevarthen, 1993; 128-9)

lntersubjectivity is seen as located within culture and cultural meanings, and that

feedback parents provide their young children helps them to behave in ways that are

culturally acceptable snd 6saningful. For language this means that one of the rnajor tasks

facing language learners is to figure out not only the langrrage spoken in their community

or society but also acceptable ways to use that language. Though there has been much

empirical and theoretical focr.rs on the siFifigange of social relations and social

interaction in language developmen! the socialisation of langrrage has only recently

become a systematic focus of contemporary developmental concero and srudy. What it

means to become a speaker of a language as part of a particular culture or society and

what it meens to a language and culture to have speakers" has tended to be studied in

disciplines otherthan developmental psychology (Schieffelin & Ochs, 1986).

Ko te rco te not ri o te mano Mdori

The language is tlre life principle of Mdori mou

Leanring language, particularly a second language, involves both subjective and

intersubjective shifts. It involves not only psychologrcal interaction processes betweeir

self and others and within oneseli in a Vygotskian sense of shifting leanring from the

social to the internal. It also involves processes of shifting perceptions of one's langrrage
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competencies, at the simplest level, from non-speaker to speaker. In this sense,

intersubjectivity not only involves 'lsychological interaction of one individual self to

another individual self', but'intapsychological' interaction with oneself. The complexity

of the task increases when a second language is one's native language. For multi-faceted

and historically located r.reasons, one rnay already 'know' in a non-linguistic sense, for

example in relation to cultural knowledge carried by that tanguage.

Suictly speaking, the world in which human beings live is a societal world. Hatdly ever

(if at all) are we confronted by a purely natural world and expected to deal with it on the

basis only of information contained in our genetic material. Or:r relations to the worl4

both societal and nairal, are mediated by our rplations to othersn whether this is an acnnl

person, an artifrct made by other persons, or by language learned from others together

with the 6saning system carried by that language, that is,lnowledge.

(Tolmen, l99a;94)

At the close of the twentieth century, Mdori parents' subjectively held goals and visions

influence their choosing whether or not to raise Maori speaking children. The view that

Meori language survival is critical for Miori cultural survival has been stated and

restated, and arguably influences parents' choices. What is of critical interest in this

thesis is the development of other dimensions of the culture-language relationship. This

includes Maori language as a critical component of Maori personal existence and daily

life, and Maori as individual leamers and speakers of te reo M6ori as critically important

to the cultural viability of te reo Maori. Supporting these dimensions involves zupporting

parents' perceptions of themselves as M6ori langrrage speakers in their relations with

others, panicularly their children.

Metasubjeaivity

The notion of metasubjectivity in critical psychological methodolory (e.g. lvlam4 1995)

overlaps with discussions and approaches to Kaupapa Meori research in the field of

Maori education (e.g. Bishop,7996: L. Mea4 1996' L. Smith, l99l). In summary, these

relate to questions about relationships benreen the 'researcher', the 'researched' and the

research ircelf. These relate to issues about who defines, designs and controls rcsearch.

In critical psychological researc[ sharcd metasubjectivity betrveen the 'researcher' and

'researched' is a necessarv element.
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Metasubjectivity trs5 implications for generalisation. Rather than generalisation being

seen as a closed system of concrete-absnact, generalisation is located within knowledge

sharing between research participants. It is premised on the assumption that results will

not be simply developing knowledge about the researched for general(ised) dissemination

and discussion, but will develop knowledge for the researched. Generalisation occurs

ufien comnunication between 'researchers' and 'researched' is made possible through

the researched appropriating necessary theoretical structr.re. This also entails that any

'problem' being investigated needs to be a problem for the researche4 not about the

researched. This doesn't necessarily mean that the researched explicrtly identifr the

research problem, but that they too understand it as a problem" and that in understanding

the problem, working to identify solutions is in their interests.

From this position, any form of deception is not considered an appropriate characteristic

of research that involves 'subjects' as co-investigators, although of course there is still the

possibility of co-investigators deceiving the primary researchers! However in this kind of

research, 'subjects' have a vital and personal interest in learning about problems or iszues

of interest. Part of the research task involves working to increase knowledge and

understandings of 'subjects' about a particular issue or problem. It also involves working

to increase the likelihood of productive actions and change, thus the incentives for

deception are minimised.

It has been observed that in conventional or maintream psychologr attempts to intervene

in social inequities and injustices, energy tends to be focused on trying to 'fix' individual

problems, rather than on tackling stnrctural, institutional and societal ones (e.g. Fox &

Prilleltensky, 1997). Psychological endeavour aimed at making change often involves

supporting minor reformso rather than radical change. As an dternative across the range

of psychological fields, ocritical psycholory' approaches are not easy approaches, gven

the firndamental mission to facilitate change; not only in the field of psycholory but also

in society.

Existing tools of mainstream or conventional psychology can be used in attempting to

develop a M5ori approach to developmental psychology. Theory, methods and analyses

can be used. But the research and theoretical 'culture' into which they are co-opted is
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arguably different. Likewise, the purposes to which they are put are located in zubjective

and intersubjective Maori envisioning of dternative futures, in the process of being

realised. According to Tohnan (1994; 144) psycholory needs to be about producing;

tbe kind of knowledge that individual human fsings need in order to expand their real

possibilities for meaningful participation in the collective regulation of the conditions

eovering their own lives. Only in this way can psychologl become genuinely critical.

SUMMARY

This chapter begau with the purpose of presenting a framework that theoretically

validates indigenous cultural epistemologies, that accommodates indigenous movements

towards self-determination and that incorporates methodological tools for examining

social interaction. That Kaupapa Maori theory imbues the framework should be read as a

given.

Themes discussed in this chapter include indigenisation of psycholory and critiques

focusing on the absence of 'power' and 'society' in conventional approaches to

psycholory. Sociocultural perspectives on development, particularly in relation to their

incorporation of culture into psychology at a fundamental level, are presented and

concepts and models that are utilised in the analyses of whiinau bookreadings are

highlighted. Critical psychological approaches ar€ discussed in terms of their mission of

meaningful intervention and change at the level of societal i4iustices. The signifi@nce

glven to as a psychological concept 'subjectivity' is in cognisance of its usefulness for

making sense of personal positions inhabited at the societal level. Its usefulness extends

to helping to understand of Mdori language-related decisions of parents for their children

and forthemselves.

In the process of developing a frameworh I have raised questions about the efficacy and

desirability of working within developmental psycholory dbeit from a Meori perspective.

Given in essence tbat is what I strive to do, the task becomes one of trying to articulare a

more authe,ntic and appropriate approach for MEiori.
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A Miod approach to psychological development and learning being proposed in this

thesis involves at least the following:

(i) identiffing, ctitically examining and validating Maori lnowledge and

conceptualisations of development and leaming;

(ii) describing and explaining Meori developmen! leaming and behaviour in ways

that legitimate and'normalise' M6ori;

(iii) optimising development and leaming in areas that Meori identiff as critical or

essential;

(iv) chalenging the position of Miiori in society and attempting to make cbange;

(v) a kaupapa M5ori theoretical framework to guide and interogate research

pro@sses and methods.

It necessitates developing a notion of psycholory as a tool, not a tool for psycholory's

sake, but rather for use in efforts to facilitate the achievement of MEori visions and

directions.
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PART TWO



CHAPTER SEVEN

IIE TIKANGA RANGAHAU - RESEARCH METHOI)

INTRODUCTION

This chapter describes the methods of data collection and the forms of analyses used for

two sets of bookreading case-studies carried out with kura kaupapa M6ori whinau

Whanau is a basic element of Mdori cultural and societal infrastnrcture. Whanau is more

and more being '?iewed by Maori as the core of future Meori developmenf' (Taiapq

1997; 52; Te Kete Hauora, 1995). To ensure the snength and development of Mnori

society, the stengthening and developing of wh6nau is seen as critical. As well as

providing a site and focus for intenention and developmen! whfrnau has the potential of

operating as a process of intervention in itself (G. Smith, 1997).

'Family' is identified as a critical element for intervention in language decline (Fishman,

l99l). Encouraging and supporting the 'natural' use of endangered languages such as

Maori in homes and immediate community settings is seen as imperative for language

regeneration (e.9. Chrisp, 1998). The survival of a language into the twenty-first century

and beyond is also linked to its being used for literate purposes and activities, incfu6io*

ft9rg involving written text @aker, 1996; Fogwill, 1994; Melboume, 1991, Thiongo,

1986). This thesis arose out of a sense of the importance of whinau for Mnori language

regeneration and of the signfficance attached to literacy activities. It is also a response to

conc€ms expressed about the over-reliance on formal educational contexts to effect

intergenerational transmission of endangered languages. A redlty is that fs1 many

wh5nau involved in Maori language regeneration, and indeed for many speakers of Miiori,

school and kdhanga are key sites for Meori language use and learning (Te Puni K6kiri,

1998). This is particularly so for Meori speaking children.

One of the reasons given for cautioning against a reliance on school for language

regeneration is tbat it focuses on literacy-related developmen! rather than the life of a



language and its relationship to a culture (Fishman, 1966). $e[seling by its nature does

have a pre-occupation with literacy. However, that such a focus doqs not effectively

support or promote sfrategies for langrrage and cultural shifu in family life is not a valid

assumption. As argued in Chapter Three, throughout the world school ha* been an

integral part of sfttegies used to colonise and assimilate indigenous family life. Indee{

the strength of kura kaupapa M6ori is seen in the ways thag among other things, it

explicitly mediates the reassertion of te reo me 6na tikanga into whenau (G. Snitb 1997).

The studies reported in this part of the thesis examine how'natural' use of te reo M6ori in

the home can be encouraged in the context of literacy-related activities.

O\MRVIEW OF STTIDMS

Aims

Within the general concern of this thesis regarding the significance of wh5nau as a site for

language regeneration, the aims of the two studies reported in Part Two were:

l. to describe reading practices and interactions around printed text, in homes of whEnau

that are committed to the regeneration of te reo Mdori (as expressed through larra

kaupapa Maori schooling choices for new entrant children), and in $fiich

parentVadult caregivers are second language learners and speakers of Mnori;

2. to identiff, describe and facilitate langrrage interactions benreen new entant children

and their parentVadult caregivers dnring bookreading, that increase the development

and use of Maori language for both children and parents.

The two studies involved whAnau members of a kura kaupapa Maori; parcnts, children

and lcr:ra staff. The physical living arrangements of most of the parents and children were

largely indistinguishable from those of many suburban 'families', most consisted of trro

parents living with their own children under the roof of a subruban house or unit.

However, being indistinguishable from does not mean being the same as non-M6ori

suburban families.
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Mdori recognise not one but two kinds of family: the nuclear family and the q/hinau Their

rmderstanding and experience of the nuclear frmily is not the same as that of Pakeha,

because it is affected by an understanding and experience of the whinau.

(Taiapa 1995; ll).

The decision was made to use the word 'rryhEnauo in the thesis for reasons discussed in

Chapter Two. Briefly this decision reflects contempomry usages of the term as well as its

application to the many forms that 'Meori families' take (Metge, 1995). The 'whiinau'

who participated in snrdies reported in this thesis represent many whiinau (in the more

traditional sense of the word), hap[ and iwi. They also have a commitment to the sense

of 'whEnau' that has developed out of, and at the same time is responsible for, the

development of kOhanga reo and lcura kaupapa Maori.

Theoretical framework for research method

As discussed in the previous chapter, this thesis is framed within a kaupapa Maori

approach. It also draws heavily on what are variously described as sociocultural or co-

contnrctivist approaches to development and leaming. Such approaches are in

congruence with a kaupapa Meori frameworh to the extent that they seek to understand,

atrrm and validate social practices, including literacy practices, in all their shapes and

hues, across different families and cultues. A sociocultural approach also enables one to

keep the 'big pictrue' in view at all times, whilst focusing on selected smallex parts of it.

Much like rsing modem cameftN that allow you to decide wbat kind and which part of a

view you want fore-grounded in the lens while ensuring tlat the rest does not e,lrd up all

out of focus, or left out of the shot entirely (Rogofl 1995). For example, the context as

'historical' as well as the contelrt as 'social and cultual' can be kept in the research

frame.

However, sociocultural perspectives, unlike kaupapa Maori, do not explicitly recognise

the political context. That is, ways that dimensions of power intersect with the

psychology of 'development and learning' are not commonly acknowledged. In

coenisance of this, I have also brought critical psycholory approaches to bear on the

theoretical conceptualisations underlying this thesis.
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As well as acknowled$ng that whatever developmental phenomena is focrsed on is

inseparable from a greater sociocultural whole, including iszues of power, I wanted a

methodological and theoretical framework that appreciates I am present in 'the big

picture'. In a sense rather than being behind the camera, I am in the camera-shot itself.

Sociocultural and critical approaches respectively are sensitive to a researcher's role as a

participant-obseler, and a researcher's particular stance and allegiances.

Sociocultural perspectives have employed 'activity' as a primary element of theory and

developmental research. The methods I used in the studies to gather information

indicative of the range of ways Kaupapa Meori whinau do (or do noQ interact around

printed text, were drawn primarily from methods that have been used in sociocultural and

co-constructivist research on family literacy practices and activities. These also inchrde

the categories for analyses used to make sense of observations of bookreading activities

involving kura kaupapa M6ori new entants and their parents.

Negotiating research sfirdies

The process of negotiation into M6ori communities of research interest is complex and

multi-faceted. Some lcura commrmities or qihanau have developed stringent protocols

and requirements governing entry of researchers into their kura kaupapa M6ori. In the

instance of the kura involved in the case-studies, being a member of the whiinau and

having children attending the kura was helpful in meeting its requirements. This can be

seen as paralleling to a certain extent an aspect identified as important in Miiori rcsearct,

that of;

'te kanohi kit€a" -a face see,n is an argument understood- Making a requost in person is

more courteous, mor€ comprehensible, and consequently more likely to be followed up.

(Bishop & GlFn, 1992;133).

It can b€ linked to Kathie Inrinos (1992) research process of meeting research subjects

and comrnunication with the 'researched' community. Indn (1992) argues that not only

do research processes need to be 'culturally safe' for Maori who are researchd but dso

for M6ori who are researchers. Having bee,n part of k6hanga reo, then kura kaupapa

Meori whinau since 1984, I had a good understanding of 'ngd piki me nga heke' - the
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joys and trials involved. I had an understanding of its own particular 'culture' and felt

safe as a researcher. This understanding a[ss imFressed upon me the need to try and

ensure its safety as developing and growing, yet wlnerable.

At the beginning of 1995 and 1996 a flyer was sent home with children inviting their

wh6nau to participate in a reading project and briefly outlining the snrdy (see Appendix

l). Parents in the first study were personally approached to be intenriewed and asked to

audio-tape reading activities in their home. Five wh6nau participated in each srudy.

Research under the auspices of an institution such as the Univenrty of Auckland carries

with it another set of protocols and requirements. This includes the provision of

information about a research project in a particular form and the gaining of consent from

participants in specified ways, usually as written consent (see Appendix 2). Negotiating

research studies with kaupapa Maori whilnau of interest also involves negotiating an

understanding and acceptance (often gruAging) of these protocols and requirements in the

face of well-founded suspicion and healthy scepticism many Maori hold towards

'research' (L. Smith, l99l). Again, being a'face seen', at the lcrua not only in terms of

my own, but my children's as students, helped to successfully mediate my role as

'university researcher' in such negotiations.

DESCRIPTION OF STI]DIES

At one level the studies are self-contained case-studies, caried out in two consecutive

yeaxs. For both studies, a mix of nanualistic descriptive approaches was used. Both

studies incorporated Whakawhiti k6rero or conversational intenriews (Goodridge, 1995)

with parents and kaiako. Parents audio-taped instances of bookreading involving the new

entrant child in their whanarl collecting language interaction data- Observations of

classrooms activities were also made.

Study One was a naturalistic descriptive study while Study Two combined an initial

naturalistic descriptive phase with an intervention phase replicated across whinau The

first phase can also be defined as interventionist in that aspects of it developed out of

findings from Study One, particularly in relation to providing wh6nau direct access to
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Maori language print resources in the form of books. Phase Two developed out of

findings from Phase One related to Maori langrrage interactions in the context of whEnau

bookreadings of Maori language books. The interveution phase employed elements ofthe

structured repeated measures multiple baseline design (Henon & Barlow, 1976\. This

was partly a consequence of individual wh.6nau patterns of life rather rhan wholly a result

of researcher control and manipulation. That is, some of the commencement times for

Phase One and Phase Two were influenced by whinau commituents and activities

explained in more detail in Chapter Nine.

\ilhekawhiti kdrero

Two sets of Whakawhiti korero or conversational interviews were conducted with parents

of new entrant children beginning a knra kaupapa Maori that is urban-based and multi-

iwi. While interviews were guided by a set of probe questions (see Appendix 3) they

were dialogtc and open-ended in naflue and process. The first set occurred duing the

fimt half of 1995, the second during the first term of 1996. The interviews focused on

four aspects of whinau reading and te reo M6ori.

The first part of the parent intenriew focused on te reo: reasons for choosing Maori

medium education; wlrEnau levels of fluency in and use of te reo; ways in which te reo

Meori was being learned by wh6nau members. The second part focused on the

relationships between reading and te reo Mdori and English language in the home. The

third and fourth parts of the interview considered respectively reading in the kura and

kura-initiated reading activities in the home.

During the first month of school in 1995 and again in 1996, k6rero or conversational

interviews were conducted with the respective kaiako or teachers of each set of new

entants (see Appendix 4). The interview asked the kaiako to: talk about the reading

progmmme operating in their roours; describe the kinds of reading activities sent home

with the children; and discuss the expectations they had of the children and their whinau,

in relation to reading. They were also asked about procedrues for assessing and

evaluating new entrants as they arrived and on into their first year of schooling,

particularly in relation to development of te reo M6ori and to reading.
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One of the aims of the interview was to find out about the beliefs, theories and goals held

regarding reading; the relationship betrreen language and literacy development;

developmental processes and sequences; how reading should be taught and learnt; the

significance of prior learning; and the role of 'family'. All conversational interviews

were audio-taped and then transcribed.

Obsenations

Classroom obsemations
Classroom observations were made of reading-related activities that occurrcd between

weeks 2 to weeks 8 of the first term in 1995 and again in 1996. Written running records

and audio-tape recordings were taken in six classroom sessions during 1995 and foru in

1996, from the start of the school day until lunchtime. Audio-tapes were then transcribed-

Observations were also made of at least two aftemoons during each year, of ufiich written

records in the fomr of diary notes were made. The activities obserned included regular

v'witing and reading-related activities, reading to children, reading with children and

reading by childrcn

During school observations, my role was one of 'participant-observer' as I became a

familiar face within each classroom setting and settled into their routines. For the

children, I became more and more a 'kai-6y[ia6' or helper to the real 'kaiako'. This

involved assisting with set reading and writing activities in the classroom as well as with

general parts of the day's routine (e.g. kapa haka and waiata in the wlarekai s1 dining

hall; helping with inside playtime supervision on wet days so that the teacher could have a

break).

Information gathered from the three sets of interviews and classroom observations is

reported in Chapter Eight in three sections: information gained from interviews with

parents involved in Study One; from interviews with parents involved in Study Two; and

from classroom observations and interviews with the kaiako involved in both shrdies.

Whdnau bao hreoding o bsen ations

For both studies, observational dara of boo}reading activities in the home were collecled

in the form of audio-tapes and diary entries. As in the case of other audio-tapes,
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transcriptions were made of all of the bookeadings, except in one case where the tape-

recording was of such poor quality that it was inaudible.

Defrnitions for Interaction Measures

Definitions used to categorise gxehanges that occurred during whiinau bookreadings drew

heavily on definitions developed and used in a series of sociocultural studies of family

and school book-reading practices in Aotearoa-New 7*aland (see e.g. McNaughton,

1995; Wolfgramm" 1991; Phillips, 1997). The adapted definitions are presented below.

Exchanges

Exchanges occur when participants in a reading activity add to the printed text. These

can be of different kinds, including those described below as Performance relatd

Narrative-related, and Display-related. An exchange can be bound by reading of the text

or by other qpes sf exghanges. Parents or children may initiate exchanges.

Performance erchanges

Performance exchanges occur when a participant or participants att€mpt to read or recite

the written text. As well as involving attempts at reading or reciting text, Performance

related exghangeS may also involve additions to the text. Performance exchanges

between reader(s) and listener(s) involve;

(i) a child's performance of the text. Although these may be signalled verbally and non-

verbally, only verbal invitations, instnrctions, evaluations or acknowledgements (by

other participants or by the child him/herself) of the child's performance are counted.

That is, only where a performance of the text includes insertions and additions;

(ii) instances where a child directs other participants to perform the texg e.g. tells them to

read" or glves instructions or feedback as to how to perform the reading of a book, e.g.

howto pronounce words, how to point to the text being read.

Narrative uchonges

These are exchanges that take place benryeen readers and listeners that focus on the

book's story. These may focus on particular parts of the story, on clariSing meanings

contained within the text or the illusrations of the story. For example, a narrative

exchange may involve talking about illustrations as a preview to the storyline, compared
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with making comments about isolated aspects. They may involve negotiating as well as

sharing -sanings related to the story and anticipating or reviewing aspects of the story.

These exchanges may link participants' prior lnowledge and experierces to aspects of the

story.

Display uchonges

At its simplest a display-related exchange takes the form of an initiation-response-

evaluation sequence, a topic or focus related to the book (Cazdeq 1988a). At the base of

a display exchange is the assumption that the one being questioned has had access to the

infomation requested, in the first instance as a consequenc€ of the reading of the text, in

the second instance in the form of expected prior knowledge and leandng. A display-

related exchange can also involve a developed discussion around or extending from the

initial initiation or question, response or evalnation. That is, elaboration tbat occurs as

part of feedback or evaluation on resporses is considered as part of the same exchange.

Display exchanges may focus on illustrations or text.

(hher

Other.xgfuanges are those that do not directly relate to the story. They may be book or

non-book related. They may focus on concepts about print, e.g. the purpose of different

kinds of punctuation. They may be focused on the behaviour of participants, on greeting

me, on providing information about the time, date, the book being read and the

boolcreading participants.

Word iwertions

Any wod English or MEori, inserted during an exchenge utterance that adds to the text is

counted as a word insertion. This includes utterances that paraphrase, recast or expand on

parts of the text. It includes utterances that are made before and after reading from the

book text.

Although fillem (e.g. um, 6, 6, mmm, oh) may contain meaning in Meori or English, these

are not counted as inserted words.

Utteronces

An utterance consists of a group of wordso or a word with a single intonation contour.
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Turns

A tum is an utterance or a group of utterances bounded by a pause, by reading from the

text, or by an utterance of another persoo in an exchange.

Reliability

The reliability of categorisation of exchanges that occurred during whEnau booheadings

was checked across sets of randomly selected Study Two bookreadings. Measures for

inter-observer agreement were established with a research assistant, who independently

classified exchanges across four such sets. Agreement on occurences was calculated,

using the fomrula: total number of agreements divided by total number of agreements and

disagreements (Harh am 197 7).

A number of factors are identified as potentially inlluencing the levels of agree,ment

reached for the reliability check. At one level these related to decisions about methods of

data collecting, one of which was to audio-tape rather than videotape bookreadings.

Lamb and Wosniak (1990) identifr 'dealing with messy interactions in natural settings' as

part of criteria for 'goodo co-constnrctionist developmental research. Audiotaping was

seen as the least obtrusive meens of providing 'nafirral' and un-staged bookrreadings, that

could be under the control of wh6nau. However it did complicate the categorising task in

that information about non-verbal behaviour and interaction was not captured.

At another level assumptions about the goals of gxshanges, especially relating to the

bilingtral nature of the excbanges, may have influenced agreement. For example, in some

instances of code-switching, it was not always clearly evident whether the exchange was

primarily aimed at checking a participant's knowledge @isplay), or aimed at working out

and developing shared meaning about an aspect of the narrative being read (Narrative).

A third related level of influences pertains more directly to the intersubjective bias behind

applying objective ratings to bilingnal interactions. The ratings may arguably have been

influenced by my prior knowledge of M6ori langrrage fluencies of ufiinau and familiarity

with the children involved.
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The independent rater was a trained primary teacher with three years full-time teaching

experience in ilrleori medium classrooms. At the time the reliability procedure was

undertaken, he was completing a Masters thesis while continuing to teach across a

number of MEori medium settings on a part-time basis.

Initial and on-going training of the independent rater was carried out over four sessions

lasting between 30 minutes to one hour, during which definitions and descriptions wer€

tightened and refined. At the first session lasting approximately 50 ninutes the thesis

topic, the theoretical framework in which it rests and the two snrdies of wbinau

bookreading were outlined. More detailed wriuen information about the two studies was

provided. Written definitions and descriptions of the interaction measures were provided

and discussed. At the end of the session transcripts of bookreading exchanges were giveu

to the rater for categorising.

At the second session la*ing 35 minutes, the rater and I discussed the reasons for the

categorisation he had given to each excharge. A particular point of disagreement

relating to judgements of display-related exchanges involving discussion or elaboration

sxfsading from an initial initiation, response or evaluation, was analysed and discussed.

Following this the rater and I, working from another transcript and audio-tape,

collaboratively categorised a goup of exchanges. The rater then independently coded a

firttrer set. The classification of these was discussed at the begrnning of the third session

and another set was provided. Following this discr:ssion, the rafer independently

classified a final set of exshanges. For the for.u independently coded sets of transcripts,

agrcement on occlurences ranged from 70o/o to 90Yo, the average rate being 77o/o. 1\e*
rates sit within the range reported for reliability checls of similar interaction measures.

STI.JDY ON'E

In Study One, parents were asked to tape instances of boolaeading that involved the new-

entrant child over a three-week period. The aim of the smdy was to get indications of the

extent to which bookreading activities involving the new entrant child were occurring, the
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language of the books read and the kinds of language interactions occurring during

bookreading.

As discussed in Chapter Five, while there are some res€arch findings related to the extent

and to the ways in which M6ori families or wbEnau read with ]orrng chil&en, all of this

relates to English reading activities. Furthermore, the kinds of schooling children

panicipating in these studies were likely to be experiencing did not include Maori

mediun (although this is not always made explicit" except perhaps in McNaghton &

Ka'ai, 1990). The wh6nau involved in both studies had chosen kura kaupapa Maori

schooling for their children. It might be expected that literacy practices in their homes

would reflect this choice in terms of language of texts used, language of interactions

around texts, or both. The aim of Study One then, was to get an indication of whether

such expectations were being borne out in the homes of new entant larra kaupapa Miori

children.

Following analysis of Study One data a decision was made to supply whiinau

participating in Study Two with a set of books written in te reo Mnori. Indicators from

Study One were that there was great variability in access to books in te reo Maori across

participating whEnaq coupled with great variability in the use of te reo Maori in shared

bookreadings. Evidence from other sources support the assumption tbat this variability

reflected the situation in the wider population of wh5nau whose children were new

entrants to kura kaupapa Maori and other M6ori medium classrooms during the years in

which this snrdy was carried out (Hohepa & Smith, 1996; Raq in press).

STTJDY TWO

In Study Two, at the beginning of each phase the five participating whanau were supplied

with a set of eight books. There were a number of philosophical issues involved in the

selection and distribution of the sets of books, discussed below. There were practical

reasons for providing texts that were used with the families in Study Two. At the time of

these studies there was an identified shortage of readers appropriate for the tregrnning

stages of kura based reading instuction. For s;amFle, a policy project undertaken for Te
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Funi K6kiri identified just over twenty published M6ori language books suitable for

emergent readers of M6ori @enton et al, 1996). The few readers available that were

identified as suitable for using at the emergent reading and very early reading levels were

deliberately not used, as I did not want to cut Ercross or interfere with the reading

prograrnme the teacher was developing with the children in her class.

A second reasotr for not using very simFle books related to the focus of the research. As

stated above, the focus was not specifically on reading development of the children It

was on how the reading of Maori texts could be used to support children and their

whEnau in development and use of te reo Miori in the home. To do this it was judged

that texts with a relatively more complex story line and more vocabulary than emergent

readen usually have would be more useful.

The M6ori books whinau were supplied with included books identified as zuitable at

early fluency, and fluency reading levels (He Kete Kdrero, 1995). The books used fall

into Phillips' (1997; 69) categories of 'Simple Books' -6'$imFle Picture Books'

Simple Books

Simple books have simple direct relationships between pictures and the s€nt€nces on the
sane page ofthe texL These books consist ofrepetitive s€ntences and/or phrases for the
greater part ofthe book.

Simple Picture Books

The relationship beween text and picture is less direct although a portion of the book
sometimes involves the characteristics of Simple Books. There is a more complex
relationship between the narrative and the characters and./or the information content within
156 6soft than in 'Simple Books'.

Two or three books given to each wh5nau fell into the category of Simple Books, with the

remainder being Simple Pictrue Books. Some also came in the form of bilingrral or dual-

language books (Baker, 1996) with English and M6ori text presented either page by page,

or with an English translatioh of the text provided at the middle or back of the book. As

dessribed earlier, all reflected a narrative stnrcture. Parents were asked to audio-tape

readings that involved the new entrant child" and a parent/adult caregiver reading books

from the set.
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Kinds of book used

A quandary was faced in relation to what kinds of texts to provide for whEnau reading

during Study Two. For examFle, in her snrdy of the co-construction of context in

beginning reading instnrction, Phillips (1997) identified books read as "imaginative

narrative, imaginative jingle, or referential". The M6ori reading bool$ distributed we,re

narrative texts, as defined by western understandings of what constitutes narrative

@runer, 1990). That is, the books told a story that had an identifiable beginning, middle

and end. In the story there would be a 'problem' or 'conflict' that needed to be resolved

in the course of the story. This was true even for books that could be considered as

"referential", under genres such as non-fiction or natural science. For example a 'natural

science' story about how the kaitukumoana (a seashore bird) gathers food highlighted the

struggle between it and its food (a crab), the resolution of the narrative involved the crab

managing to escape.

In relation to narrative text there was a dilemma around questions such as; whose cultural

understandings of 'narrative' were being affrmed in these kinds of books? This, and

other related dilemmas I had during the 'data collecting' parts of this thesis, highlight a

set of challenges facing those of us who are passionate about and committed to

developing Meori education, firmly located in akoranga and mitauranga M5ori. In this

study these challenges related to incomplete knowledge and about

traditional M6ori forms, practices and activities of literacy, particularly in relation to

'Maori nanrative'. For instance what were the traditional kinds of narratives formed in

contexts of wh6nau activity involving young children? What kinds of narratives were

they socialised into uadsrstanding? How were they socialised into becoming narrarors?

Narrative as a socialising tool has been examined in relation to how narratives, including

uihat are usually described as myths or traditional stories, are used in deliberate lvays.

Story+elling as a form of narrative may occur in families in order to guide and instruct or

to affirm and entertain children as well as to preserve cultural values and knowledge

(Metge, 1998; Miller, 1994; Miller, Wiley, F'ng & Lieng, 1997). There [5 svidsac€ rhnt

the strucfiue of oral and written narrative accolmts, particularly those gven about

personal experiences, can differ across groups. For example, Cazden (1988) describes
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white middle-class American children's narratives as mone often topic-centre4 and

African American children's narratives as characteristically more episodic.

The significance of such questions is embedded in many of the in-sinr challenges and

debates going on amongst kaiako, parents and whinau, in relation to the development of

'literacy' in our k6hanga reo and kura kaupapa Miori children. These debates impinge on

areas such as the development of curriculum, of assessment procedures and, of coruse, on

teaching prograrnmes.

Observational data collected in this thesis focused on a specialised kind of literacy

activity that is often aligned, but not exclusive, to 'west€'rl middle-class child rearing

practices', that of reading in the home with young children. The focus was not on literacy

development per se, that is the development of reading expertise by the children or the

adults involved in the study. The focus wru on how this litemcy activity could be utilised

as a context for M6ori language development, by parcnts and other wb^6nau members who

are second language speakers of Maori. That a primary focus was not on literacy

development does not exclude it from consideration. That a primary concern of this

research was not identi$ing and examining what is meant by 'M6ori literacy' does not

mean that this is considered rrnimFortaot in the context of this thesis.

@e)conceptualising the putake or roots of dilemmas referred to above goes some !I,ay to

relieve culturaVphilosophical anxiety attacks. ln the present case, literacy bas be€n

conceived as a tool or a practice that exists in distinctive shapes and forms acnoss

different cultures. Print literacy as a practice and tool has after all, been a relatively

recent introduction into Maori society. So too, migbt nnderstanding weslem forms and

practices of narrative be considered a tool that helps Meori children and their wh5nau to

identiff gates considered as marking particular paths of academic succ€ss. It is for them

to make decisions about uihether to step through-

Data from bookreading observations made duing Study One and Snrdy Two are

presented in Chapter Nine as sets of data collected for each whenau. Pseudonyms are

used for each new entrant child and their whEnau.
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While bookreading data is presented as if continuos, h reality boolreading activities

involving the new entrant child did not occur on a daily basis in any of the whiinau It

was planned that in each phase, the period over which bookreading data would be

collected would span three weeks (in the case of two whEnaq this in actuality did not

occur for both phases, reasons for which are explained in Chapter Nine). Similarly,

wh6nau did not all start recording boolreadings at the same time, but in a sequence

skggered over a month.

Analysis of each set of data was carried out in relation to the quantity of interaction

occurring in the form of words uttere4 the language of words uttered, and the kinds of

exchanges in which the interactions occurred. Definitions for interaction meztsures were

provided above.

Phose One

As well as being asked to audio-tape readings that included the new entant child and a

parenl whiinau were given information regarding reading levels of the books, and told

ttnt it was unlikely that their new entrant child would be able to read the books

independently. They were asked to think about the effectiveness of the shared

bookreading activity during Phase One, and to consider what nigbt help to make the

reading activity a worthwhile one for their child and for themselves. At the end of Phase

One, books and tapes were collected from each wh6nau. Parents were invited to make

comments or ask questions about the bookreading activity.

Phose Two

Phase One bookreading observations were analysed and a booklet was produced using

examples of exchanges dxawn from bookeadings of all the wbinau to illustrate ditre,rent

kinds of interactions that had occurred (see Appendix 5). Drawing on McNatrghton,

Wolfgrarnm & Afeaki (1997), a flow diagram to show schematically potential interagtion

patterns for booheading was also developed (see Appendix 6). A meeting lasting

between forty minutes to one hour was held with parents from each whEnau (in the case

of nryo of the whdnaq with one parent). During this meeting parents described how they

had foud the reading activities.
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Usrng the booklet and flow diagran, the patterns of booheading interactions tbat were

foud to occur in their wh6nau were discussed with parents. The kinds of interactions

that generated interactions in te reo Meori were highlighted. Suggestionsi wer€ given for

making boolcreading activities productive in terms of te reo Meori, using the examples

drawn from observations taken of all five whEnau Eaph whinau was provided with

another set of Maori language books and asked to atrdio-tape instances of booheading

with their new entant children acloss a second three-week period. Following this perio4

audio-tapes were collected for analysis. Parents were asked to comment on the

suggestions in the booklet and children were asked uihich books they had eqioyed reading

the most. These were left with each whEnau.
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CHAPTER EIGHT

INTRODUCTION

Whakawhiti k6rero or conversational interviews took place with parents and kaiako of ten

hrra kaupapa Maori new entrarrts. This chapter reports irformation gattrered in those

interviews in three parts. The first part focuses on interviews tbat took place with Sftdy

One parents, the second part on the interviews that took place with Study Two parents.

The third part considers information from kura observations and kaiako intenriews.

Writing this chapter involved making a decision about whether it should be primarily a

descriptive presentation of information provided during the interviews, or should it veer

to a more analytic and generalised discussion of key themes arising out of them.

What I did not want to do was to hide individual whiinau, and individuals within ufiinaq

behind a kind of generalised rc-presentation of commonalties and differences reflected in

the interviews. For this rreason I also decided to report the parent interniews as two

sepzlrate sets, rather then to collapse them into one amorphous group. This has resulted in

comprehensive descriptions rather than a detailed analysis of what was actually said.

This chapter may appear rather absent of theory as a result. I want to argue that this

should not be considered a problem, for at least two reasons. One reason is that 'theory'

is located in the information parents deigned to report. In this chapter it was their

experiences, beliefs and theories that I wanted to be presented for consideration at the

first instance. The second is that the chapter itself is located within a wider context of my

attempts at theorising.

What parents and kaiako chose to say is described in relation to sets of identified focus

areas, and in consideration of what is known about parents and langrrage regeneration,

and about whdnau involved in kaupapa Maori education.



WIIANAU INTERVIEWS

Ten whEnau with new entrant children starting at a particular kura kaupapa Meori dudng

1995 and 1996 took part in the snrdies. These wh5nau responded to an invitation to take

part in a project aimed at supporting the development of whiinau Meori language and

reading (see Appendix l).

Adult members of the wh6nau participated in Whakawhiti k6rero or conversational

interviews (see Appendix 3). Two sets of conversational interviews were conducted: five

in 1995, at the beginning of Study One; five in 1996, at the beginning of Snrdy Two. The

interview explored tbree key focus areas desqibed in Chapter Seven. In total 14 adults

(13 parents and one grandparent) participated in the interviews. Six interviews involved

the target child's mother (including 1u,,s singls parents), tbree involved mother-father

pairs, and one involved a mother and her mother.

The conversational intenriews took place wherever and whenever it was most

comfortable and convenient for the whEnau. Three interviews took place at the hrr4 one

during school horus, one after school hours, and one during aweekend live-in for students

preparing for the annual Secondary Schools Pollmesian Festival. Thee took place in my

home, one was carried out in my office at the university, and three in wbEnau homes. The

target children and siblings were present for eight of the ten interviews. Interviews lasted

between one and a half to two hours, subject to breaks for childcare and eating.

It is acknowledged that information presented in this and the following chapter is drawn

from a small gloup of parents from one hua and arguably may not reflect the

experiences and attitudes of parents of children in other lrura and Maori medium school

settings across the cormtry. However these parcnts can be expected, along with others

uiho send their children to kaupapa Meori education, to zupport the continuation and

grourth of te reo Maori as a 'living language'. They want their children to learn though

Meori at school, whatever their own Maori language background. Sets of information

being prcsented here are taken as indicators of patterns that can be expected in Meori

langrrage development and use in their homes. Information reflects that literacy practices

vary greatly asnoss homes of these children, not only in the degree to which they occur,
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but also to the extent that they are perceived and used in the home as a sounce or zupport

for te reo Miiori.

Bronfenbrenner (198Q temrs research-related descriptions that use variables such as

socio-economic levels and educational levels as reflecting a "social address" approach.

He argues that these 'letter-boxlike' social address descriptions provide little information

regarding processes and activiliss wirhin families, the environments they inhabit or

indeed of whom families consist. IdentiSing a classification number or group for a

whinau based on the paid employment of the adult that happens to make the most money

does not provide much of a picture of the employnent and educational patterns within a

whinau. Little information would be gleaned about relationships between parents' own

educational and employm.ent-related experiences and decisions to have one's children

educated in through MEori. One parent's part-time employnent may reflect a very

different education and training, compared with another parent's full-time emplolmenl

Who works may either reflect or contradict beliefs and practices of a whinarl depending

on the economic realities facing them.

The social address model is problematic at another level. Variables such as socio-

economic status of Mnori individuals and families do not necessarily reflect the social

status accorded them in Meori society. That is, a degree of mis-match exists benveen the

ways social status may be ascribed in Meori society based on whakapap4 personal and

cultural attributes, and the ways it may be in non-Mdori society, based on employm.ent

and education @wie, 1985; Ruawai-Hamilton" 1994). Rather thar attempting to slot

whEnau into socio-economic levels based on the emplolment of the major money eamer,

or the educational qualifications of parents, employment and educational profiles for

whinaq albeit briet are presented.
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STUDY ONE

WhEnau living arrangemcnts

Whanau involved in Study One lived in one parent, two parent, extended family and

shared household anangements. Numbers of children ranged between one to five. Three

whinau lived in a nuclear arrangement (mother, father and children), one as an ext€nded

wh6nau (mother, her father, her brother and her child or children; an older child lived in

two households), and one in a shared house comprising of trro single paren8 and their

respective child. The five target children were positioned in their whdnau as follows: the

oldest sibling of nvo; second yorrngest of five; youngest of three; yorrngest of rwo; and an

only child (who had contact with half-siblings).

Paren8' emplaymcnt and education

Two of the mothers and the three fathers who were living with the target children were in

paid employrrent at the time of the study. The fathers had work histories of more rhan 5

years and their respective areas covered motor mechanics, the printing tade and the

armed forces. Three mothers were not in any paid emplolanent. One was a full time

caregiver of an infant" although she regularly worked voluntarily in her children's

kdhanga and kura Before the arrival of her yorrngest child she had been enrolled in a

full-time Maori language course at a private training establishment. The remaining two

mothers (a single parent and a partnered parent) were attending undergraduate university

coulses.

One of the mothers of a nuclear whinau was employed in fult-time teaching at the

tregrnning of the study and subsequently in relieving positions. She had gained a teaching

diploma since her children had begun attending kdhanga reo and was part way tlro'rgh s1

undergraduate degree, although not attending trniversity duing the period of this Foject

Out of the five adults (all mothers) who took part in Study One conversational interviews,

only one parent of a single parent whinau had gained tertiary qr:alifications before having

her child. At the time of the study she was a secondary school teacher. Three of the other

mothers had commenced tertiary education after their children had begun attending

k6hanga reo or kura kaupapa Maori. None of the fathers had been involved in study at a

tertiary institution. The relationship between u/hanau entering educational initiatives of
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kdhanga and lcura and the subsequent educational development of parents, particularly

mothers, has been noted elsewhere (Urlich Cloher & Hohepa 1996:' L. Mea4 1996;

Ruawai-Hamilton, 1994; L. Smith, 1986b).

tr'ocus one: te reo Mf,ori

Paren8'fluency in te reo MAori
There was a wide range in the fluency levels in te reo Maori reported by the parents. Out

of the nine parents for whom information was gatherd only one (who did not live in the

same household as his new-etrtant child) was identified as a native or near-native Miori

speaker. Five ha.l their fluency described as very low to minimal, just becoming able to

understand aod produce short phrases and sentences. The remaining three were described

as second language learners approaching fluent levels, although it was said that tlis very

much depended on the physical and social context, as well as on psychological and

subjective aspects.

"It's not something where you're ot this level, its an organic th@ it depends on yow

mood and a lot of dffirent things."

Parents were learning or had leanred te reo Meori in a range of ways. Six of the nine

parents began leandng M6ori when their children were first enrolled in k6hanga reo.

These parents in particular identified their children as significant soluces of M6ori

language leaming. Other major learning contexts parents identified were Te Ataarangi

courses, M6ori immersion courses such as wdnanga rumaki reo, and university M6ori

language courses.

Te Ataarangi had played a significant role in three parents' M6ori language leaming.

Two mothers had attended Ataarangi full-time courses in the past. One of these mothers

had attended a three-week Maori language course at tecbnical institute and then worked in

a k6hanga for a few months. She found that she could not contibute more than a few

sentenceso so went to a full-time Ataarangi cource for a year. One father had attmded

Ataarangi classes and was enrolled in local M6ori language night classes at the time of the

interview.
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One of the mothers who had attended a Te Ataarangi course, was subsequently accepted

into a kura kaupapa Mdori teacher education course. Druing the tbree year training

course she becane very aware that her "strttcfiire and grammar was not always right".

She was motivated to use old manuscripts written in MEori as a learning tool, especially

in terms of "the metaplrysical side of te reo Mdori and tikanga". She described her

husband as "having a bit of a blockwhere lemning Mdori is concerned". However, he

had become involved in waka t2ping, where Maori language was regularly used and this

provided an effective langrrage learning context. Two whEnau reported visiting Miiori

speaking relatives every few weeks when they had only one or two children. This was

discontinued for practical and economic reasons as their respective whEnau grew in size.

One mother described her leaming of te reo Meori as a gradual, life-time process

beginning at young adult-hood" that was influenced by political and whinau forces. She

had first begun learning Maori in undergraduate courses at university but had found that

she was not developing into a particularly fluent conversational parher. The desire to

learn te reo M6ori influenced decisions related to relocating to another area of the country

and to changing employm.ent. After working in a highly skilled area in which Meori

langrrage and tikanga featured very little, if at all, she moved back to her iwi kiinga and

fonnd her "Mdori blossomed quite quicHy, according to other people and to rny own

perception". Developing political and cultnral convictions had also motivated this

movement. Her partner at the time was a native speaker and their child spoke Mdori from

infancy. When she returned to Auckland to study, child-care was provided by a family

member who was also a native speaker. This arrangement meart that her child continued

to have a regular Maori language commuilcative partner. The mother commented that

initially the family member did not include her in Meori langrrage interactions, though

over time the situation began to change.

ln one whinarl parents described themselves at the time of the study as having almost no

control of te reo Maori.

Mother: "but the seed is there!"
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Before the snrdy the mother had been enrolled in a Te Ataarangi night class, but the hrtor

fell ill, and the course was cancelled. During the shrdy she was enrolled in a Mnori

society paper at university, that was helping her to understand the political, historical and

social aspects of te reo MSori and was concentrating on increasing her fluency (She has

since enrolled in a nrmaki reo teacher education course). The father ha. continued

leaming from his son and wife. The whinau is also supported by the mother's mother,

who speals Maori fluently, and father who attended te reo Maori classes for three years in

the early eighties.

Use of te reo Mdori in the home

While all parents reported that Mdori was used in the home every day, there was wide

variation in the patterns and quantity of Maori spoken. Homes with native speakers, or

fluent speakers obviously had the potential resources to support higher levels of Maori.

However, even where there were native speakers living in the household" individuals in

the home experienced differential amounts of MSori language interaction.

There were differences in terms of who the speakers of Maori were. In one whEnau it was

mainly the older children who spoke Maori, using it all the time to the youngest child

who was described as only speaking Maori at the 'me of the study, and when playrng

'meke-believe' games. The mother said she tried to use what Meori she knew, and tended

to produce a mixture of both languages, with her older child ssrrecring ber "pigeon

Mdori". The father usually used MEori with the children in the form of directions or

instnrctions.

In another home the mother described using M6ori for up to half of her interactions with

the children. She said that her husband occasionally tried to speak Meori at home, but the

children tended to make firn of his efforts. The children spoke some Mdori but we,te

increasingly using more English.

One of the children was living in a home where four members, two adults and two

children" were all Meori language speakers to some degree. However, it was estimated

tbat Maori was spoken for only about quarter of the time in the home. In reflecting on the

relative low levels of M6ori, an explanation proposed druing the interview was that all
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household members were in Maori speaking environments during their working or school

day, home was the major English language context.

In the wh6nau that included a grandfather who was a native speaker of Miori, the level of

Maori used depended very much on who was speaking and to whom. The grandfather

was reported as speaking M6ori all the time to the children, the children as equally using

Maori and English in conversations with their mother, but speaking almost exclusively in

M6ori to their grandfather. The uncle spoke, and was spoken to, in little if any Maori.

ln the home where both parents described their contol of Maori as negligible, very little

Maori was said to be spoken at home, but was described as increasing all the time. The

parents had asked their son to speak Maori at home but he did not do this very much. The

mother posted vocabulary lists, phrases and signs around the house to help her and her

husband to use Mdori as much as thev could.

Focus twor educational choices and aspirations

There were varying and intersecting sets of conditions that provided the initial imp€tns

for whinau to put children into Meori-medium educational contexts of kOhanga reo and

kura kaupapa MEori. These conditions encompassed the social, political and historical

experiences of M6ori as a people and the very real danger of Mdori langrrage loss.

Parents articulated personal commitnents rangng from the desire to ensure te reo me 6na

tikanga re-emerged in their wh6nau through their children's generation, to much broader

agenda relating to M6ori 'self determination' and tino rangatiratanga

Mother: "So that they can kirero Mdori. Very important to us at home, myfather fliving

with child and motherJ is a native speaker, a lot of push coming from him. It's about

being Mdori people tn Aotearoa and preseming our language, and where we oe in
socieQl".

As indicated above, among factors most often identified as playing a critical role in

parentso decisions to school their children in kOhanga and kura were their own parents'

fluency in Maori language. Another often-identified factor was the pare,nts' own

educational experiences. One parent said tbat her own schooling experiences had resulted
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in a dislike for what she described as the state system, and this dislike figured greatly in

decisions made about the children's schooling. The eldest daughter's initial language

development in Mnori had provided a lot of motivation for her and her husband to ty and

leam the language. She had lived with the mother's M6ori-speaking foster parents while

a baby. The mother's foster father had been very supportive of their decision to bring up

the children as Maori speakers. The father's mother, who had been a native speaker, was

also identified as a kev influence.

Two mothers had made the decision that their children would be Maori speakers before

they were bom. One, because she believed that if her generation of parents didn't make a

commituent to teaching children in M6ori, the language would die out. There were also

pragmatic reasons; wh6nau still living in the iwi kEinga were in the process of rebuilding

the local marae. In her view, there was little point in carrying out these kinds of activities

if the hapu did not have speakers of te reo MAori to take on the roles and responsibilities

of a marae. She also saw it as very much a political statement, in that Meori have the

right to be Meori, whatever context they found themselves in. It was not considered to be

a matter of preparing children for a Mdori world and a non-M5ori worl4 as in her words

"every context [her children might /ind themselves in| is a Mdori context". Ensuring

Maori children sp€ak M6ori was seen as glving them, rather than the best of nro worlds,

the best of their world.

The other mother, in deciding to speak M6ori to her chil4 had drawn on her experiences

of growing up in a bicultural household where her father was a native speaker, and of

studying Maori as a second language without gaining much fluency as a speaker of the

language. As a young adult unable to speak Meori, she had found it hard to understancl

why her parents had never taught te reo Meori to her and her sibliqgs. The intellectual

challenge of learning tbrough Mdori was also a motivating factor for her and her son to

learn Miori. She felt challenged by hearing subjects like Maths and Science could be

taught tbroughthe medium of M5ori.

The desire for a sense of belonging to 'whinau', that had been part of their kdhanga reo

experience was highlighted by nvo sets of parents. They also identified a need to

continually and actively protect and strengthen the hra as a wh6narl reflected in
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statements such as "schools shouldn't be separate from the whdnat+ they should be

interacting."

Not all parents however, were initially motivated by cultural, political orpersonal agenda

One mother described how initially enrolling her child at a k6hanga reo had been a matter

of convenience and 6sd simply thought of it as an extended form of day-care. She came

to understand more about the language regeneration agenda that Te K0hanga Reo as a

movement was part of, "...people were srying it was for the retention of the language"-

Before her eldest child tunred five she participated in lobbying a local school to set up a

bilingual unit for children from k6hanga Experiences of attending the school meetings

and negotiating with school personnel brougbt about tbe realisation tbat her and her

husband's choices for their children's education had greater significance than langrrage

regeneration.

"These people ffrom the local schoolJ are on another earth kind of thtng, you lonw

they're not going to flow, they're not progressl'ng how they should be. So the altemative

was to come to this htra".

Parents were asked about long-term goals and aspirations tbat they had for their children.

In general, the educational choices they were making related to aspirations around identity

ar16 smFloyment. Parents focused on what their children night do in the firture, as

competent speakers of reo M6ori in terms of their own personal identity, esteem and their

awareness of the societv in which thev are located.

"My long-term hopes are that they develop a good level of reo. It will be useful to tlum

tn later life because all contexts me Mdori contexts."

"Children will have perspectives on both sifus [Mdori and non-MdoriJ. Mdori will

probably be dominont, but they are alwrys gotng to hste the outside influence tlut's

gotng to makc them think about things dtferently."

"T\rat they can hold their outn To lemn the reo and nerything. Walkwith their heads

held high That they will be comfortable bzowing Mdori and the tikanga ond everything
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else. They will go their own path in wlwt they want to do with their reo and everything

else. Wether it will be an advantage or disadvantage dcpends on what they want to be."

Parents thought that their children would make their decisions about their future, and the

place of te reo Meori in that future, although they all hoped that their children would

continue developing and using te reo Meori.

I don't have any [goalsJ for them. They hne free choice to decide what they would like

to do. But I'd like them to use their reo, I hope that when they finish school they will still

feel that they can, tltat the communtty will support them to use te reo and that they won't

lose it.

One mother did express concenr for some of the older children soming through kura and

felt that they faced a whole different set of challenges through their education, compared

with the kinds of challenges that Maori children had faced when she and other parents

were at school. These related to being at the forefront of an educational development that

was under-resourced across all spheres, including a lack of human resotuces and models

for te reo Mdori. At this point she did not see herself fixed on education through the

medium of M6ori for her son's entire ssfossling. She was starting to see tbat fluency in te

reo M6ori and being edrrcated through 1fos 6edirrm of te reo Meori as not necessarily the

same thing. She also thought that what a person chooses to do with themselves, in this

instance linguistically, is up to them. She did not see it as her role to dictate to her son

"that he should speak Mdori everyday of his lifeforever", altbough she did hope that he

would continue to have access to both languages. This parent said that she had read about

bilingualism before her son was bom and just after. She had thought very deeply about

the relationship between fluency in a langrrage and cognitive ability, and the dangers of

semi-lingualism.

Focus three: reading knowledge and prectices

During the interviews, parents outlined what they knew and what they would like to know

about reading. How they saw their role in their children's reading development and their

knowledge about school practices related to reading were discussed. An integral focns of
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the conversations w.rs reading activities tbat took place in their homes. All parents said

there were things that they would like to know about reading. This ranged from conctete

infomration about reading in their child's classroom through to information about reading

development in general.

Some parcnts wanted to know more about their children's progress, the stage or level their

child had reached and how they could help them learn to read and write. For example,

one mother wanted to know what stage her daughter was at what level should she be aL

and whether she was actually leaming to read as she appeared tobe "memorising books,

should she be reading by memory?" I-anguages that her child would be leanring to read

in class was an issue for another parent. At the time of the interview she was unsure

whether her child would be leanring to read in Meori only at ktrq or in English and

Maori. She also wanted to know what sorts of things would help her son develop

understandings and meanings for MSori words he would be meeting in reading that he

might not know. Parents were also interested in finding out more about the philosophical

and theoretical bases of the programme and the aims and objectives of the rcading

programme. Some parents also wanted to leam more about reading generally. They

expressed interest in finding out abor4 for example, the 'stages of learning' in reading and

'normal' sequencing of reading and writing developmenl

ParenE'views of their role in reading developncnl
Parents did not view their current role as one of teaching. They desqibed varying roles they

saw they had in their child's reading development in terms of supporting their learning and

reinforcing and extending wtrat was in t<trra The degree to which they thought

they could help their children was influenced by their gmeral knowledge abor$ the

processes of reading develop'ment and by their individual levels of fluency in te reo h{eori.

For instance, one parent said that ideally she would like to help teach her child but was not

srue how to do go about doing this. Another mother thought her level of Maori was not

adequate enough to help her child. She said her rcle was to wony, while her husband

who was more fluent had the task of actively supporting their children with their

schoolwork and with reading in MEori. She viewed activities that her new entant child

brought home from kura as providing her opportunities to leam with her child rather than

to support or teach. Another mother described her role as one of encouraging her child to
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read and to eqioy reading, and to provide opportunities for her to be involved in reading

in theirhome.

One mother did not see her role as one directly related to areas of leaming such as reading.

She saw her role as to try and broaden her children and open them up to ufratever

experiences they night have in the world" rather rhan fs "concentrate on what hqpewd

within their classroom walls", or to focus on the academic side of their leaming and

development.

ParenS' knowledge about reading in hura

Parents were asked to describe what they knew of the reading programme in their new-

entrant's classroom. All reported knowing very little about the programme. However

three parents did describe aspects of the progranme (outlined below). Two said they had

spent time in the classroom and observed reading activities involving lett'er-sound

relationships and picture-letter identification, one described how she thougbt part of the

prograrnme was teaching her daughter to recognise letter-sound relationships.

"Oh, its kind of tlnt word reading, when I think of reading I think of reading books and

that eh, but the stage where she's at she's just like, recognising letters or word sotfirds."

"Well I, I think tlnt they probably, do they get one word fandJ a picfire, picture, and you

ktow trying to associate tlrc word with the picfine? That's sort of storting of basic

reading. Because with the alphabet thing they've got like, the letter and a picture to

associate with the letter so that they could put those two together."

Parents were also asked whether they had ever talked about reading with their new entrant

child's kaiako. None of the parents had yet doue so, althougb one parent reported

discussing her older son's reading progress with his kaiako the year before.

Parents expressed the desire to know what was happening in their children's classroom

and to support the classroom programme in concrete ways. Having clear, upto{ate and

specific information on what was happening in their child's classroom was seen as

imponant if the home was to support leaming, and in fi.rnr support te reo Maori, in their

home.
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"I don't futow much about children's reading at hrra, but things that happen could

influence wderstanding and especially use of Mdori [in the homeJ. For exantple, the

[arrent classroom] theme of transport. I'd look at woys to support learning mound the

lcaupapa if I fuew what these were."

Homc reading practices and activities

Reading was identified as an activity that occurred to some extent in all homes of Study

One wh6nau. ln one whinau the oldest child (Syears) had received a set of 'He hrapura'

books, produced by Learning Media Limite4 from an uncle. She read these and English

storybooks regularly, and occasionally read to the youlger children. The mo&er said that

she rarely read herself. Her husband was described as reading a little bit more than she

did" once or twice a week 41d mainly Meori books for his night school class homework.

The mother of another uihanau said ttrat she loved reading, did a lot of personal reading in

both Meori and Englisb, but teirded to do this qihen the children were asleep. The father

mainly read English newspapers and magazines, usualiy in the children's preserrce. The

new enbant was seen as liking to rcad books, that is, to teU a story from the pictures in a

booh which she did in Englistr or in M6ori. The mother read !6ffo Fnglisfu and Maori books

to all three children together two or three times a week. She said that stre would talk about

te reo Maori books mainly in MAori, but used Fnglitn if she felt that she could talk abou

aspects of the book more clearly, or better explain a concepl She also talked about English

books in Meori a lot of the time, but again would use the langrrage in which she could talk

about conc€pts or ideas more clearly. The oldest child (8 yeam) would often read some of a

booh eve,n if the book was in English "which is quite hiloiotts". She said that therc was a

lot of alking about the book when she read with the children.

In another whinau the mother reported she read now and then with her son. He usually

chose a few books, often a mixtrue of English and ldaori texts. The mother said she had

not been able to find many books in Miiori, but had recently bonght a few titles. There

were a few Mdori books in their home, e.g. 'Te Whakawhiti i te Rori', from the He

Purapura series. She also had children's books, like the 'Guardian of the Bridge' which

were in English with some Meori words. Just prior to the interview her son had found

some Mdori books at their local community library, before then she had not considered it

as a source of Miori texts. The process of the interview itself in focusing this mother's
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attention on te reo M6ori home literacy practices was directly commented on. Goodridge

(1995) notd simil2l, possibly less explicitly state4 foc'sing occurring in families after

speaking with parents about their preschoolers' r*itiog.

"So now that you've talked to me andyou ve brought it to my awareness, andwe've got a

week ofi next week ofi I'll probably make an efort to either go to the librry or naybe

find something else. But he's starting to read, like I've got those linle you htow those

little Spot, 'Te tatau o Spot, mai te tahi ki tekau'."

This mother also did a lot of personal and teaching-related reading, often qfuile her son

was present. She pointed to a high use of dictionaries to support her learning of te reo

M6ori.

"f've got the Ngata one too. And every time I go, I looked up someth@ this morning I
was sort of wondering if there was a word for revise as such. I mean they use titiro

whalramuri, which is wltat I alwrys use, But you open it and you actually can get side-

traclred because its got such interesting, much richer range."

Another mother reported that her new entrant daugbter was read to, by herself or along

with her older sister, nearly every day. AII of the new enftnt's books were Miori texts.

There were also children's English storybooks in the house. Mother did not read in

English to her new ertrant, but used the pictures to tell the story tbrcugh Meori.

However, she did not read a lot of Meori texts personally. The children's grandfather

read M6ori texts nearly every day in the home while their uncle regularly read in F.nglish.

In another home the father was described as the main person who read with the new

entrant nearly every night when he was home on leave, sometimes including the younger

sister. The mother said she had regularly read Maori 'mytls' written in English to the

new entrant before he started kura Some Meori language picture books with labels or

very simple sentences had been bought just before the interview took place, which the

mother brought along to the intenriew. Referring to one of the books, she desctibed

reading of these books as involving a lot of talk about the pictures, mainly ia Fngli5fu.
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" "' picture book reading so that tike for the Mdori ones it helps to identy what I,m
actually reading so [sonJ can pick out, like I said before, he can pick out... likc ,titiro

mai', 'he aha'. Artd he aslcs a lot of questions about the pictures. I try to incorporate the
Mdori word on the page with the picture, and then we talk about what she,s doing and
tlnt' And then we can say titiro, oh yeah they're looking under the rock Wat,s tlnt
under there? TInt sort of thing."

Both parents were described as 'regular readers' of English books and texts. The mother
was enrolled in undergraduate pap€rs and children had many opportunities to observe h€r
reading. She described how her children would sit with her at the kirchen table while she
was studying and "pretend they,re doingwhat I,m doing,,.

Kura reading aaivities at homc
In relation to reading activities in the home, parents were asked about reading activities
their child brought home from kura- Parentso responses ranged from saying that no
activities were being sent home with their chil4 to reporting that activities involving
letter and letter cluster recognition such as the Maori alphabet with pictures aod singfle

words, came home regularly. Parents who reported activities coming home, deseibed
instructions being sent with the activities regarding how to carry out the activities and the
length of time to spend on them. Parents commented that initially the activities were
alrigbt but were somewhat repetitive. Two said that they would like work given more
regularly and all said that they would like reading activities to include tex! such as books,
material relating to a kaupapa or theme children were currently learning abou! or
children's ,nriting.

One parent commented that she thought it would only be helpfrrl to send things home that
her son could read or was very familiar with. She thought that she "wouldn,t be doing
her son any favours" by reading books to him that he did not understand, as she would
not knowwhat they meant either. She also thought that her son did not er$oy listening to
her read Meori storybooks to him because she did not read very fluently, ,,1,m obviously
not soying the sentences how they,re supposed to sound,',
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STT]DY TWO

WEnau living arrangentenE
Five mothers, three fathers and one grandmother pafticrpated in study Two interviews.
Four of the whEnau consisted of male and female parents and their children living as a
nuclear family. The remaining whdnau consisted of a singts mother and her child living
in extended farnily settings. During phase one she and her child shifted from the house
they were li,t,iog in with her parents, to a flat shared with her sister, her sister,s partner
and their two pre-school children.

ParenE' employment ond education
At the time of this study, parents of three whinau were in paid emplolment parents of
two whdnau worked in related areas; one couple in the educational sector, as a tutor on an
employnent haining course and as a school secretary; the other in the health sector, in
Meori health prognmme development and counselling. In the third wh6nag the mother
was at home with a Yormg infant while the father was employed as a M6ori student
support worker in a secondary school. Both parents of the remaining nuclear u/hanag
were attending a Training opportunities Programnre CIOPS) course. The mother of the
singls parent whinau was employed as a kaiawhina in a kohanga reo for the initial phase
of tlre study, and was not in paid emplo)anent for the remainder.

Five of the nine parents had attended a tertiary institution at some time. Two had done so
prior to the birth of their children, one father had attended university and one mother had

completed a teaching diploma Three parents, two mothers and one father, had beg1111

tertiary education after their respective children had begrrn k6hanga reo. Both mothers
had completed some pap€rs towards a degree course but neither was enrolled in co'rses
during the time in which this study was carried ou! while the father was expecting to
complete an undergraduate degree within the year.
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Focus one: te reo Miori

ParenE'fluenqt in te reo
Again there were differences in the levels of Maori language fluency described by those
interviewed. Fluency levels ranged from native (the grandmother who took part in the
interviews was the only native speaker directly involved in aoy of the intenriews) thougb
to being able to understand "simple corwersatiow" iaMaori.

Two fathers considered themselves relatively fluent across some contexts in which Maori
was spoken' They described themselves as being capable of carrying out conversations in
Maori and in using M6ori in more formal ways, in whaikOrero for instance.

one of these fathers had attended a full-time Te Ataarangi course for two years. He had
been motivatsd tbrsrgh "being embwrassed,' at his lack of fluency as a M6ori, and
through his and his wife's decision to enrol their children in kohanga He had also fo'nd
himself in work-related situations where he had to use what little Mdori he spoke at the
time' His wife, who described her fluency as very low, believed she gnderstood much
6e1g tan she could produce' When spoken to in Maori she often thougbt tbat she could
reply back in Maori, but often felt too "wlnkamd to respond", and used Engtish instead.
She said that at the time of the interview she had been thinking about ottrer ways to
increase her confidence. She felt that a lot of her knowledge in te reo Maori had been
gained tbrough belonging to a kapa haka group.

The other father had committed himself to leam Mnori at the end of the nineteen-eighties,
and had done so through attending night school classes and regularly participating in
wider whanau and hapE contexts where MSori language was a cenhal featqre. His wife,
who described hemelf as not very fluent, had been attending night ctasses for a couple of
year.s and was able to converse in very simple Maori. She identified her children,s
homework and chruch meetings in ldaori, held at least once a week, as the key learning
situations that were helping to raise her level of M6ori langrrage.

one mother spent her lorrng childhood in a Mdori speaking community, but was not
fluent as an adult. She had also taken university Maori language courses, though she had

found the academic focus problematic in that empbasis was placed on linguistic asp€sts
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of the language rather than communication through the language. She had found
attending whiinau and iwi w6nanga and other Meori hui very helpful for developing her
Mnori langrrage competencies. Her husband traced his ioitial Miirori language leaming to
participating in kapa haka at school. After leaving school, he continued leanring 1{eori
langrrage formally while attending university for three years. He said he had been highly
motivated at the beginning, but found it difficult to keep increasing his knowledge. At
the time of the study he identified his work as providing opportunities and impetus to
improve his level of te reo Maori. He was often called on to take part in work activities
in which he had to use Meori, such as taking the role of kaikorero. He also reported
reading Maori weekly, listening to tapes in te reo Maori and learning and re-leaming
waiata' The couple said that they had been considering enrolling in a Te Ataarangi course
together.

The remaining couple described their respective levels of te reo Miiori as not very fluent.
At the fime of the interview both had recently begun a full-time Te Ataarangi course.
They had made the decision to attend the course when they first enrolled their children in
kohanga reo and hna kaupapa Mdori. The mother began anending Te Ataarangi so tbat
she could support her children's education but by the time of the snrdy wanted to become
a more fluent speaker for her oum sake. The father said he had wanted to go to be able to
support his shildren's M6ori language, and to progress his own understanding and
fluency- Prior to starting Te Ataarangi, the mother did not speak Maori. The father h^d a

low level of fluency gained through attending various Meori night classes during the
previous two years, one at a local high school, the other in a private home.

The single parent mother began to leam Maori whe,n working voluntarily in the k6hanga
reo her son had attended before starting kura She later spent ayearanending a technical
institute coulse that included te reo M6ori classes before returning to work at the same
kohanga reo. She thought that she was continuing to learn te reo Miiori meinly from
working in koh'nga- other avenues of language learning included television programmes
that were in Mdori, such as the daily news progranrme 'Te Karereo, a weekly curregt
atrai$ progrunme 'Marae', and a Te Ataarangi nigbt class. She had considered enrolling
in a full-time Te Ataarangi course before the opportunity to work at the kohanga reo came
up.
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Use of te reo Mdori in the home
As with the first goup of parents, it was reported that Maori was used daily in the homes.
Again there was a wide rurye in the amount and in the patterns of lvlaori spoken.
Estimates of the amount of time M6ori was used in the home for language interactions
ranged from a quarter to just over a half. Some homes operated largely as a bilinggal
context' in which both languages, English and Mliori, were used somewhat
interchangeably. For example, the target child in one whanau was described as speaking
bilingually at home, switching from one langrrage to the other. In others, particular
conversational partners influenced which langrrage would be used. For example, another
target child was described as differentiating her language, using very little Meori uften
speaking with her mother, and predominantly Maori when speaking with her sister or
father.

In one home Mnori was described as being used about half the time by all wh6na'
members except the mother. Karakia in te reo Meori was a regular, practically daily
activity in this home. This whinau said that they did not spend a great deal of time at
home as both parents worked, and children would often be with lvlaori qpeaking
grandparents after school. The children regularly attended kapa haka practices at least
once a week with theirparents, where it was estimated that over half of the language used
(srrng, cbanted and spoken) was te reo M6ori.

$imil&ly, in another whEnau the father and children were generally the main speakers of
Mdori' Religious worship was an activity that provided all whanau members including the
mother oppornrnities to use te reo Maori. The whEnau regularly hosted church meetings
in their home, which were conducted entirely in Maori.

In another home, the lounge provided a physical context for Mnori language, as a ,,te reo
only space" where all members of the wbEnau were expected to use lvltori. Television
and radio progammes in Mdori were watched by the family two or three times a week

The parents of another whinau said that &ey both would "k6rero what we btow, i ngd wd
katoa". This resulted in Mdori being used about half the time in the houseo but mainly for
simplero more routine language exchanges. In-depth discussions around a topic werc
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more likely to be carried out in Engtish, although Maori words were often interspersed.
The target child was viewed as speaking in Meori about half the t,me.

Maori was estimated to be spoken half of the time in the home shared by a target chilq
his mother and extended whinau including a native Maori speaking grandmother,
altlhorrgh the child was considered to be speaking Maori about quarter of the time. Mdori
language television progr:unmes were watched nearly every day, usually in the child,s
presence.

tr''ocus two: educational choices and aspirations

As a 9ouP, parents viewed their choice of lcura for their children as the nafiral
progression frorn' and as sritical in order to carry on what had been started in, k6hanga
reo' Besides the desire for continuity in a particular form of education, there was one
other key reason identified as cornmon across the group. parents did not want their
children's schooling experiences to miror their own. All parents expressed a desire for
their children to avoid the educational experiences they had undergone at school as a
motivation for enrolling their children in a kr:ra. For some, this desire related to
'breaking the chain' so to speak at one problematis .linko, that of negative school
outcomes' It also related to rejoining the chain at another, that relating to the lack of te
reo me 6natikanga.

Parents described how they wanted their cbildren to have different experiences from their
own' particularly in terms of opportunities to be Mdori, to leam to speak Meori, to leam
througb M6ori and to develop a strong M6ori knowledge base. while the krna their
children were attending was essentially a state school, in that it was frrnded tbrough and
governed by legislation tbrough the Ministry of Education, parents' belief that it was not
possible to achieve these goals "in the state system" influenced their decisions to choose
kura as the most appropriate schooling option for their children.

For pare'nts of one wtranau who had not become part sf !frhanga reo and kura kaupapa
Mdori until making educational decisions for their two youngest children, the desire to
break the chain was not only in relation to their experiences. It also extended to the
schooling experiences their older children were baving. The father voiced his hope that
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the youngest children at least have oppornrnities to experience a different kind of fornral
education from himself.

"I'd lil(e for my children to ltave a better chance and try something different. I wanted a
whdnau ewironrnent for their education, out in the state system we had to fend for
ourselves. "

Their two oldest children were now attending an English

They had decided to carry their yo'ngest two children's

kaupapa MEori;

medium secondary school.

education on through kura

"Because we felt we went away from our reo with our older children, we neglected to
give them more lonwledge on the Mdori side. Its a second chance for us to eq)ose our
two younger children".

Parents also saw lcura as enabling their children to 'succeed' academically in arguably
more traditional senses of the word. Parents saw srrccess in terms of pursuing figther
education after secondary school years and gaining meaningful employmm! though to
being able to live comfortably in and bave a depth of knowledge about two worlds -
Maori andnon-Mdori.

For example the mother in the wh6nau jus mentioned viewed her decision to send the
yotrngest children to kdhanga reo as influenced by what happened to her as she grew up,

"I didn't do weII in the state system, I always felt I missed out on somethE.,,

Another mother also saw the potential of kura to provide opportr:nities that she never had

as the m{or reason for wanting her children in kura. At the time of the stgdy she
described herself as unable to speak Maori. She wanted her children ,to succeed
e&tcationally', which for her included becoming knowledgeable in Maori. She noted that
many great Maori successes were scholars in Maori and English. She thought it was
possible for her children to leam "the best of both worlds', through kura
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"The whdnaz" \ilas the main reason identified by another couple, motivating their
decision to send their child to kura It was part of a wider decision they had made for
their whole whinau to become fluent in Maori. They believed that with a firm base in te
reo Miiori, their children would do a lot better then they had, especially in relation to
firther education and employrrent.

Two parents saw their decision to send children to kdhanga then hra being important not
only for the children, for themselves as individuals and as parents, and for their whinau
as a whole, but also for Maori society as a whole. 'ldainstrean' schooling was not
considered desirable because it did not provide a direct involvement in hings Meori.
They believed that the development of kura and kdhanga was of great importance to
M6ori as a form of schooling for M6ori children tbat was located in ,te ao Mdori,. They
were also highly motivated by the lack of speakers of te reo Maori and the negative
implications of langrrage loss for Meori as a people.

Te reo Miori was also identified by another parent as the key concem underlying her
choice of schooling for her son. She described her immediate whanaq her parents and
sisters' as all wanting to ensure that the present generation and future gene,rations of
children would be fluent in Miiori, especially compared with her own generation. She
believed that the continued existence of te reo was critical to the survival of Milori as a
race in the future- However while as a wbEnau there was a philosophical and practical
commiSsnl to te reo Meori, three members worked in kohanga reo and another taught
Maori at a tertiary instinrtion, there was not unanimous agreement that kura kaupapa
Meori was the best option for her child. The mother described how one whana' member
disagreed with his going there as opposed to a local English psfirrm school, believing
that it could harm his educationally.

A father who identified te reo Meori as the key reason for sending his children to kura
noted that kura did not always support regional dialects well. He said native speakers

from his own home area did not always reatise how much his children were learning
because his children were not always able to understand or use local terms, and saw a
need for lcura whinau to become familiar with their own iwi diatects. He was also
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concenred that children were speaking "a dffirent reo". He identified a n,mber of
possible leasons for this.

"afien teachers and us parents me second language speakzrs. as young Mdori we ore
ofien leorning diferently from the way Mdori were educated into Mdori lmowledge and
langtnge. Reo is betng replacedwith reo out of books.,,

He was also concerned with how he saw tikanga Maori was changing - ,yormg 
whdnau

are moving the values and norms laid down." He believed that this also reflected a
pressing need for younger generations to leann the kawa of their own hapri and iwi,

The kinds of goals and aspirations for their children articulated by the parents overlapped
with the kinds of reasons grven for sending their children to kura- That their children
achieve academic succ€ss, that they live comfortably in 'nvo worlds, and tbat they gain
meaningful employnent were three most repeated goals.

One couple stated their goals were for their children to have pride in being Maori, to be
comfortable in both worlds, but to have a Maori worldview first. They wanted them to be
equipped with knowledge that would enable them to make their own decisions.

Parents generally thougbt that in kura their children would develop knowledge and
expertise for which there was a growing need in Aotearoa For example, one father
believed that there would be a range of oppornurities for people with skills and
knowledge children in kura were learning. Goals for his children included them seeking
emplolme'nt in areas that would require them to use te reo Maori 4d tikanga Maori.

Parents also made more general statements about their long-term aspirations for their
child' They did not have all have concrete goals or aspirations for wbat their children
night do in the future. One couple was concerned that their child be ',confident ond
proud", "to have self confidence and to be strong in his identity, what he becomes is 4p
to him' " In their view, in order for that to happen, their child needed a strong grasp of ,,te

reo rne nga tilwnga".
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Focus three: reading knowledge and pmctices

While there were similarities between Study One parents' responses and those of Study
Two parents related to reading knowledge and practices, Ers a group they focused more on
practical aspects of reading direcfly related to their respective child than did Study One
parents' An aspect discussed across all interviews related to wbat was happening in the
classroom in relation to reading, and how they might best support this in the home. Two
sets of parents wanted to know more about their child,s rea.rirg progrcss,

"his level of under*anding and reading',.

"what level she started at andwhere she should be at,'.

Parents did not express any interest in finding out more about the reading process in
general, however all parents expressed a desire to know how to best support what was
happening at kura in the home. One couple said that they bad discussed with the kaiako
what they could do to help. At the trme of the interview they thought there was more that
they could do if they were given still more guidance.

one mother felt that the information she needed would change as her new entrant became
a more proficient reader. She thought that a good way of disseminating information to
parents would be providing simple information and ideas regularly throughout the year, at
least once each term.

Another parent reported that her lack of knowledge about the day to day classroom
prognunme was something that had been conceming her. She described feeling
somewhat out of touch with what her child was leanring in reading as well as in other
areas at kura Her child had previously attended fts tsghenga ufiere she was working at
the time of the conversational interviews. She believed that by knowing more about ufrat
was happening in her son's classroom that she would know better how to support his
leaming athome.
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ParenE'views of their rols in reading d*elopment
Study Two parents also viewed their roles as primarily supportive of leaming and
teaching that was occurring in the kura only one mother stated that parents had the
ability to take 2 fsaching role and wanted more information about how this would be best
achieved.

Another mother thought as parents, they were important as a ,,tautoho,,

'system' and that what they were able to do was ,,to 
be there when we can,,.

thought they could help in direct ways

or a support

Her husband

"by asking him questions, to see what he's reading. Is he taking it in? To get him to take
an active interest".

Information about what to do in relation to wbat was occurring in the kura programme
was a prominent theme in this group's views of their role in reading development. As
described above, information about what was in the classroom was viewed as
just as significant to their ability to support their children, as advice on practical ways that
they could help their child. one mother, for example, thought that she needed ,,to get in
touch with what he's doing at latra so I lmow what to do" to help her son as he was
leaming to read.

Paents described the practical ways they saw parents could support their child,s literary
related learning

"helping by making sure tl^ir child mderstands wlwt they.are reading,,

"Showing them how to use all parts of a bootc, the pictures and words, going front to
back".

"I sit and read with her, I encourage her, I makc sure thot hom*tork is done, and
reinforce it, sometimes by thinking up an exciting, good activity tlat goes with it. Also
reading at home with the chil*en is important.,'
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The mother above described how she would take an activity sent home from kgra and
think of things to do that migbt help reinforce and extend her daughter,s learning. For
example, when a sheet with words that started with a particular letter had been sent home,
she and her daughter forurd magazine pictures sf things starting u/ith that letter and cut
them out to paste into a scrapbook.

Knowledge about reading in kura
The perception of tbree sets of parents was that they knew linle about wbat was
happening in the classroom reading progr€unme. Parents of nvo whinau thought that at
the time of the interview the classroom reading progamme was focusing on children
learning to recocnise and identify letters of the Maori alphabet. This was essentially
because the activities that came home involved letter recognition and word lists starting
with a particular letter.

Honu reading practices and auivitics
Reading was also described as a regularly occurring activity in all of the homes of Study
Two whinau' As was reported for Study one whinaq who was actively involved in
reading activities, the patterns of reading within the home, the langruge of the texts rea4
varied from whEnau to wh5nau. None of the descriptions of reading activities and
practices occr:rring within the home included letter and word recognition.

In one whinau the mother read English books and magazines, two or three times a week.
The father read material for courses he was enrolled in part-time each weeh and read
Maori tefis at least once a month. on most of the nights that they were home, the mother
read storybooks to childreD, on average once or nvice a week. one to tbree books in
either Maori or English were chosen by any or all of the four children and usgally read to
them as a group. There were a number of Learning Media Limited .He purapura, titles in
the home. The second-youngest chil4 a couple of years slder rhan the target child,
brought home a book from kura once or nvice a weeh which he read with the mother.

ln another rryhanau both parents read biblical material several 'rnes a weeh the father in
both English and M6ori. The mother read religious material in Englislu as well as
English books borrowed from the local library. The whfrnau had a few books 6om the
'He Purapura' series, as well as some commercial publications. Children,s books, mainly
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Englisb' were borowed from the local council library. Ndeori books were read with the
children" about once a week, English books two to three times a week, usually by the
mother.

In another wh6nau both parents read Mdori texts once or twice a month. The older
children read regularlY, the 8-year-old read Miori and English books two to three times a
weeh the l3-year-old son read mainly Euglish books two to tbree times a week. The
parents hardly ever read books with their children.

Both parents of one wh5nau read Mdori bools every night in preparation for their Te
Ataarangi course, usually after their youngest children h"d gone to bed. They both did a
little personal reading once or trvice a week, although less often at tie t,me of the study.
The mother read English magazines and books, the father English novels and publications
such as the oMana' magazine that ran some articles in te reo Maori. On most school
nights their trvo high school-aged children were reading English books, mainly school
texts. The target child was hatdly ever read witb, either in English or M6ori.

In the remaining home the mother and grandfather read English books and magazines
while the grandmother read Meori newspapers and magazines. There were a few M6ori
children's storybooks. In the past the mother had brought home books from k6hanga reo
in to read to her son- They sometimes borrowed MEori language children,s books from
the library.

The grandfather read English books to the target child nro or three nights a week. The
mother or grandmother read Meori books yift him when they were available, rangng
from nearly every night, thro'gh once a weeh to not at all, depending on supply.

Kura rcading activities at home
Though these children were in the same class, panents reported a range in the regularity of
reading activities being sent home. Parents of two whinau said activities had come home
three or for:r times a week since their child had started kura while the remaining three
said they had initiatly come home but had stopped or were inegular. AII parents
described the activities as involving letter and sound identification.
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In nelation to the kinds of activities coming home, one parent described feeling lucky that
she 'had a teaching background and was able to make them more meaningful,. she
thought that most of the activities sent home tended to be isolated activities that lacked
meaning' She was worried that some parents night not know how to teach from the
activities, svsn thsrrgh there were some d.irections provided. other parents said tbat they
found the activities useful because they were able to see what their children were leanring

Parents of all the target children said that they would like books to be sent home 6om
kura regularly, at least weekly if not two or three times a week. One parent said that she
wouldn't mind reading them to her child if he was not able to read them himseli but
would also like some sent home that were easy enough for him to read. parene

commented on how they found it hard to get access to a range of Maori langpage books
for children, and that where reading was a regular practice, the same ones tended to be
read over and over.

TE KURA

During the trryo years in which Study One and Study Two were carried out, two kaialco
taught the new entrant classes attended by the ten target children Both women hed

completed a tbree-year Kura Kaupapa M6ori teacher education diploma course and bad
partially completed university based Bachelor of Education degrees.

The kaiako teaching the new entrant class of the five target children uihile Study one was
carried out was beginning her third year of teaching school aged children in a kura
kaupapa Maori. All her teaching experience had been with new eutrant children. She bad
worked in a k6hanga reo for nearly five years before gnrqlling in a diploma of teaching
course.

The new entrant kaiako involved in Study Two was in her first firll-time year of teaching.
She had gone to train as a teachq within a few years of finishing secondary school.
During 1995 she had beenpart-time and relief teaching in various kura kagpapal/teori.
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In 1995 and 1996 the kura was attended by approximately 100 prinary school aged

children and up to 40 secondary school aged children. In both years there was one class
of new entrant children. At that time the practice of the kur4 familiar to local k6hanga
reo, wtls that all new children entered as a group at the beginning of the temn in which
they turned five, rather than enrolling individually throughout the year. At the beginning
of the 1995 school year there were twenty children in the classroom. Ten of the children
had started kura during the final term of 1994,tenwere entering primary schooling for the
first time.

At the beginning of term one in 1996 there were eighteen children in the new entrant
classroom. over half of the children were starting school for the first time, seven bad
begr[r at the beginning of the third term in the previous year. All children had atteoded
one of five kdhanga reo in the local districts for at least one year before snrslting at kura
Most of the children had come from the three kdhanga reo closest to the kura AII the
children knew at least one other child at the kura" many had older sibtings there.

Kura obsemotions
observations were carried out in the new entan't classrooms ncross foru weeks during
February and March of 1995 and again in February and March of 1996. Rgnning records
and audiotape recordings were taken of reading activities across each of the fogr weeks
on randomly selected days. During these times the respective classroom kaiako was
interviewed. In total, six observations were made druing 1995 and foru in lgg1,from the
start of the school day rmtil lunchtime. Observations were also made of at least nvo
afternoons during each year, of which written records in the form of d.iary notes were
made.

Similar reading related activities took place in classrooms of both kaiako. These ranged
from very specific letter-sound recognition activities involving the whole class, to
individual, personal activities around Miori text in tbe classroom, including books tbat
wene available in the classroom environmeng initiated by individual or small groups of
children. For instance, on completion of a set classroom learning activity a child or small
group of children would sometimes share books between themselves or ask a kaiako or
parent to read with them.
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Across both years, each morning the whole class participated in activities arognd the
Meori Alpbabet. Children were asked individually and in groups to identifi letters and
phonemes and the sounds that went with these. Writing activities took place after these
activities, in which children practised printing a letter of the alphabet and words that
began with the letter- While observations were not formally made in the classroom
throughout the year, infonnal observations indicated that these activities continued, with
the addition of individual and group bookreading activities with children who had alreadv
spent one or two terms in the classroom.

Kaiako read Mdori books to the whole class that related to topics or themes being studied
in the classroom prognunme, for instance druing Putaiao or science study, or when there
was free time before moming or lunch interval. During the month in which obsenrations
were taken' the teacher also read books with individual or small groups of children who
had started ktua in the previous year.

As a parent member of the kura whdnau in which the studies were carried out, I was very
much a participant-observer in krua related activities such as hui, sports, lflrra trips, firnd-
raising as well as in classroom activities. Diary observations were made about aspects of
parent and wh5nau participation in these kinds of kura activities in general. While these
sets of observations are not specifically reported in this thesis, they have been drawn on to
provide context' comFarison and conhast to information contained in the conversational
interviews.

The kura had a policy of actively encouraging parents to come into the classrooms and to
be involved in school-related activities. For the duration of the studies, parents and
caregivers were observed in the kura and in the new entrants classroom, though often
watching classroom activities rather than participating. Generally, parent participation in
classroom progftunmes wuls not organised in any formal way, although in tbree of the foru
terms of 1996 a few parents arranged to listen to older childreu reading.

Other ways that parents participated in the kura at large was through firnd-raising
activities, such as selling food and drinks in kura break "mes. There was also high parent
and wider whEnau participation outside of kura hours, at weekly indoor basketball and
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weekend netbdl fixnrres, during weekend live-in practices for the secondary school
performing arts festival and so on. The kura had mixed teams of five to eight year-olds
and girls' teams of nine year olds and upwards competing in the local districts netball
competition, as well ss ]orrng mixed teams and older single sex teams in the local indoor
basketball competition for schools. There were also many kura parents and wb6nau and
older students who were members of three kapa haka groups based at the uurftrc to which
the kuais attached. Just over half of the whanau involved in the studies participated in at
least one ofthese.

Many of the ways in which par€nts did or did not participate reflected the degree to which
they used te reo Maori. For example, parents who participated in direct ways in the
classrooms tended to be those who showed more confidence in speaking Meori both
within the lcura and in other kura whinau contexts such as hui or school sports fixtures.
Some of the parents who put a great deal of energy into fund-raising, coaching and
supporting school sports activities used little Maori language in these settings.

These kinds of activities arguably provided relatively non-threatening contexts in a
linguistic sense for active and meaningfirl parent participation. Of interest is that some of
the parents who were heavily involved in such activities later went into Maori language
courses such as Te Ataarangi. It can be argued that senings calling for high levels of
participation but making low M6ori language demands, may provide a relatively
supportive context in which parents with little fluency in Meori can, in their own time.
choose to become Meori langrrage speakers.

I(AIAKO INTER\TIEWS

The new entrant class kaiako in both studies also took part in Whakawhiti k6rero (see

Appendix 4), focusing on three areas described in Chapter Seven. Interviews took
approximately one to one and a half hours. The three key focus areas for parent and
whiinau interviews were applied in the following ways. Firstly the focus on te reo was in
terms of how kaiako viewed the relationship between Meori language, the development
of reading in Meori and the role of children's whEnau in children's reading development.
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Secondly, the focus on educational choices and aspirations translated across to the
expectations kaiako had of the new entant children they were teaching for the first time,
and the goals they had for teaching and leanring of reading in their classroom. Thirdly,
the focus on reading knowledge and practices was examined in terms of theories and
beliefs kaiako articulated regarding reading and its development.

Focus one: te reo M[ori

Te reo M&ori and reading develapmcnt
Kaiako described viewing the relationship benveen te reo Meori and reading as one in
which the development of reading helped support and facilitate children,s Maori language
development. one kaiako described the initial emphasis in her class as being on
accelerating Meori langu4ge leanring, in which reading instnrction played a part. trkiako
described using word study activities, zuch as having words and pictures around the room
for children to match uP, tls away to build their word identification skills as well as their
vocabulary.

ln relation to the $rpes of reading activities occurring, reading and writing routines using
the M6ori alphabet were described as helping the children to recomise and identift the
letters and letter combinations tbat made up Maori langrrage. Reading was also viewed as
beiry "woven into everything" aadthat it was occurring across all parts of the day. In
particular reading books and stories to the children was described as occurring more in
relation to curriculun areas other rhpn reading instnrction, often as a way to expose
children to vocabulary around a topic or therne being studied.

There werc two reasons stated for the relatively low use of books in the formal rcading
programme at the time of the study. Firstly it related to the teacher's theory on how
reading develops, the stages and sequences of reading development. One kaiako stafed
that learning to recognise letters and phonemes started the children ,,on the wsy to beW
tndependent readers". It was presumed that once this became established then childreir
could quickly start reading books, which was seen as highly desired because in a school
setting "a big part of learning is just reading". The other reason related to the kinds of
resources available that were appropriate for the children Aspects of print resouces for
Maori medium education settings explored in Chapter Four were highlighted by kaiako.
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"I don't put them on easy readers straight sw6y,

assured when they're looHng at lettering and tlnt.
small a print. "

I just want them to be realty self-

I rtrd the easy readers oe ofien too

Role ofwhdnau
Kaiako were asked how they saw the

langnage and to reading. ,,1 think it,s

Iearning, they should be helping.,'

role of parents and whinau in relation to Maori

[parents' roleJ a learntng role, they should be

Both kaiako were happy for parents to come in and participate in any of their class
activities, including reading. They thougtrt that parents should be a major part of the krua
programme, both in the kura and in the home.

one kaiako observed "r remember our laupapa when we started. We all were into
whdnau learning'". For her the roles of the parents included making time for the
activities sent home. "My expectation is really angled at the whiinau, tlat they give their
Hds, that, [timeJ its no more tlwn ten mimttes work- The expectation was that parents
would take helping, teaching and leanring roles with their children. This was echoed by
the other kaiako who described getting good responses from parents in terms of activities
being completed and returned to kura

Kaiako were asked if they thought parents might have any difficulty with reading
activities that might come home, and why or why not. Both kaiako thought that parents

nieht have difficulty if they had little grasp of te reo Meori.

"Backgrounds offamilies, likn if they haven't got the btowledge of how the fupu sound-

Cos everyone lorcws wtut English sounds like. But if they don't touw wlat ttu Mdori
words sound like it might be harderfor the kids when the children try and read Thqt,re
not stre if they've got it right and neither are the parents.,'

Also identified were problems that could potentially occur if parents had little
understanding or knowledge about how Maori as a written langrrage was being presented

to the children in the classroom. For example kaiako thought tbat it might be confirsing
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to children if parents tried to work with letter-sound activities usiag English
pronunciations for fts nams of letters.

"Some parentsfind it very hard. Sbnply because you btow if its haka and ttvy [chil&enJ
spell haka, h aa, k aa, parents might spell it aitch cy, kry, ay,,.

However this potential difficulty was seen to be offset to some extent by parental
aspirations for their children to be M5ori speakers.

"I think our biggest trouble is we haven't got whdnant based language. you btow, Mdort
language, that's ow biggest problem, but the attitudes are there.,,

It was pointed out that parents who could not speak Mdori were able to support their
children's reading development in other significant ways.

"Porents with no reo, f think parents with no reo don't read Mdori books anwqy. Bu
they read [with their childrenJ. I mean they read English books. And the sHys oe still
the same' So you Imow I cry because they haven't got Mdori in the home, but then again
I'm lucklt, at leost those parents oe reading English books and the same skills, tluy cot
be tronsfened..-what I'd prefer tf they can't get Mdori in the home, then I would prefer
that their parents still do the reading.',

Another positive aspect of parents reading in Engtish with children was that it helped to
accommodate the unsatisfactorily low levels of children's books available in te reo Maori.

"71/hat you see here [in the classJ and what you've got at home, I mean that,s the state of
tt. That's the situation at the moment-"

To help address issues related to parental lack of knowledge about classroom
progranmes, as well as low levels of Mii,ori language, kaiako said that they encouraged

parents of new children to come and observe and listen in to the activities at kura
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"" I think that this is the time that parents can grow, develop, especially nev) entrants

[parentsJ can grow in the language with their kids. And yes its tnrd for our parents
because they haven't got the language at home. I also have an open door policy, tlrcy can
ask me what they can do [to learnJ... "r've got good porents, that really are straight up
front. They haven't got the reo and me quite happy to come in fthe classroomJ.,,

"Quite a few parents have been coming in and listening to what, I encourage them to
come in and listen ond they have been.,'

Kaiako discussions did reflect a concern for sharing of koowledge betrveen wh5nau and
kura and they described oppornrnities for parents to access infomration. Kaiako
expressed strong preferences for okanohi ki kaoohio, for parents and whinau to learn
about teaching proguuDmes and activities tbrough observing them in the context of the
classroom.

Kara to home reading practices
Kaiako were invited to talk about their practices of sending reading activities home with
their new entant children- Children did not take material home until they were assessed

to bave a degree of literacy knowledge attainment and deciphering skills. What was
initially sent home involved recognition of the letter pairs for the phonetic sotmds that
make up M6ori words. While it was stated that the intention was to send books home
with some of the children, this was not observed to occur regularly. More commonly, a
plastic pack containing photocopied word study sheets or a small notebook with activities
around Maori language phonemes went home. Activities that related to books children
were currenfly reading were also sent home.

"I'll do the reader with them, but their worksheet witl be activities taken from it rather
than they takc the reader home.,,

The reasons grven for this included lack of books and printed material at the appropriate
levels, experiences of books not being retumed and that the books were not being read ar
home by the children.
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Kaiako expressed some ambivalence about sen.ling books home with the children. Two
major reasons were outlined for this view. one related to the range in levels of parents,

fluency in M6ori. Some concem appeared to be expressed that there was less focus on
learning and development of other members of children's whEnatl and this had

implications for classroom progftunmes.

"Parents' Ievels of te reo Mdori are a maior part of [decisiotts around sending reading
activities homeJ. I remember our kaupapa when we started [the kuraJ- We all were into
whdnau learning."

Another related to the qtrality, as well as the quantity, of books that were available at new
entrant's level "1 don't like them, ... I'm not saying the reo is wrong but I think they,re
not advanced enough".

Other reasons were proposed for why send.ing activities home with children was not
always a positive thing. one related to the kaiako perceptions of how some parents

thought about the role of teachers and schools. "Tltere's lots of reasoru why poents
might think homework's not good. They think that teachers should be doing the teaching
during school time."

Another related to wbat parents thought their child should or should not do with boola,
for example that children should not be reading from memory. one kaiako also
expressed having encountered problems in the past with the ways some paren6
interpreted how activities were to be carried ou\ "f've had issues in the past where
pments have worlcedwith their kidsfor hours. I mean that's ridicalous! It should still be

frtn".

Focus two: kaiako expectations and goals

Kaiako were asked to comment on what they expected of children when they came into
the new entrant classroom. They were asked what kinds of knowledge and expertise they
expected children to arrive at kura with. They were also asked to identify wbat they saw
as important for the cbildren's reading development in the hrra-
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The kaiako in study one saw kura kaupapa Maori as a school type, and herself as a new
entrant teacher teaching withiD a kura, as forhrnate in that all lcura new entrant students
have had some pre-school educational experiences in kdhanga reo.

As mothers of children currenfly enrolled in a kdhang4 both kaiako shared practical
knowledge of kdhanga reo. As mentioned above, one kaiako had worked in a kdhanga
for a number of years before undertaking teacher training. While it is not known how
typical it is generally for people to move from early child education into primary or
secondary fgsshing, many kaiako working in kura kaupapa Maori settings are intimately
familiar with, or have worked in kohanga reo. The knowledge and experiences these two
kaiako have of particular kohanga reo played a significant part in the expectations they
held about new entrant children's prior knowledge. The most imporant hing for the
kaiako was that the children had a really good base in te reo Meori.

"Very good reo, you lonw, really good reo. I think afier four years at kihanga reo, they
should have developed a really good language base.,,

It could be argued tbat coupled with this expectation, was the competing expectation that
it would not always being me! particularly gven the emphasis placed on developing
children's language during their first months of schooling. Both kaiako expressed
concems that some of the children seemed to have low levels of fluency in ldeori when
they first arrived. one kaiako described how she had initially expected that all her class
would be proficient in te reo Mdori. Differences were observed across the children in
terms of home language backgrounds.

"A bit of a shock the diferent levels of Mdori. You could see the ones tlat kirero Mdori
at home' I lorcw the parents, that they didn't have much reo. You takzfor granted ttwt alt
the ftara lcaupapa Mdori parents btow Mdori. Now I btow tlwt some don,t.,,

"You could see some [children's Mdori language competenciesJ come from kilwnga
some came from home too. Some kids luve more background with [Mdori langrugeJ
tlnn others."
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One of the kaiako commented that some children appeared to have rather a namow ftrnge
of Maori, they appeared to speak and understand routine language of their respective
kohanga very well, but did not always appear to clearly comprehend what was being
talked about in kura.

The Study one kaiako said that she was sometimes particularly worried about the
apparent lack of Meori fluency of some children in her new entrant class. when this
occurred, she would contact the kdhanga reo that the children were said to have attended.
Sometimes she would find that although children might have been enrolled in a k6hanga
reo' it did not automatically follow that they had attended regularly, or for any extended
period of time- In a few instances arrangernents were made to have children placed back
into the near€st kOhanga to the kura.

Kaiako also bad expectations about other kinds of knowledge and expertise the children
would bring into the kura. These ranged from specific kinds of lnowledge, zuch as

children being able to recognise and name numbersn colours and some letters of the Meori
alphabet, to more generic kinds of expertise, such as being able to use scissors, crayons
and pencils effectively. They also expected children to have developed some general
concepts about print and attitudes towards reading.

"I would expect them to be able to pick up a book and at least go to the beginning of the
book and be able to recognise, they mighnl futow the words but at least btow you start
on the lef and go to the right.,,

"I would like Hds to think its fun to read, enjoynent.

home, that its really enjoyable, so that they want

themselves."

Good if they're getting read to at

to read, thqt want to do it for

One kaiako noted that not all children were arriving with these kinds of knowledge. She
had followed up with contibuting kdhanga ,,1 actually ring up knh,anga and say, okay,

these are some skills that maybe you need to look at".
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Goals

Kaiako were asked about the goals they had for teaching and leanring of reading in their
classroom. The kaiako identified tbree majer goals in terms ef lsn.ring in their
classrooms: that the children learn to read that learning to read be doyable; and that the
children's te reo Maori language development be supported and facilitatec though
reading.

During her intervieq one kaiako stated ttrat she did not approach reading as a qpecific
subject or curriculum area with her new entrants' class. This kaiako viewed reading as
very much "part and parcel of their whole worh their writing, their oral skills, its not a
separate identity on its own". She stated that "in terms of reading it also develops tlu
language, they go hand in hand, you can't takc them awry ffrom each otherJ,,. she
thought that children's M6ori oral language development influenced the time and effort it
took children to learn to read. "fn terms of reading, if their oraq/ [in MdoriJ isn,t good"

then thetr reading [in MdortJ is gorng to be really low. " She said that for the first one or
two months a child was at school, the classroom progamme concentrated on developrng
te reo Maori. Reading activities in the classroom were one of the ways through which
this was acbieved.

one kaiako held long-term goals for the children relating to the kinds of snrdy babits that
she believed they would need as they went through their schooling.

"Ir'Iy role as a teacher is to see tlat they get a really good start. Arrd that I iratil into
them the desire to learn... so my rore is to give them good riteraqt skilrs, good
compreheruion shlls, goodvocab, and all those things, and to appreciate flearningJ,,.

Focus three: theories and beliefs about reading

It is argued tbat teachers' theories are developed in practice, and form the basis for the
goals they set and the way they organise instnrction (Goodridge , 1995:23g). Teachers do
not adhere to a unilateral theory of teaching, or even a theory per curricul rm aneia-

Correspondingly, one might adhere to a set of ideas about learning in general, and at the
same time have another set of ideas about what it meens to learn to carry out a particular

activity, zuch as leanring how to read. The beliefs teachers hold reflect their beliefs and
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assumptions about the learner (Olson & Bruner, 1996;11), about what is being tagght and
what needs to be taught. Teachers' theories are also shaped and modified by their
interactions with children and by the ways in which they perceive abilities and
characteristics of individual children (Cazden, Iggga).

A teacher may hold multiple theories related to an area of teaching, such as read.ing, any
one or more of which may be gurding their teaching goals and practices at a given time.
Teachers' stated theories and beliefs may be shaped or contained by those currently
presented in educational literanue, ministerial curriculum documents, and may or may not
coincide with their personal theories and beliefs (Olson & Bruner, 1996). In Chapter Six
I discussed how &e relationships between motiveso goals and activity or action are not
straightforward- Similarly, while goals, beliefs and theories are inexticably linked, they
do not logically follow one from the other, and are not necessarily directly reflected in all
the goals a teacher might articulate, or the practices a teacher may carry out. Nor are

relationships closed or exclusive. Theories, goals and practices are open to external
influences of contex! of resoucing, of wider social, political and cultural goals of a
teacher, or groups a teacher may belong to, or identify with. These influenc€s were
evident in the descriptions and statements given by kaiako during their interviews.

The overarching theoretical perspective about learning and teaching that was reflected in
kaiako statements can be described as it being perceived as a holistic enterprise, rather
than being rnade up two discrete activities - leaming and teaching. There was also a sense

of 'curriculum' being seen as a whole rather tban as consisting of separate curriculum
areas. Teacher beliefs and theories also encapsulate the philosophy underlying Kgra
Kaupapa Meori as an educational, political and cultgral movement - Te Aho Matua
(Nepe, l99l). Kura Kaupapa MSori emerged d.irectly out of the Kohanga Reo movemenl
Underlying both movements are MSori preferred or understood conceptualisations of the

reciprocal nature of leaming and teaching involved in a wholistic world view where the,re

is coherence and connectedness across all life forms, organic and spiritual (e.g. Nepe,
1991; Pere, 1994).
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On the other hand there is a theoretical perspective reflected in teachers' responses related
to the sequencing of learning and development, for example the development of oral
tanguage expertise before written language expertise.

There are also beliefs related to bilingrral and second language development being
expressed' That is, the teachers'perceptions and understandings of the langrrage contelrts
their bilingualy developing students inhabit out of the classroom; of the sysrriding goal
of a kua kaupapa Meori classroom, of a kura kaupapa Maori school; and of the
relationship or parhoership existing between home and school.

A 'bottom up' approach to reading was reflected in teachen' beliefs and theories about
how children leam to read" and how children are aught to read in lvfeori. It can be argued
that this partly stems from the regular, phonemic nature of print Meori. Kaiako believed
children needed regular, systematic exposure to the individual phonemes that make up
written Maori. They believed that the whole class routines that took place each morni4g
contributed to this.

Kaiako believed that ambient print around the classroom, captions displayed with pictures
and children's drawings, signs for activity comers, such as the block comer, the reading
corner' charts of MEori phonemes, all provided opportunities for children to leam and
practise reading, and to reinforce worq letter and sound identification skills. They also
believed children needed to have regular 'whole language' experiences of M6ori print
Both reported that they read books to their classes dailv.

Kaiako were invited 1s talk about their beliefs and theories around sending books home
with their students. The kaiako in Study One believed that te reo Mdori reading activities
should go home because it was an avenue for provirlirig recognition to the commime,nt

made by parents to kura and to helping to ensrue that te reo M6ori is present in the home.

Sending reading activities home with new entrants was also motivated by the belief that it
was advantageous that children start "getting into the habit" of doing some academic

work at home regularly early on in their schooling car@r. However, during the formal
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observation periods very little evidence of reading activities involving meaningful text
going home was seen.

Teachers' beliefs around sending reading activities home with their new entrant childrcn
were mediated by a number of existing conditions, or conditions perceived by kaiako to
be existing. Factors kaiako identified as influencing their decisions about the kinds of
activities sent home included parent expectations, parent levels of te reo and the qgality of
available early readen.

SUMMARY

This chapter describes interviews with adult wh5nau members of ten kura new entrant
children and their two kaiako. Themes of interest to this thesis in relation to the
regeueration of te reo Meori, and reading as a context of support for Maori language use

within wh5nau homes, were explored. Practices, beliefs and theories related to home-
school interrelationships, the perceived role of parents and whanarg and implications of
differential Maori language facility were described.

Here and elsewhere, owhdnau' is identffied as a concept that is multi-faceted. The facet
that comes particularly into focus in the interviews is around notions of kaupap4 joint
foctrses and shared goals and aspirations. 'Whinau' is reflected for example in reasons
given for choosing kura as a schooling option It is reflected in the way commitment to
kobanga reo and ktfia kaupapa Maori is realised and expressed in different ways by
members of kura and k6hanga whinau (G. Smitb lggT). Parents and kaiako have
developed and carry theories about what the relationship between kura and homes should
b, is a whfinau

Parents' stirted reasons for sending their children to kohanga and kura reflect processes in
operation like those illustrated by Graham Smith's (1997; 66) model of the
'conscentisation-resistance-prar<is' cycle. For examFle, some pareirts described
politically motivated reasons for their children being in kur4 others initially participated
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in kdhanga for practical reasons, such as zrccess to child-care, or for culfirral, or
educationally oriented reasons, later coming to develop a political perspective.

There were differing perspectives on the nature of te reo M6ori me 6na tikanga articulated
by parents' one parent viewed these as ideally continuous and unchanging, others saw
them as more dyramic and continually evolving. Such differences in perception arggably
may in turn influence what parents expect from kaiako and from teaching prograrnnres

and processes. They were also related to the parents' identification of different critical
contexts of leaming' For example, the parent qfio was concerned about shifts he saw
occurring in language and beliefs and practices believed it was imperative for parents and
children to access tibally located language and knowledge. In comparison, a ngmber of
parents expressed more concem about their children accessing whatever forms of
knowledge they might desire or need to realise their own goals and aspirations. However,
the majority saw, or hoped that Mnori language and knowledge would remain a
fundarnental part of their children's funre.

While children in Meori medium schooling may experience relatively restict€d
'infomal, everyday' contexts for using Meori as the means of communication, parents
who are tying to learn te reo Maori as a second language often face even grcat€r
restrictions- Parents described going to great lengths to leam to speak M5ori that
included leaving secure well-paid employmen! relocating whiinau, and entering into
long-terrr programmes of study. At least three types of motivation have been proposed
for language learning and use; economic advancemen! social prestige and cultgral
gratification (e.g" Baker, 1996; Fishman" l99l; Paulston, lgg4). parents described
overlapping motivations, from reinforcing a sense of belongrng and cultural identification
through to associated practical advantages seen to be gained from being able to qpeak

Maori, such as the development of enhanced emplolment prospects.

There was a range of perceptions held by parents about their ability as M5ori langrrage

speakers and learners. They also dessibed differing reactions of other wh6nau members,
including children' to them as language leamers and speakers. While some reported that
native speaking whiinau members interacted in Maori with their children, the pareirts
generally did not describe themselves r$ being perceived as Maori language
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communicative partlers by these same whiinau members. Some descriptions reflected
that in essence they were considered and interacted with as non-lVIaori speakers.

Ramifications for parents' access to M6ori langrrage experiences and langrrage leaming
were evident in relation to parental experiences of variously being viewed as a competent
speaker, as a developing speaker, or as a non-speaker of Maori. Sometimes overlaying
ttrese were parents' subjective memories of their formal schooling experiences, as being
relatively 'unsuccessful leanrers'. These factors could impact positively or negatively on
parents' Mdori language learning and use. For instance, one was described as lacking
confidence in using Maori in the home as a consequence of his children,s negative
reactions, but more confident in contexts involving other language learning adults.
Another described herself as hating a'mental block' with regards to learning, using little
Meori with her children, and seldom if ever reading with them. In comparison, two
mothers who described experiencing positive reactions and evaluations of their lvliori
language learning had later sought employrrent and haining in areas requiring regular use

of te reo Maori.

Teachers also carried theories related to parents as speakers of M6ori. In relation to
perceptions of children's language competencies, kaiako expressed concems that
children's learning and development night be compromised by homes where Meori
langrrage use was not a regular feature. At the same time, they acknowledged that other
parental characteristics and home practices might mediate relative low levels of lvliori of
parents or homes. These ranged from commiment and a desire to be involved directly in
the school programms thrcrrgh to home literacy p,ractices involving booheading in
English.

Impressions of personal theories on reading development wete revealed in parents,

discussions about what they thougbt the kura reading progftrmme did or should do. There
was a sense of understanding reading development as a stage-wise process. For instance,

fonr parents describing reading development used the term 'basics'. Another parcnt

described learning to read before leaming to write as a developme,ntal sequence. pare,nts

expressed the desire to know wbat was happening in their children's classroom as a
means to support the classroom proganme in concrete ways. Clear, uptodate and

specific information about what was happening in their child's classroom was idenffied
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as a key factor influencing the ability of the home to support children's leaming. This

desire for information parallels that of parents whose children are in English medium or

conventional classrooms (McNaughtoq Parr, Timperley, & RobinsoU 1992).

It was possible for me to respond in a number of ways to parents' requests for information

related to reading. These included encouraging them to talk with hrra sta$ passing on

insider-information I had as a parent myself, and providing information as a formal part

of the studies. In effect all three of these responses were used. As a mother of a child

who was in ttre new entrant class during Snrdy One (who incidentally was not one of the

target children) and two older children who had been at the kura for over nvo and five

years respectively, I bad parent-related knowledge and experiences that I could share. For

instance I could provide historical information and insights around the intoduction of

English reading instnrction" something of concern to a number of the parents, which I did.

Prior to interviews with parents and caregivers, one had already been undertaken with the

respective new entrnt kaiako. Kaiako expressed positive views towards pax€nt

participation in their classrooms and towards paxents seeking information about

classroom prognunmes. Both kaiako reflected a preference for parents to get information

about their children's classroom progftlrnmes in-situ so to speak, by directly obsenring

and participating. The kaiako for the fust snrdy did have a hui for parents of children

starting in 1995 where amongst sthgl things she talked about the kinds of ac'tivities that

would be sent home with the children. In both instances, kaiako also provided simple

written instnrctions on how to carry out activities and the lenglh of time to spend on them,

which accompanied activities being sent home. When parents asked me for information

that related to the classroom reading progamme and about how they night zupport it at

home, I suggested that they approach kaiako directly. In the second Sdy, whEnau were

provided with a booklet that outlined the benefits of reading with children in variou ways

for theirreading and language development.

Since the stud^ies, groups of parents and kaiako have been working together to identif,

describe and explain their beliefs and understandings about curriculum areas including

reading, and about lsaching and leaming. The year following final data collection I was

approached to help as a parent in the introduction and delivery of a reading progmmme
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developed by Poutama psunamu Research Centne (Glyrna Berryman, Atvars, Ilarawir4

Walker, & Ifuiwai, 1997). The introduction indicates to some o<ten! shifts that have

occuned within this particular kura- This was a programme I had brought to the attention

of staff a number of years before, however at that time it was greeted with some

reservation, particularly in terms of it being perceived as having developed outside the

ambit of kura kaupapa Maori.

The theories reflected in parents talk overlap with those attributed to other groups of
parents (e.g. McNaughton, Par, Timperley, & Robinsou 1992). The majority of parents

reflected a theory of parents' roles in children's academic leaming as one of zupport and

reinforcement. However, located in the descriptions of what they did with their children

were descriptions of 'teaching'. lndeed, one mother provided examples of some very

creative lesson planning around activities sent home from kura-

The kaiako and wb5nau respectively, held beliefs and understandings about language and

literacy leaming in relation to the children under their care, and often about themselves as

bilingua[y developing adults. At the time these studies were carried out it was evident

that understandings were not always congruent across or eve,n within individuals.

What emerged fiom kaiako descriptions, and observations of reading activities sent home,

was that there was not always a clear match betrveen their beliefs and the classroom and

home-kura practices that they outlined. While both kaiako described an emphasis on

Meori langrrage development and a belief in the need for parents to learn and use as much

Meori as possible, they also described home activities that tmded to focus on lett€r sound

relationships and letter and word recogition, rather than the production and use of
meaningful langrrage. Most activities were presented in worksheet form, sometimes

pasted into a scrapbook. The space between 'theory' and 'pra"xis' appeared to be

mediated by, amongst other things, the desire to ensure that demands placed on parelrts by

school-initiated activities would not be onenous.

Parents' descriptions of home literacy practices revealed great variation across the ten

whEnau. Reports of their own literacy practices ranged from self-descriptions as irregular

or essentially non-readers, to descripiors of how print literacy was used to support
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second language leaming, from posting Maori vocabulary lists and signs around the

home, the use of dictionaries to find vocabulary items, through to personal dirested study

of Maori manuscripts. Of particular interest were the differences in bookreading

behaviotus with children. Reading with children in Maori can be affected by at leas nvo

parent characteristics, level of fluency in Mnori and levels of literacy expertise and

practices. The relationship between parents' self-evaluated fluency, parents' educational

backgrounds and reported literacy behaviours, and whEnau reading practices involving

children, was complex. There was not a consistent relationship between fluency in te reo

Maori and practices around reading evident from parent interviews. For example, parents

who identified themselves as having medium to high levels of fluency described Meori

bookreading activity occurring regularly through to never in their homes. Parents who

described *reir competencies in Mnori as minimal reported similar ranges in bookreading

practice in the home.

$imil6ly, the two parents who were more fluent and 'educated' in terms of academic

qualifications gained and who reported regularly occurring personal literacy practice,

represented both ends of the continunm. One belonged to whiinau in which children were

regularly read with in English and Miori, the other to a whEnau in which very little

boolreading with children occured.

Parents expressed concem about accessing Maori texts for their children. One also

expressed concem about accessing text with levels of difficulty that she saw as

appropriate, in terrts of her lack of Maori language fluency. Data collected on

bookreading practices during Snrdy One provided clear indications that access is a

significant influence on wh6nau bookneading practices. The data also reinforced the

impression gained from the interviews that reading of M6ori books as a practice varied

greatly across the homes of these whanau. Their effectiveness in providing a context for

intergenerational Maori language use also varied significantly.

Following data collection in Snrdy Oneo and Study Two, reportd in the next chapter, I
passed on information about publishers, bookstores and local libraries that I had found to

be sources of written Meori material for children. In the case of Study Two, children kept

books that they wanted from the sets provided.
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CHAPTER I\tIhI-E

KORERo PUKAPUKA r NGA rcArncl -

BOOKREADING IN IIOMES

INTRODUCTION

This thesis exarrrines intersections between the fall and rise of te reo M6ori, print literacy,

and intergenerational processes of language regeneration. The point of intersection

explored in this chapter relates to how parents, who are second language speakers of

Mdori, interact with their children during bookreading activities. Of particular interest are

the kinds of interactions parents and children have around written M6ori text, and the

significance of these interactions for intergenerational M6ori language use and

development in the home. ln families who have a demonstrated commitment to te reo

M6ori, reflected in the choice of kaupapa Maori schooling for the children, it can be

expected that family literacy practices in the home provide contexts for te reo Maori.

The aim of the two studies, discussed in this as well as the previous chapter, was to

examine language interactions around Maori language texts read in the homes of kura

kaupapa M6ori new entrants. It was originally envisaged that readings recorded by

whinau would involve reading M6ori language books that were berng sent home from

kwa. However, during Whakawhiti kdrero with the children's new entant teachers

reported in the previous chapter it becarne apparent that early new entrant literacy-related

tasks being sent home at the time of the studies were predominantly letter and word

recognition activities.

During Whakawhiti kdrero, parents were asked about the availability of books unitten in

Maori in the home (see Chapter Eight). These included books owned by or available to

the whdnau, such as books borrowed from local libraries. lnformation given indicated

variations in access to Maori language print resources across participating whiinau.



Observational data collected from wh6nau indicated furttrer variations, in frequency of

bookreading activities, in the language of books read, and in the categories of books read.

Bookreading activities across whinau involved differences in the number and range of
participants as well as differences in interaction patterns between participants, both within

wh6nau and across whdnau. Data is presented on exchanges that took plase duing

bookreadings, and on parent (pakeke) and new entrant child (tamaiti) language use during

these exchanges.

STIJDY ONE

Study One looked at instances of bookreading in the homes of five new entrant children

who started kura kaupapa M6ori in 1995. As described in Chapter Seven, parents audio-

taped bookreadings that involved their new entrant child. Parents were not given specific

directions in terms of the kinds of books to read or who should be involved in the

bookreadings.

Two kinds of information were being sought. One related to indicators about the kinds of

reading activities that target children were experiencing in their homes. The other related

to indicators about the uses of te reo M6ori in such reading activities. A total of 24

bookreadings were collected. All but three of those recorded were of bookreadings that

involved a parent as well as the new entrant child. In one whdnau two of the

bookreadings recorded involved a grandparent reading with the new entrant child, in

another whdnau one of the bookreadings involved an older sibling reading with the new

entrant child.

WHANAU ARANGA

During their conversational interview, Whdnau Aranga parents described themselves as

having very little fluency in te reo Maori. Their two children, new enhant Rata and his

pre-school aged sister, had regular contact, although not weekly, with whiinau members
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who had more fluency in Maori. These were their maternal grandmother, a native

speaker, and maternal grandfathei, who in the pasthad taken Meori language courses.

Reading with children was described as a regulady occurring activity in the home, in

particular during periods when the father was present. The nature of his employment

meant that he was away from home for weeks at a time. The language of books read urittt

children was reported as almost always English.

Seven recordings of bookreadings were collected and provided by Whanau Aranga. Atl

but one of these bookreadings involved English language books. The first bookreading

recorded was of Rata and his father reading an English book. ln readings 2,3,6 and 7

Rata's mother read English books with Rata and his younger sister. Rata's grandmother

read a book written in English with him in reading 4 and a book written in M6ori with

him in reading 5.

Inserted words

Counts of the total number of insertions of Mdori words and the total number of

insertions of English words made during bookreadings were made across all whanau.

During Whdnau Aranga readings, the majority of insertions made during each reading

were in English, except for reading 5. During this, the only Maori book read, the few

words that were inserted were Mdori.

Rata's insertions across the 7 readings included a total of l8 Maori words. Rata's mother

inserted between l0 and 26 Mnori words across four bookreadings, Rata's father inserted

9 M6ori words. In all instances of MSori insertions, the parents used Mdori words in

English utterances, e.g. "This is the mantr", or used Mdori in one or two-word utterances,

e.g. " Manumanu ldrero " .

Figure I shows the total number of words inserted by Rata and by the adult participating

in each bookreading. There is a noticeable downward fiend in the number of insertions

across the recorded readings. It is most likely that these differences reflect differences in

adult participants across the readings. Another possible explanation relates to the



respective lengths of books. The pattern of variation in the number of words inserted

minors the length of books read. Reading I text consisted of the largest number of

words. tbllow'ed by 2, 3. 6.7. 4. Reading 5, the only text written in Maori, had the least

number of words.

Fiqure 1. Word insortioneduring Whinau A bookreadings

-+- pakeke instd wds
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The category of text each book fell into may also have influenced the amount of

additional talk generated. Reading I involved a non fiction, informational book,

describing inhabitants of the 'natural' world. There was no narrative structure. All the

other readings fell into the category of narrative. Reading 3 involved quite a complex

storyline with relatively few illustrations compared with the amount of text. Readings 5,

6 and 7 involved much simpler. highly repetitive, heavily illustrated storylines. Reading

2, though similarly illustrated with some repetition of actions. had a longer and more

complex storyline.

The amount of insertions also varied to a much smaller degree according to the adult

participating in the reading. There was a difference in the amount of insertions across the

readings involving Rata and his grandmother, with more insertions occurring when

English was the language of the text.

These explanations can be described as both overlapping and contrasting. One of the key

goals of the wo studies of bookreading reported in this chapter was to collect data that

indicated and reflected the social realities of participating whdnau and the resources and
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knowledge brought to bookreading by whanau members (Auerbach, 1989; McNaughton.

l 995).

This has resulted in data that by definition (in the conventional, empirical understanding

of the concept) can be described as 'conflated'. Often empirical research seeks to tightly

control for such variables. in order to argue clear and unequivocal relationships or

directional causality. Hou'ever. the verl (over)controlling of variables, I would argue.

results in such a control of the meaning of data. that it ends up almost meaningless in

relation to the real lives and experiences of those from whom it has been generated

(Burman. 1994).

Exchanges

Fiqure 2. Number of exchanges during Whinau A
bookreadings
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The panerns of exchanges varied across readings. Categorising exchanges that occurred

during reading 1 was problematic. As noted earlier the English text involved was non-

nalrative. However. man) book-related exchanges that occurred during this reading

reflected the defining characteristics of Nanative rather than Perforrnance or Display.

That is. many exchanges focused on clarifring and expanding on the meanings of text

being read. and on the development of shared meaning. Figure 2 shou's the f,vpes and

quantities of exchanges that occurred during each bookreading. Erchanges during

bookreading with the father were almost evenly divided between Narrative and Display.

There were more Narrative exchanges. followed by Display. than Performance exchanges
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during bookreadings with Rata's mother. Exchanges during readings rl{th Rata's
grandmother were predominantly performance.

Mderi wards inserted by Rata

Rata made very few insertions of M6ori words during bookreading exchanges, as shown

in Figure 3. Rates for M6ori words inserted by Rata were less than I word per exchange

across all types (Narrative 0.31:1, Performance 0.1:1. Display 0.06:l). Nearly two-thirds
of the few Mdori words that were inserted occurred during Narrative exchanges in the

bookreadings involving his parents. Maori words inserted by Rata when reading with his
grandmother occurred during performance exchanges.

Fioure 3. Rata's tliori word ineartions during
exchanges in Whinau A bookreadings
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Mdori words inserted by pakehe

Totalled across readings, the greatest number of adult or pakeke insertions of Maori
words' shown in Figure 4 below. were during Performance exchanges, made by his

mother or grandmother (34). This was followed by insertions of M6ori words made by

his father or mother during Narrative exchanges (32), Display exchanges (22) and Other

exchanges (11). Adult insertion rates of Miori words were highest for Display exchanges

(1.6:l). Rates for Narrative and Performance were below one M6ori word insertion per

exchange (0.9:1).
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Fiqure 4. Pakeke M5ori word insertions during
exchanges in Whinau A bookreadings
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WHANAU ERUERA

At the time of the study'. the mother in Whdnau Eruera reported having developed a level

of fluency such that she w'as able to sustain conversations in M6ori. She estimated that in

the home she communicated to her children through Maori about half of the time. The

children's t-ather used very little Mdori when interacting w'ith his children and other

whinau members. While the mother reported reading English and M6ori books with the

target ne\.r'-entrant child (Oren'a) and her r'*'o older siblings two or three times a week, a

rated ofjust over once a w'eek was reached during the stud1'period .

Four recordings of bookreadings were collected and provided by Whdnau Eruera. Maori

texts were read in readings I and 3. English texts n'ere read in readings 2 and 4. Both

M6ori texts were categorised as narratives. One was written in Mdori. one was a dual-

language simple picrure book. English w'ith a Maori translation. Both r.l'ere illustrated

page by page. The English texts l!'ere categorised as one narrative, similar in complexity

to the Mdori texts (reading 4). and one non-nilrarive (reading 2). The non-nilrative book

\'\as a collection of nursery rhymes" fbr example. ''The Grand Old Duke of York" and

"The Crocodile". The four books ranged from 375 (English narrative), to 626 (Maori

translation of English narrati\,'e) words in length. The participants for all four readings

were Orewa, her mother and two siblings.
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l,nsefted words

Figure 5 shows the nurarler o'f words inserted by Orewa aad her naother duribg

boolaeadings, For three of the four boolaeadings, nearly. l words inserted.by the mothet

were MEori. Fer one of the English bookreadinp, less than half of the notherls

insertions were M6sli words. She also inserted 5 mixed langrrage rftteranses. These

involved the use of English exclamations in Mdori insertions, e.g. "Wow, he alw t€rffi"

(Wow, what is rhat?) or the insertion of, prope.r nouns, e.g. ",Q--- heard thc um, A---

Kdhanga R:eo, slnging thot in' Mhari".

In readings I and 3 nearly all the words inserted by Or-ewa werc M6oii. It was the

opposite case for readings 2 and .4. Orewa insened 4 mixed utterirnces during Ilildori text

bookreadings English uords were used in insertiors of Miori utterances, e.g. "lcei te

bwa i td rdtoufre'o (nreir fire is burning),

Fiouro 5. $ford inertionaduring Whlnru E boOkraadlng*
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Duing reading of English bosks Orewa's insened utt€lanees in M6ori occurred when

answering display questions;
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e.g. Orewa ("reading") .....teddy bear teddy bear shine your shoes. Teddy

bear...,.katia te raiti. Teti pea, teti pea haere ki te moe, Ica kite.

(...Turn offthe lighr. Teddy bear. teddl'bear. go ro sleep. goodbye.)

Ka kite. (Goodbye.)Mama

Exchanges

Figure 6 shows the number of exchanges that occurred involving Orewa during each

recorded bookreading. Over half the exchanges during both M6ori and English text

bookreadings were Narrative exchanges. Nl but one of the remaining exchanges that

occurred during M6ori text bookreadings were Display. The remaining exchanges around

English text were almost evenly shared between Performance, Display and other.

Fiqure 6. Number of exchanges during Whinau E
bookrcadings
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Mdori words inserted by Orewa

Figure 7 shows the number of Mdori words inserted by tamaiti Orewa during

bookreadings recorded at home. Over half of these insertions occurred during Narrative

exchanges. Most of the remaining insertions of Maori words were made by Orewa during

Display exchanges. with the remaining few evenly distributed between Performance and

Other exchanges. As illustrated earlier. Orewa inserted Mdori translations of texr during

the reading of an English anthology of rhymes. These insertions may signifr either a

breakdown in Orewa's recitational memory of English. her decoding of English print, a
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combination of both or reflect that 'reading' English text in M6ori is a familiar practice.

Orewa's rates of inserted Miori words per exchange for book-related exchanges were

12.3: I for Display" I 1.6: I for Narrative and 2.8: I for Performance.

Fioure 7. Orewa's MSori word insrtions during
exchangee in Whinau E bookreadings
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Fioure 8. Pakeke Miori word inserdonaduring
erchanges in Whinau E bookreadlngs
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Figure 8 above shows the number of words inserted by Orewa's mother during the

different kinds of exchanges in Whdnau Eruera bookreadings. The mother inserted Mdori
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words most often during Nanative exchanges, followed by Display exchanges, except in

the case of one of the English text bookreadings.

As noted earlier, for reading 2 the English book read was an anthology of nursery rhymes.

In this reading, over half of the Mdori insertions made by the parent were during

Performance exchanges. During these Perfonnance exchanges Orewa 'read' or recited

from memory segments from the text. The mother's contribution to Narrative exchanges

in this bookreading were predominantly English words. The mother's rates for insertions

of M6ori words per exchange were 25.9:l for Nanative,25.6:l for Display and I1.4:l for

Performance.

WHANAU IHAIA

For Whdnau Ihaia, the levels of fluency in M6ori for both parents, and the amounts of

reading in Mdori, were described as low during the interview. Both had enrolled in Meori

language courses and night classes in the past, although attendance was subject to

pressures of family and work. The eldest child (aged 8 years) and the father were the only

ones described as reading regularly at home. Occasionally the younger children were read

to in MSori or English.

Four bookreadings were recorded by WhEnau lhaia. Maori books were read during

readings 1,2 and 4. The book read in reading 3 was an English text. All four books were

categorised as narrative texts. The three Mdori books were titles from Te Purapura series

produced by Te Pou Taki Kdrero. They were short. relatively simple, illustrated texts

ranging from 37 to 53 words in length. The English book was also illustrated, with a

longer and more complex storyline (121 words). Each reading involved the father and at

least two children, including the new entrant child, Te Rina.

Inserted Words

Figure 9 shows the total number of words and the total number of Mdori words inserted

by Te Rina and her father during each bookreading.
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Figure 13. Word insertionsduring Whinau O

bookreadings
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The majoriQ of words inserted b1' Te Rina were Mdori except bookreading 3. (the book

read was in English) where over half of the words Te Rina inserted were English. The

parent's insertions were relatively' similar in proportion of M6ori to English ljust under

half of all uords inserted for each reading were M6ori). The gap bet'ween M6ori and

English word insertions widened for reading 3. where the father inserted proportionately

more English words than Maori. Reading M6ori texts'*tth Te Rina provided a context

for her to interact with her father (and siblings) predominantly in M6ori. M6ori texts also

resulted in her father using proportionately more Maori than English in interactions

around print. albeit at low'er levels.

Exchanges

Narrative, Performance and Display exchanges were fearures of book-related exchanges

during bookreadings in Whdnau Ihaia. The levels of occurrence were low, w-ith only 3 to

5 exchanges occurring during readings of Maori language books and I I exchanges during

the English text bookreading. Performance exchanges were the more corunon, making

up over half of those occurring during the three Maori text bookreadings. There was one

Narrative exchange and no Displa.n- exchanges during each of these bookreadings.

Of the I I exchanges during the English bookreading. 7 were Narrative related. Display

exchanges occurred twice. Figure l0 shows the number and kinds of exchanges

occurring during Whdnau Ihaia bookreadings.
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Fioure 10. Number of exchangea during Whinau I

t2 - bookreadings
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Mdori words inserted by Te Rina

Figure I I shows the total number of Maori words inserted by Te Rina during diflerent

types of exchanges for each bookreading. Except for reading 3. the reading of an English

text where the rnajority of Maori insertions were almost evenly divided between Display

and Narrative exchanges. most of Te Rina's M6ori word insertions occurred during

Performance routines. Te Rina's rates for MAori word insertions were 6.9: I for Narrative

exchanges, I I : I for Performance exchanges and 2l .5: I for Display exchanges.

lnterestingly, there was an increase in the number of M6ori word insertions for reading 3,

the reading of an English book. This was the only reading during which Display

exchanges occured. Display exchanges involved the father asking Te Rina to name or

describe aspects of the story in M6ori;

(Display exchange, father asking what an illustration is o0

10
1A
o9A
Evo
ox^oo
o

t4
EI
=

e.g. Papa

Te Rina

Papa

He aha t€nei? (What is rhis?)

Mm. he taretare taniv,ha? (A monster doll?)

(laughs I Ne? (b rhat so?)

Readings I and 5 included Performance exchanges in which Te Rina evaluated the

'performance' of her father's reading in Maori and modelling what she saw as the correct
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performance. e.g. ''Kaore i kdrero p€nd. Me kdrero pdnei. ". (Its not said like that say it like

this).

Fiqure l{. Te Rina's Miori word ineertions during
exchanges In Whdnau I bookreadinge
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E narrawe

Raadlng

M6ori nords inserted by pakeke

The total number of Mdori words inserted by Te Rina's father during different t)?es of

exchanges for each bookreading is shown in Figure 12. The rates of M6ori insertions for

the different kinds of book-related exchanges were 2.75:l for Performance, 4:l for

Nanative and 12:l for Display.

During reading 3. the father asked Te Rina in M6ori to repeat or retell parts of the story,

to give Mdori vocabulary' for English words, or to describe illustrations. Te Rina would

do this in M6ori. or in mixed language utrerances;

(Nanative exchange. father asks Te Rina what the main character is doing)

110
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€BoEzo
:60
3so
t40E30
2zo

10
0

e.g. Papa

Te Rina

Oo, kei te aha ia? (what is she doing?)

Kei te Jind ia (i) tona taretare taniwha. (She's finding her monster

doll.)

The balance between the father's Mdori and English insertions shifted tow-ards English in

Narrative exchanges that took place during reading 3. In four of the seven Narrative

exchanges the father would initially interact with his children in Mdori, then switch over

F-
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and conclude in English. During the few Narrative exchanges that occurred during Maori

text bookreadings, he interacted in Maori or Maori with some English words. his

utterances often essentially paraphrasing the text.

Fioure 12. Pakeke Miori word ineertionsduring
exchanges in Whinau I bookreadings
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WHANAU OPAI

Awhina, the new entrant child of Whanau Opai, was the only target child in Study One

whose co-residing whdnau included a native speaker. her matemal grandfather. Her

mother described herself as a second language leamer and a reasonable speaker of MSori

when interacting with her children in Mdori. but a lot less fluent when interacting with

native and fluent adult M6ori speakers. An uncle who also lived in the home was

described as having very little fluency in Mdori. Awhina w'as the only child living in the

home. although her older eight year-old sister came to stay at least once a week.

It was reported that Awhina participated in reading activities with her mother tw'o or three

times during the week. Her older sister often took part in these when she came to stay.

Eight recordings of bookreadings involving Awhina were collected by Whdnau Opai.

Readings I and 5 were of a simple book from the'Spot' series. translated from English to

Maori. Readings 2 and 7 u'ere simple books fiom the 'lle Purapura' series produced by

Te Pou Taki Korero. The book used in reading 5 w'as a simple alphabet book. matching
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Ietters and dipthongs of the Mdori alphabet to objects or actions thar started with them.

Reading 8 was a book produced from a television series. aimed at beginning learners of

Maori. These books ranged from 60 to 90 words in length. Readings 3 and 6 w'ere of the

same book, ftanslated from an English text to Maori. categorised as a simple pictwe

book. illustrated and longer and relatively more complex (812 words long). All eight

readings involved MAori texts. Aw'hina and her mother took part in readings 3, 5, 7 and

8. Readings 1.2 and 6 involved her older sister. who in each case read the book to her

mother and sister. Awhina and her sister were the only participants in reading 4.

Inserted words

Figure 13 shows the total number of words, and the number of M6ori words inserted by

the adult (except for reading 4. w'hich shows the insertions made by the older sibling) and

by Awhina during each reading.

Figure 13. Word inertions during Whinau O
bookreadings
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As shown in the figure by the overlapping lines, nearly all insened words were Mdori.

Awhina inserted 15 English words in total across the eight readings. These were utrered

in relation to naming people e.g. "Ooo. mummy": "Me lJncle Daryl"; or in directing her

mother hou'to 'perform' the reading of a book. e.g. (reading book titled 'Te Reo') "You,

you point, Te Reo. Do the line, okay? "
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Awhina

Mdmd

Awhina

Mamd

Awhina

Mdmd

Awhina's mother inserted 8 English words in total auoss the bookreadings. These were

used when clari$ing the meaning of wrinen text. For example, during reading 7, Awhina

and her mother were reading the story together, Awhina 'reading' from the pictures, her

mother giving the text. Awhina was unsure about the tenns denoting location, and of

their meanings 'muri' behind, and 'mua' in front. Awhina's mother used English,

initially as a prompt for the M6ori word, then to try and clear up the misunderstanding.

Performance exchange

Kei hea te kiore? (reading - "Where is the rat?") KeL....Kei aha?

Where. . ...what?)

infront of

Kei muri? (Behind?)

mua (front)

mua

Kei muri. lrci muri. at the back.

Awhina's mother inserted very few words (no more than 3l inserted words per reading)

during readings for which Awhina's sister was the book reader.

Exchanges

Figure 14 shows the number and kinds of exchanges involving Awhina that occurred

during each recorded bookreading. Of the total number of exchanges across all readings

(45), Perfonnance related (18) and Narrative related (20) were the most corlmon. A total

of 6 Display exchanges occtured. There was variation between the total number of

exehanges for each reading, ranging from I through to 13.

There was also a range of exchange patterns reflected across the readings. Readings I

and 2 involved a performance style of reading with little or no additional words inserted.

In reading I, Awhina and her mother negotiated for Awhina to read the book, a

translation of a simple book from the 'Spot' series. ln reading 2 Awhina's mother read a

sentence of text and Awhina repeated it. Readings 3, 5 and 8 included Nanative,

Perforrnance and Display exchanges. The other readings also involved combinations of
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exchange types. except for reading 4, w'here two Narrative exchanges occrrred between

Awhina and her older sister.

Fioure 14. Number of exchanges during Whinau O
bookreadings
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Nurnber of words inserted by Awhino

Figure 15 below shows the number of Mdori words inserted by Awhina during recorded

bookreadings.

Fioure 15. Awhina's Miori word insortions during
exchangee in Whinau O bookreading
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to 56. In total, 58 words were inserted during Nanative exchanges, 40 words during
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Performance exchanges and 39 words during Display exchanges. For Awhin4 Display

exchanges resulted in at least twice as many Maori words being inserted per exchange

(6.5:l) than during Narrative exchanges (2.9:l) or Performance exchanges (2.2:l).

Mdori words inserted by pakeke

Display exchanges also resulted in more Miori words being insened per exchange by

Awhina's mother (1:9.7), followed by Performance exchanges (l:5.7) and Narrative

exchanges ( l:3.9).

Fioure 16. Pakeke Miori word insrtione during
exchangee in Whiinau O bookreadings
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Whdnau Ututaonga was made up of a mother and her son. Nepia, who shared rental

accommodation with a single father and his high-school aged child. Both children

attended kura and both adults were working or studying in contexts in which te reo M6ori

was the main medium of communication. According to Nepia's mother, Maori and

English were spoken in the home with Mdori probably being used up to about a quarter of

the time.

For the three older members in the home. reading was described as a regularly (almost

nightly) occurring activity. Nepia's mother said that while she did read with him, it was
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not done on a regular basis. When they did read together, Nepia would usually choose

English and MEori books from the supply of children's books available in the home.

They also borrowed mainly English children's books from the local public library. At the

end of the time set aside for taping, there was one bookreading recorded that was of too

poor a quality to transcribe.

SUMMARY

What this study set out to do was to develop an understanding of MEori language use

during print literacy activities in whanau of new entrant Kura Kaupapa M6ori children.

Observations of bookreading activity involving a new entrant child were collected from

five whinau. The observations collected illustrate the diversities and complexities that

exist in the language and literacy practices within and across kura kaupapa Mdori

wh6nau. Another objective was to develop 'pictures' of bookreading practices in a way

that involved little outside interference and control in terms of 'posing' participants in

reaeding activities. That is, I was after reality shots, rather than formal portraits, looking

for information that reflected real-life practices and behaviours around boolaeading in

these homes, and that reflected the social situations, resources and knowledge bases in

which these took place.

Analyses focused on relationships between bookreading practices and M6ori language use

in interactions of older and younger generations, represented in these whdnau by parents,

a grandparent and new entrant children (and in many instances these children's siblings).

What do the snapshots of bookreading practice indicate? How do the indicators compare

and contrast with other discussions in this thesis?

Access to te reo lVliori texts

There was a great variability in access to M6ori language books across the group of

whinau involved in this study. This was indicated by information given about whdnau

ownership and access to M6ori books in the interviews and by the number of

bookreadings recorded that involved Mdori langnags texts. Proportions of English texts
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to Mdori texts read ranged from one M6ori to six English for one whdnaq two of each for

another, through to eight M6ori to no English texts for another whinau.

Analysis of bookreadings reinforced previous findings that access to books written in

Maori is problematic for families whose children are in kwa kaupapa Mdori, as well as

for those in other M6ori medium education provisions (Hohepa & Smith, 1996). Twenty-

two different books were read across the twenty-four bookreadings audio-taped by the

four wh6nau. Of these, fourteen were Miori texts. These books fell into categories of

simple and complex narratives, picture books and instructional books. These are also

differentiated in tenns of texts originally written in Mdori and texts translated from

English to Mdori.

The reality that there are few narrative books in te reo M6ori commercially available was

reflected in the kinds of narative books represented in this study. Six of the nine M6ori

books categorised as narratives were written and produced through Ministry of Education

contracts for distribution to schools. ln this sense the three books from commercial

publishers used in two of the whdnau represent the tiny pool of recreational reading

material available in M6ori. Two of these involved English text translated into Maori.

It can be argued that access to narrative text is significant in terms of both literacy and

language development. Access to and development of knowledge and familiarity with

nanative texts (in both print and oral forms) has been linked to success in literacy

development and academic leaming (Heath, 1983, McNaughton 1995)'

Role of language fluencies

One of the characteristics shared by all whdnau is the potential to draw on two languages

when communicating and attempting to make as well as to take lnganing, Using both

languages in strategic ways, for example code-switching, reflects bilingual competence

(Hakuta 1986; Hoffrnan, l99l; Romaine, 1995). In many bilingual communities it is

view'ed as a legitimate form of communication. It is also viewed as a legitimate strategy

for language and literacy learning by literacy progammers for bilingual families,

particularly those focused on intergenerational literacy and language development (e.g.
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Quintero & Huerta-Macias, 1990). There was evidence of codeswitching being used as a

strategy by all wh6nau in the bookreadings collected.

There are also echoes of the ooMatthew effect" (Stanovich,1986,1992) coming out of the

observations collected. For instance, Whdnau Opai who had the resource of a resident,

native speaking grandfather, and a parent who expressed some confidence in her fluency

in Maori language was also the one from whom the most reading recordings were

obtained, all of which involved Maori language texts. Consistently reading MEori texts

also seemed to provide opporrunities for increasing use of Mdori across readings, as

shown by the upward trend in Figure 13.

In contrast, Whanau Aranga parents who defined themselves as having minimal levels of

fluency in te reo M6ori did not read any books written in Maori with their new entrant

child. However, this did not stop them from trying to incorporate Maori language into an

essentially English language activity. Notwithstanding Whanau Ihaia, this descriptive

study indicated that the probability of Miori words being inserted by both adults and

children was much higher when reading M6ori texts.

An issue that is not focused on in this chapter, or indeed in this thesis, is that of the

linguistic 'correctness'. For example, the degree to which M6ori being used by the

children and adults participating in the recorded bookreadings was grammatically correct

is not examined. The need for M6ori language that is being used to be linguistically

correct versus the need simply for the language to be used is hotly debated through the

media and in other contexts. For instance, I have been privy to in-house kura discussions

regarding the use of 'simplified 'babytalk' register, and transliteration by children and by

second-language learning adults. Two camps often emerge; one that argues that spoken

M6ori should be of high standard, grammatically and linguistically sound, the other

arguing that the major challenge facing Maori language is to get spoken at all. In the

context of this thesis there is a leaning to the latter position. However, the concept is

developmental in the sense of envisioning the two camps as a continuum rather than

positioned as 'either-or' for Mdori language use.
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Language generativity of exchange types.

Whanau showed varying linguistic preferences in the interactions that occurred around

text. For example one whinau showed a strong preference for te teo M6ori over English,

irrespective of the language of the text. Another whdnau varied in their use of M6ori and

English, in relation to the language of the book being read at the time. Within the same

whEnaq there were instances of a strongly performance style of interaction in some

readings, and an emphasis on narrative style in other readings. Exchange patterns across

wh6nau indicate that Narrative and Display exchanges corresponded with higher rates of

Maori word insertions for children and adults.

Key questions arising out of this study included;

i. How might whdnau read M6ori language books when they were more easily

accessible?

ii, What difference might information about ways of reading and their significance for

literacy and language development make for whdnau in which adults are developing

competencies in te reo M6ori?

These questions helped to shape the direction of Study Two reported below.
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STT]DY TWO

In Study Two I wanted to examine two things. I wanted to continue looking at ways

parents, who are Miori second language speakers, read with their Kura Kaupapa Maori

new entrants. However this time I wanted to focus specifically on practices involving

Maori language books. As before, I was interested in the kinds of interactions parents and

children have around text and the significance of these interactions for intergenerational

Mdori language use and learning.

Secondly, I wanted to investigate to what extent drawing parents' attention to, and

discussing the ways that in which, they interacted with their child around Mdori books

influences the amount of Maori spoken during bookreadings. Following analysis of

Phase One bookreading observations, a booklet was produced using examples of

exchanges across bookreadings of all the whdnau to illustrate different kinds of

interactions that had occurred (see Appendix 5). This, and a flow diagram showing

interaction patterns during reading, were used as lhe basis for discussions with parents

(see Appendix 6). Following discussions the second focus was examined in a structured

semi-experimental format. Essentially this study consisting of two phases is like the fust,

made up of a series of replicated case studies.

In Phase One, the parents of five Kura Kaupapa new entrant children participated in

Whakawhiti kdrero, discussed in the previous chapter. They were asked to audio-tape

instances of reading with their new entrant children in their homes across a period of

three weeks. In contrast to the first study, in the second study parents were specifically

asked to participate in these bookreadings.

To ensure that all whdnau would have access to M6ori books suitable for reading with

young children, each was supplied with a set of eight books at the beginning of Phase

One, and then again at the begiruring of Phase Two. The sets were made up mainly of

books produced by Te Pou Taki K6rero (Learning Media Limited). Two or three books

produced commercially by other publishers were also included.
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All books had a narrative strucfire that told a story. McNaughton (1995; 89) describes a

typical fturative structure as having an initial setting, an explicitly stated problem,

characters performing a series of actions in a series of episodes, and concluding with

problem resolution. Some of the books were clearly of this sfiucture, others were much

simpler, but all books told stories that had an identifiable beginning, middle and end.

A total of 75 bookreadings were collected. As in the fust study, there was variation

across the whdnau in terms of the number of readings recorded, the numbers and pattems

of exchanges occurring and the amount of language produced during bookreadings.

Phase One recordings showed that there were some exchanges occurring across all

whdnau. In four of the whinau there were instances of all four categories of exchanges

described and defined in Chapter Seven. Rates for exchanges varied both across and

within whdnau, again reflecting the daily realities of each wh6nau and the variations in,

for example, language, literacy and temporal resources.

WHANAU HIKUROA

Parents from Whanau Hikuroa described thernselves as not very fluent in te reo M6ori,

Both had sought contexts for learning Mdori, ranging from personal contexts such as

spending time with more fluent members of their respective whEnau through to wdnanga-

a-iwi (social institutions for tribal learning) and Mnori language university papers. Kura

provided a major setting in which whdnau members, particularly the children, heard and

used te reo Mdori. Kapa haka (performing arts) and taiaha (MAori weaponry) classes

provided other settings in which M6ori language was a major feature. Parents estimated

that M6ori was used in the home as the medium of communication less than half the time.

Reading was a regular personal activity for the eldest two of the four children in Whdnau

Hikuroa. The eldest child tended to read mainly English books, the second eldest mainly

Mnori books. Parents said that they themselves read Maori books "now and then". Both

said they hardly ever read with the two youngest children, the new entrant (Maia) and a

pre-schooler attending kdhanga reo, prior to their involvement in this snrdy.
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Whdnau Hikuroa recorded eight bookreadings during Phase One. Readings 1,5,6 and 7

involved Maia and his mother. readings 2.3,4. and 8 involved Maia and his father. A

further eight readings were recorded dwing Phase 2. The adult participating with Maia in

the readings was his mother for all but one of these (reading 13. involving his father). All

bookreadings involved Mdia and one of his parents. reading 9 also inl'olved his younger

brother.

Inserted words

In both phases. nearly all words inserted during Whinau Hikuroa readings were Mdori.

shown by the two sets of largely' overlapping lines in Figure 17. In all but one of the nine

readings where English words u'ere inserted, these were in the form of an English word or

phrase incorporated into a Mdori utterance e.g. "Timata an6, pleose, koa" (Start again

please, please); " No Papatfidnuku. I mean Tangaroa " (Of Mother Earth. I mean God of Sea).

Flqure 17. Word inertions during Whinau H
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Following the discussion of Phase One readings and

Reo', a booklet of suggestions tbr reading in M6ori

developed out of Phase One observations, there was

Maori words for both Maia and his parents.

the introduction of 'Tautoko i te

with children in the home partly

an increased rate of insertions of

In reading l5 there were three interactions consisting predominantll' of English inserted

words. These insertions occurred in exchanges around the meanings of different kinds of

punctuation used in the text; exclamation mark. corrma. and pause (....). Miia initiated

bookreadings
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Mdia

Mdmd

two of the interactions. his mother initiated one. In all three interactions the mother

(Mama) and Mdia resorted to English to negotiate meaning. in one instance his mother

stated that she did not have the Mdori vocabulary to answer his question directly.

(Other exchange. Mdia asking for explanation of comma)

(referring to a comma in the text) But what is that? It looks like a little

Iine.

Oooo. kore au i mdhio he aha, um, te kupu Mdori mo tdnd, engari kei roto

i te reo tuarua he comma, he commo tEnd. (l don't know the Maori word but in

rhe second language it is a comma...\ And it means that you have a little slop.

You stop when yoa say it, you have a linle rest.

(Other exchange. Mdia asking for explanation of speech marks)

Mdia (referring to "..." in text) Mot's those?

:Vdmd Um thot meons keep going, that means there is more kdrero coming.

Something like that.

Exchanges

Fiqure 18. Numberof exchangesduring Whinau H

bookreadings
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Figure 18 above shows the number of exchanges that occurred between Mdia and his

parents during bookreadings. There was a marked increase between the rate of exchanges

for readings during Phase Tw'o. compared with Phase One. There was an increase in the
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rates of three categories of exchanges. the greater increase was in the rate for Performance

exchanges. followed by Narrative. then Display'.

During five of the Phase One bookreadings less than 3 exchanges occurred. lnterestingly.

readings 5 and 7, where about five and fourteen times as many exchanges occuned

respectively in comparison with the six other readings. involved reading books for the

second time (readings 2 and 5 were of the same book. likewise readings 6 and 7). There

is evidence that repeated shared readings of the same text involve shifts in child-adult

interaction patterns around the text (Phillips & McNaughton, 1990). In this case, initial

familiariq was associated with increased exchanges.

Mdori words inserted by Mdia

Figure 19 shon's that across the first phase there was a very slight increase in the number

of Mdori words inserted b1' Maia. However. there was a much greater overall increase in

Mdia's number of insertions during Phase Two. although there was a lot of variability

between readings.

Fiqure 't9. Miia's Miori word insertionsduring exchanges
in Whanau H bookreadinge
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was also an increase, while not as substantial, in average Mdori word insertion rates

during Display (5.5:l). While there was an overall increase in the number of

Performance exchanges from Phase One to Phase Two. there was a drop in Mdia's

insertion rate of Mnori words during Perforrnance exchanges (l.l: I ).

Miiori words inserted by pakeke

Figwe 20 shon's the number of words inserted by Mdia's parents during different kinds of

exchanges in Whdnau Hikuroa readings. There was an increase in the number of Mdori

words inserted across the phases. The least number of M6ori word insertions occurred

during reading 13. w-hich involved M6ia's father.

Fiqure 20. Pakeke Maori word insertions during Whinau H

bookreadings
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the average number of Performance and Display exchanges occurring per reading, the
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wnANnu rruroru

Whanau Kimiora parents had varying degrees of fluency in te reo Maori. During the

interview, the mother described her fluency as being between very low and not very

fluent. She had taken Maori language night classes two years before becoming involved

in this study. About seven years before this study the father had become "determined" to

learn to speak M6ori and was described as fluent. Kura and church group meetings were

the major Mdori language contexts for this farnily. It was estimated that parents used

Maori for less than half of their communications in the home, and the new entrant

(Roimata) used Meori for about half of hers. It was reported that bookreading occuned

two or three times a week in the home, English books being read with the two children

(three children, by the end of the study) nvice as often as Mdori books.

Whanau Kimiora recorded a total of eighteen bookreadings, eleven during Phase One and

seven during Phase Two. There was a break of 4 weeks between Reading 7 and Reading

8 during Phase One, precipitated by the birth of their third child.

In Phase One, readings 4, 9 and l0 involved the new entrant child and her mother, reading

2 involved Roimata" her father and her older sister, and the remaining readings involved

Roimata her mother and her older sister. ln Phase Two. readings 12. 15 and 17 involved

Roimata, her mother and older sister, readings 13, 14 and 18 involved Roimata and her

mother, Reading 16 involved Roimata and her father.

Inserted Words

During Phase One readings, very few word insertions were made. The overlapping lines

in Figure 21 show that nearly all of the words inserted were Mflori. Apart from readings

6 and 7, Roimata or her mother inserted fewer than ten words. Readings 6 and 7 involved

the same book. Again, this may indicate a repeated reading effect. Following the break

of four weeks between reading 7 and 8, the rates of insertions of words fell down to the

low levels recorded for the initial readings.
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Fiqure 21. Word insertionsduring Whinau K
bookreadings
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There was a substantial increase in the number of words inserted and considerable

variability w'ith the overall level maintained during Phase Two readings, Again nearly all

words inserted were Mdori. Roimata's mother inserted between wice to over four times

as many words as Roimata during Phase Two readings.

Exchanges

Finure 22. Number of exchanges during Whinau K
bookreadings
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Figure 22 shows the number of exchanges that occurred during Whanau Kimiora

bookreadings. The average total number of exchanges per reading increased from 1.5 in

Phase One to 13.3 in Phase Two. There was also anoticeable change in the pattems of
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exchanges across the Phases. During Phase One a total of 16 exchanges occurred across

the 11 readings. Eleven of these were Narrative (an average of I per reading, ranging

from I to 5 per reading across four of the I I readings). the remaining 5 were Other. In

Phase Two the average rates of book-related exchanges for each reading were Narrative

6.4:1. Display 4.6:l and Performance 1.7:1.

Mdori words inserted by Roimata

In both phases the majority of Maori words inserted by Roimata occurred in Narrative

exchanges with the other participant(s). There was an increase in the rates of MSori word

insertions during exchanges and the kinds of exchanges she participated in across the

phases. In Phase One the average rate of M6ori word insertions per Narrative exchange

was 1.5:1. w-hile no display-related or performance-related insertions were made. tn

Phase Two the average rate of M6ori word insertions was 2.9: I for Narrative exchanges,

and 2: I for Display exchanges. 0.1: I for Performance exchanges. There was an increase

in the amount of interaction in Mdori during bookreadings, in the form of short

exchanges. There were also more diverse pattems of interactiono an increase in narrative-

related exchanges. as well as the introduction of display-related and performance-related

exchanges.

Fiqure 23. Roimata's Miori word ineertions during
exchanges in Whinau K bookreadings
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Mdori words inserted by pakeke

Fioure 24. Pakeke lllSori word insertioneduring exchanges
in Whiinau K bookreadings
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Figure 24 shows the number of words inserted by Roimata's mother. The Phase One rate

of Maori word insertions by Roimata's mother during book-related exchanges was 5.5:l

for Narrative. This more than doubled during readings in Phase Two. the rate of Maori

word insertions for Narrative exchanges rising to 12.2:1. During Phase Two. Roimata

and her parents' inreractions around text also included Display exchanges (a total of 378

display exchanges, at the average rate of I 1.6 Maori word insertions per exchange) and

Performance exchanges (a total of 38 exchanges, Maori word insertions rate of 3.2:l per

exchange).

WHANAU MITA

During Phase One, the new entrant child (Rangi) in Whdnau Mita lived with his mother,

his matemal grandparents and rwo younger cousins. His gfandmother was a native

speaker. During this time Rangi's mother was working as a kaiawhina at a kdhanga reo.

During Phase Two Rangi and his mother shared a home with her sister. sister's partner

and their two pre-school children.
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Rangi's mother described her level of Maori language fluency as "between basic and

intermediate". In order to develop her Mdori she had worked voluntarily in a kdhanga reo

and attended a Te Ataarangi course based at a local high school. At the time of the

interview. while she and Rangi were living with her parents. the mother said that the

adults in the home tried to speak Mdori most of the time. She estimated that Rangi used

Maori for less than half of his communications in the home.

Before taking part in the study. reading with Rangi was a regular activitv in the home.

His grandfather read English stories to him an estimated three nights a week before he

went to sleep. When Mdori books were borrow'ed from the communiqv library, his

grandmother or mother read a M6ori book with him on most nights of the week. This did

not happen every week, it depended on the supply of Maori books available at the library.

The adults in the home often read magazines on a weekly basis.

A total of twenty-one taped bookreadings involving Rangi and his mother were supplied

by Whanau Mita. eleven readings were recorded during Phase One, ten during Phase

Two.

Inserted Words

Fiqure 25. Word insertions during Whinau M

bookreadings
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WhS.nau Mita had the highest rates of word insertions during Phase One. There was an

upward movement in the levels of insertions following discussions with the mother and
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the provision of the booklet of suggestions. As shown in Figure 25, there was a lot of

overlap benveen word insertion rates of the child and of the parent across both Phases for

this whdnau. Reasons for this may be found in the pattern of exchanges considered

below.

Also evident from the figure above is that there was a lot of variation within phases in

terms of the numbers of words inserted dwing each reading. The length of the book may

partly account for this variability. Readings l, 13, 14 and 21, during which the highest

numbers of words were inserted, all involved book texts of more than 500 words in

length. Three of the lowest points, readings 4, l0 and 16 involved texts that were

approximately 100 words long. This conelation holds to some extent across other

readings, but not perfectly.

There was a diflerence in Rangi's and his mother's use of English insertions. The

mother's insertions of English generally consisted of one English word being used in

M6ori ufieranceso usually to clariff meaning and often in response to Rangi's questions

about text or illustrations, or when she was unsure of equivalent Mdori vocabulary.

CNarrative exchange)

Mdmd

Rangi

Mdmd

Rangi

Mdmd

Rangi

Kei kind te pdpaka. (There is the crab.)

He aha te mea...? Wat's the one bad?

Ahhh pea...tena... stingray, Kaore au i mdhio i te htpu Mdori mo

stingray. (l don't know the Maori word for stingray.)

Is that a stingray?

Mmmm.

Does... whot did you tell me about it before?

Rangi used inserted English words in the same way, e.g. He aha te mea Mdori? Me nga

presents. (What is the Mdori thing [word?]?for the presents.) He also used English during

exchanges around a book's text to clariff meaning for his mother, for example;
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Rangi's mother has just read"Kei te papa tuarima he whdnau wahangfi, he whdnau kdre

e kdrero 9na ki dtahi atu. " (On the fifth floor was a quiet family, a family that didn't talk to othen')

(Display exchange)

Rangi You know whatwahangfr means?

Wh Kdhore. NoJ

Rangi Quiet.

Wh (rereads ".....he whdnauwahangfi") Oh, ne?

Rangi Mmmmm.

Wh Kia oro!

He often switched easily back and forth between languages, for example, during reading 2

Rangi's mother was talking with him about the illustration on the next page of the book

that they were reading. Rangr thought he should try and guess what would happen next,

rather than his mother showing him the illustration.

(Narrative exchange)

Wh Titiro ki a rdtou, ki a rdtou ringaringa. (Look at tlem, at their hands.)

Rangi Ae, but (Yes, but)

Wh me a rdtou waewae. (and their feet.)

Rangi Mum

M Ae (Yes.)

Rangi P4nei tana pulat (makes deep breathing noises) (His stomach is like this.)

M le. (Yes.)

(Rangi attempts to reshape the exchange into one more resembling a Display exchange)

Rangi But Mum, kaua e show ahau. Hide oway and say he aha tana mahi? (But

Mum, don't show me. Hide away [the illusnation] and say what is he doing?)

M He aha? (what?)

Rangi Hide away and say he aha tana mahi?

M He aha tana mahi?

Rangi Kei te haere ia ki roto i tana, i tana rfima nei. (He is going into his room.)
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Looking across the phases. there is evidence of an increase of M6ori word insertions,

though this is not as marked as for Whdnau Hikuroa Kimiora and Ngahau.

Exchanges

FiEure 26. Number of exchangee during Whinau M
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Figure 26 shows that there was an overall increase across the phases in the number of

exchanges occurring during bookreadings. In Phase One. the majority of exchanges were

Narative and Other. In Phase Two, the greatest increase was in the numbers of Nanative

exchanges. The emphasis on Narrative exchanges in both phases correlates with a greater

similarity between mother and child in word insertion rates, compared to other whinau.

ln Phase Two, a greater proportion of the exchanges was story-related compared with

Phase One" shown in part by fewer exchanges in the category Other'

Mdori words inserted by tamaiti Rangi

There was an overall increase of Mdori word insertions by Rangi during Phase Two

compared with Phase One. [n Phase One the highest rate of Maori word insertions

occurred during Display exchanges (5.7:l), followed by Narrative exchanges (4'4:l). [n

the ferl,' Performance exchanges that occurred Rangi's rate of insertions of M6ori words

was 0.5:1.

bookreadings
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Fisure 27. Rangi's Miori word insertions during exchanges
in Whinau M bookreadings
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ln Phase Two there was an increase in the rate of insertions of Maori words across all

categories of exchange. (including the category Other). While there were proportionately

fewer Display exchanges during Phase Two readings. in these exchanges the rate of

Maori word insertions was still the highest (10.2:1). As noted earlier, in many insertions

Rangi used both M6ori and English. There was a difference in language use across the

exchange calegories. Mixed language and English insertions occurred more often during

narrative exchanges. Dwing Display exchanges there were feu' instances where Rangi

inserted English words (in only five Display exchanges, including that illustrated above).

The Maori word insertion rate for Narrative exchanges more than doubled(9.2:l), as did

the rate for Performance (2.5: I ).

Mdori words inserted by pakeke

ln both phases Rangi's mother's rates of Mdori '*'ord insertions during interactions were

highest for Narrative exchanges, followed by Display then Performance. During Phase

One the rates were: Narrative 9.9:1. Display 9.8:1 and Performance Ll:1. The rates for

Narrative and Performance rose during Phase Two bookreadings and dropped for Display

exchanges (Narrative 13.3:1. Display 6.2:1. Performance 6.2:l).
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Fioure 28. Pakeke ltliiori word insartioneduring exchanges
in Whinau M bookreadings
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WHANAU NGAHAU

Both Whdnau Ngahau parents were attending a full+ime Te Ataarangi course at the time

that they took part in this snrdy. Both considered themselves to be not very fluent. The

t'ather had attended various te reo Mdori night classes over a period of tu'o years.

Both parents tried to speak as much Mdori as they could to their new entrant (Api) and to

their kdhanga reo child in their home. They estimated that Api used M6ori about half of

the time. Besides kura. home and Te Ataarangi classes, another Mdori language setting

for the new entrant was a srandmother's home.

Parents reported that prior to the study they hardly eve read to or with their new-entrant

child. Both parents read at home on most nights. usually in M6ori as part of their

homework tbr Te Ataarangi. This generally happened after the younger children were in

bed. Parents read English language magazines once or twice a week, occasionally the

father read English language novels. Their high school children read mainly English

school texts most niehts on of the school week.

Whanau Ngahau audio-taped a total of twelve bookreadings. six during Phase One and

another six during Phase Two. Phase One participants of readings 1.2 and 3 were Api
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and his father, reading 2 also included his younger pre-school brother. The participants of

reading 4, 5 and 6 were Api and his mother, readings 5 and 6 also included his younger

sibling.

Phase Two readings all involved Api and his father, with his younger brother also

participating in Readings 7,9, 11 and 12.

Inserted words

During Phase One, nearly all words inserted by Api and his parents were M6ori. The few

English insertions consisted of proper nouns e.8'. "Barney" and "Mum",' or questions

about word meanings, for example;

There was an increase in insertions by Api, and his father from Phase I to Phase 2. There

was also an increase in English insertions by Api, while his father's word insertions were

predominantly M6ori. Most of Api's English word insertions involved the substitution of

an English word into a M6ori utterance e.g. "Ko tdna tongue, kpi konei". (Here is his

tongue.) Kei roto i te dirt. (It's in the dirt.) [n every reading there were one to three instances

of insertions consisting of a predominantly English utterance. These occurred during

Narrative exchanges, for example;

Api

Papd

PopA

Api

Papd

Api

Papd

Api

Papd

He aihihirimi? What's that?

Ice-cream.

Aaa, titiro! Kei te aha inaianei? (nn,look! What is [he] doing now?)

Kei te haere tiki i te aporo. But somebody, um, gotta let him..him and

get the aporofor him! (Cong to get the apple,)

(reading text) Bzzzzz!

Sting you?

Ae, ae.

Does it sting you and then you die?

Kao, lcdore i mate. (No, [you] don't die.)
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Fioure 29. Word insrtions during Whiinau N

bookreadings
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Exchanges

Instances of all categories of exchanges defined for this study occurred during Phase One,

although in the case of Performance exchanges. there was only one. The number of

Performance exchanges rose from I to 4 during Phase Two bookreadings. The greatest

increase was in the numbers of Narrative exchanges.

Fioure 30. Number of exchanges In Whinau N bookreadings
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Milori words inserted by Api

Fiqure 31. Api'e Miori word ineertione during exchanges in
Whinau N bookruadinge
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In Phase One, Api's rates of M6ori word insertions per exchange were Display 4.9:l;

Narrative 2.8:l; and Performance 3:1. During Phase Two the rate of M6ori words

inserted per Narrative exchange more than trebled to 10.5: l, the rate for Display increased

to 7.8:1, while the Performance rate dropped to 0.1 : l.

Mdori words inserted by paleeke

Fiqure 32. Pakeke Miori word insertiona during exchanges
in Whanau N bookreadinge
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For Phase One bookreadings, parental rates of M6ori word insertions during exchanges

were ll.3:l for Display, T:l for Performance, and 4.5:1 for Narrative. The greatest

increase across phases was in the rate of M6ori word insertions for Narrative exchanges

(16.8:l). The highest rate was for Display exchanges (17.1:l), while the Performance rate

remained the same, 7 words per exchange.

WHANAU PITAMA

In WhEnau Pitama the mother described her levels of Mdori as very low, and tbund that

she understood Mdori conversation more than she spoke in Mdori, often feeling whakama

or unsure about responding in Mdori. The father thought he was becoming reasonably

fluent, reflected in his being asked to sit on the taumata at his local marae. He had

attended a Te Ataarangi course full-time for two years, partly motivated by his

embarrassment at not being able to speak Maori when his oldest child had begun

attending kdhanga reo. Both worked in contexts in which Maori language use was a

regular feature.

M6ori was used in the home for particular whinau activities such as daily karaki4 though

it was estimated that less than half of family conversations involved M6ori language.

Both parents were in a top-level kapa hakq and this provided a context for M6ori

language leaming and use for themselves and their children, who regularly attended kapa

haka practices. The children's grandparents provided another context for M6ori language.

The daily lives of this whS.nau were busy, both parents were in paid employment outside

of the home, their older children were involved in out-of-school sports, and kapa haka

often demanded a lot of time in evenings and weekends. The mother said she did some

personal reading during the week. The father said that while he did not read very often

for enjoyment, he was enrolled part-time in a degree course and read course-related texts,

Parents said they sometimes read to their children before bed, averaging out to about once

a week. An older brother was listened to reading, or read with, from books sent home

with him by his classroom kaiako three or four times a week.
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During both phases of the srudy, the period for recording bookreading with the new

entrant child (Moana) was delayed in this whdnau. as a consequence of parents' kapa

haka commitments. During the first phase. their group was preparing for a national

competition. and during the second phase they were on tour overseas. tn total eight

readings u'ere recorded, four during Phase One and four during Phase Two. All the

readings in Phase One involved Moana and her father. reading 3 also included her

younger sister who $'as attending kohanga reo. Reading 5 involved Moana and her

mother, readings 6. 7 and 8 involved Moana and her father.

Inserted words

Across the phases Whdnau Pitama showed a gradual ascending trend. with some

variabiliqv. although an initial drop after 'training'. However this was followed by a

consistent increase in Maori word insertions. There was a corresponding initiat drop than

a rise in the number of insertions made by Moana. The book read for Reading 3 w'as at

least twice as long as the next longest book (approximately 500 words). which may

account for the noticeably greater irmount of word insertions b-v the father. The first

reading during Phase One had the highest rate of English inserted words. Except for

"Do you wont to say? " the tbther's English insertions during this reading were all in the

fiorm ol the praise "good girl" during Performance exchanges, relatively few English

words were insened during readings.

Fiqure 33. Word insertionsduring Whinau P
bookreadings
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P

Moana

P

Moana

P

All of Moana's insertions of English words (except in two Other, non-book related

exchanges). involved the use of an English word in a Mdori utterance"

(Display exchange. father asking what are the things on a dog that make it scratch)

He aha nga mea, nga mea e ngokingoki ana? (What are the things. things

crawling?)

E ngdki ana? (Crawling?)

Ae... Nga kutu? (Lice)

Nga kutu? Ngatleas! (Lice? Fleas!)

Ae. (Yes)

(Display exchange)

P He aha t€nd? 1\\'hat is that?)

Moana He... muu, he...cow.

P He kau t€nd.

Moana He kau.

Exchanges

Fiqure 31. Exchanges during Whlnau P

bookreadlngs
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Figure 34 shows the exchanges that occurred during WhS.nau Pitama bookreadings.

There was an initial drop followed by an upward trend in the number of exchanges per

bookreading across the phases. There was a corresponding change in the patterns of

exchanges as well. While exchanges from all categories occurred, the majority during the
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first phase were Perfonnance exchanges. There was a substantial drop in Performance

exchanges during Phase two readings. along with small increases in the numbers of
Display and Nanative exchanges. There was a slight increasing trend in the number of

Narrative exchanges across both phases.

Mdori words inserted by Moana

Figure 35 below shows the number of words inserted by Moana during bookreading

exchanges. Overall. there was an increase in the number of Maori words inserted per

reading by Moana in Phase Two, compared with Phase One. tn Phase One her rates of
Maori word insertions during book-related exchanges were Narrative 4.7:l; Display

3.4:l: and Performance 0.1:1. ln Phase Two while more M6ori w'ords in total were

inserted during Display exchanges. Narative exchanges resulted in lv{oana using more

Mdori words per exchange. Mdori word insertion rates rose to 12.3:l for Narrative

exchanges 7 .4:l for Display and 0.4:1 for Perforrnance.

Fioure 35. Moana's Miori word insertionsduring
exchanges in Whiinau P bookreadings
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Mdori insertion words by pakehe

The rates of parental M6ori rn'ord insertions during Phase One bookreadings were:

Narrative exchanges 14.75:1: Display exchanges 8.67:l; and Performance exchanges

3.37:1. While Performance exchanges made up the majority of exchanges during Phase

One, Display and Namative exchanges resulted in higher levels of Maori language use by

Moana's parents, above that in the text. In Phase 2 Moana's most ol'Moana's parents'

MSori language insertions occurred during Display exchanges. for which the highest rate
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of words per exchange were also achieved (13.44:1). The rate for Narrative exchanges

fell ( I 1: I ) as did the rate for Performance exchanges (2.g9: I ).

Fioura 36. Pakeke Miiori word ineartions during
exchanges in Whinau p bookreadings
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PATTERNS OF EXCHANGES

In this chapter the processes of bookreading and their significance for generating 'real life'
Mdori language use in'real life' whinau home settings have been of primary interest. In

Study Tr'l'o the focus has been on how the effectiveness of reading with young children

for engendering interaction using te reo Maori can be increased. in particular through the

provision of reading materials and infbrmation. tn all but Whanau Pitama there was an

increase from the first to the second phase in the level of exchanges occurring during

bookreadings between parents and children. For Whdnau Pitama there was a variable but

upu'ard trend.

Changes in the patterns of exchanges also occurred across all whdnau. This was most

noticeable in Whdnau Pitama bookreadings where there was a move away from a

predominantll' Pertbrmance exchange style to one that included a larger proportion of
Display and Narrative exchanges. This shift translated into an increase in M6ori word

insertions in Display and Narrative exchanges by the new entrant child Moana and by the

parent.
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The proportion of Narrative exchanges increased across phases in Whenau Kimiora" Mita

and Ngahau bookreadings. As well as increasing Narrative exchanges, Wh6nau Kimiora

introduced Display and Performances exchanges into their interaction repertoire around

bookreading. Whdnau Hikuroa also showed an increase in the proportion of Performance

and Display exchanges and Whinau Ngahau in Display. The shifts in exchange styles

corresponded with an increase in the proportion of M6ori word insertions being made

dwing exchanges. That is there was a general increase in the amount of exchanges taking

place between parents and children, the amount of M6ori words being used during the

interactions and the kinds of exchanges occurring.

Vocabulary-related influences

Shared bookreading has been shown to have an impact on the vocabulary development of

language learning children, including those learning a second language (e.g. Elley, l99l;

McNaughton, 1995). Vocabulary development can be reflected in a number of ways

including increases in comprehension and in increases in production. There was an

increase in the total number of M6ori words inserted by children across the pha-ses.

A focus in this thesis has been on the potential of bookreading practices to enhance M6ori

second language leaming for adults. Adult second language learnerso vocabulary

production during shared bookleading arguably influences as well as reflects language

development and growth. In Study Two there was an increase across phases in the total

number of M6ori word insertions made by parents. A probe was taken of two parents'

first insertion of a vocabulary item dtring bookreadings across the phases, shown in

Tables I and2 below. One parent described her fluency as between "very low to not very

fluent" while the other identified herself as having a 'basic to intermediate' level of

fluency. These two parents respectively made the lowest and highest numbers of Maori

word insertions during Phase One.

There was a large change in the number of words inserted for the fust time by the mother

in Whdnau Kimiora between Phase One and Phase Two. The range was from 0 to 16

across Phase One, an average rate of 3 words per reading and 12 to 40 across Phase Two,

an average rate of 22 words per reading. The difference for the mother of Wh6nau Mita
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was less noticeable, a riange of 3 to 72 and average rate of 16.8 per reading during Phase

One, and a range of 7 to 49, an average rate of 18.2 per reading for Pbase Two.

Table l: First use of Miori vocabulary inserted by mother across lVhinau Kimiora
bookreadings (Phase 1)

I 3 4 s
ika
kua
mutu
na
te

6
a

aroha
atihua
he
Hemi
kai
ki
kia
koe
me
motoke
ne
nge
or8
rcka
rima

7
re
anei

hea
hei
kei
keke
panos
purioi
toti
t6riti
wairsks

t 9 l0 ll
kdoa
kouaou

(Phase 2)

t2
aha
ana
are

au
aue

e

huruhuru
ingoa
kanohi
kara
kauta
ko
kupu
kuri
mtmtr
mamac
mangu
me
mo
mo€
neketai
ngutu
o
Papn
paruparu
peita
pikitia
Poipoi
pukapuka
1610u

rite
rilma
tamaiti
tlua
tenei
titiro
tonu
turituri
tutu

l3
arawhana
aha
anl
hea
hia
hipohipo
hdu
huritau
i
kdmera
kei
keke
kirimi
mea
muri
ono
pai
pouaka
ra
raiona
naro

reka
rima
roto
rua
tshi
laonga
tene
tiakarete
toru
wat
wha
whitu

t4
awhiawhi
Hanslcoko
kihore
kaua
kore
kOreto
kuini
ngaro
niho
nui
p6hirahira
panana

pirangi
whara

t5
smSrara
an6
kowhiuwhiu
mek0
miku
md
mo€moe
moumou
nopepa
pane

paru
peke

Pdmare
p6tae
taima
tino
t6n8
whakaruru
whea

11
kimi
konei
mahi
matuku
mdukumoana
pikeha
pepak8
p8r8n-

rtrnei

tikanga
timo
tuhi

It
ahau

alt
aua

ea
honu
kmgakanga
kangaru
kuri
Mlori
mrrekai
p0mau

rco
tarsl(8
wt
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Table 2: First use of Miori vocabulary inserted by mother across TVhinau Mita
I

I
aha
ana

ano
anr
au

e

ena
haere

hacrenga
he

hea
heipli
hinga
hii
i
ia
ka
kaore,
kei
ki
ko
koe
kore
kdrere
kdrero
ktaha
lcuhua
kupu
maro
mahi
mamae

Mnori
me
mO

mdhio
muunga
ni
ne
nga
6
6na
pcpi'
pikitia
potae
pukapuka
pupuri
reua
ringa
ringaringa
rite
rongo
mri
nrnga
te
taihoa
taka
take
tamaiti
tana
te
teoe
tenei
tetahi
tiaki
tino
titiro
to
tonu
waka
whakarongo
whara
wira

2
au€
hiahia
hoihoi
kati
kairctiripa
klre
keke
kia
kua
me&

muru
ngongoro
one
pai
poaka
pii
ritou
ringaringa
riri
rongo
taea
tino
turituri
wa€wae
WIrernu

3
mu
huruhuru
kihore
kara
kete
kikorangi
konei
k6whai
me
mAt€ngr
motu
ngeru
p@ura
pokohiwi
rare
roto
tangi
tarau
tini
tutti

4
I

ika
kaha
kuia
nui

5
knkahu
kaukau
koura
pApaka
pc8
poto
mro
ruku
tunS
wai

6
arewhana
honu
kangaru
makimald
perihana
po
raiona
toru

7
hite
ingoa
mo€
Peka
rA

rskua
t0na
uanla

t
€ngari
kanohi
taniwha
tius
whdu

9
hei
bdiho
hoki
kri
karak8ts
krrt
kohanga
mai
mtngai
piriti
taiapa
wharr

l0
krarehe
ritou
tamariki

ll
8hi
etahi
kanikani
karangE
mahangr
mtue
ope
(xa
palcaru

roa
r6pu
tauirs
t€iei
tina
wahang0
whinru
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(Phase 2)

Using a word for the first time dwing a series of bookreadings is not an indication of first

time use per se. What the probes above indicate is that reading books in te reo M6ori,

even children's books, provide second langu4ge leaming parents opportunities to use

vocabulary that may otherwise be ffiequently experienced. While bookreading presents

opportunities to engage with relatively unfamiliar vocabulary, it also presents

opportunities for repeated use or practice of vocabulary in a context of meaningful use.

This was shown to be the case for the two mothers by the amount of vocabulary produced

more than once over readings. For exarnple, the ratio for M6ori words being used for the

t2
ae

h6ha
kaua
kia
kiore
mutu
no
paoro
riirna
tihi
turituri
waho
wiriwiri

l3
a
lhua
aikiha
sp6pd
aua

enei
heru
iniianei
iti
iwa
karu
katoa
kaute
KI
kurs
maremafe
mltakitaki
matihe
matimati
Matim
m6kai
muri
ngeru
noho
pefie
penerlkau
pikitia
pouaka
piikoro
putiputi
r6kau
rima
rcto
riima
taku
tfuia
tapaioru
taparvha
timara
tuhi
tuhihrhi
wacwac
waru
whai
whakaarai
whakaata
whakapaipai
whakarahi
whitau

l4
hopu
huri
huruhuru
inaianei
ingoa
kaimoana
kapua
kimi
Kiri
koro
kotoremoanz
mania
mau
miti
moSna

mutu
noho
paoka
penel

P,EPI
rapua
Ratapu
reka
rits
rua
tahi
tSne
tika
toka
warewae
whenua
whetii
whiti

l5
haona
hari
horo
koretake
kotiro
maha
manu
mawhero
motuka
mua
muri
pango
pehea

whakashus
whakaaro

l6
archa
haa
h6
mataku
mEte

ono
pekepeke

n
waho

l7
60
8TE

aua
awhi
iwhina
Hf,moa
hari
hau
hotuhotu
keinga
kar€
koretskc
mahana
ngaro
pene
pepe

Pererika
Pihipihi
poraka
raupo
tffi

It
hanga
hia
hiakai
hlkoi
korokoro
pipi
whea

l9
anake

Hemi
ktnara
karara
k€hua
kemu
p6un
rangltira
tetipca
t0na

20
aua
hipi
kaikdrcm
kao
katstots
hd
mgha
mauhi
nanekoti
pene

reecti
taringa
tiipato

2l
shau
ha€rffi
hiorB
hsri
klinga
koro
n8cnge
papadllnukr
puku
rerpke
tiima
tangitmgi
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first time to repeated Maori words ranged between l:2to 1:7 across Whanau Kimiora and

Whinau Mita bookreadings.

As was the case in Study One, Narrative and Display exchanges showed higher rates of

M6ori language use, for parents and children. Interaction patterns that emphasise display

and narrative exchanges may enable M6ori language books to work more effectively as a

prop for language use, particularly for second language learners.

Scaffolding

The increasing number of exchanges and interactions that occurred between parents and

their children over the two phases included those that were identifiably tutorial in nature.

There were many instances of parents explicitly teaching children, for exarnple providing

instruction on aspects related to print, on decoding print, on performing or reading printed

text, and gt"ing information to help children make meaning from particular storylines or

narrative, in both M6ori and English. These tutorial interactions also reflected processes

that have come to be identified and discussed using the scaffiolding metaphor. The

various kinds of tutorial interactions in which parents in both studies supported and

guided children's learning reflected those described across studies of family bookreading

practices (e.g. McNaughton, 1995). For instance there was evidence of mutual co-

construction of language and literacy-related leaming and patterns ofjoint negotiation of

meaning. The bookreading practices of some whdnau also showed a marked preference

for a particular kind of exchange, display, performance or narative, resulting in a general

interaction style. In this sense the studies provide further evidence that there is just as

much variation in family literacy practices within identifiable groups as there is auoss

them.

As expected from a co-constnrctionist conceptualisation of scaffolding processes, there

were identifiable instances where parent and where child took on the role as 'expert'.

Tutorial processes occurred in which children took, or were invited to take, the teaching

role. However, it was the nature of the fluidity of the role as oleal:ner' that was

particularly interesting. Exchanges occuned that involved children initiating interactions

that had explicit tutorial functions, such as the Display exchange reported on page 262.
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This exchange illustrates the sensitive and mutual nature of co-constnrction. The child

has expertise in M6ori and English as a developing bilingual. In recognition of the

relationship between his mother's expertise as a 'reader' contasted with her growing

expertise as a M6ori speaker, and language demands engendered by the task of reading in

her second language, this child carried out what could be described as comprehension

checks. He would often query a word meaning, and then supply one, usually in English,

when his mother could, as illustrated in another example,

Mother (M) reading 'kao pEpi, kei rahta lae!' 1no baby you might get scratched!)

n What?

M ralwa

iR What's that?

M ummmm, rahtaaaaaa (sounds of pages tuming)

R Scratch, ......scratch, scratch.

M Ae, ae, ae. Scratch.

Ilelpseeking

Explicit help-seeking behaviour on the part of the adult reader was a featue in two of the

whinau during Phase I and four of the whdnau during Phase 2. This nearly always took

the form of parents seeking help with specific vocabulary. In many instances children

were able to provide direct assistance. For example during a Narrative exchange one of

the new entant children (T) provided his father (P) with the word he was unable to

produce or recall at that particular time.

P Ae, engari ka ngau te rdkau ia, te kiore. Tahtwhalwaro tana pirangi kia ngau te
rdlau. (Yes, but he's biting the tree, the rat. I think he wants to chew the tee)

T Me me me (and)

P Um ah lco tana whakaaro ka ngau te rdkau, ka mahi penei te rdkau, boof, Ka,
Ka,...... ... he aha te htpu, mo, ...he aha te htpu mo fill over? Aaaa (he thinks by
biting the fiee, the tree will do this, boof. It will, it will,. . . . . . what's the word for fall over? Aaaa)

T Ko taka pec. (Perhaps it will fall over)

P Ae, pea, ae ka taka te rdlmu, penei, ka tiki [iJ te dporo. Engari, engari he iti rawa
ia, he iti rawa ia. Kei te mamae ona/ 1Yes, perhaps, yes the tree will fall like this, and he
will get the apple. But, but, he's very little, he's very little. His [teeth] are sore]

T niho (teeth)

P Ae. (Yes)
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The children did not always provide vocabulary or verbal explanation, but sometimes

used text meaning or appeared to use illustrations to help the parent gain meaning. For

example during a Narrative exchange,

(Mother (M) has just read.....e moe ana i runga i te toka mdnia ... ... (sleeping on a flat rock))
M He aha te toka mdnia? (what is atoka mdnia?')

T Kao, o lcao, tena., (possibly referring to illushation?)
M Aaa.

There were instances when the target child or other participants also did not have the

relevant information. On these occasions the participants would either move on without

resolution, or negotiate a word or meaning, although not always entirely accurate, as

illustrated in the literd translation used in the following exarnple. ln the following tums

that took place during a Narrative exchange between a mother (M) and her new enfiant

(T), the M6ori words given for starfish are those for 'stax' and 'fish', compared with

Maori equivalents, such as pekapeka or pdtongatanga.

M ...he aha, he aha te htpu md t€nd? (... what's, what's the word for that?)

T I/e shark

M lka whetil? (Starfish?)

T Ooo, ae, iltawhetfr. (Oh, yes, star fish)

On four of the occasions when help could not be satisfactorily provided, or a point of

common understanding reached, the mother in one whinau refened to a dictionary as

another source of infomration. This involved either looking up a word in the dictionary,

or stating the intention to follow it up later. For example, during an Other exchange in

reference to illushation on the cover page between mother (M) and son (R),

M He aha tdnd? (What's that?)

R Aua (Don't know)

M Kdhore i mdhio au te htpu Mdori mo tdnd,le dragon (I don't know the Miori word
for that, for the dragon)

n Aaa, dragonflier
M Dragonfly
R Dragonflierr looks like one.
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M
R
M

Dragonfly, ne. (dragonfly, eh.)

Dragonflier.
Kua mutu, hta mutu rdua tdnei pulcapuka, aa rdua! Kua mutu tdua
tdnei pulmpula, ka haere, Im haere titiro ki te pukapuka Mdori mo te hryu
Maori mo dragonfly, ne. ([when] They have finished this book, a]r, theyl [when] We have

finished this booh we will go, we will go and look in the Mdori book for the Mdori word for
dragonfly, eh.)

While parents who explicitly sought help to get meaning or make meaning in te reo MAori

generally restricted this to oral sources, their children, this parent's actions reflect

strategic use of literate skills and expertise both during and after reading with her child, in

her use of dictionaries.

For the five whinau, bookreading has been shown to provide a context for parents and

children to interact in an activity in which both are able to behave as Maori language

speakers to some extent. Both are able to bring their respective language and literacy

skills and expertise to the activity as wh6nau teaching and leaming resources.

SUMMARY

This chapter has described aspects of whdnau bookreading in homes of ten kura kaupapa

M6ori new entrants. The fust study provided indications of the diverse nature of

bookreading practices across such whEnau. These diversities were played out in terms of

access to Mdori language texts, differences in Maori language fluencies, and in exchange

patterns that occured within the context of bookreading activities.

The main aim of Study Two was to examine the influences of three things on whEnau

bookreading practices. These were the provision of firstly, Maori language books,

secondly, inforrration about the significance and the implications of different kinds of

interaction during bookreading; and thirdly, feedback on interaction patterns occurring

during whdnau bookreading. Mdori language use and exchanges during wh6nau

bookreading, before and after the provision of reading-related information, were attalysed.
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Providing books and infomration set up conditions in which adults and children were able

to expand on their Mdori language interactions. Parents drew on information and

feedback that was provided on the relative significance of reading-related interactions in

ways that corresponded in shifts in whinau exchange pattems during boolaeadings.

There were also shifts of varying magnitudes in both parents' and children's Milori

language use. In relation to wh6nau literacy practices, the shifts are signifisant on at least

two levels. One, they further show how interactions with yotng children that occur

during bookreading can be modified, even when parents do not have high levels of

fluency in the book language. Two, they show that stategically modiffing interactions

can influence the amount of M6ori language parents use with their children in the home.

The findings of these studies have significance when located in the broader societal

context of Maori language regeneration and culnral continuity. The degree to which

intergenerational Mdori language use is present in homes is a pivotal indicator of the

extent to which M6ori language regeneration is being realised. These studies indicate that

whinau bookreading practices have the potential to increase the anount of, and contexts

for, M6ori language use in homes, thus increasing the effectiveness of Miiori programmes

and initiatives for language regeneration.
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CHAPTER TEN

ikona te reo

ka kdrero mai

d*onanga kdrero

Imwaiaamai

kia mau qi te reo Mdori

ki Aoteuoa

Letnthe language

and speakto me

leon the stories

and sing to me

so the MAoriloquage

will be hetd in Aotesoa

(H- Melbowne, 1997)

INTRODUCTION

This PhD research has not been about lighting the fire in the betlies of whnnau, nor has it

been about inspiring a passion for te reo Meori. Where whanau have made a commihent

for children to attend kaupapa Maori and Meori medium education programmes, the

passion is assumed to be there already in some form. Rather it has been about the

promotion and support of interaction in te reo Meori in the homes of such wh5natt

interaction involving parents and their children in particular. One of the underlying goals

driving this research has been 'kia tautoko, kia whalarata i te reo i roto i 1s kEinga' - to

support Meori langrrage as a satisfying, natural and user-frie,lrdly aspect of everyday home

life. This research has also been about evaluating a form of guidance within the context

of whiinau booloeading to help achieve this.



I have a history of academic study that has developmental pqycholory as a base. In

somewhat of a paradox (given the discussion below!) at one level I am quite comfortable

with this. Human development, behaviour and learning are what interest me. Much of
my formalised 'study' of humans has occurred from within the so-called ivory towers of
academia While I had initially chosen to study 'pur€' Psychologr I soon focused on the

developmental area that at the time was, and generally still is, primarily concerned with

children. I think that if one wants to find out about human psychological development

one should concentrate on humans, which probably explains why I had found it hard to

understand the relevance of snrdying the behaviour of rats and pigeons, not to mention the

physiology of a sheep's brain. I also believe that humans develop, learn and behave in

relationships with other humans. Understandings of development and learning are

located in understandings of relationships of humans with humans, not in the selrsations

individual humans get from skin pricking instnrments (metaphorically speaking).

Critiques of so-called westem academic and intellectual fields by historically dis-

empowered groups - indigenous, colonised, women - beg the question, is it possible to

use and to develop knowledge in empowering ways in fields that themselves have played

fimdamental roles in dis-empowerment? In particular, can psychological approaches to

development provide ways and means of studying and understanding development of an

indigenous, colonised people?

In its relatively brief history as a field of study, western oDevelopmental Psycholog5r' has

been premised around notions of the 'natural order' of developmen! and optimal

conditions for ensuring this natural order. This natural order, located in the Dorrlls,

values, beliefs and practices of the 'powerfirl' in wes&ern society, has been broad-cas

world-wide in the form of developmental templates. The cultural trnderpinnings of

developmental descriptions coming out of the 'west' have been largely unrecognised or

ignored. Such globalisation of developmental psycholory has had significant side-effects

for non-(dominanQ western cultures, including Meori @r:rman, 1994).

I have described a lsaning towards sociocultual theory because it has been greatly

responsible for revealing oculture' and 'development' as inextricably entrrined.



Sociocultural method, in particular its facility in variously fore-grounding and

backgrounding features of othe big picture' on which one is focuse4 is also grcatly

appreciated (eg. Rogofi 1995). The comprehensive (as opposed to eclectic) nafur€ of the

'theoryo framing this thesis may be conceived of as providing a set of lenses that can be

attrached to a oresearch carnera' in various combinations. As a component of this

'comprehensive' framework, critical psycholory provides a lens through ufrich to

understand, critique and search for ways of overcoming the role 'Pqycholory' bas in

maintaining inequitable and unjust conditions as the status quo (Prilleltensky & Fox,

1997). Discussions aronnd indigenous psycholory also help to shape ideas around how

relationships between Maori and non-M6ori approaches to development and learning

might be conceive4 and enacted.

Thus the framework used in this thesis takes cognisance of movements towards the

'indigenisation' of psycholory, and incorporates critical psychological and sociocultural

psychological theorising. It has enabled a multi-levelled focus spnnning sociocultural,

political and historical contexts, illd home contexts in which whiinau bookreading

activity takes place. At the level of theory aod methodology, I have been concerned with

understanding and facilitating whinau literacy practices within a kaupapa Miiori approach

(e.g. Pihama, 1993; Pohatu, 1996; G. Smith, 1997).

Fieure 37. Whinsu literacy practices es intersection of processes
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This thesis has revolved around three main themes, Meori language, Mriori families or

whEnau and literacy practices. It bas been concerned with what is happening at the

intersection of a nnmber of related processes. These are idenffied as processes of
language development, processes of literacy practice and processes of langrrage

regeneration, as shown in Figrue 37 above. A primary focus has been on the nexus of
these processes as played out in a particular sociocultural context, whinau homes.

Whanau langrrage interaction processes within the sociocultural practice of literacy,

instantiated in parent(s)-child(ren) boolreadings, were examined.

In Chapter Nine I attempted to address specific questions about how various forms of

interaction around printed M6ori text influence the use of te reo Meori by parents and

their children. Drawing on systems approaches @ronfenbrenner, 1986), these questions

are located within the social, educational and political layers shown as 'M6ori experience'

in Figure 38, specifically Maori experience since the first waves of colonisation began to

seriously impact on M6ori infrastnrcnne, particularly at the level of wh6naq and on

Maori knowledge systems, particularly language.

Fieure 38. Whinau literacy practices as located in 'Miori experience'

political, culturalo educational,
linguistic ideologies

educationel provisions

Miori literecy
practices and
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PROCESSES OF LAIIGUAGE DEVELOPMENT

Processes ofdeveloping language presuppose processes ofsocialisation (Cazden, 1994;

Hohep4 1990, Ochs & Schieffelin, 1984). We are socialised through langrrage(s), to

thintq to believe and to act in ways that will enable ns to be culturally competen! or at

least cultually tolerable. Similady, as we develop competence and fluency we are

socialised to use language(s) in acceptable ways. Studies of language acquisition and

socialisation across a mnge of culnres show variability in processes and products of
language acquisition and socialisation (Schieffelin & Ochs, 1986). But there is at least

one thing about which we can be confident: that is language develops in the 'natural'

"messiness of everyday life", whatever that night look like in a given culture (Beals,

1997). Children are viewed as developing their first language in the 'home' setting,

within naturally occurring interactions in 'family' activities. This assumption hotds

whether the family consists of parents and child, or grandparents, parents, aunties, uncles

and children. It holds whether the home is a two storey house in Massachusetts or a fale

with removable walls in Samoa @rown, 1973; Ochs, 1988; Snow, 1977; Tizzrfi &

Hughes, 1984; Wells, 1986).

The studies reported in this thesis add to the evidence that within the 'home', processes of
language leanring are not the exclusive pr€serve of mother-child dyads (e.g. Heatb, 1983;

Schieffelin & Ochs, 1986). Falhers and older siblings (and to a lesser extent a

grandmother) actively participated in bookreading activities, in support of the new entrant

child's language and literacy development. What the studies also clearly indicate is tbat

leanring is not unidirectional, from parents or older family members to younger. That is,

children are not the only language learners in activities that occur in the home. Parents

were shown to be, if not learning MSori language per se during whinau bookreading,

leaming about ways of using MEori language. Additionally, their il,Ieori speaking

children were observed interacting with them in ways that reflected tutorial properties.

Processes of Miori language developnent

What do we know about developing Meori language with genealogcal wbinau members

within the confines of the home? Very little. That children's first words may be those
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that they have leamed outside of the confines of their home and from people who are not

their mother, let alone do not have a direct biological connection to them, is possibly

bordering on inconceivable for maqy conventional researchers of language development

(although see e.g. Genessee, 1989 on studies of simultaneous bilingual development).

However, what we have are a few descriptions of M6ori language development in whinau

settings in the wider sense of communities of common interest There are snrdies of

langrrage processes in kdhanga reo settings (Hohepa, 1990; Ka'ai, 1990; White, 1995).

We have some descriptions of Maori language development that is product oriented. For

example, Murphy and Hollings (1995) provide information about grammatical

'fossilisations' in the langrrage of children in Maori medium educational settings.

However, apart from Royal-Tangaere' (1997b)'Learning M6ori Together: Kdhanga Reo

and Home', there is currently no inforrration about Maori langrrage development

processes within the home.

One of the contributions this thesis makes is that it provides information about MEori

langrrage uses of children who have come out of kOhanga rco and recently begun their

primary schooling in Maori, in the home. Ten children targeted in the studies (some

language behaviotus of siblings were also recorded) represent graduates of six ditrerent

k6hanga reo. Observations of language interactions of nine of them with their parcnts

during bookreadings revealed them to be competent enougb in te reo Maori to sustain

conversations. This was so even when in conversation with an adult who had relatively

less control of Maori. While the development of children's Meori langrrage was not the

specific focus of this thesis, the corpus of data collected contains a potential wealth of

information regarding broader characteristics of MEori langrrage spoken by these children

While information pertaining to children's MEori langrrage proc€sses and behaviours is

sparse, information pertaining to that of adults as M6ori language learners is also meagre.

Snrdies mentioned previously that examine language processes in kohanga reo (e,g.

Hohep4 1990; Ka'ai, 1990) include transcripts in which adults are using Meori, however

their language status as first or second language speakers of lvlEori is not defined. Places

we could look for information about aduh Maori language leanring and use night include

such things as: statistics of adult students involved in Meori language courses; who is
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learning; information about reasons for taking courses; and information about the

language levels being achieved (Nicholson, 1990; Rei, 1998). The 1995 l{eori I&guage

Survey (Te Puni K6kiri, 1998) also gives a pictrue about who in Aotearoa-New Zealand's

population over the age of 15 are speaking MAori, where they are speaking M6ori, how

they rate their fluency and so on. Evaluative comments about Maori spoken by kdhanga

reo, kura kaupapa Maori and M6ori medium staffand teachers, particularly those who are

second language speakers, are additional soluces. All adults who were interviewed in the

two studies were able to describe personal Meori langr.rage learaing pathways they had

travelled or would like to travel. A number had taken significant risks related to

employ:rent and whEnau financial security to leam te reo Maori.

Optimising the messiness

This research has alse been concemed with optimisation of te reo Meori use in the home.

Howevet, research energies still need to be expended on understanding the process of
Maori language development. We have little knowledge and understandings arormd the

'nafilral' (in a sociocultural sense of the word) processes for, and sequence of, Maori

language development. For exarnple, 'negatives' have been highlighted as a problem area

in the Meori language spoken by children in hra kaupapa Maori, who can be reasonably

assumed to be representative of the young generation of Maori speaken coming out of

this century (Murphy & Hollings, 1995). Is there a'natural' sequence in the development

of these grammatical features? Identification of 'problems' with the Maori language

being spoken today reflects the need for other kinds of researcb- These may be similar in

kind to studies of language development under the term 'applied research' that ofteir have

imFlications for the'optimisation' of language developme,lrt.

There is a history of such emphasis and intervention into the way Meori use language,

specifically M6ori children using English language (e.g. R Benton, 1965; Deparhent of
Education, 1972). Such interventions have been heavily criticised for taking a deficit

orientation towards Meori practices, particularly Maori langrrage practices of parents with

their children. Auerbach (1995) and others have identified the potential to 'default' into a

deficit-view paradigm as a very real danger for family literacy resear,ch and programmes.

Optimising language development has tended to involve teaching or socialising parcnts

into using a majority or dominant language with their children in'western middle class'
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ways. The intended outcomes have generally related to lifting the academic achievement

of 'non-western, non-middle class' children.

This thesis has leen concerned with intervention into Maori language loss. The studies

reported in the last npo chapters involved personalised intervention into the ways parents

and children interacted around written Maori books. Meori language loss, and the

disintegration of whilnau language socialisation properties, are not the results of some

inherent MSori deficit. If a deficit view is to be taken, it can only be of the nature of
'processes and practices of colonisation'. Keeping this wider picture in view is used as a

mechanism to prevent disintegration into deficit-ism. The language practices on vfiich I

have been focusing, the conversations of M6ori parents and children around boolcs, need

to be understood and analysed in conjunction with the historical and educational

experiences of M6ori whinau and Maori society analysed across Chapten Two, Three

and Four.

Alternatively, I have argued that Maori parents, as do all 'non-western, and/or non-

middle-class' parents, have a right to know 'ticks of the trade' so to speak. I have argued

that getting explicit information about different 'ways with words' can be empowering

rather than assimilating. What I have shown is that 6eelcsading processes involving a

parent's second language (albeit native) can be enlunced as mecbanisms for increasing

the r:se of that language.

The role of literaqt practices in language development

Shared bookreading is an aspect of the oomessiness of everyday life" that Whitehurst and

his colleagues have identified as ripe for optimisation (Whitehurst et al, 1988). In this

thesis, language use in oshar€d' boolcreading is of interest in relation to its influences on

the use of a language for the sake of its regeneration and development. ln contrast,

Whitehurst and others are interested in 'Young children's langr:age skills because

language skills are thought to provide a critical part of the foundation for reading skills

and success in school" (Whitehurst, et al, 1994;235). Where the focus hac ls€n sn

language p€r s, it has been directed at pre-school rather than school-aged children

reading with parents at home. Researchers ane interested in the preparation of
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preschoolers for school uses oflauguage, such as developing decontexnralised language

sl enswering display-related questions (e.g. Heatb 1983; McNaughton, 1995; Sulzby &
Tealeo 1991). In a similar vein where the interest has been on school-aged children, of
concern has primarily been the development of reading skills rather than langrrage skills.

While the potential benefits to children's literacy development and school-related

achievement is a consideration, the primary reasons for choosing bookeading activities in

the studies reported related to the notion of books as props for Maori langrrage

interactions betqreen parents and children.

The decision to focus on whEnau with new entrant children was partially based on the

assumption that school-home practices would provide whinau with simple written texts

in the form of books sent home from kura 'sending books home' with young school

children is considered reasonably customary in Aotearoa-New 7*.aland. The practice is a

significant one used in many local and overseas interventions at initial school levels

(Rawlinson, McNaughton & Limbrick, 1987; Gallimore & Goldenberg, 1993; Tizatd)

Schofield & Hewison, 1982). Positive leanring effects have been realised througb

sending books home with children to read with their parents, accompanied with varying

levels of training and instnrction for parents. However some findings indicate that

'sending books home' without detailed and extensive instnrction may be less effective

where parents are 'miqority langrrage speakers' or second language speakers of the

medinm of instnrction (e.g. Hannon, 1987; Gallimore & Goldenberg, 1993). All the

parents who took an active part in the recorded bookeadings were Miiori second

language leamers.

While an initial asstrnption was that studies carried out as part of this PhD research

would involve examining parent-child readings of books sent home from school, as a

response to the new entrant reading programme this did not eventuate. In the first study,

whinau were asked to collect instances of bookreading involving their new-entrant child.

Recordings of English and M6ori boohadings wene supplied. Findings of Snrdy One

add weight to claims that access to, and availability of, Meori language books gnse major

issues for children and wh6nau participating in Maori medium educational options.
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Nash (1993; 79) argues that family assets or resources (financial, social and educational)

are the foundation material for "effective strategies of zuccess in the educational system".

Parents generally see reading as a firndarnental skill that their children need to develop.

Participants in his snrdy "often emphasised the special attention they paid to its
development in their children" (Nash, 1993; 124). He also found that while parents

generally held very positive attitudes to reading, there were differences in families' access

to resources, and in knowledge about how to use resoruces "most effectively''. It was also

found to be the case in this research.

Nash adopts a singular view focusing on class analysis of the diffferences in resourcing

found,rcross his study's families. Similarly, psychological and pedagogical resources in

the forrr of 'tricks of the trade', literacy related knowledge and expertise, are argued

uing the notion of 'cultural capital'. Although differences in etlnicity, language and

culnre are acknowledged, they are not considered as significant explanations for

differences in resourcing and educational-related outcomes. What this thesis argues is

tbat" particularly in relation to obtaining literacy resources and information, wh6nau with

children in any form of Maori medium education face hardship and disadvantage,

irrespective of 'class'. This was patently reflected in Study One. There was a dearth of

Mdori language reading texts available to whEnau that bore little relationship to parents'

occupations or levels of education. Study Two parents' comvnents, &d requests for

information about where to get materials similar to the sets of books each wb5nau was

supplied with, reinforced perceptions of i.adequate and inequitable availability and

access.

All aspects of ufrEnau life within the home are potential hdeori language contexts. To

what degree MEori langrrage becomes a 'nafirral' feature in everyday conversations is

undoubtedly influenced by knowledge and language fluenry of rcspective participants, as

well as by the language resources available. Maori language books work as a tool

providing langrrage nesources and knowledge, albeit in written forms. Following Study

One, and what it revealed about whEnau zrccess to books, a decision to provide Meori

langrrage children's books was made, thus increasing language resourc€s available in

whinauhomes.



The strategr used in Study Two was a kind of a cross between oBook Flood' @lley &
Mangubhai, 1983) and 'Dufr Books in Homeso (Elley, 1997). In contrast with Book

Floods, a set of books was introduced into the home, rather than into the child's

classroom. A set of books in a brightly colorned box with the name of the new entrant

child in large print on the top was given to each whiinau at the beginning of each phase. In

contrast to Books in Homes, children chose books to keep after sharing them with

whiinau members in the context of their home, rather than choosing titles in a school

setting before seeing the book. Druing Phase 2 one of the children could be heard

whispering "Na - tEnei pulcapuka" 1ftts is fher name]'S book) during the recorded reading.

Unsurprisingly, it is one she kept.

Phass One bookreadings showed that access to reading mat€rial did facilitate Ndeori

language lqslcsarling. Parents' reports indicated that prior to the introduction of books,

Meori language bookreading ranged from irregular (dependent on supply, el as 6sr€ rhan

once a week on average) to non-existent. During Pbase I average rates ranged from jrst

over one to nearly 4 books being read per week.

The intervention phase in Study Two fell somewhere benreen gving "advice and brief

de,monstrations'o and "detailed instnrctions" in reading-related language interaction

strategies (Tizard, Schofield & Hewison, 1982; l3). Rates of Mnori language use rose

from the first to the second phase for all five whEnau. All uihiinau also demonstated

changes in levels of exchanges.

The studies concentrated on bookreading in relation to its effects on languages process€s

of adults as well as children The focus was primarily on shifu in the use of Mfrori

language qrithin a particular activity, rather than knowledge and control of a language as

measured by sundardised forms of assessment or obsenration. As sucb the findings

cannot be directly compared with those of other studies of family booheading tbat have

focused on increasing langrrage development. However, they do provide firther

substantiation to findings such as Whitehurst et al (1988), Amold et d (1994) and

Edwards, (1994), that modiSing parental approaches to reading with young children in

their homes can enbance the efficacy of booheading practices for supporting language
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development. Shrdy Two also shows that systematic omodification' can be relatively

minim4l, in this case it was in the form of personalised feedback and information, and

still have a noticeable effect. In this case, 'language development' is located within the

context of language regeneration. It is defined not only in the sense of language

development of individuals (adult as well as children) but language development in terms

of facilitating a language as a medium of comrnunication in homes, in this instance in the

activity of bookreading.

PROCESSES OF LITERACT PRACTICE

ln this thesis, literacy is positioned as a sociocultural practice and as a tool. A basic

argument is that literacy is a viable cultural tool for Maori langrrage regeneration

instantiated in patterns of MSori language use in homes.

That literacy has been a very potent tool in the degeneration of Maori language is also

recognised. As stated in Chapter Two, reading and writing was first introduced and

developed amongst Maori largely in Meori language. Freire argues that if people use

their own language there is the opportunity to transform social stnrstures and

relationships with dominant groups. If people are not they can become trapped in

"cultural silence" (Freire & Macedo, 1987). What essentially occurred in the case of
Maori shows that using one's o'*m language can also result in a similar entrapment.

Mdori constinrted the dominant goup of Aotearoa-New 7*aland at the time they were

introduced to print literacy. It was no coincidence that the balance of power shifted from

Maori to non-Miori as MEori society incorporated print into their existing literacy

systems. Those who initially imparted print literacy were influenced by particular

agendas in the choice of Maori as the vehicle and medium. It is a deep irony that this

choice significantly contributed to the 'de-powering' of Miori society within its own

country. Its coupling with restricted access to knowledge and understandings helped to

keep MEori from maintaining any meaningfirl contol of ensuing socio-political changes.

The shifting power bases wer,e later joined by a shift in the language o; sp!66ling and

Iiteracy for M6ori, from Miiori fs Fnglisfu.
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The movement towards te reo Meori as a viable and legitimate 66dium ;o1ssfuooling and

as a language for literacy practices has been growing (rather painfirtly and arduously) in

the latter half of the nventieth centnry. It is part of a wider Maori movement to regain

power and control over our lives and over what happens in this country. Literacy is very

much a political practice.

Literacy practices in Miori homes

In Stttdy One and the first phase of Study Two parents were asked to record bookeadings

involving their new-entrant child. In Phase Two of the second study whiinau were

specifically asked to have a parent participate in bookreadings. At no time were parclrts

asked to restrict who participated in bookreadings. This is significant across a number of

dimensions:

r it probably flies in the face of what counts as 'optimisation'. ln optimisations of
literacy and language of the home, the emphasis has often been placed on the

importance of dyadic interactions;

. mY research goals included that of incorporating and intensiSing existing patterns of

interaction, as opposed to radically changing them;

o it reflects my own feelings of 'cultural discomfort' with developing contexts of
'exclusion', particularly in contexts that support the development and maintenance of

culturatly preferred modes that emphasise 'inclusion'.

Researchers looking at families' use of langrrage in and around written language bave

mainly been concemed with sociocultural and/or cognitive processes implicated in

children's lit€racy development. Studies of MEori families' litemcy practices have to all

extents and purposes focused on English literacy practices and the ways homes socialise

M6ori children into engaging with English written language (McNaughton & Ka'ai,1990;

Tamarua-Turoa, 1995). In contras! I have concerned myself with literacy practices as a

context for promoting parent-child interactions in te reo Meori, and as a context for

developing parents' Mdori langr:age use. While acknowledging the differences in

emphasis, the small but growing body of studies of MEori families' literacy practices

provides useful information about how Maori 'culfire' is played out in the activity of

bookreading.
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McNaughton, (1995; 32) describes "[i]mportant views of the nature of literacy and of

family roles" as "carried in the participation structures of booloeadings". Given that

bookneading is a significant context of leaming ar1d lsaching (an important assumption

arotmd which a lot of this thesis is premised) it also carries and reflects important views

about pedagogy.

Group learning is one pedagogical mode that has been identified as preferred by Maori

(McNaugbtox, 1995; Metge, 1984; G. Smitb 1987). This preference is associated with

notions around 'whdnau' and 'whanaungatanga' as fundamental elements underlying

M6ori culnre. The orientation to group does not preclude individual leanring, or

personalised and dyadic interactions (Cazden" 1990). Rather it is proposed tbat these

occur in inclusive ways that are integrated with, rather separated fiom, the group (e.g.

Hohep4 McNaughton & Jenkins, 1996).

McNaughton, Ka'ai, Chun and Taogaga (1990) have found tha! compared with PEkehE

families, multiparty bookreadings are more often a feanre of literacy practices in families

native to the Pacific area (M6ori, Tongan, Samoan). Orientation to the group was played

out in a nr:mber of ways in studies reported in this thesis. In the second study in which all

readings involved Maori language books, this was illustrafed by at least the following. At

tbe level of bookreading activity, in foru of the five whEnau over a third to a half of
boolaeadings were multipartied. At the level of physical setting, it was evident from the

sounds of 'everyday life' captured on tape with bookreadings, that boolreading took

place alongside other wh6nau activities. At the level of participation pattems, there was a

fluidity reflected in whinau members coming in and out of bookreading activity from

other activities such as meal preparation, as 'active' and 'ambient' participants

(McNaughton, 1995).

Ascribed status roles and relationships have previously been observed being acted out

within the context of literacy practices of M6ori and Pacific Islands families (e.g.

Tamarua-Turoa, 1995), albeit more likely involving English t€xts. Tuakana-teina has

been described asi a relationship contained within whanaungatanga encompassing

reciprocal roles and responsibilities (e.9. Nepe, 1990). For example, in Study Two the
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tuakana+eina relationship was reflected in siblings taking on the role of se,nior or more

expert in the activity of 'reading in Meori'. Older school-aged siUings were heard

playng significant roles in boolreading with new entrants across three whEnau. They

participated as readers, as clarifiers of story-lines and as interpreten of vocabulary (in one

of the remaining whinau the new enlraut had no siblings, in the other the new entant was

the first sibling to attend k6banga reo and kura kaupapa Maori).

PROCESSES OF LAhIGUAGE REGEI\TERATION

Much of this thesis is predicated arowrd Stage 6 of Fisbman's Crraded Interge,nerational

Disruption Scale, outlined in Chapter Three (although not necessarily predicated on the

scale itself). The points of Fishman's scale r€prEsent less of a hierarchical sequence of

st4ges, then fluid interrelationships firndamental to processes of langu4ge regeneration.

Stage 6 penains to the re-establishment of "intergenerational and demographically

concentrated home-family-neighbourhood: the basis of mother tongue transmission"

(Fishman, 1991; 395). In order to realise such a goal, supporting family intergenerational

linguistic continuity in the home is an imperative. Stage 5 of Fishman's scale is also

implicated in this research. This stage identifies the need to develop a language under

regeneration beyond oracy. The importance of print literacy to lvl6ori as an indigenous

'minority' language was discussed in Chapten Thee and Four. Also significant to this

rliscussion is [teracy in a minority language being seen as critical hcause it *facilitates

altenrative means of communication-' (Baker, 1993;60). Literacy practices arouad Ndeori

print can be utilised in ways that facilitate and reinforce oral means of comnrmication. In

this thesis, the importance of literacy is re-sited as a tool for langrrage regeneration, rather

than a stage of language loss or langtrage revival. Literacy practices provide a concrete

zone for parcnts and children to develop and practise 'oracy', in the form of oral

interactions in te reo Meori.

A number of writers have discussed the limitations of school settings for fostering the

regeneration of language (e.g. Chrisp, 1998; Fisbman, l99l; Jacques, 1991; Lyon & Ellis,

1991). However, schools and 'pre-schools' are key settings to which Maori parents have
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been tuming in increasing numbers for assistance in regenerating te reo Ivleori within their

wh6nau (N. Benton, 1989). When kdbanga reo and kura kaupapa MEori emerged as

educational options we were into second and even third generations of Maori whinau

whose children did not speak M6ori and ufuose children did not have good educationat

grounding, either in 'western knowledge' or Miori knowledge. Initially developing out

of both the desire to regenerate te reo Meori and the wistr to intenrene in severe Meori

educational underachievemen! these settings themselves have come to epitomise 'lvleori

language revitalisation'. In tenns of education, the degree of support N{aori parelrts have

shown for their existence has substantially influenced legistation, policy, and educational

practices. While claims about the limited effectiveness of schooling for language

regeneration are valid, 'K6hanga Reo' and oKura Kaupapa Miiori' as sites ef ssfoooling

have acted at the very leas! as potent catalysts.

Educating our M6ori children for the n*'enty-first century involves t-king ou language,

our culture and our lnowledge into the twenty-first century. It involves access to

knowledge of the world, which includes Meori knowledge and not at the expense of

Meori knowledge. Whanau involvement and parent pa*icipation are integral to the

visions, and to the realisation of the dreams and goals of Maori language and educational

initiatives. The role of whinau is a pivotal component to the langrrage regeneration

emphasis in kdhenga reo and lcura kaupapa M6ori (R Benton; 1993; G. Snitb, 1995).

However, particular aspects of 'whEnau' bave been mder-played in terms of being gtven

specific and explicit attention. Examination of langrrage regeneration processes within

wh5nau homes of children in k6banga reo, kura katrpapa and M6ori medium forms of
education is particularly absent.

Students attending kura kaupapa Miori come from homes where English may be a

sienificant medium for communication Other whEnau members may have relatively low

levels of fluency. Parents may not be native Maori speakers or yet eve,lr competeirt

second language speakers. In addition, these parents may also rcpresent educational

casualties of the mainstream system. For many parents, including me, meaningful

involvement in our children's schooling not only means helping to teach orr childre, and

to support them in their classroom learning. It means learning to speak te reo lvl5ori. It
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means in some instances, unleanriAg, relearning, and coming to terms with our own

schooling experiences in critical and empowering ways.

The connection and interrelationship between kura kaupapa M6ori and whiinau homes as

a system of support and development is of critical importance here (G. Smith, 1995;

1997). A relatively young relationship or system, it has particular resourcing needs that

must be addressed in order for it to grow strong and viable. Careful and conscious

nurnring is required at this still early stage.

Te Kdhanga Reo is attempting to recognise the need to empower "the whole whEnau to

take an active part in the M6ori language socialization of their mokopuna and

themselves" (R Benton, 1993; 23), in particular by developing programmes and support

services to help parents learn Maori. In the early phase, kdhanga reo centles ran part-time

Miori langu4ge classes for parents @ouglas, l99l). Kdhanga reo parents were expected

to be actively leanring the language. For example, lunchtime classes were held for

parents at one of the kobanga our childre'n attended. In another, parcnts had to make an

explicit written commituent to attend classes in order for their children to be enrolled-

As the Kdhanga Reo movement developed and then moved under the auspices of the

Ministry of Education, energies became redirected from internal hands-on whfrnau-based

development and learning to meeting external requirements (Johnston, 1994; Royal

Tangaere, 1996). Te Kohanga Reo Trust has attempted to respond to the

professionalisation of K6hanga Reo and de-emphasis of whEnau development by

identi$ing strategies to formalise whEnau processes responsible for the groqrth surge of
the eigbties. In particular, the recent development of te reo Maori courses for parents and

whinaq Te Ara Tuatahi and Te Ara Tuanra re-highlight the commiment of Kbhenga

Reo to whinau development and to regenerating intergenerational M6ori language

transmission. Te Riinanga nui o nga Kura Kaupapa Meori is also acknowledging the

need to continually r€sounc€ wh6nau through progranme and suppofi netrrork

developments.

Intensive language immersion progftunmes, such as Te Ara and Te Ataarangi, are

available to parents of k6hanga reo and kura kaupapa Maori children. In half of the



whEnau involved in the two studies, at least one parent had been enrolled on immersion

coutses'of at least a year in duration. However, while these provisions can potentially

help parents 'k6rero Miiori' with their children at home by incteasing langrrage

competencies, financial, time and oth6r constraints preclude fttny parents from entering

and completing such programrues (Royal Tangaere, I998-personal communication).

What this research explored was ways of supporting parents to develop their use of M6ori

in more informal and arguably less 'costly' home-based activity contexts with their

children.

Language regeneration and whinau homes

Can valuable language regeneration outcomes be produced by introducing, modiffing or

expanding whinau practices around literacy activities in children's homes? Findings

from Study Two indicaG yes. At the end of Phase One, the kinds of interactions taking

place between parents and children and the respective differences in the amount of lvlSori

conversation these generated were analysed. During Phase Two bookrearlings, following

discussions with parents about the significance of their bookreading interactions, there

were marked increases in the amount of Maori spoken between parents and children.

Patterns of interaction were also modifre4 in some instances to a wider range of
exchanges, in others as a change in the preferred kinds of exchanges, for example to ones

that elicited more child talk.

Literacy activities in the home such as boolreading are highly'exploitable' as a language

generating context and as a context for lite,racy developme,nt. Information about the

effects of different ways of sharing books on language and literacy development can be

disseminated i1 simple, snaightforward ways with minimal 'training ele,ments' having to

be used. Of course, adequate and appropriate resourcing is vital. Another critical

element is choice. Wbanau who took part in the snrdies did so because parents chose to,

just as they chose to send their children firstly to kdhanga reoo and then to kura kaupapa

Meori.

Elsewhere I have argued about the importance of choice in the context of 'risks' Iileori

parents are prepared to take (M. Hohepa, 1998a). Risk-taking by whEnaq including
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educational and linguistic decision-making involving oru children, ha* often been bas€d

on 'gut-reaction'o on an almost instinctive feeling that the choices being made are right

and proper. To date, such choices have been made working from a 'social qhangeo

agenda for M6ori developmen! driven 'by Miiori, for Miori and of M6ori'. It has been a

time of delineating boundaries, and validating and affirming that which falls within Meori

territory, so to speak. It has also been about creating contemporary Maori stnrctures

within those boundaries. Significant effort has be€n going into developing such structnres

across laq health and education, for example. This thesis opened with a tauparapara or

chant that uses the metaphor of a house, a home. The tauparapara delineates boundaries

of a grouping of tribes, to which I belong. I"angrrage and culture are often assumed to be

relatively safe and noruished in the traditional homes like the one that the tauparapara

represents. More traditional stnrctures, that trace their sustenance back into such homes,

''Whinau', 'Mam€' Hapu and 'Iwi' have been heavily drawn on to support the

development of newero contemporary ones.

It is now perhaps timely to redirect the focus within the agenda for social change. It is
time to channel energies even mor€ explicitly into supporting our pre-existing lvlaori

stnrctural spaces and investigating what shape these will take, as we move into a new

millenium. This involves, among other thingso concentrating on a more reciprocal

interrelationship of support between 'contemporary' and 'taditional' strucfires, rather

than a relationship involving ssmFetition for support.

It involves moving beyond a situation where wh6nau, who are part of hap[, of iwi,

(whether they know or not) are having to make such choices and commitrnents to new

stnrctur€s, including educational strucnres focused on in this thesis that have as part of
their agenda language regeneration, without certain conditions being met. These

conditions include personalissd support mechanisms, throrrgh which information can be

systematically disseminated to whiinau (e.g. Chrisp, 1998), that provide a meaDs by which

whEnau can critically analyse such information, and access to the wherewithal to act upon

it. Whanau and parents, while still drawing on our 'gut reactions', can then make

critically informed and resource4 as well as meaningful, choices.
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unRARANGIffi

GLOSSARY oT UAoRI TERMs

(See e.g. Williams, 1997; Ryan, 1997, for firller definitions and explanations of the

following terms and phrases)

ahi ka

akamatua

aka taepa

akoranga

ao

ao Miori

ao mErama

Aotearoa

hnka

hapu

he aha

h€ki

hinengaro

hui

hEnuku

i ngdudkatoa

iwi kninga

iwi

ka huri

kaiako

kaiiwhina

kaik6rero

kaitiaki

buming fircs symbolising occupation

parent vine

vine that i5 hnnging loose

learning

world

Maori world

world of light

'long white cloud' or long twilight', name predating oNew

Z.ealand'

fierce, often confrontational performance or dance

sub-tribe

what

egg

nin4 hearq ifte[ect

gatherings or meetings

family

all the time

tribal area

tribal goupiqg

revolve, used as a phrase to bring a subject, discussion or

oration to a close

teacher

helper, assistant

speaker

guardiar, caretaker
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kanohikikanohi facetoface

kapahaka Maori performing arts group

karakia spiritual chanf, incantation, przryer

karanga ritual call of welcome

kaumitua elders

kaupapa Meori M6ori philosophy and practice

kawa protocols

kdhanga nest

kdhanga reo Maori msdirrm programme involving pre-school children

kdrero spealq talk

konrkoru turkey

kowhaiwhai scroll pafierns, often painted on rafters

kuia female elders

kua kaupapa Miori Maori medium sefueeling based on Miori philosophy and

practice

kura school

mahi a rEhia recreational pursuits

rruma status, prestige

mang6 shark

m6ori / Meori normal, rued as generic name for indigenous people of

Aotearoa

urarzre

mauri

mEtauranga

mihimihi

mokopuna

NgaPuhi

Nga Tamatoa

Ngai Tahu

Ngeti Porou

formal meeting venues; modem Maori complex

life principle

knowledge, education

protocols of greeting

grandchildren,

diverse unity of tibes and zubtribes of the northenr North

Island

Meori 'radical protest' goup

South Island tribal grouprng

east coastNorth Island fibal grouping

Ngati Raukawa southernNorth Island tribal grouping

stockaded villagepa
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PEkeh6

panui

papakiinga

PapatnEnuku

European New Zealanders

announce, read

home are4 village

earth mother

pungiwerewere spider

piiaiao science

Ranginui sky father

raftmga weaving, plaiting

rito centre shoot of a flax bush

rohe area distict

rumaki reo language immersion

taiaha atlpe of weapon in the shape of a long thin club

Taitokerau northem area of the North Island

tEniko... tapestry weaving

taonga property, treasure

taumata seating for orators during formal protocols

tauparapara chant, often used to start a formal oration

tautoko support

te ao tuhi print literacy

Te Ataarangi a M6ori second language prograsme for adults

Te M6hurehure zub-tribe of southem Hokiang4 North Island

te reo Mdori tvleori langrrage

te reo me 6na tikanga M6ori language and beliefs and p,ractices it indexes

tikanga MEori protocols, loreo customary practices

fimatanga beginning

tino rangatiratanga autonomy, self determination

titiro mai look here

nftutukn ornamental panels

tiipuna forebears, ancestors

waiata song, chant

wainra spirit, spirituality

waka ama outrigger canoeing

waka
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w6nangarumaki rco

winanga

whaikdrero

whakairc

wbakami

uthakamaod

ufrakapapa

ufrakatauki

whakawhiti

urheme,re

whiinau

whanaunga

wharekai

ufrarekura

language immersion coluse

instinrtion of higber learning, study

formal speech

carviqg, engraving

embarrassment shamen to hrmble

translafie into Meori

genealory

sayingr lnoverb

discuss

nuclear family

familygrouping

ge,nealogical relatives

dining hall

term used forkurakaupapa Miiotri secondary schooling
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APPENDD( I

Anvone interested in takins part in a school - home reading
nroiect?

I am looking for families of children in ,'whaea class,
who are intercsted in taking pert in a project calted 3Tautoko i te Reo'.
This project is aimed at supporting whEnau, femilies and parents to
use te reo Miori in the home, and ourtamariki learning to read in
te reo Miori.

WIIAT WILL THIS ITTVOL\/E?

t Taping book reading activities carried out witt your child at home for
about three weeks in Tem I end three weeks in Term If. (You will be gyen
boola written in te rco Miori to read with your child)

r An interview of about an hour long with you about te rco Miori, why your
whineu chose to be part of kura, and about reading in your home.

If you are intercsted, please fill in and return the bottom half of this panui so I
can talkwith you more aboutwhat the projectwill involye.

If you want to know mone about the projec{ ptease ring me !t .................._,
or leave a messrge with whaer ........,. for me to get in touch with you.

Kia ora rawa ahr

We ere interccted in taking pert in 6Teutoko i te Reo'.

Name / Whinau :

child:

Phone nunber / (or contact address) :

Signature(s)
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Mi wai e hiahia ki te uru te mahi oinui. mai te kura ki te kainea?

E whaia ena e ehau nga whinau o nga tamariki o ............, te r6pu owhaea .., e hiahia ana ki te uru i te mahi'Tautoko i te Reo'.
Ko tEtahi wihange o tEnei kimi he rapu tikanga e pai atu ei te reo
Miori o a titou whinau, o ngr mitug lgitisrd rinei, ki te tautoko
hoki i te reo Miori me nga pinui putrapuka a Enei tamarikil

ME AHA KOUTOU?

A te wahanga tuetehi o te kunr, te wehanga hranra hokr, te meu ki te
dpene nga mahi pinui pukapuka me to trrnaiti Li 6 kringa, mo ngr wiki e
toru. (Maa}u e hoatu nge pukapuka Miori)

Ka kdrero tahi taatou no te haora kotahi peq e pi ana ki te reo Miori, te
take i um mai o t6 koutou whineu ki te kura, ki te pinui p.kapuka hoki.

Ki te hiahia mai koe ki te um ki t6nei mehi, whakaotitia te wahenga i rero neio
ka korero titou mo tEnei mrhi.

Ki te hhhi& i Etahi atu whakamirang wrer mai, ......................, kdrcro atu
rfnei H a \ilhaea.

Kia ora rewa ahr.

E whakearo anr mitou H te um ki te mehi, 6Tautoko i te Reor.

Whinau:

Tamaiti:

Nama weet / (kainga ranei) :

Tohu
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APPENDIX 2

Title of Project:

Researcher:

CONSENT TO PARTICIPATION IN RESEARCH

Tautoko i te Reo

Margie KahuloraHohepa

I have been given and have understood an explanation of this research project I
have bad an oppornrnity to ask questions and have them answered- I understand
that I may withdraw myself or my child or any information Vwe have provided
from this project (before data collection is completed), without having to give
reasons. Vwe agree to my/or:r child and me/us taking part in the research. ywe
also agree to the researcher audiotaping my/our chi1d.........
reading to me/rs in ourhome.

Signed:

Name:

Date:

APPRO\IED BY TIM UMT/ERSITY OT'AUCKLAIYD ETJ]T{AN STJB.IECTS
ETHICS COMMITTEE

on 14/9/94 foraperiodoftwoyears, from 19/9/94. Reference lgg4l2z5
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TE WHARE WANAI\IGA O TA]VIAKI IUAI(AIIRAU
M MO TE MAHITAHI RANGAEAU

Ko te Ingoa o te WhakepeeTautoko i te Reo

Keirangahau: Margie KahuhraHohepa

Kua homai, q kei te marama ahau ki te ahna o tenei mahi m11g6!su. Kua hoatu
ahau i aku patai,lata whakautua ai hoki. E marama ana ahary'malra/matou, ka taea
te tango mai i talc/ta maaua^naatou whakaae, fuogq aha atu ranei, lcua hoatg mo
tenei kaupapa

Ifu u/hakaae ahar:/maua/matou ma .......... ...............i raro i taku/to
maaua/maatou mana tiaki, ki te uru ki roto i tenei mahi rangahau. Ka u/hakaae
hoki kia haerc mai te kairangahau ki te kaainga ki te hopu koorero, uihakaahua, i
rungai anamihini.

Tohu:

Ingoa:
ftia tika te tuhi)

Rangi:

KUA WHAKAAETIA E TE ROOPU TII(ANGA RAI\IGAEAU TAI\IGATA
O IE WEARE WANTGANGA O TAII{AKI MAI(AURAU

ite 14/9194 mo ngatau e nra, rnai i lglg/94 Tohu wbaiaga lgg4/22s
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PARTICIPATION INT'ORMATION SHNET

Title of Project: Tautoko i te Reo.

Researcher: Margie Kahukura Hohepa

I am a staffmember of the Education Department at the University of Auckland doing a
PhD degree within the department. I am carrying out research looking at the readinglf
Maori language reading books sent from kura at home by new enhant kura children. The
study will look at how this helps to support reading development and language
development. I am inviting you and your child to participate in the study

P-* of this study will be finding out how parentVcaregivers can more effectively help
children's reading and language development at homC and support their own Maori
languagc development. This will involve an interview of about an hour long with yoq
discussing how you think you can help and whether you think your abilitier t rp"rtiog
Maori might affect this. It will also involve finding out about what parents/caregivers
believe are the goals and benefits of sending books home to be read Uy cninren to others.
I would like to collect data on your child carrying out this reading activlty with you. This
would involve recording up to around ten instances of this occuoing. Another iart of this
study will involve observing children reading in the kura and talking with teaciers about
the aims and goals relarcd to sending bools home to be read. A major aim underlying this
research is to provide us with information ttrat can strengthen the links between home and
kura in ways that benefit our children's learning and developmeng and our development
as a whEnau.

You may withdraw yourself or your child or any information, identifiable as provided by
you or your child for this project at any time before daa collection is completed, without
having to give Feasons.

Thank you very much for your time and help in making this srudy possible. If you have
any questions or want to know more please phone me at home at 8965977, l2i Tiroroa
Ave, TeAtatu Soutb, or contact me at wol/r', 3737599 x7853, Education Department,
University of Auckland. You may also contact my supervisor, Associate profesior Sfiurt
McNaughton,37 37 599 x7 5 4|
Education Departnen! University of Auckland.

The Head of Deparfinent is hofessor Roger Dale, 3737599 x737E, Education
Departmeng University of Auckland.

For any enquiries regarding ethical matters please contact:
DrNoel Dawson, 3737599 x62M. Chair, University of Auckland Human Subjects Ethics
Qsmmitt€€, c/- University of Auckland.

APPROVED BY THE UNNMRSITY OF AUCKLAI{D ETTTI{AN SI]BIECTS
ETHICS COMN{ITTEE
an 14/9/94 for a period of nro years, from 19/9/94. Reference 1994/zz5
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TE WHARE WANAI\IGA O TAMAKI MAKAIIRAU
TE WTANGA MO TE IT,IAIII RANGAHAU

Ko te fngoe o te Whakapae:Tautoko i te Reo
Kairangeheu: Ivlargie Kahukura Hohepa

He kaiwhakaako ahau no te Tari maataumnga o te Whare Waananga o Tamaki
Makaurau e mahi ana mo te tohu taakuta. E hiahia ana abau ki te rangaharl araa ki
te kimi i nga mahi tirotiro-koorero pukapuka na te lqra i hoatu hei ako i a koutou
tamariki i te kaaing4 a koutou tamariki kaatahi anoo ka timaa i te lcura Ko te
kaupapa he titiro mehemea e haapai ana teenei mahi i te puawaitaoga o te mahi
koorero i te reo, koorero pukapuka raanei. E paatai afu ana teenei mehemea ka
whakaae koe, to tanaiti hoki, ki te uru mai ki teenei mahi habau

Ko teetahi waahanga o teenei kimi he rapu tikanga e pai atu ai nga mahi a nga
maatua, kaitiaki raanei, ki te tautoko i nga koorero pukapuka me te koorqo i te reo
i te kaainga Ka whakawaatia teenei i waenga i a taaua mo te ftetahi haaor4 kia
kitea ai mehemea e taaea e maatou te tautoko i a koe, kia kitea ai hoki he aha nga
paanga mehemea e mohio ,na koe i te reo Maori, kaahore raanei. Ka kimihia hoki
he alra te painga o te tono pukapuka atu hei koorero atu ma qga tamariki ki a
koutou. Kei te hiahia ahau ki te kohikohi i nga mea epaa^nati to tanaiti i a ia e
koorero pukapuka atu ana ki a koe. Kia tekau nga waahanga peenei ka oti ai teenei
take. Ko teetahi atu kaupapa he titiro i nga tamariki e koorero pukapuka ana i nga
kura Ka whakawhiti whakaaro hoki ki nga kaiako kura i nga kaupapq nga
whakaaro e paa ana ki te tono pukapnka ki to kaainga Ko te tino puutake o teenei
fe kimi tikanga e piki ake ai te rnahi ako me te puawait nga o nga tamariki me
koutou hoki o te whtinau.

E ahei ana koe ki te trnu i a koe me nga mea katoa kua kohikohia i a konra, ahafia
he aba te waa i mr:a atu i te muhmga o teenei mahi. Kei a koe puu te€naa

Ka whakawhetai atu hoki ki a koe i waahi mai ai i to waa me o rnanaaki kia oti ai
teenei mahi. Mehemea he paatai mai aau e hiahia ana raanei koe ki te koorero
mai, waea mai ki tahr kainga 8365977 124 Tiroroa Ave, TeAtatu South, me wa€,a
mai raanei ki au i taku tad, 3737599 x7853, Tari Maatauranga Whare Waananga
o Tamaki Makaurau Mehemea e hiahia ana koe ki te koorero ki taku rangatira, ko
Associate Professor Stuart McNaughton ia 3737599 x754, Tari Maatauranga
Whare Waananga o Tamaki Makaurau

Ko te tumuaki" ko Professor Roger Dale, 3737599 x7379, Tari Maataurang4
Whare Waananga o Tamaki Makarrrau.

Mo aau paatai e paa ana ki nga mea aawaogarranga,
Dawson, 3737599 x6204, Tnmuaki o Nga Kaitiaki
Waananga o Tamaki lvlakaurau

KUA WIIAI(AAETIA E NGA KAITIAKI TII(AI{GA TAIYGATA O TE WIIARE
WANANGA O TAMAKI MAKAURAU.
ite14/9/94 mongataueru4 m iit9/9194. Tohuwhaing tgg4n2i

me koorero ki a Dr Noel
Tikanga Taogata Wharc
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APPENDD( 3

TAUTOKO I TE REO
Te Mahi Whakapae

I am a parent member of our kura whiinau and a staff member of the Education
Departnent at the Univenity of Auckland. I am doing a PhD degree within the
deparhent study:ng the reading of Maori language tefis at home by new entant kura
children and their parents. The study will look at how this helps to support l,Iaori
langrrage development and use.

Part of this study will be finding out how parents and caregivers can more effectively
help with children's reading at home. The aims of this interview are to find out about
reading Maori in your home and about the reading activities that are sent home. A major
aim trnderlying this research is to provide us with information that can strengthen the
links benreen home and kura in ways that benefit our children's leaming and
developmeng and the use and development of te reo Maori in our whEnau.

INITIAL COITVERSATIONAL INTERVIEW

PATAPATAI MO TE WHANAU

A. Te Reo

l. why is your child leanring Maori and being educated through Maori?

- importance to your child

- imFortance to you

- importance to your family

- importance to Maori

- long term aspirations and expectations

2. How would you describe your level of te reo Maori?

native very fluent fluent notveryfluent very low

3. what have you done in the past to develop your Maori language?

- what has been done individually; what has been done in faurily groupings?

4. Are you doing any things nowto develop yourMaori langrrage?
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- what is being done individually; what is being done in family groupings?

5. What has helped your child to leam to speak Maori?

How fluent do youthink he/she is?

native veryfluent fluent notveryfluent verylow

6. What is helping your child to leam Maori nor/?

- what role do you have?

7. How often is Maori spoken in your home? surycy completed?

All the t'me.......most ofthe time.....hatf the time......very little of the time

8. Do you think reading activities from kura can influence your use of lvlaori?

9. Do you think activities from kura can influence your uderstanding of lvlaori?

B. Reading at home
l. What reading activities happen in yorn home?

-books available, Maori, English?

2. Who takes part in these? How?

3. Activities involving Maori language?

4. Who takes part iD these?

How often do they occur e.g. weekly?
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5. Activities invotving English language?

6. Who takes part in these?

How often do they occur e.g. weekly?

C. Reading Development

l. Have you ever talked with the kaiako about reading? Wbat did you talk about?

2- What do you know about the reading progamme in your child's class? How did you find

out about it?

3. what ssrts sf things would you like to know about reading at lflra?

4. What role do you have or think you should have in your child's reading development?

5. What could your child do in terms of rcading and uniting when they started hra?

D. Kura reeding activities at home

l. Does your child bring reading activities home from school?

Describe them.

2. Who usrally helps your child with these?

3. How do louthink you can help?

-byteaching

-by supporting

-by listening
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4. What do you think are the aims or the purpose of these activities?

5. Wbat do you think are the good thingythe not so good things about the.se activities?

6. Do you think there are parents vfio might find such activities easy or diffisult?

-forwhat reasons?

7. what sorts of information or directions did you get ahut what to do?

8. How did you getthe information?

9. Do you need any other information?

-what sort?

l0- Are there reading activities tbat you would like to be sent home?

-wbat sort?

-u&y?

-how often/long?
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APPENDIX 4

TAUTOKO I TE REO
Te Mahi \ilhakapae

I am a staffmember of the Education Departuent at the Univenity of Auckland doing a
PhD degree within the deparrnent. I am carrying out research looking at the reading of
Maori language reading books by new entrant kura children and their parents. the stgdy
will look at how this helps to support reading development and language development.

Part of this study will be findiog out how parents and caregivers can more effectively
help children's reading and langrrage development at home. The aims of this interview
arc to find out about the reading progrlrnme in you class and about the reading activities
that are sent home. A major aim underlying this research is to provide us with
information that can stengthen the links benreen home and lcura in ways that benefit oru
children's learning and developmen! and oru development as a wbinau.

IMTIAL COI{YERSATIONAL INTERVIEW

PATAPATAI MO TE KAIAKO

A* Reading progranme

l- Describe tlre main parts of the reading progumme (i.e. the day to day activities).
-how are activities organised (e.g. whole-clasVgroup/individual)
-how do you see your role as teacher
-how do you see the children's roles

2- Are there other parts of the school day where reading plays a significant role?

3. What are yourmain goals for the reading programme?
-goals for particular parts of the programme

4. Are there things you expect the children to be able to do when they start?
-(i.e. starting base knowledge)
-are any of these ofpriority /more important

5- Are any of these more important for the children's development of reading?
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6. How do you evaluate the children,s reading development?

B. Reading ectivities for home

l. Should reading activities go home?
-why

2- Do you think sending reading activities home is a general practice across schools or
particular to onr lcura?
-what are the similarities
-what are the differences

3. when do you start sending reading activities home with children?
-how do you decide when to start sending these activities home

4. Wbat sorts of activities arc sent home?
-is there an order to these / a sequencing of these activities
-u/hat do you expect the children to do
-what do you expect the parents to do

5. Wbat arc your main reasons for sending these sorts of reading activities home?
are parents a consideration
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C. Role of the home and parents/carcgiven

l. How would you like parents to be involved in yorn reading programme?

2- What is the role ofthe parents or carregivers in the reading activities s€nt home?
(e.g.s supponing, helping, teachins)

3. Do you think thene arc parcnts who mighr find this difficult?
-for what reasons?

4. At the moment do you know what parents do with these activities?

5. - Are they gven any sorts of information or dirpotions about uftat they could do?
-what sorts of directions?

6. Do they need any?
-what sorts?

7. Do you think it worlc well at present?
-inwhatways
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APPENDD( 5

These suggestions are part of a
farnilies and parents to use te reo
learning to read in te reo M6ori.

TAUTOKO I TE REO

project aimed at supporting whdnau,
M6ori in the home, and our tamariki

Why read te reo Mdori books with our tomuriki?

. One of the most important activities found to help tamariki be
successful learners in reading, is reading aloud with them. Reading
books with tamariki can help them learn to identiff letters and words,
the meanings of words, understand what a story is. one way they can
benefit is through participating actively, by talking about the story.

. Reading supports language development. Not only language of your
tamariki, but also your own, if you are a second language learner.
Many parents / caregivers in our kura are second language speakers of
M6ori and are still learning to speak M6ori. Reading books with your
tamariki is a way to help you learn.

what kinds of things can r do, when reading a Mdori language book
with tamariki?

Talk about what's happening in the story.

e.g. Riwai tao

Pipn He aha te k6rero o te tuihine?
Tamaiti Uu aa, he wera hoki.
Pipi He wera rawa.
Tamaiti Ee wera rawa.
Pnpn Ae, tino wera nga kai m6 te kotiro, n€ ri?
Tamaiti Ae, me te pEpi, nE rii?
Talk about similar things or other books that you and your tamariki are
familiar with.
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Ifuiretiripa

Tamaiti Mum, look he's got the same rollerbrades as wai!
Mum NE?
Tamaiti Look, he's got another knot there, and only one over
there, like mine.
Mum Mmm, ae, rite tonu ki d hfi wira, nE.

Predict what mrght happen. Ask questions about what
might come next in the story.

Te hikoi waensanui pd o Wiremu Poaka

Mimi He aha tana mahi?
Tamaiti Kei te haere ia ki roto i tana, i tana ruma nei.
Mimi Oh, ae, ae. Taihoa. Mohio koe te mea mo te poaka, mo

\iliremu, kia mutu tana ngongoro?
Tamaiti Ae.
Mimi He aha?
Tamaiti Taea (tie?)
Miimi Ae, taea ne.
Tamaiti Aha, (laughs) mohio au.

Olwen pukoro tekau ma rua

Pipi He aha nga mea ki te tuhituhi?
Tamaiti Nga pepa?
Pipi Ae, He aha nga mea e fuhituhi ana? He aha tEnei?
Tamaiti He ringaringa.
Pipi He ringaringa, engari ko tenei he...
Tamaiti Pene rakau!
Pipi Ae, pene rakau. Pai ana.
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Talk about what words might mean, including ones thet you are
unsune of. rt may be that your tamaiti knows the meanings.

Ka whaku-u-u

Tamaiti Do you know what wahangfi means?
Mimi Kahore.
Tamaiti Quiet.
Mimd reads 'He whEnau wahangfr.'

Oh, ne?
Tamaiti Mmmm.
Mimi Kia ora!

Talk about the pictures.

E haere ana nea kararehe ki hea?

PiipE Anei, titiro. He aha tEnei?
Tamaiti Hari huritau.
Pipn He huritau tenei. Ae. He keke tenei. Na wai tEnei keke?
Mi wai?
Tamaiti K5, kimera.
Pipi Ae....

T6ku ri whinau

Mimi Na, anei te t6ti.
Tamaiti T6titi.
Mimi Tdtiti.
Tamaiti Kei kdnei.
Mimi Aa, anei tdtiti. He paraoa. Anei he waireka.
Tamaiti Kei whea?
Mimii Mmmmm, waireka.
Tamaiti Kei kdnei.
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Encourage your bmaiti to ask qucstions and to talk about the 'book,

He kainga noho tahi

Pipn He aha td whakaaro mo tEnei pukapuka?
Tamaiti He pai.
Pnpi He pai?
Tamaiti Ae,
Pnpi He patai, patai i Etahi patai.
Tamaiti Mmmm, ae.
Pipi He aha?
Tamaiti Ko wai, he aha Ere?
Pnpi Mmmm, tetahi pelrapeka?
Tamaiti He aha tEre?
Pnpn He pekapeka? TEtahi ika o te moana.

Answer their questione, reply if they say something.

Tamaiti nohinohi

Mimi reads'kua he koe!'
Tamaiti Whats wrong?
MimE Mmm, 6na k5kahu. Kua hE dna hfi, me tana tarau, me te,

me te hite, na. Titiro ki nga buttons.
Tamaiti Hf,, pai ana. Its all right
Mimi Na, me... he's still wearing his lrrkahu moe. Kei raro i
6na kikahu ra.
Tamaiti Ae!
Mimi Ae.
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Listen out for what they say. rf you miss if ask t'hem to say it

Te 16

Mimi Titiro ki 6na kanohi.
Tamaiti Grrrr. Tena, te kai koe!
Miimi He aha, he aha td kdrero, he aha t6na k6rero?
Tamaiti TEni, te kai koe. TEni, he kai t6 ringaringa!
Mimi (laughs)
Tamaiti Oh, yuck

Encourage them when they try to

E haere ana nga kararehe ki hea?

Tamaiti (reading "E haere ana te katoa o nga kararehe ki hea?)
Pipi Pai ana tEnil Engari titiro ki ngii kupu.

(reading "E haere ana nga kararehe ki hea?)

What obout us@ English?

At kura our tamariki leam to read in te reo Miori. Try and read with
your tamaiti in M6ori and talk about the book in Mdori as much as you
can.

Sometimes though, it night be helpful (especially if you are just starting
to learn M6ori, or aren't able to speak a lot of lvldori yET) to use some
English to understand the story and to talk about it with your tamaiti or
tamaxiki.
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Tarnaiti nohinohi

Miimi reads 'kei motu koe.'
Tamaiti What's a motu?
Mimf, Must be a cut. Na, cos he's playing with that shaver.

Kei motu koe.

However, you can ty to use Miiori as much as possible when reading
Mdori language books with your tamariki. For example, you can ask
them in Maori to explain to you what something means.

Te Pi tamumu

Mimi Mdhio koe he aha nga parirau?
Tamaiti Ae.
Mimi He aha?
Tamaiti Enei.
Milmii Nga parirau, ne.
Tamaiti Ae

Below are some ideas about what you could say when reading M6ori
books with tamariki.

This book is called Ko 

- 
te ingoa o tEenei pukapuka.

It was written by-----. Na i tuhi

what is this book called? He aho te ingoa o tenei pukapuka?

Who was it written by? No wai i tuhi?

Look at the picture Tifiro ki te pikitia nei.

Whatos happening now? E aha ana inoianei? or Kei te aha
inaianei?

what might happen next? E aha ano a muri ata? or Kei te aha a
muri atu?

I think this might happen.... Ka penei p€a, ka.......



What does this word mean?

This word migbt mean----.

What did you like about ttris
book?

I liked --- in the story.

Ee aha te tikanga o tEnei ktqa?

He- pea te tikanga o tEnei kteu

He aha te rnea pai o tenei puhopaha
ki a lcoe?

He poi ki a au

Kia kaha' pinui pukapuk& k0rero pukapuka me 6 tameriki,
kia tautoko i te reo Miori i roto i to koutou ake kainga
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ka patai / asks question
korero ltgJk about
question
the boolg picture, or
similar things, other
books, etc.

other

korero/ talk about
the booh picture or
similar things

I

I

+
After a short taltq go back to

reading the book.

AUTOKO I TE REO

Panui pukapuka

\eading the book

whakahoki/answer

READER

and/or
korero/talk about the book,
picflre, or similar things,

books, etc.

If child doesn't comment after
about a page,

I

I

patai/askaquestion
and / or

korero / talk about
the booh pichre, or
similar things, other
books, etc.

After a short ta[q go

back to reading the book.
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